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disproportionate placement of minoritierin educable mentally
retarded (EMR) program: legal and idministrative requirements,
characteristics of students, quality!of the instruction received,
possible biases in the assessment process, characteristics of the
home and family environment, and broader historical and cultural
contexts. Chapter 2 describes characteristics of EMR students, then
reviews the historical origins of special education in America with
attention to the role of the standardized intelligence test for
identification and placement of mentally retarded students. A third
chapter is split into two sections--one on the issues surrounding the
instruments that comprise a comprehensive battery for assessing a
child who is unable to learn; normally in the classroom, and the other
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'NOTICE: The project that is the subject of this report was approved

by the Governing Board of the.National Research CoUncil, whose members

are-drawn from the Councils of the National Academy of Sciences, the

National,A6ademy of Engineering:and the,Institute of Medicine. The

members of the committee responsible for the report were Chosen for their

special competences and with regard for,appropriate balance.

This report has been reviewed by a group other than the authors° 4 '

according to procedures, approved by a Report Review Committee consisting

of members of the National Academy of Sciencei, the National Academyvor

Engineering, and the Institute6of Medicine,

The National Research Council was established by the National Academy

of (Sciences in 1916 to associate the broad community of science and

technology with the Academy's purposes of ar.theringknowledge and of

advising the federal government.. The Council operates in accordance with

"general policies determined by the Academy under the authority of its

congressional charter of 1863, which establishes the Academy as a

privalk, nonprofit, Self governing membership corporation. The Council

has become the principal operating agency of both the National Academy of

Sciences. and de National Academy of Engineering in the conduct of their.

services to the government,' the public, and the scientific 'and

engineering communities. It is administered jointly by ,both Academies

and the Institute of Medicine. The National Academy of Engineering aid

the Institute of Medicine were established in 1964 and 1970,

respectively, under the charter of the National Academy of Sciences.
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This'Project was supported by a contract from %he Office for Civil

Rights in the U. S. Department of-Education. The contents do not \-t
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\ CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION: DISPROPORTION IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

The overrepresentation of minorities in special education classes is a

pressing and volatile issue--not only because of society's continuing

concern with equality of opportunity and equity of treatment, but also

because of an increasing nambei of. legal statutes and judicial precedents-

that have broadened entitlement to needed educational services. Unequal

representation in special education is not a new phenomenon. What is at
.

...

1,

-delft*, is whetheIit constitutes an.inequity,_eithir new or4
110

Ar 1

tY longstanding. The controversies that surrounded the earliest programs

_ . *
. ,

.

for children who were considered unable to ptofit from regular

instruction still dominate the field of special education today: Zs

there a harmful arid enduring stigma associated with placement 1,04,4ecial

education clasilis? Is the quality Of education in special classes._ gi,

i
.

adequate? Can special education students ever return to the regular

41t

classroom? Are the methbds of '. assessment and,assignmedtlfair and
0

unbiased?

Recent legislation attempts to insure that the benefits o.; special
ti

education programs are.availible to all who need them. Both Section 504

of the Rehibilitation Act of 1973 and the Education for All-Handicapped

Children Act of 1975*(P.L. 94;142) iiquire the formal identification of

children with handtapping conditions and the provision of appropriate
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educational services. At the sameotime, the eqtal protection clause of

the Fourteenth amendment and Title VI of the Civil Rights-Act of 1964

prohibit the classification of persons in such a way that

disproportionate harm -including the harm of separateness--accrues to

membe9 of a group identified by race, color, or national origin. The

Offide, for Civil Rights (OCR),40aving enforcement responsibilitiei under--

Title VI..and Section 504, routinely examines disproportion in special

education and other programs by means of a biannual survey of the

nation's'tchool and.sdhool district enrollments. An immediate and

gtrizary concern of.00R, revealed by the survey daia, is a persistent

disproportion of minority children and males in classes for educable

t.

. 1

mentally retarded (EMR) students. The Panel on'Selection and Placement

of Studentsin Programs for. the Mentally Retarded was establidhed'to aid -

OCR both in identifying factors that account for this disproportion and

in developing procedures for remedying the imbalance.

The panel analyzed the data gathered by OCR through its Elementary

and Secondary School Survey 'to document the nature andrextent of

disproportion in special education classes. The analysis accomplished
o

three purposes: (1) it verifiedhat the relative disproportions cited

b: OCR do indeed ixtst, documenting in the process the magnitude and
,P

distribution of minority-white and sex differences in EMR rates; (2) it

identified geographic trends in racial and sex imbalances in EMR

programs; and (3) it prrided an examination of possible correlates of

disproportion (e.g., the size and racial composition of a school

district,the overall prevalance of EMR classifications in a district,

and the desegregation status of a district) as well as an appraisal of
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-minority-white and sex differences for special education programs other'

than EIIR, and for individual racial or ethnic categories. By

odisaggregating the survey data to the district l&el, this. analysis

provided a detailed picture of the disproportion by race or ethnicity, by

sex, and by special education classification. The next section of this

chapter provides a suuRary of the results of the panel:s,staiistical

investigation; a detailed examination of these analyses is presented in

the paper by Finn in this volume.

Having confirmed that inl.disproportion is a nationwide phenomenon, .

and that there are clear geographic And demographic conditions under

which it occurs"toa greater. extent,.,the nel considered a long list of

possible "causes.," These include characteristics of the legal and

administrative systems within which special education programs operate,

characteristics of the instruction and of the instructional setting,

characteiistics of the students themselves as well as possible biases in

their assessment, characteristics of the students' homes and family

environments,.and the broader historical and cultural contexts in which'

they are embedded.

It seemed likely that if we could identify the probable causes of

disproportion, we could then determine ef2ective solutions. However, the

panel recognized that disproportion is very probably determined by

multiple interacting factors that are inextricably confounded in any

concrete instance. To focus on identifying causes, especially with the

hopes of correcting or eliminating them to directly reduce disproportion,

was.deimed insufficient and unfruitful. Furthermore, to continue to

focus on factors associated with disproport'onate placement rates unduly

e's



eiphasizes'statistical differences that are aimplysymptomatic of other,

l'' 'more significant issues. Altering placement rates and reducing

disproportion 4in EMR programs
...

may remedy one set of Troblems-77the

immediate problem of racial imbalance, for instance--but it doe not

1/4 attend.to the fundamental educational problems .that underlie student

placement in programs for mentally retarded students. Rather than,

continuing to explore plausible. explanations or underlying causes, the

panel focused on recurring dimensions of*the problem, common to a variety

of causes, that cut through the issues in potentially powerful ways.

Accordingly, we recast the issue of existing disproportionaiity by

askingt.mthe overrepresentationof minorities in E4'IR programs is

perceived as a problem. THe'Controversy has typically centered oh tJo

assumptions. First, it is claimed that assessmeit proceduresymy lead re

0

inappropriate placement and services gor certain children, especially

blacks, who are not really "mentally retarded." This debate

traditiobally has focused_on_the use, of IQ scores to place children in

EMR programs. The second-assumption, directly related to the first,

concerns perceptions of the EMR programs themselves. EMR classes are

often perceived as programs offering few valid educational services,

channeling students into tracks that impede their returi.to regular

programs while isolating them from their regular classroom peers. These

negative views of the services offered in EMR.classes are in marked

,

contrast to. the more.positive perceptions of other progra ms desigued,to _

provide special services. For example, the significant

overrepresentation of
/minorities in Title I\programs has not been

contested in major court cases, presumably because children are perceived
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as obtaining effective remedial services designed to help them achieve

the levels-attained by their/regular clssroom peers.-
4

-

From this perspective, the key issue is not disproportionality per se

but,rather the validity Of referral and assessment prodedures and he
. .

quality of instruction received, whethereid the regular classroom or in .
aff

special education settings. 'If needed and effective educational services
.0

are provided in the least restrictive environment to students validly

. ,

targeted, then any resulting inequality in minority representation in,.

those programt would not constitute an inequity. ImpteSizing the
4

validity of referral and assessment, procedures and thequility..bf-.special

education programs and outcomes is quite consistent with tlegal tenet's.'.
, .: .

. . ,
sides all four major laws stipulating entitlements to special education,

.,
0

servicesservices focus on consequences, either
,

in terms of harm to be avoided or
.

-- the types-and quaIity.of,services to :lie prbvided-. .
.

I.

+ ,

1

, THE EXTENT OF Eta DISPROPORTION TN AMERICAN PUBLTC mums,
.

. . ..,
, . ..

. ,.

The panel' sought to describe, the magnitude of disproportion in EMR
e ft*.

programs.byikce or ethiioity_.and by sex.The:survey,aata collected
. ,

..- - - - .
.,

,, .

biannually by'OCR were used for this purpose. .Although inferences

concerning the processes that lead to disproportion and the
-

. appropriateness or validity of special'education placements cannot'be

drawn from these dita, they do illuminate impoitant differences in

piiicement rates and the context in which these differences arise. Most

striking in 'the description is the extreme variability it: the Magnitude

of disiropoprtion; these differences are attributable to ethnic group

-meebership, to geogiaphic region, to specific demographic characteristics'

of'districtsand to handicapping condition.
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The 1978 OCR survey sampled 6,040 school districti including 5.4082

schools, about one-third of the districts in the nation.'

Questionnaires were sent to all district offices and to each school,

requesting counts of the total number of students ene011ed,,the number

enrolled in'special education programs, and additional global

characteristics of the student pdpulati9n. 411 student counts were

classified by racial or ethnic identity` and some were also classified

' by sex. Both sex and race classifications were required (but not

sex-by-race cross-classifications) for students in special education

programs for educable mentally retarded, trainable mentally retarded,

seriously emotionally disturbed, specific learning-disabled, and

speech- impaired children, as defined by the Office of Special Education

(OSE) and adapted by OCR.3

For purposes of Trelating thedegree of disproportion with other

school-related caracteristics, a sensitive'"log-odds index" of

diiprOportion was calculated for each special education category.
4

The

index is positive whenever the odds of minorities being assigned to a

special program is'higher than the odds for whites; it is zero if the

odds for minorities and,whites is equal; and it is negative if the odds

, .

of minorities being assigned,to-special
education classes is lower than

'the odds for whites. ,The logodds index is a linear contrast of the

.logarithms of tie two odds 'tad has a distribution in the popuiation

.school districts that closely approximates the,normal; thus it is

Qarticularly appropriate for analysis by normal-theory methods, e.g.,

Pearson correlations'or analysis of variance. Unfortunately, the index

Is not simple to interpret' since it is unbounded, i.e., it can-vary from

tt,

Into__

12
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- depending on the magnitude of the disproportion. For

interpretive purposes, however, the log-odds index can be transformed to

a measure of association, Yule's Q-statistic, which, likelikc4relation,

6)For EMR rograms, i4uis limited4o values between -1 and +1.3

associattn of race or ethnicity (minority versunonminority) with

plaCement (EMR versus none) is approximately +.42.

Although of.some general interest, national aggregate indexes do not

provide adequate means to describe the pattern of disproportional

enrollment in special education classes. Disaggregation is particularly

important since atudents4creplaced in apeCial education on a

district-by-district basis; hence a wide range of placeient rates and

. .

racial disproportions may be found among districts operating within the
.

.

'N
.

Aame state guidelines.'
.

The OCR survey provides
4

data from which placement
. .

rates and the disproportion index may be calculated for es.kzschool

district. State bummary statistics can then be o taineCby'averaging the.

... '- .
. . .

.

. .

log-odds measure across districts.of similar size, diapersion
.

.

. . V..,
meatures.(e.g.i the range or standard deviation) providing an indicator

..,.

of variability.within the larger unit. Such disaggregation prevents

regnilq for large districts from obscuring thosefor smaller districts.

MoreAr, districts with no students in a particillar special education
4

program are eliminated from the respective analyses and thus do not

distort summary statistics. The 1975 OCR sample. included 4,917 districts

with both minority and white students enrolled in EMR programs and these

districts-prdvide the data base for the statistical analyses of OR

disproportion.
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Nationwide percentages of students in each of the five special

education program areas, as estimated from the survey data, are given in

Table 1
6
; more refined breakdowns are presented in Tables 2-3.

Despite the fact that a face or ethnicity E.MR disproportion appeals

O

from Table 1 to be a national phenomenon--the average percintage of

minority students in L classes exceeds.theaverage percentage of wnite*

in every state except four
7--massive regional variation in minority

representation is evident in the survey data (see the paper by Finn in

this volume for a breakdown by state). The average disproportion in

southern states (Table 2) is consistently and notably high. Among

distiicts in the South, the median disproportion index is 1.50; which

corresponds to an association (Q) of .63., Although substantially lower

than in the south, relatively high minority disproportion also pervades

,the data for the states bordering.the SoUth; the median log-odds

disprofoOrtion value is .66, corresponding to a Q value of .32. Minority

disproportion does not appear as a general problem in the Northeast or

the Midwest, where the corresponding measure of association in each

region is .03. Minority disproportion in the West is also relatively

low; the association (Q) of race or ethnicity with EMR placement

Dramatic differences in minimum and maximum percentages of minorities

assigned to EMR Classes are also'evident in summary regional data (Table

3). Again, the South exhibits the highest minimum and maximum average

E. placement rates for minority students of any geographic region--up to

an average of 9.09 percent of minorities enrolled in EMR.classes in

Alabama.. The northeastern and midwestern states show a lower range for

minority placement than does the South. At the low extreme, the range of



placements for minorities in the West is similar.to the relatively

homogeneous range for whites throughout the cour.:ry. In sedition, there

is.a regional tendency for larger disproportions to occur in areas in

which the total proportion .of children in EMR classes is high. This

:effect also operates at both the state and district levels. The data

indicate that,'in general; smaller degrees of disproportion occur in

districts, states, ane regions that have smaller proportions of students

in EMR programs.
O

The average level of racial disproportion in En programs is smallest

for districts with 1,000-3,000 students. It is somewhat higher for

districts with, fewer than 1,000 stud "nts, higher for district's in the

3,000-10,000 student range, and highest for districts with more than

30,000 Students. The felationf disproportion to the percentage of

;4*
minority students in a districs not the same for smaller and larger

districts., In districts of all sties, there is an increase from small or

nonexistent-average disproportion to moderate disproportion as minority

enrollment increases from 0 to 50 percent. In medium and large

districts, as the minority enrollment increases from 50 to 90 percent or

more-, racial disproportion-in EMR-programs-decreases_to_close_to_zero.---

Among small districts, by contrast,-those.with 50 percent minority

enrollment or greater have still larger dispropottions (see the papet by

Finn in this volume: Figure 1). These may involve a significant number

of children at a statewide or regional level.

Nationwide placement percentages are presented --in- -Table 4 far ire

specific racial'or ethnic groups in each of the five types of special

education programs. As is to be expected, since blacks represent
/ .
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approximately two thirds of theminority enrollment in the country's

public schools, the pattern of black enrollment in each of the special

program areas closely paralleli that for the totalminority population,

as shown in Table 1.

E4ch of the other minority groups identified in the survey is

characterizedby some idiosyncratic discrepancies froi the total tinority_

group results. For example, students of Asian or Padific Island orUins

aretypically assigned to special education programs at rates that are

considerably below those for whites. In small districts in several

western states, however, positive disproportions are found that might

reflect relatively high incidence of recent immigrationd. Verification

of this hypothesis was not possible fromthe survey data. Although there

is a tendency for American Indian or Alaskan native §tuderits to be

assigned more frequently than white students to EMR programs, the OCR

survey may not provide an adequate data base for evaluating the extent of

disproportion, since relatively large numbers of American Indians are-

enrolled in schools-or programs outside those sampled by OCR.

DesPite'the fact that the nationwide summary statistics indicate that

the proportion of Hispanic pupils
8 enrolled in EMR classes is slightly'

below that for whites (Table 4), the reverse situation is true in 26 of

31 states reporting 10 percent or more total minority enrollment. To

explore this apparent inconsistency, a subsample of school districts was

selected in which Hispanic students comprise at least 5 percent of total

-at-lesst-50-Hispenio-studeats-enrolled--(-
see-Table-5) .0f

the 4,917 districts in the survey data, 765 met these criteria. For this

_subsample, the average EMR disproportion is positive for each of the



school district size intervals presented in Table 5. The striking aspect

of the data in Table 5, however, is the broad range of log-odds indexes

within each category of district size--from large negative disproportions

(many fewer Hispanics than whites) to large positive disproportions (many

more Hispanics than whites). .Unlike, disproportion for all minorities

combined, or for blacks in particular, the small Hispanic-white

difference for the nation aa whole is an average of many sizable'':

positive and negative disproportions. Correlates of this phenomenon,

including the districts' racial composition and the availability of

bilingual education, are discussed by Fink (in this volume).

Unlike disproportion by race or ethnicity, the overrepresentation of

males in EMR prOgrams is relatively uniform across geographic regions

'(Table 2).. As a consequence of this relative uniformity in' the sex

. .

disproportion, this summary has little distinctive information to impart

about the demography of male-female placement in special' education

'Classes. Nonetheless, it must be kept in mind that the problems we

addreis*concerning minorities apply to males as well.

POTENTIAL CAUSES 'OF DISPROPORTION IN EMR7PROGRAMS

Arthough the magnitude of the minority-white and male female

disproportion in.EMR placements rates and the systematic variation in ENR

disproportionality as.a function of geographic region and demographic

characteristics can be clearly documented, the factors that account for

th44 disproport - eas y analyzed. The multiplicity of

potential causes of disproportionate placement rates may be categorized

for purposes of a brief overview under six main rubrics:
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1. Legal and Administrative Requirements

2. Characteristics of Students

3. Quality of the Instruction Redeived

4. Pdssible Biases in the Assessment Process

5. Characteristics of the Home and Family Environment

6. Broader Historical"and Cultural Contexts

Each of these potential causes is described briefly below.

8
Legal and Adziinistrative Requirements

Federal, state, and local legal and administrative requirements establish

'a network of incentives and 'constraints within which special education

programs operate. Definitions of particular diagnostic categories,

policies adopted that establish a particular ferral and evaluation

system, and policies concerning the funding of special education programs

- affect, which children are referred for special education, how they are

evaluated'and placed, and the types of services tat are available'in

special'education programs. Some of these factors may contribute to

disproportionate placement of minorities in EAR programs. For example,

funding schemes that direCtly tie the number of dollars made available to

a special education program to the number'of children in that program may

-

encourage overcounting, and minority children may be more likely to be

eligible and therefore placed in expandedtpdcra-r-e-dirc-arip-a-programs.

The legal and regulatory structure for the identification, assessment,

and placement ofstudents in special education programs and the fiscal

factors that may influence these programs are discussed in more detail in

Chapter 2 and in the paper by Magnetti in this volume on potential fiscal'

incentives.

!La



Characteristics of Students

A variety of causes for disproportionate placement have been proposed

that focus directly on the °characteristics-of students. Students may

experience difficulty in school because of undiagnosed or untreated'

medical and physical problems (see the paper by Shonkoff in this voIuRie);

because of difficulties in informatiOn processing, comprehension,

reasoning, or judgment; because of emotional-ormotivational

disturbances,. such as hyperactivity or anxiety, that disrupt -or block

effective learning; because of the absence of adaptive skills and

behaviors that are needed in school, etc.. Learning deficiencies in the

early grades may persist in later years and become barriers to future

achievelsent..,

Quality of the Instruction `Received

An almost uniform feature of theielection process for EIR placeient is

that it begins with an observation of weak academic performance. Poor

performance may .be accompanied by other behaviors, such as disruptive

,

classroom behavior, but referral for EMR placement seldom occurs in the

absence ofweak academic performance.(see the paper by Bickel in this

volume). Tothe extent that a greater proportion of minority children

score below accepted norms on achievement measures used in particular

'schools, they will be overrepresented in the pool of "potential" special

e

education children.

While academic failure is often attributed to characteristics of the

learners, current achievement also reflects the opportunities available

to learn-in school. If such opportunities have been lacking or if the
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quality of instruction offered varies across subgroups of the school-age

population, then school failure and-subsequent'EMR referral and placement

may represent a lack of exposure to quality instruction for disadvantaged

or minority children.

Possible Biases in the Assessment Process

The measures employed in classification irocedUres for E. placement may.

not yield valid- assessments o'f'the cognitive skills of particular

minority or.disadvantaged groups. Much, of the controversy regarding

assessment has centered on mental ability tests from which IQ scores are

ft*

derived. Frequently referred to as "IQ tests," these instruments pldy a._

primary role in the determination of eligibility for placement in EMR

programs_(see the paper by Bickel in this volume). Critics charge that

such tests undereitifi/rethe-skill-s-of--minority--childreu---that_the_it.ems
,

.

---_____

do not tap the same underlying constrUct-ler minority groups as for white

middle-class children, that particular items are is to minority

cultures, thit differences exist in the predictive validity of the test-'N

,
, .

for different groups. Furthermore, the test - taking situation may N,

artifidially.depress the scores of minority children compared with those,

of whites. This position argues that there is a fundamental mismatch

between-the language, and culture reflected in ICS tests and those of

various minority groups. Any such-mismatch could cause inferior

performance on IQ tests by minorities, which in turn has profound

implications for later educational experiences, including an increased

likelihood of EHR placement. These issues are discussed in detail in

Chapter 3 and in the paper by Travers in this volume.

2
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In addition, it i$ possible that features of the placem'ent process

may contribute to overrepresentation of minorities in EMR programs. For

example, minority students with academic problems may be referred for

evaluation. more often than other childrE4 experiencing similar academic

--difficulties.' An analysis-of the placement process audits contribution

to minority overrepresentation in Eft programs is presented in the paper

by Bickel_in this volume.

Characteristics, of the Home and Family Environment

Well-established relationships between patents' socioeconomic status and

children's school performance have led to the investigation of variations

in home environments and child-rearing styles as possible causes of low

, ..

achievement among minority and disadvantaged children. Proposed
\ %

differences in -home environments include the extent to which motivational
.

support is provided for cognitive achievement and the extent to which

parents and others encourage verbal development and provide appropriate

verbal .models. Families may also differ dramatically in the degree to

which children are encouraged or required to practice the use of compleX

;systems of verbal symbols; the lack of'such practice may be related both

to the.underdevelopment of cognitive skills and to an increased

likelihood Of E. placement.

Broader Historical and Cultural Contexts

As noted above, many of the proposed causes of disproportionate ENR

placement ' e attributed to the student directly;. so it is not surprising

that to date, s_ dies of mental retardation hive generally emphasized

characteristics of t individual. The problem of disproportion can also



be viewed in a broader soc.LtKultutlal context--not just the sociocultural

influences-on indivl,cual-szuaonts of their familial and street cultures

4 but a pervasive colle,:tis 1=i1uence of minority status within adominarst

11
1 ,

majority 'culture. Discontinuities arise from the Childls experiences as

mediafed.by the family and :oma environment,.especially when children

from various subgroups are confronted with the Curriculum and value

structures of the public schOols. Discontinuities also may arise from

the collective historical confrontation and conflict between minority

cultures and the dominant culture. This perspective emphasizes the

importance of coping mechanisue and survival strategies that have

1

developed in response to the long-term denial of equal opportunity,

status, and rewards ler minorities. Frosithis analysis, possible

societal causes of problems involving the educability of minority

children may be. identified that in turn contribute to disproportionate_

EMR placement rates.

DISPROPORTION: pRoaumgidpR SYMPTOMATIC?

The panel agreed that disproportion undoubtedly reflects all of these

causes--singly and in combination--in some school districts some of the

time. It became apparent, however;-that even if-the-multiplex causes of

EMR disproportion could be identified and disentangled, it is unlikely

that remedies could be easily or effectively implemented. Furthermore,

an analysis that relies on eliiinating the causes of disproportion

presupposes-that effective solutions will result in a lack of

disproportion in EMR programs. The assumption that effective practices

are necessarily ones that reduce disproportion has led individual school

22 -
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districts, and in some cases entire states, to attempt simplistie

solutions to the problem of disproportion; for example, by eliminating

part or all of the EMR program, by combining Eft classes with a program

that has fewer nunminorities enrolled so that the overall racial

enrollments arc more balanced (see Table 4), or by prohibiting the use of

IQ tests fors EMR placement.

Approaches such as these may be misdirected. Each is likely*to

result in increased disproportion elsewhere in the educational systemin

.
\

placement in other special education.programs, in over-age grade

placements, indisciplinary actions and dropout rates,.Or.perhaps in the

number of students in high, school who cannot read or perform simple'

numerical tasks proficiently or retch minimum competency standards at

graduation. More significantly, such simplistic solutions fail to focus

on the needs of the children or on the services thit should be provided.

Rather than inquiring about the causes of disproportion and how to

remedy. the,problem of disproportion in special education and in EMR

classes in particular, a different and more constructive perspective is

to ask, "Under what circumstances does disproportion constitute a

problem?" While remedies to disproportion per se are based on.an

assumption that the disproportions in themselves constitute an inequity,

the educational and social conditions to which that assumption is true

should be examined explicitly. Three aspecti of the regular and special

, education programs and Placement proceduFes are most salient in this

regard:c, Disproportion is a problem (1) if' children are invalidly placed

in programs for mentally retarded students; (2) if they are unduly

exposed to the likelihood of such placement by virtue of having received

9f)
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poor quality regular instruction; or (3) if the quality and academic
.

relevance of the special instruction programs block students' educational
:

..

progress, including decreasing the likelihood of their return to the

regular clairroom.

1. Disproportion is a problem if children are invalid1 laced in

proof:ems for mentally retarded students. If children are systematically

assigned to E1R classes when other settings or programs would be more

benefiCial, then the- assessment system for special education' is of

questionable validity, either for students in general or for particular

subgroups that are overidentified. On the other hand,-if the assessment

system results in disproportion for particular subgroups, the,assessmeite

_ may still, successfully defended if theirreducational utility and

relevence.can.be demonstrated. If not, the procedures should be changed

to improve their validity and to lead more directly to appropriate and .

demonstrably effective eduCational practices. From this perspective, the

panel's primary concern is with the validity of the assessment system and

its implications for educational practice rather than with the resulting'

adverse disproportion as such.

The validity of assesemmntpractices for placement in EMR programs is

inextricably tied to theiraiiimtrof-the-catego itself. Educable mental

O

retardation is at least in part a function of the social and educational--
a

demands on an individual. The category resists precise definition,

allowing a wide variety of measurement practices to be employed in'the .

schools. While federal regulations implementing P.L. 94-142 define

_mental retardation as "significantly subaverage general intellectual

functioning existing concurrently withdeficits in adaptive behavior and
.

ti
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manifestid during the developmental period which. adversely affect; a

r

child's educational..performance, the translation of these guidelines

'int' assessment pract4.ces is neither direct nor uniform. Thus the

category EMR is operationalized in4ifferent ways at, different times in

different areas'. For example, adaptive behavior ratingssometimes.

.focusing on achievement-related behaviors and other times not - -play a

variety of different roles in special education assessment. In addition,

IQ cutoff scores very from district to district, and di4fereit cutoff ,

scores may result in different proportions-of studes being classified

as EMR; a regular student in one district may be classified as mentally

retarded in another. At the same time, the resulting category of EMR

children is far from homogeneous. To the extent that the use of the

label initiates a process. of Individual diagnosis., planning, gad.

treatment, the lack of homogeneity of the category is notltroublesome.

The use of the EMR label becomes very problematic, however, when it is
.

,preeuied tarimply common instructional; interventions for children with a

wide variety of educational needs, or when it leads to inappropriate

expectations-for the performance of certain childen within this

0
diagnostic category.

Moreoyer, the measures used to classify students as mentally retarded

may not discriminate among groups of children who require Or cai'prOfit

from different educational settings or programs, and hence may not be

valid measures for the placements that result. Individually administered

IQ tests are a major insirdmentused In the ultimate classification of

referred students. The fact that IQ scores predict a variety of school

achievements makes such tests appealing, and their high. reliability.

art.
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the user'conficience in the results.. However, the predictive power of the

.) ,

. ...,

IQ does not neteisarily make it a good measure of mental processes;

. . . .
f

.
.

.

.

different processes may underlie the same IQ scores for different groups

of children, and different types of remediation may be necessary in cases

of poor performance. For example, it has frequently been argued that

.

levels of motivation andqeffort of minority students are systematically

- -

different from those of whitestudents. Similarly, language factors

-

.
undoubtedly affect performamce more for some groups than others. IQ

tests adminiStered entirely in English to students for whom English is a

second language are in extreme case in point. Because ,f these and a

host of other faCtors, there-is no direct wayto infer the source Of a

1 .

.child's difficulty from incorrectly
answeredtest items, nor does a test

score or a profile of subscores provide the kinds of information needed

to design an individualized curriculum for a child in academic difficulty.

Furthermore, despite the mandatesof federal law and regulations,

imprecision and looseness in the referral, assessment',. and placement

systems cannot prevent discretion and personal bias from affecting

clacement decisions. After all, referral rests largely in'the hands of

the classroom teacher. If the teacher is distracted by the higher

4 -

activity level of 'boys or feels uncomfortable in the presenCeof Minority

students, than those groups may be more liksly,to'be referred for

possible special placement. Similarly,'the Choice of assessment.

instruments and their interpretation remain largely in the domain of the.

school psychologist. Local discretion,at many points in the placement

G

process thus allows a wide range of factors, soMeof which bay be

extraneous, to affect placemene-decisions. 4

es

s

9



2. Disproportion is,a problem if children are unduly exposed to the

-lifillihoca'afZEt'placement by being in schools or classes with

poor-quality regular'instrwiion. Students are referred for special
,

education assessment piitarily.after they_ -'f experienced academic

. \ , . Z
failure.

.
However, children whose regular classroom instruction is poor

'experience failure at a higher rate than they would if the climiity of

instruction were better: Since assessment instruments typically measure

9

the outcomes of learning rather learning processes,-there is a

-danger that the child who has not learned from poor instruction will be

judged unable,to learn from apy instruction.
. .

The unequal distribution of quality instruction in large urban

centers with high minority enrollments, compared-with that in

higher-income sOurbanc.areas, has. long been a point of contention and

debate. The :I/ell-established differences in the outcomes of schooling as

- a.function of socioeconomic and racial or, ethnic variation (see, for

example, Coleman et al., 1966; Education Commission of the States, 1974)

raise significant questions about the quality of instruction received in

.schools serving children from low-income areas. This issue, in turn, has

tf

, significant implications for the numbers of children who reqUire special
o

education services. Would fewer minority. students be classified as

mentally retarded if they were exposed to the highest quality

,I.nstructionaipiactices? ,

3. Disproportion is a problem if the quality and academic relevance
,

'
of instruction in special classes block students' educational progress,

includintdecreasing the likelihood of their return to the regular

.

classroom. There.has beenlong-standing debate over the advantages and

t , e

aS



disadvantages Of separate classes for children diagnosed as L'..

Proponents point to the_advantages_ofsmaller classes and .mors

individualized instruction for E1R students. Critics argue that

expectations for children classified as EMR are low and that behaviors in

the classroom are adversely affected by these, expectations. In addition, ,

they charge that the EMR curriculum- -based on an assumption that educable

mental retardation is a-permanent and ugremediable disability - -is not

designed to help students liarn the skills necessary to return to the

.,

regular instructional setting. Indeed, early concepts of mental

retardation were eXplicit oh this issue;.Doll (19.41) included both

"constitutional origin" and ,"essentially incurable" among the 'necessary

components of the definition of mental deficiency. However, early

beliefs that intelligence is predetermined and fixed by genetic endowment

,

have.been replaced by the understanding that intelligence is not fixed at
o

birth, that it can be modified through environmental manipulation, and

that it partially reflectt-learned skills and behaviors (Hunt, 1961;

Kirk, 1958). Similarly, Current professional definitions and views of

mental retardation emphasize observed levels of functioning and behaviors

rather than permanent and unalterable biological conditions inherent in

the individual. Thus, a reasonable goal for many ENR students, children

who are considered only mildly mentali retarded, and especially those in

the elementary school grades, may be to reenter the regular instructional

program, following the provision of effective remedial, services.

The question as Co what constitutes quality instruction for students

in special programs is complex, both,.because there is a variety of

outcomes to consider (including the positive and negative effects on the

26
k
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spedial groip, the positive and negative effects on the regular students,.

and the-consequences-for-the regular-elassromarteacher)-and because EMR--

programs frequently serve children with a wide mix of functional needs

(including diverse combinations of cognitive disabilities and adaptive

behavior\probleT). Research on the effiCacy of EAR classes ha's

generally focused on the effects of particular settings--regular classes

versus separate special education classes--rather than on the

characteristics of effective instruction. Given that-children in EMR
O

programs have functional educational needs that are pressing and real,

;improved educational practices depend on the appropriate match between

instruction and each child's individual needs._ 1

A significant question also arises as to the mechanism by which

special-instruction may best be provided. in particular, to what exten

must children be classified and labeled according to i generic class of

deficiencies in order to receive special education services? Diagnostic

categories such as educable mentally retarded may be more an

administrative convenience than an educational necessity, allowing

schocas.to count the number of children in-this and other special

programs in accord'with federal agency requirements. If categorical

labels are required for administrative purposes, they could be chosen to

refl.szt the educational services provided, thereby emphasizing the

.responsibilities of school systems rather than the failings of the child.

A LOOK AHEAD

The statistical phenomenon of different percentages of minority and white

students in programs for mentally retarded students has a number of



A

political, scientific, and philosophical dimensions. While the sources

,------of-disProportion_are_legion
the mor- e basic issues are educational..

-------

\ Disproportion in rat classes may be indicative of a significant inequity

if children are invalidly placed in such progiams, if poor instruction in

the regular classroom increases the likelihoOd that certain children more

than others will be referred or placed in EHR classes, or ii EHR classes

do:not provide instruction commensurate with the functional needs of the

individual. Thus, by focUsingon the conditions under which the

inequality ofplacement proportiOns signals. inequity of treatment, two

major educational issues are highlighted: the validity of referral,

assessment, and placement procedures and the quality of instruction

received, whether. in the regular classroom or in 'Special education

settings. These two critical issues are explored in detail in this

report.
1

RefoCusing attention on the questions of validity and quality--that

is, the valid assessment of students' functional needs and the provision

of high-quality and effective instruction--has consequences affecting

research and practice for students in special 'education and regular

programs alike. If this new focus leads to the formulation of effective

instructional programs for individuals in the least restrictive

environment, then the statistical issue of disproportion -'by race,or
1

.

ethnicity or by sex -- ceases to be a problem.
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Footnotes.

-Details nrthe-sampiing-desigt-fer 1978-art-given-in U.S. -Department
of Health, Education, and. Welfare (1978a, 1978b). The survey depends

for its accuracy on an adequate count and report from numerous school

districts, and thus may be subject to some unknown degree of error.

This issue is-discussed further in the paper by Finn inthis volume.

2 According to.the general instructions to the fall 1978 school survey

(Form 0S/CR 102), the following racial or ethnic categories are

identified:

American Indian or Alaskan native: A person having origins in any of

the original peoples of North America and who maintains cultural

identification through tribal affiliation or community recognition.

Asian or Pacific Islander: A person having origins in any of the

original peoples of-the Far East, Southeast Asia, the, Pacific Islands

or the Indian Subcontinent. This area includes, for example, China,

India, Japan, Korea, the Philippine Islands,'and Samoa.

Hispanic: A person-of Mexican, Puerto.Rican, Cuban, Central or South

American, or other Spanish culture or origin--regardless of race.

Black, not of Hispanic origin: A person having origins in any of the

black racial groups of Africa.

White, not of Hispanic origin: A person having origins in any of the

original peoples of Europe, North Africa, or the Middle East.

3 According to the general instructions to the fall 1978 school survey,
the following special programs are identified:

Educable mentally retarded (or handicapped)--a condition of mental
retardation' which includes pupils who are educable in the academic,

social, and occupationalareas even though moderate supervision-may

be necessary.

Trainable mentally retarded (or handicapped) - -a- condition of mental

retardation which includes pupils-whoare capable of only very
limited meaningful achievement in the traditional basic academic
skills but who are capable of, profiting from programs of training in

self-care and iimple.job,or.vocational skills.

. ,
, . .

Seriously emotionally disturbed--a condition exhibiting one art more

of the following characteristics over a long period of time and to a
markeedegree, which adversely affects educational performance: an

inability tp learn which cannot be.explained by intellectual,
sensory, ,or health factors; an inability to build'or maintain
satisfactory interpersonal relationships with peers and teachers;
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inappropriate types of behavior or feelings under normal

circumstances; a general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression;

Tor-a-tendency-to-develop-physical-symptoms-or_fears_associated_with
personal or school problems. The term includes children who_are

schizophrenic or autistic. The tirm does not include children who

are socially maladjusted, unless it is determined that they are

seriously emotionally disturbed.

Specific learning disability--a disorder inane or,more of the basic

psychological processes involved in understanding, or in using

language, spoken or written,-which mey manifest. itself in an

imperfect ability'to listen, think, speak, read,- write, spell, or to

do mathematical calculations. The.term includes such conditions as

perceptual handicaps, brain injury; minimal brain dysfunction,

dyslexia, and developmental aphasia. Theterm does not include

children who have learning problems which are primarily the result of

visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental retardation, or of

environmental, cultural,,or economic disadvantage.

Speech-impaireda communication disorder, such as stuttering,

impaired articulation, a language impairment, or a voice impairment,

which adversely'affects a child's educational performance.

The basic element in the log-odds indeX is the "odds" of being

assigned to-a particular special education category. For'example,

the odds of a minority student's being assigned to an EMR. class is

the percentage of minority.students classified as EMR diiided by the

percentage of minorities who.are not in special programs. From Table

1, this is 2.54/92.60, or .027. The odds of a white student's being

'classified as E)4R is 1.06/94.12, or .011. The disproportion index is

the ratio of these two odds, scaled by a natural logarithm

transformation; that is, ln(.027/.011) .89. The unscaled odds

ratio ranges from 0 to values greater than unity indicate

that the E. odds for minori ies is higher than those for whites,

while values less than unity indicate that the EMR odds for

minorities is lower than those for whites. The logarithmic

transformation creates an'index that is symmetric around zero,

ranging from -00to +Ode/ Furthermore, the log -odds ratio is

equivalent to the differenFe between the logarithms of the two

odds--i.e., ln(.0271,011) ln(.027) - ln(.001)--and the

transformation to i:logarithmic scale Produces:linear contrasts. For

further information, see Bishop et al., (1975) . .

5 The relationship is givenby Q (a - 1)/(a + 1) where .a 'ex and x

is the log-odds index.
9

The figures in Table 1 are based on projections to state and 'national

-Health, Education, and Welfare, 1978a).

inverse of its sampling probability. Details of the procedure are

given in the 1976 survey Final File Documentation (U.S. Department of

totals obtained by weighting each district in the sample by the

32
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The exceptions, New Hampshire, Vermont, West Virginia, and Iowa, have
very small percentages nf minority students.

The March 1980 Current Population Survey published by the U.S. Census
Buteau estimates that 59.9 percent of the Hispanic population is of-
Mexican origin, 13.8 percent Puerto Rican, 6.3.percent Cuban, 7.7
percent Central and South American, and 12.3 percent of "other
Spanish origin." While there maybe noteworthy differences among
these groups in -school performance or factors affecting Performance,
research on educational programs frequently, does not make-such
distinctions, and the OCR survey instruments obtain only -total
Hispanic counts: Futthermore, the.dubgroups are not geographically
distinct; ,the census reveals that sizable Hispanic populations in
most states include two,or more of these subgroups.-

ti t)
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CLASSIFICATION

TABLE 1

Nationwide Special Education_Placements,_by_Sex and by Racelm Ethnicity

-RACEAR_ETIIHICIIY SEX

Percentage
-Minority White

Educable'Mentally 2.54 1.06

Retarded (EMR)
...

Trainable Mentally .33 .19

Retarded (TMR) -

Seriously Emotionally .42 .29

,Disturbed (SED)

Specific Learning 2.29 .2.30 -

. Disabilities (SLD)

Speech - Impaired (SI). 1.82 2.02

None of Above 92.60 94.12

Log-odds-
(M W)

Q Percentage Log-odds

(H F)

q

!Sale Female

.89 .42
\_

1.65 1.19 ,' .37 .1B

'

.55 .27. .25 .20 . / .26 .13

..37 .18 ..48 .16 1.14- .52

.01 .01

,

3.22 1.33 .92 .43

-.09 -.04 2.40q2'.- 1.53 .48 .24

92.00 95.59

Note: Weighted projections to national totals, from:State, Regional, and National Summaries of Data lrom the
1978 Civil Rights Survey of Elementary and Secondary Schools, prepared for the Office for Civil Rights
by Kil101ea Associates, Inc., April 1980.
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TABLE 2
.

Regional Summary o. EMRDisptoportion

__Number
Race or Ethnicity Sex
Median Median_

A

Region of Statesa Log-Odds Q Log-Odds

Northeast

Border

South

Midwest

West'

6

11

12

.06

.66

1.50

.05

.34

.03'

.32

.63 -

-
.03

-.17

.30

.50 .

.51

.38

.35

.15

.24

.25

.19

.17

,allawaii and the District of Columbia, each with only one school
district, are not. included.

O
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ZABLE'.3

Minimum and Maximum Averagd E!R ?ercentages, by Region

Region

Number

of Statesa
Minority White

Minimum Maximum Minimum Maximum

Northeast` 4 1.83 3.35 .71 1.60

Border 4 ' 2.54 - 5.20 .70 2.41

South 11 3.60 9.09 .84 2.23

Midwest

West

5

7

1.57

.85

5.42

2.51

1.07

-.59

2.46 ,

.17

4

-aFor 31 states with more than 10 percent minority enrollment.

1.
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TABLE 4
o

Nationwide Special Education lacementslor Specific Racial/Ethnic Groups a
American Indian or Asian or All

Alask. n Native Pacific Island Hispanic Black' . White Students

Percentage of Student
Population

Percentage in Special

Education Programs:

Educable Mentally
Retarded

Trainable Mentally
Retarded

.

Seriously Emotionally
Disturbed

Specific-Learning
Disabilities.'

.
Speech-Impaired

.79 1.42 6.75 15:12

1.73 .: .37 .98 3.46

.23 .15 .24' .39

.33 .50 - f

3.49 1.27 2.58 2.23
.....

.

.

° 1.87 '.85 1.78 '1.87

.

-...,../

75.32 lo0.00

'1.07 1.43

1j.19 .23

.29

2.32 2.31

2.04 t.99

33
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TAW 5
NI

Distribution .of EMIR Disproportion for Hisp#nic Pupils

-gfze-Category

No. of

Diatrict4h
. /

Mean
` Standard

Deviiition

AdiniMum' Maximum

`Log-Odds Q \Log-Oddh

Fewer than 1;000'Rupili 124 1:08 '1.71 -4,30 . -.97 7.41 .99+

1,000-2;999 pupils 242 .66 .99 -2.13 -.79, 7.67 .99
- .

3,000-9,999 PUpils 232 .47 ,.85 -2.11 -.78 6.94 .99

10,000 Pupils and More
.. .

167 .35 .63 , -3.35 -.93 2:17 .80

All District's 765 . .64 '1.r12' =4.30 -.97 7.67 .991-

40



CHAPTER 2

PLACEMENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION:
HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS AND CURRENT PROCEDURES

4

In the United States, definitions of educable mental retardation and

-methods of recognizing its existence are closely tied to social

expectations inherent in our educational system. In contrast to the
0

often obvious manifestations of severe mental deficiency, educable mental

retardation is not as easily identified. In fact, the category-itself

did not exist until the advent of compulsory education at the turn of the

Century and the adoption of intelligence tests as a simple method of

tagging deficient performance. Even today it is not recognized by many

cultures,in less developed areas of the world and is identified at widely

varying rates across industrialized countries.

In order to understand the concepts and issues concerning the

identification and education of educable mentally retarded children, we

first describe characteristics of children identified as mildly or

educably mentally retarded. We then review the historical origins of

special education in America. Within the histoiical context, the central

roleof'the standardized intelligenditest for identification and

placement of mentally, retarded studer s receives special note. The

development of a nationally supported system of'special education set the

stage for a rising debate over disproportionate representation of black

students and, to a lesser extent, Hispanic students. This controversy



has.resulted in recent court decisions and federal and state legislation

dialing with placement procedures and the rights of the handicapped.

We turn then to a detailed examination of current procedures for

educational placement. According to-the regulations of Section 504 of

the Rehabilitation Act and P.L. 94-142, a child can be placed in an L'

program only after completing various stages in the process of referral,

assessment, and placement. The relation of each step*in the process to

the eventual receipt of the EMR label is discussed, with special

attention to those factors that mediate the placement of minority

students.

WNO'ARE THE CHILDREN CLASSIFIED AS EMR?
1

Defining and desciibing the populition of educable mentally retarded

children is fraught with. difficulties because of the inherently social

nature of identification. .A child As considered to be educably mentally

retarded only after he or she has peeded through the steps of

referral, evaluation, and placement inthe classificatory systems used by1

the schools. He or she may receive the label not only on the basis of

identified subnormal functioning, but also as a consequence of

administrative factors operating within the schools.

Formal definitions of mental retardation reflect the changing social

perceptions of who are considered members of this group. Although

several classification systems for,mental retardation exist in this-
..

country, the one that is most commonly used. by schools--and adopted, with

only slight modification by P.L. 94-142--is that of the American

Association on Mental Deficiency (AAMD). That organization defines
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mental retardation as "significantly subaverawit general intellectual

functioning existing concurrently with deficits in adaptiVe behavior and

manifested during the develOpmental period" (Grossman, 1977:5).1 The

term "significantly subaverage" refers to an upper limit of two standard

deviations below the mean score for,measured intelligence. The highest

category of mental retardation is "mild," equivalent the educational

cetegory EMR, and covers those whose IQ scores are between 55 and 70.

This definition differs from the previous AAMD definition of mental

retardation (1959), which included the category "borderline retardation,"

leach had IQ score limits from one to two standard deviations below the

mean., With this change in definition, many children previously

considered to be, mentally retarded, although mildly so, were transferred

-back to the normal population.t

Not only has the definition of mental retardation changed

historically, but the boundaries that define eligibility for placement in

programs for mentally retarded students in the public schools also vary

across states and districts. Thus, a child with an IQ of 75 in one state

may be considered*as EMR, while the same child in another _state would not

be eligible for such a,placement.

Estimates of the prevalence of mental retardation lack precision

because of the absence of a clear categorical definition. For example,

1 A new edition of the AAMD Manual on Terminology and Classification in
Mental Retardation is expected to be!published in 1982, which will
incorporate modest revisions to the current AAMD definition of mental

retardation.

13
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when /Q`scores alone are used as evidence of Tental retardation,2 an

.
arbitrary cutoff of two standard deviations below the mean IQ of 100

would be an.IQ of 70, and the prevalence of all degreed of mental

retardation would be 2.28 percent. Studiei that examine intelligence

alone derive figures close to this percentage (Birch et al., 1970;

Mercer, 1973; Rutter et ai., 1970). The introduction of additional

criteria to the definition, such as adaptive behavior measures (:fiercer,

1973; Tarjan et'al., 1973) or the use of selective screening mechanisms

such as nominations by school staff..(Birch et al., 1970), redUce the

percentage.of children identified as mentally retarded to between 1.0 and

1.3 percent. The total percentage of students EMR clasies in 1978_is

closer to these values;
3 it is estimated from the OCR school survey to

be 1.4 percent.

Some Descriptive Information AboUt_the EMR Population!'

Different definitions of mental retardation, yield discrepant prevalence

rates, and the methods used in a pgrticular study to define mental

retardation determine which children are included in the category". There

is, nonetheless, some consistency in the characteristics of individuals

currently classified as educable or mildly mentally retarded within our

school systems. -P

2 Theoretically andlegally, an IQ test score alone does not define

mental retardation. Low IQ scores may suggest intellectual

subnormality, but mental retardation is expressed by bothilow IQ and

adaptive behavior scores. Much research, however, defines mentally

retarded populations on the basis of IQ scores alone.

3 The vast majority of children considered mentally retarded fall

within the mild range (seethe paper by Shonkoff in this volume).

4 Much of the information in this section is based-on the paper by

Shonkoff in volume.

45
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One of the most consistent findings is the marked diop in prevalence

rates with age. In a variety of social contexts and regardless of the

specific definition employed, the number of children identified as

mentally retarded reaches a maximum in the elementary and lnalor,..high

1 gschool years, dropping precipitously,,..4h#faftet'(Lapo!ase and Weitzner,

1970). About two- third3 of the individuals diagnosed as mildly mentally

retarded-mArdisappear into the normal population during late

adolescence, losing the label once they leave school (Tarjan et al.,

1973). Since the school has always been the piincipal identifier of

mildly mentally retarded children, and their single most sAlient

characteristic is their failure to meet the academic standards demanded

by the schools, these results are not surprising.

Sez

Boys outnumber girls in EMR classes by a ratio of 7:5. One would expect

some sex diiforences, since boys on the average show a greater degree of

biological vulnerability (e.g., a-hi lee rate of spontaneous abortions

and neonatal deaths, a greatei susceptibility to infectious diseases)

than girls. Yet the evidence from! epidemiological studies is

inconsistent with respect to sex differences in the Prevalence of mild,

mental retardation. Rutter et al. (1970)_; reported in a British study

.,
that although there is general agreement tnat severe mental retardation

is somewhat more common in boys than in girls, the sex distribution for

mildimentalretardation as defined by.IQ scores is fairly equal. Data

frm,the Collaborative Perinatal Projectof the National Institute of



Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke (Broman, unpublished

data, 1981) revealed that for whites, girls have a slightly higher rite

of mild mental retardation (defined as a score of 50-69.on the WISC-R at

age 7) than boysj1.29percent versus 1.03 percent),-and for blacks, boys

!kf-i,'''4UViel'higher rate than, girls (4.99 perc.anfversus 4.24 percent). The

greater tendency of boys to have reading problems and to exhibit

disrliptive behavior may account in large part for the greater proportion

of boys than girls in special education classes.

The panel has been able to gather only limited data on EMR placements

categorized by -ex and race. OCR does not collect sex-by-race

Cross-tabulations, and other sources offer little information about

sex-by-race placements. Where such data are available, however, they

indicate consistently.. that the male - female. ratio is larger among black

0),

children than white children.

Socioeconomic Status, Ethnicity, and Sociocultural Factors

Eowever,defined, the prevalence of mild mental retardation is correlated

with the socioeconomic status of the family and the neighborhood within

which the child lives (the lower the status, the higher the rate). As we

have seen, mild mental retardation is also correlated with ethnicity;

minority children have higher rates. The correlation of mild mental

A

retardation with these faCtors
\

is especially pronounced when IQ test

, ,

.

scores alone are used as the diagnostic criterion (Lemkau et al., 1941,
.

1942; Mercer, 1973; Reschly4nd Jipson, 1976).

A recent analysis of date ,on more than 35,000 seven-year-olds from

the Collaborative Perinatal Project (Brolian,.et al., 1975) investigated'



the relationship of race (black, white)-and socioeconomic status (bottom

25 perCent, middle 50 percent, top425 percent) to the prevalence of mild

mental retardation, as.defined by IQ scores. Among white children, the-

rates ranged from 3.3 percent for the bottom socioeconomic quartile, to

l.3-percent for the-middle group, to 0.3 percent for the upper quartile.

Rates for 2ack children were 7.7 percent for the lower group, 3.6

percent for the middle group, nd 1.2- percent for ,.r.e upper group. The

Collaborative Perinatal Project data show also that sociocultural____

factors, such as the amount of formal schooling of the parents and family

structure, are related to mental retardation rates, even within

' particular ethnic groups (Broman, et al., 1975).

Biosocial Characteristics

In contrast to most people characterized as more seriously mentally

retarded, the frequency of observable abnormal medical conditions is

negligible in most mildly mentally retardedpersors. However, the lack

t of recognized' specific relationships between biological factors and

mental retardation cannot betaken as evidence chat_ biological elements

are not important. Biologically based insults to the brain can affecx,a

child throughout the developmental period and can result in later

impaired intellectual functioning. Many of these biological factors,
1

, .

such as intrauterine virusr , malnutrition, and lead intoxication, are

-
more frequently observed among poor and minority populations. (For a

more extensive treatment of biological factors affecting intellectual

performance, see the paier,by Shonkoff in this volume.) While no .

empirical evidence has yet been uncovered that causally links such''
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factors to the disproportions found in EMR programs, it is come able

that future research might reveal such causative relationships.5

1 HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENTS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Origins of Special Education 4'

The controversies that surround special education classesconcern over

the.stigma associated with placement in a special class, questions about

the quality of education in separate classes, and the likelihood cif

returning from special-programs to a regular class,-.-have dominated

discussions of special education practices since tneir inception. Many

of these controversies, are rooted in the origins of special classes.

Separate clesses for those who could not fUnction adequately in the

regulai academic program permitted the adjustment of instruction to a

level considered appropriate,for these children. In so doing, poor,

immigrant, and minority children were often segregated ftom those in

regular classei. In particular, labeling a student "mentally retarded"

allowed the school_system to classify and separate children on the basis

of their intellectual functioning and rerformance.

Before the introduction of special, programs in the public schooli,

the care and education of mentally retarded individuals were undertaken

privately by families or in institutions. During the 19th century,

mental retardation was considered a physiological condition, caused by

the lack of social order and stability-that were, associated with

urbanization and industrialization. Institutions for the feeble-minded

5 Tor cross-culturil variations in the meaning of biological factors in

development; see Wernei (1979) and Stewart (1981).

19



helped the inmates acquire the necessary habits and values that would

O

lead to eventual adjustment to the changing environment (Lainhardt, et

al., in press).

Although administrators of these institutions had hoped to work with

those mentally retarded children who were most likely to benefit from

training, large numbers of more severe cases were` institutionalized and

care became almost entirely custodial rather than therapeutic. Thus, by

the end of the 19th century, those who did not require custodial tare

-were not being treated in institutions (Lazarson, 1975)-.

Excluded from,residential institutions, large numbers of mentally

retarded children fell under the purview of another institution--the

public schools. Two changes in the nature of public schooling, firmly

entrenched by the beginning of the 20th century, caused this shift of

responsibility for the care of mentally retarded individuals: the

enforcement of compulsory attendance laws and an age-graded system of

group instruction. Compulsory attendance meant thit,thIldren who

fq7merly would have dropped odt of school or who had never enrolled were

no\attending in large numbers. An agegraded-.system altered views of

`.indivi ual differences, influencing the expectations of:educators

concerning children's peiformance. Children who.coUld not meet these

standards were considered to have some disability, whiCh prevented them

from adhieving the age -grade standard,(Levine, 1976).

For a varie y of reasons that were typically not differentiated

(..g., illness, t sandy, language problems), a large percentage of

children were overage for their grade, perceived as unable to profit from

, regular instruction and unlikely to move through the normal grade
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sequence. In the early 20th century, it wIS children of various

immigrant groups, notably southern Italians, who were failing in school,

scoring lower on IQ tests, and overrepresented.in special education

programs. 6

The differential achievement of various groups was a su1ject of

research and led to general hypotheses about the causes-of mental .

t". ti

retardation. 'Two competing theories about the causes of these group

differences have remained at the center of.current arguments concerning

overrepresentation in special classes: (1) group differences are innate

and are unlikely to Change 'through educational intervention, and (2)

group differences are attributable to environmental factors.

Justifications for special classes were economic, educational, and

societal. Of primary importance was the removal of the mentally

deficient child from the regular classroom because he or she impeded the

progress of the normal child and onupied an inordinate amour Of the

teacher's time. However, the segregated child was schodied under

conditions-dee-tied beneficial: he or she was insiiucted in a smaller

class, was given more effective teaching geared to an appropriate level,

and was freed from demoralizing comparisons with more competent peers.

Although these smaller special classes increased costs, they saved the

schools the expenses associated with children's repeating the same

6 Because black students were at thit time largely excluded ftom the

schools operated for native and foreign white students, their

overrepresentation in special education was not yet recognized as a

-significant issue (Sarason,and Doris, 1979).
t



grades. Long-range savings also were envisioned, since mentally retarded

children 'receiving vocational education in the schools might obtain

-self-supporting jobs and not become burdens on society (SaiaCon and

Doris, 1979).

Intelligence Testing For PladeMent of Mentally Retarded Students

The origins of the IQ test are-well known. At the turn of the century

Alfred Binet was asked by,the French minister of educaition to develop a

means of identifying those children in the public schools who-could not

meet the demands imposed by the regular classroom and who needed special

programs. The purpose of Binet's test was therefore to prOvide guidance

for eduditional planning; it was not,,in Binet's view, a measure of

inmate potential or fixed capacity.

The Binet-Simon scales were quickly adapted foruse in airope:and the
i

. United States. Although the establishment of special classes preceded

the use of IQ tests in American public schools, the two soon became
,

.._

closely liiked. The scientific.development of intelligence testing

provided a rationale for the labeling and separation of mentally refirded

children.

N
National standardization of the Stanford-Binet intelligence test in

1916 influenced conceptions of intelligence for generations to come. A

child's mental age was defined on a normative basis using samples of

children at selected ages for standardizing a large number of short tests

or items compiisinithe final version of the instrument. Dividing the

mental age by the chronological age and multiplying the ratio by *D"--\

5")
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.

yielded the in7lligence quotient --the IQ. Subnormility was identified

with IQs below 70, embracing bout 3 percent of they popuiation.7\-a

\

. .

Large -scale /9 testing big ghted the-number of subnormil children

\ -..*
in the public sch.lic*, leading to-public pressure for the control and

rigulation of socially deviant children. ,Intelligence.testing was

qUickly adopted by the education stem as an objective, expedient; and

c
efficient method of Ittifying children deemed unsuitatle for advanced

,-
academic Studies as well as those children thought to have the greatest

potential for rapid advancement (Lazarson, 1975).'

The increased use of IQ tests contributed to the expansion of the

special education system, especially in urban schools. In 1914, 10,890

children were counted as enrolled in speclal classes for the mentally

subnormal; in 1922,,this figure had increas d to 23,252. Only 10 years

later, the countvas an astounding 75,099 (Leinhardt'et al., in press;

Sarason and Dbriw, 1979). By then, the AAMD hacksucceeded in refining

the traditional classificatiOn'iystem to includi'a milder type of
4

feeble-mindedness, the "moron," which" was defined\ in terms of mentai'

agm. Thalsands of individuals previously unrecognized were now

categorized and labeled as mentally retarded because their'IQ scores fell

below" 70. While the more severely retarded--the."imbecile" and the

"idiot"--could be identified without the assistance of an IQ score-,

intelligence testing led to the definition and acceptance of a new

category.

7 .More current scoring practices derive an IQ measure as a composite of

multiple subtests usually scaled to have a mean of 100 and a t:acdard

deviation of 15 (or 16) in a large normative sample.

53
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'
intelligence tests met the needs of an educaribn system that yalued

efficiency, categorization, prediction, science, and the careful use of

limited resources based on scientifically accepted procedures. Empirical

studies of; intelligence provided scientific evidence on a number of

critical issues that were the focus of public attention. Such studies

bolstered the belief that low intelligence was a cause of social deviance
1,

and legitimized the practice of differential treatment for different

A
;roues., These early.studies of IQ tests were,viewedas supporting the

idea that intelligeice was largely inherited an d unmodifiable, and that

it predicted (or even Caused) later school achievement as well as future

adaptation to social and occupational demands (Lazarson, 1975; Levine,

1976; Sarason and Doris, 1979).

Even in their heyday, between the two world wars, IQ tests did not

receive untempered acclaim. Many.questioned the assumptions underlying

the tests and criticized the consequences of large-scale application of

intelligence test.,:.ng, including placement in special classes. But most

of the challenges raised by critics of the tests were largely

overlooked. Intelligence tests were accepted by the public schools as

efficient sorters of individuals with.differeneabilities and different

future roles in society.

Developments In ',the Special Education System

The emerging special education system was influenced by other forces in

the later decades of the 20th century% The number of children entering

special-edCgation programs rose. dramatically. State's began the process

of defining new categories of and treatments for handicapped children,

5-41:
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based on the model o= physical handicaps. The courtts became increasingly
f

involved in the conflicts surrounding pliCement, treatment, and outcome

in special education. In response to these forces, federal support for

special education programs also grew ra;+idly.

After World War II, the baby boom flooded the schools with children.

1 .

The number of chile4en requiring special attention grew even faster,as

medical technology enabled more children withddebilitating- health

problems to survive than ever before. In addition, as a result of school

desegregation and large migrations of Hispanic populations, the schools

were faced with serving a more diverse group of childrn. The growing

concern of parents over the type of education'provided to\their children

by public schools was a powerful.force for upgrading and maintaining

Arality services,.not only in the regular school program but alio in

speCial programs for the handicapped. Advocacy groups assumed an

increasingly important role in this.period, although their themes

varied. Parent and advocacy groups for the handicapped, dominated

primarily by the middle- class, were demanding an expansion of the scope

of special education and an increase in the quality of services provided

by the public schools for handicapped children. Groups representing

blacks and other minorities were pressing not-for Sep7ate special

education services but for an expanded integration of the public school

i

systems. HI\
/

. /

,
\

'

\
i

,
% \

8 These two themes persisted in later years. Middle- and upper-inc4e

white parents have almost exclusively dominated the appeals process

that is guaranteed by P.L. 94-142, by demanding More specialized and

expensive treatments than are offered by the schools. Minority ,

groups have been more concerned about the overrepresentation of

minority children in special programs and the segregative asp ts of

these programs. 55
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State after state instituted funding provisions to support programs

for special students. State definitions of handicaps and methods of

funding spetial,services were adjusted in recornition of the-increased

ntber of children needing these services and the expanding variety of

settings in which they could be provided. -At the federal level, the

1

years 1957 -1966 saw the creation and initial development of national

special education programs for which the political presence and influence

of parent groups was at least partially responsible (Reynolds and Birch,

1977).

There was also a growing recognition of a group of children, distinct

'from the mentally retarded population, who had specific learning and

perceptual problems. Rooted initially in neuropsychological research on

people who had experienced traumatic brain damage, the term specific

.learning disability gained widespread public recognition when promoted by

parent advocacy. organizations. The category of learning-disabled (LD)

was defined to encompass children who exhibited a markedly uneven

development of mental abilities compared with. mentally retarded children,

who demonstrated a more general deficiency. Typical would be the LD

.

child who had severe problems learning tpread (dyslexia) or doing simple

arithmetic, but who was otherwise normal i measured intelligence.

Originally, LD children were considered tobe members of a relatively
N,

small and well-defined population; however, as schoo1s began to use the

termilearning disabled to idehtify larger numbers of children, the lines

that separated EMS from LD groups were frequently difficult to discern

(Grossman, 1977).
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Parents-and educational researchers alike began to raise quegtions

about the quality of special classes and even the validity of the special

education system itself. In part a reflection of broader social concerns

such as the civil rights movement, much of the public debate centered on

the, appropriateness,of placing poor, minority children in special classes

for mildly mentally retarded students (Dunn, 1968). The

overrepresentation oft poor, minority children in special,education

classes was apparent as the system grew. At the same time there was

increasing concern about the educational value of separate class

placements for handicapped children. Studies comparing the efficacy of

regular versus separate class placements, although of generally poor

quality, highlighted the failure of specialclasses to improve the

educational functioning of mildly mentally handicapped children. In the

subsequent years, these two themes --discrimination in placement and
the

questionable quality of instructiondominated most discusgions of

special education.

Disproportionate Placement of Minorities and Court Decisions

Most of the arguments raised for or against certain special education

practices were not new. But with the risinif-concern for civil rights,

these debates were increasingly shifted to the courts.

The'basis for claims against the segregation of minority children in

special classes lay in the Supreme Court's decision in .Brown v. Board of

Education (1954) that school segregation was a violation of

constitutional guarantees. As a result of that decision, public schools

were requires to treat children equally, regardless of race.
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Previously segregated white school districts, faced with including

large numbers of minority students in their, schools, often implemented

practices designed to exclude blacks and other minorities. One device to

screen out minority students, which relied heavily on intelligence tests,

may have been specigh education, especially classes for mildly mentally

. retarded-students. For example, the-repeal of the law in California

excluding Mexican-Americans from white schools Coincided with\the

legislative creation of programs for educable,mentally retarded students

(Mercer and Richardson, 1975). A disproportionately high enrollment of

minority students ln the new EMRprograms accompanied their increased

enrollment in the state's public schools.

The debate ,ver disproportionate special class placements first

.

questioned why 'those children were considered to be in need of special

services. As the use of standardized intelligence tests became

universal, they were increasingly blamed as the mechanism of

identification and placement. Minority children, their advocates argued,

were disprdportionately overrepresented in special classes, especially

'classes for educable mentally retarded children, because the tests used

to place then filed to measure

\

properly their mental ability.

Other charges also were rais d against the use of intelligence

tests: that they are biased agains\ t poor minority children because of

differences in culture, language, values, experience, or method of
\

administration and therefore are not appropriate measures by which to

evaluate minority students. In 1969 the Association of Black

Psychologists called for a moratorium on the use of mental ability tests

standardized' on white populations to place black children into special
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education classes (Williams, 1972). In Diana ;J. State Board of Education

(1970), MexicanAmerican children in EMR classes challenged the use of

standardized intelligence tests for placement in EMR classes on t4

grounds that the tests had beet standardized Only on majority group\

o children and were culturally biased against minorities. As a result of

this kind of litigation, states began to reevaluate testing and '

,evaluation ptocedures. California, after Diana suggested that districts

test children in the language they were most familiar with,and employ

multiple measures for evaluating children suspected of being ha dicapped

(Bersoff, in press).

In 1972 a group of black children in EMR classes in the S n Francisco

school system sued the district and the. state, again challenging the use

of standardized intelligence tests as a placement tool for 7.nority

children. As in Diana, these'children Claimed that their nority group,

blacks, was overrepresented in EMR classes. They attempte to prove that

a reason'icir that overrepresentation was misclassification. By 1975, as

a result of this ligitation (Larry P. v. Riles, 1972, 1974), California

had removed the controversial IQ tests from the list of approved

instruments for evaluation and_placement of children in EMR classes.

The Larry V. case bedtime the focus of national attention. Between

1972, when the original complaint was filed, and 1979, when the decision

was issued (lamp. V. Riles, 1979), federal'and state law in spacial

education had changed considerably and the relationship between racial:

and minority, segregation and special class placement_had become a subject

of increasing national debate.

,

5J
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The 1979 decision on the merits in looked aethe phenomenon

of minority overrepresentation in EMR classes in terms of the

. appropriateness of the selection criteria and the outcome, of placement in

an E.' class. The decision -noted that black children were substantially

overrepresented in EMR classes when compared with the total black

enrollment in California schools. Even as total enrollment in EMR

classes declined, over the years, the overrepresentation of blacks in EMR

classes remained relatively constant. The history of EMR classes in

California, wrote the judge, indicated that such classes were not

prilarily intended to help. slow learners acquire the skills necessary to

return to a regular program of instruction. Instead, EMR classes

emphasized training to improve social adjustment and economic usefulness,

,rather than acquisition of academic skills and proficiencies. Thus, the

judge dedided that separate classes for educable mentally retarded

Tidents are "dead- ends "; the children in;these classes fil/ further and

further. behind. children in regular programs and generally remain in

separate classes until the-end of their school career. As a result,

there was ca considerable disadvantage to being placed in the separate

classes oftan EMR program, especially for those children who might have

hadla better chance to learn in other programs.

Court cases in other parts of the country also raised the problem of

minority overrepresentation in special classes. In most of these cases

the methods used to evaluate and place children suspected of being'

handicapped were the fOcus of keen attention. Sometimes the entire

system of identification, evaluation, and placement. was questioned as,

for example, in Hattie T. v. Holliday, in which black children and

cu
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advocacy groups protested much of Mississippi's special education

system. In other cases a particular \evaluation method was challenged.

For example, in Chicago, a group of minority students challenged the use

of standardized intelligence tests to lace black children in EMR

classes, but the result of thft litigation-was significantly different

from the decision in Larry P. Like the plaintiffs in Larry P.; the black

children in Parents in Actionilbr Special Education v. Hannon (198021s°

claimed that blacks were substantially olTrrepresentedin EMR classes as

a result of the school system's use of what they considered; to be

1

culturally. biased IQ tests. They demonstrated tha\ some black children

tfl

in those classes were of-normal intelligence buti;hed other learning
/

problems that resulted in school failure. The court ruled that the tests

were not unfair to minorities and that, when used with other assessment

criteria as-statutorially mandated, they didolot discriminate against

minority children.? \

The outdome of this litigation has been arelatively intense scrutiny

of the proper use.of intelligence testing and 'an expanding search for new

,
methods of assessment.

Mainstreaming in Regular Classes

While the schools were confronting the relationS,hip,of segregation and

special class placement, there was a growing re4ization that many of the

legal and constitutional questions raised by minorities through the civil

9 Subsequent voluntary action by the Chicago school board has

discontinued the use of standardized intellige ce tests for special

education pladements.



rights movement were also alicable to h#ndicapped people. Integration

of handicapped students into regular classes was seen by some educators

as a way to avoid some of the purported ills of special

education--stigmatizing labels, dead-end curricula, isolation (Dunn,.

1968). .

1

In Pennsylvania Association for Retarded Citizens [PARC] v.

Pennsylvania (1971, 1972) this "mainstreaming" movement for handicapped

children gained legal endorsement. In that case plaintiffs argued that

mentally retarded children in state institutions were excluded from

public schools without due process. The court in PARC required that

educational placement decisions for these children be made in light of

the principle that placement in regular public school programs is

preferable, to any other type of placement. It wasstated that all
/

A- 4
handicapped children should be moved into the mainstream of regular

classes to the extent permitted by their handicaps. In a related
1

decision, the right of all handicapped children to a free public

education, regardlessof\handicap or financial resources of the school

district, was supported by another court (Mills v. Board of Education,

1972).

Controverayl over the concept of mainstreaming has continued. Many

educators believe that mainstreaming was forced, on them by judicial

decisions and political pressure, and they-doubt the wisdom of such

policy (Sarason and Doris, 1979. Resistance to mainstreaming is based

on several arguments: (1).that the training of regular-tlassroom

teachers lags far behind the special demands that handicapped children

place on them,.to the detriment of all students; (2) that handicapped

611



children are still not accepted by many of their peers; (3) that such

children may receive less special attention and service as a result of'

their placement in regular classes; and (4) that their presence takes

needed teacher-attention from normal students.

I

,Federal Legislation and the Rights of the Handicapped

The rights of all handicapped persons were advanced appreciably when

Congress passed the Rehabilitation Act-of 1973. Section 504 of this act

generally prohibits discrimination against ". . otherwise qualified

handicapped individuals . . . under any program or activity receiving

federal financial assistance." The final regulations implementing this-

legislation were published in 1977, requiring that a free, appropriate,

public education must be given to every handicapped child. Specific

requirements are stated for the evaluation and placement process to

prevent misclassification, unnecessary labeling, and inappropriate

placement. In addition, the regitlitions of, Section 504 require that

placement follow the principle of education in the least restrictive

environment.

Two years later Congress passed the Education for All Handicapped

Children Act (P.L. 94-142), which provides both funding and detailed

requireMents for education programs for handicapped children. 1° The

purpose of the, law was to ensure that handicapped children coUld receive

an education appropriate to their specific needs through the public

10. Federal funding of special education programs amounts to not more

than 15 percent of the costs of special education. The remainder is

provided by state and local governments (Hartman, 1980).

6
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school system. The act and its implementing regulations focus on six

aspects of placement for EMR children.
0

(1) Mental retardation is defined in terms of intellectual-

functioning,.adaptive behavior, and school performance.

(2). State and local education agencies are required to develcip

procedures to ensure that all children who are handicapped and in aged of

special education and related services are identified, located, and

evaluated.

I

(3) The education agencies must establish specific Imocedural

safeguards to protect the handicapped child's right to a free appropriate

educitiod. These reguletions,guarantee parents the right- tip review

. ..

pertinent educational records, to obtain ad independent eval tion'of the
. -,

child, to receive written notice'before'a public - agency initiates the
. ,

. 1

,

placement process, including a full explanatiod of nrocedural safeguards

available to the parent, and to demand a,hearing before an impartial

officer if the placement is challenged.

(4) The regulationi require a full evaluation off the child's

1

educational needirprior to any placeient decision or action. Tests'ue d

1

must be validated for,their intended use, given in the child's native,

language, and administered by trained personnel. Assessments must go

beyond "single intelligence quotients" to include measures of "specific

areas of educational deed,"'aud no single proCedure may .Na used as the

sole criterion for placing a child. The assessment must beimade by a

-multidisCiPlinary team, and the child must be assessed in all areas
o

related to the suspected disability. 'The regulations further stipplale

-that, the multiple data sources to be used in decisionmaking include

I.-



aptitude ald achievement, tests, teacher recommendations, physical.

condition, social.or cultural backgrOutd, and adaptive behavior.

Reevaluations must be made at least every three years.

.',(5) A written individual education plan (IEP) must be developed

before a chilli is placed,and must be annually updated. The IEP must

/

contain informatiOn on the child's current performances annual and short

term goals, specific services to be prIvided and objective criteria to be,

used in evaluating progress.

01- Children must be placed

compitible with their handicap.

in the:least rftstrictive environment

Education agencies are required to

provide a continuum of alternative placements (e.g., regular classes,

special classes and schools, home instruction, etc.). Placements are_to

be close to the child's homeand,,if possible, in the- school the child

would-normally attend. Placements must be based on the IEP developed for

'the child.

There has been some question recently whether the Education for All

Handicapped
Children:Act41i,maintain its current form. The Reagan

administration's proposed Elementary ndlecondary Education

Coniolidation Act of 1981 would have replaced categorical funding under

P.L. 94-142 with block grants that would give broad discretion

of funds to-local education agencies; iibuid have substantially

monitoring and enforcement activities to the etatest and would

in the use

left

have

repealed the substantive provisions of the statute. Despite the proposed .

legislation, P.L. 94-142 was not folded into the education block grants,

and it remains an independent, categorically funded program. The



:.regulations implementing the new law; however, are, currently under

review, and the future of those provisions 'is uncertain.

CURREN' PROCEDURES IN EDUCATIONAL PLAdEMENT11

A Description of the Placement Process

The-intricate system of checks and balances mandated by Section 504 and

k
P.L. 94-142 and their implementing regulations, the emphasis on

-decisionmaking-by multidisciplinary teams, t#e requirements of multiple

. ,

tests and other assessmedE procedures, and the thrust toward placement-in'
. ,

..
. ,. ,

the least restrictive environment appear quite comOatible
.
in spirit with

:. 1.'

wodels of the placement process proposed by various (e.g.,

Jones, 1979; Oakland, 19'77). However, the degree of implementation of

the law varies considerably among districts. In some cases, districts
. .

have.accommodated,their special education:system to legal requirementif

in others, little change is apparent: AlihOugh research has assessed the
. .

. e
1

. . J

degree to which schools comply with the law, it has yet to demonstrate

that adherence to required policies leads to effective educational
O

practices.

'Children enter the placement process inone of two ways. "Many

children are referred in response to "chilefina" campaigns conducted by

states and school districts, largely initiated under the impetus or P.L.

94-142. Children may be referred by' parents, teachers, doctors,

counselors; social workers, or others. Most children are referred by

their teachers because of repeatedly poor academic performance or poor

11 The information in this section is based on the paper by Bickel in
this volume.
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social adjustment. Teachers have always been the single'main source of

referrals (airman, 1979; Blaschke, 1979; Stearns et al., 1949; U.S.'

DepartMent ofIlitalth, Education, and Welfare, 1979c), although others,

such"as principals and social workers, appear to be assuming a larger

poleisince the,implementation of P.L. 94-142. IQ test scores, although

significant in a later stage of the process, are not used as an initial

screening device.

Once children are referred, tey must be,evaluated in, order to
.

-,
.

determine their special educational needs. P.%. 94-142 and the Section

504 regulations are explicii and detailed in their prescriptions'

regarding evaluation procedures, who will be involved, and the types of

dita to 14 cons erect: Several iindiialiave Shbwn that states and ,school

districts are gradually bringing their policies and practices Into line

with the law and its implementing regulations. For example, a

longitudinal study of the Implementation 94-142 in 22,sites

(Stearns et al., 1979) revealed a shift from asses ent by -a psychologist

using a single intelligence test to-procedures inv lying a wider variety

of instruments and spicialisti, in which °an'attempt is made to tailor the

assessment battery to the child's apparent,skills and deficiencies.

'In spite of these improvements, the altered procedures may not be

_

operating as intended. A few individuals, usually school administrators

or psychologists, tend to dominate the placement meetings in which

__deoisions_are_made. and parents and teachersjiay a relatively passive .

role (Association of State Dliecters of Education, 1980; Thouvenelle and

Hebbeler, 1973). Occasionilly, school personiel meet inn advance, to iron

out disagreements and present a united front to parents (Poland, et al.,

s

6b7
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1179; Thoiivenelle and Hebbeler, 1978). Although a variety of data are

collected on each student, members of the team still rely heavilS, on IQ
3

scores and achievement measures as a basis,for labeling a child as

mentally retarded (Polandt al., 1979; Thouvenelle and Hebbeler, 1978).

Once a child has been evaluated as belonging to the EMR category,

decisions mutt be madiconcerning his or her placement and method of

instruction. Under the P.L. 94-142 regulations, an IEP must be devised

to meet the child's partiOular needs.' Plecement.in regular or special
1

classes, full- or part-time, is determined by the requirements spelled

out in the IEP.

States have made considerable progress in adopting policies to ensure

thit IEPs art in fact written (U.S. Department ofJiealth, Education, and

Welfare, 1979b). Several implementation studies suggest, however, that,

,.'despite conformity to the letter of the law, the intent of the federal

regulations is often not metin practice. Writing IEPs is a

time-consuming task, proVoking resistance by some teachers and

,edminietrators that le d
Is

to

4

it. Often, a single brief meeting is
1

held to classify the child, to settle\on a placement, and to write a

plan. Plans are often written prior to the meeting with little or no

parental involvement. The content of IEPs often falls short of the ideal

envisioned in the federal regulationi; important details are omitted,

goals are ambiguous°, and the procedures for evaluating achievement of

goals are not specified., The plans themselves may be 2.15L, forma and may
1

not be followed in fact (Alper, 1978; Blaschke; 1979; Marver and David,

1978;'Schenk and Levy, 1979; U.S.-Department of Health, EdUcatiOn, and

Welfare, 1979c). Most important-, the type of placement recommended and



the nature of the IEP often

;sources available, not by

28

are determined by the types of classes and

the needs of the child ( tearns et al., 1979).

Factors Influencing the Placement Process

-
-04e-salient, consistent finding of research on th implementation of P.L.

94-1 2 is the extreme variability in practice fr m district to district

and f om state to state -Several faZIOri can e identified at the-state,

district, and school 1 ei that encourage thi diversification of

practice. One such case of diversity, ment oned previously, is that the

/

definition of eduoabl mental retardation v ries across states (see, for

example, General Acc unting Office, 1981). States differ primarily in

1

<,

theirchoice of IQ cutoff scores--whether uch scores are specified and

what theY'are--and requirements coicernin measures of adaptive behavior.

Polidies regardJing the dispensation off funds for special education

also may influence the placement process At a very basic level', the

;mount of ,money a s hool district can s lend is a limiting factor

influencing the qua ity and coverage o' its special education programs.

The availability of esources has'a p evasive effect On referrals,

evaluation, and plac ents. Referral rates are highest where'services

are plentiful. Rates df referral f specific types of problems tend to

mirror the articular p ograms avail ble. --The amount of resources

allocated to other progr ms, such a compensatory education classes, also

may affect,EMR referrals and subseq ent placements, although such factors

have not been specifically documen

The financing formulas hat st

school diStricts influence vt riou

ed.

tes use to transfer funds to local

aspects of the pladement process.

C

0
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Fiscal policies may influence a district's decisions concerning other

factors that affect the placement of children--the numbers of children

classified as handicapped, the types of'handicaps identified, the

placement of children in mainstreamed settings, the ciiiality and type of

programs and services provided, and the size of classes. The incentives

created by one such financing lormula,,the childbased formula,

illustrate the point. States using child -based funding formulas ate

reimbursed for each child identified as handicapped; the more children so

identified; the more federal money received. In general, such formulas

may provide a strong incentive to identify previously unserved children,

at leaSt in some categories. For those juxisdicitions in which certain

categories (usually the more severely handicapped) are reimbursed more

generously than others, the incentive would be to classify more children

in those categories. In other versions of this formula, in which

reimbursement is constant across catego es, the incentive would be to
rl,

I classify more children as mildly handicapped, since services for these
1

problems are less costly per child than services for the siVerely

handicApped. Childbased formulas provide an apparent ncentive to

r----iiiEiease class sizes and case loads as a means of maxi zing

reimbursement while minimizing costs to the local juri iction.

Mainstreaming would also be encouraged, since full rei ursement may be

provided despite less costly services.
1

A final factor that may affect the placement proce is the

discretion exercised by various participants in the sy em (see, for

example, General'4ccounting Office, 1981). Even finely detailed

regulations cannot eliminate the power of individuals \shape the

7
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llystem. Disproportionate representation of minorites ENR classes

\
,

could well arise from racial discrimination on the part of individual

\

diciiionmakers in the placement process, a possibility that could only be-

\
checked by monitoring a district on a case-by-case basis.

.

The Effects of the Placement Process on Minority Students

In what ways does the placement process affect minority and white

students differentially? Minority IchildTen might conceivably have

experiences that vary from those of white students in any or all of the

steps in the placement process. They might be referred for evaluation

more often thanbwhies fOr bOthlacademidAnd behavior problems. Once

referred, they might haVe a higher likelifiood of being classified as

educable mentally retarded. Once labeled as fit, they might be more

likely than white children to end up in special programs or separate

classes, rather than in regular classrooms with other children. The

bewildering variety of patterns suggests that conflicting claims about

the effects of the placement process on minority students cannot be

'resolved easily. Nevertheless, on the basis of research to date, some

procedural factors that may affect the proportions of minorities enrolled

in EMR, programs can be highlighted.

Does the level of disproportion at the referral stage mirror the

patterns found in actual enrollmentS'in EMR programs, or are they higher, -

as some have suggested? Only limited data are available on -this issue.
1

The scattered evidence that documents the generally higher disproportion

in referral rates cannot be easily generalized across districts due to

the great variability in enrollment patterns and practices across the

nation.



A commonly held perception:is that teachers more often refer black

children because of disciplinary problems., Only one report was noted

. that investigated this hypothesis. A study of 355 students referred for

psychological services in an urban school system found that more minority

children were referred, but the proportions of white and minority

studenti referred for academic as opposed to'disciplinary problems did

not differ (Tomlinson et al., 1977).

Most of the attention in the controversies surrounding minority

students and EMR plaCements has been directed to the evaluation process

(see Chapter 3 fora discussion of the controversy, over IQ testing). A

number of stUdiei have considered the kind of information that is most

influential in EMR placement decisions and the importance assigned to

various assessment measures by the, decisionmakert. Using a variety of

techniques, such as simulation of assessment decisions and interviews

with participants in placement decisions, these studies have shown that

academic achievement, as measured by standardized tests or as reported by

the teacher, and IQ scores are consistently among the most important

considoations, especially for school psychologists (Berk, et al., 1981;

Matuizekand Oakland, 1979; Thurlow and Ysseldyke, 1980; Ysseldyke; et

al., 1979).\

Special education placement decisions other than those involving EMR

classes use Idditional types of information; for example; deciSions*

concerned with emotional diasturbance rely heavily on the teacher's report

of the child's social behavior in the classroom. Placement decisions

concerning emotional disturbance or specific learning disabilities tend

to be inconsistentindqpendent experts disagree as to the proper
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classification of a given child. EMR decisions are among the most

consistent of all, in part because of heavy reliance on clear-cut

indicators such as IQ (Petersen and Hart, 1978).

The balance that is struck between IQ and other measures is likely to

have significant consequences for the proportion of minorAy children

placed in EMR cltsdes, since minority children consistently score lower

on standardized tests of ability than white children. For blacks, the

typical estimate of average IQ across the nation is 85, about one

standard deviation below the white mean of 100. The difference, as stark

4

consequences at the upper and-lower ends ,of the distribution. If the

cutoff point for the EMR category is set at 70 (a fairly typical

criterion), two standard deviations below the white mean:and one standard

1 deviation below the black mean, then 2.3 percent of the white population

will fall into the subnormal category, compare4 to 15.9 percent of the

black population. If fQ,tests were given to all children and IQ scores

were applied mechanically as the sole criterion for EMRIplacement, the

resulting minority overrepresentation would ,be almost 8 to 1. Actual

figures if EMR placement as reported in OCR's survey data are 1.1 percent

for whites and 3.7 percent for blacks, i disproportion of 3.4 to 1,

Two conclusions follow inescapably from these considerations. First,
r

o the use of IQ scores as placeient criteria will rend to maintain a

disproportionate representation of minority children in EMR classes. IQ

testing may not be the cause of disproportion; conceivably it might even

reduce the high casproportiOn evident in teacher referrals, as Lambert

(1981) has argued. IQ testing will certainly protect some children from

EMR111acement--children with IQi above the EMR cutoff who have been

Z3
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b

referred as candidates for EMR placement. Neverltheless, given the almost

8 to 1 difference in the proportion of blacks and whites, falling in the

relevant IQ range, as long as IQ scores play a role, in decisionmaking,

some disproportion will undoubtedly remain in EHR placements:-

The second conclusion follows from the discrepancy tqween actual EMR

placement rates and the rates that would theoretically czevad if IQ

alone were the plaCement criterion. Elements other than testing,.which

are part of the chain of referral, evaluation, and placement, must also

be operating to reduce both the overall proportions of children placed in

EMR classes and the disproportion between minority children and whites.

As already noted, federal law and regulations require evaluations to

include several kinds of information in addition to IQ test scores.

Arailable research suggests that the use of such information,

particUlarly.information on adaptive behavior outside school,

dramatically reduces the proportion of all children placed in EMR

classes, although there is a greater reduction for minority students

(Fischer, 1977; Reschly, 1979).

Additional information often available in the child's placement

dosaier'mgvinclude the child's race, socioeconomic status, family

'situation, and classroom deportment. Does knowledge of a child's race by

the school psychologist bias his or her decisions about classification of

the\child as educable mentally retarded? Research on this question is

not consistent; some studies indicate that blaCk.children are more often

laheled\as EMR than white children, even when profiles are identical for

the two groUps (e.g., Pickholtz, 1977)4 some show the reverse pattern

Amira;,et al., 1977) and others find no relation at all between

race and psychologi4ts' decisions (Berk et al., 1981).
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In the final step of the proceis of referral, evaluation, and

placement, there is no evidence that minority children areaffected

differentially. The.-few studies available do not indicate that placement

decisions and the IEPs result in the segregation of minority students.

Few EMR students,are assigned to a placement that blocks 'all contact with

the mainstream (Thouvenelle and Rebbleler, 198).12. While the data are

limited, available information suggests that minority students are either

assigned to special classes at the same rateaas whitei (Ashurst and

Meyers, 1973; Matuszekind Oakland, 1979) or are placed in less

restrictive settings than white students (Tomlinson et al., 1977).

one element of the placement process that has not been considered is

the role of parent involvement and parental rights to due process. P.L.

.94-142 regulations guarantee parents access to full information, prior

approval of evaluation activities, participation in plAcement decisions

and the of IEPs, and the right to appeal unsatisfactory decisions

and to'demand independent evaluation of the child. In theory, minority

parents might make use of this right to appeal, contesting EMR placement

decisions. Appeals could become a significant factor offsetting

1

disproportion arising in referral or evaluation. In actual practice,

however, due process hearings have rarely been used by minority parents

for this purpose. The appeals process has been used almost exclusively

8

12 Contradictory evidence is provided by MacMillan and Borthwick

.(1980), who note'that thej.MR category in California now includes

children who-are more seriously disabled than previous populations

of E children. .Most of the EMR children in their sample did not

receive instruction inintegrated settings.



by middle- and upper-income white Parents who often request ,more

specialized and expensive treatmente.g., private school placementthan

education agencies are prepared to provide.

J.



CHAPTER 3

ASSESSMENT: ISSUES AND METHODS'

- Most discussions of assessment in the context of special education

placement for mildly mentally retarded learners focus on proper

clasiification and the avoidance of Misclassification. These issues have

- been treated extensively by other panels and professional organizationa

(e.g., Hobbs, 1975). This panel was convened because of public concern

about the possible misclassification of minority students and about the

,violations of civil rights that such misclassification might entail. As

.

we argued in Chapter 11-however, issues of classification or valid.

assessment surrounding the EMR category are inextricably linked to issues

of instruction. One major reason why misclassification is a policy

.concern is that it may lead to inappropriate educational treatments.

Consequently, we focus our discussion of,,assessment instruments and

procedures on their educational relevance and utility- -their usefulness

in identifying students who need and can profit from special forms of

instruction or intervention) and their usefulness as guides to the type

of instruction or intervention that is needed.

1
, a

Although our discusaion concentrates primarily on,the direct
aontrilnition of assessment to classroom instruLtion, we recogniie
that other forms of intervention may be appropriate and necessary for
some children before any program of classroot instruction can be

effective. For example, the correction of.def:ective vision or
hearing, medical treatment, cr even psychotherapy-or family
intervention might be needed befpre a child can function in the

classroom.



Assessment procedures and-instruments may have many functions, of

which guiding intervention is,only one. They-might be used to diagnose

abnormal'or debilitating organic con'ditions, to predict future academic

performance, or,in theory even to infer the underlying capacity to

learn. Each of these functions would imply_diAerent assumptionsabout

the nature of the instrument being used and about the entity being

measured. Each would raise different scientific controversies. Each

could contribute to intervention; for example, diagnosis could point to

treatment, although there Might be some conditions that can be diagnoSed

but not treated. The discussion below subordinates these or functions

to that of facilitating effective educational intervention. For example,

much of the debate surrounding IQ tests has to do with their use in

inferring learning potential. Although we sketch the broad outlines of

this debate,we base our conclusions about IQ tests primarily on their

utility, or lack of utility, in helping educators to select and, design

instructional programs.

Our decision to focus on the educational utility of various

assessment devices and. procedures, rather than on their role in

classification and misclassification, is based primarily on the fact that

we are analyzing assessment in an educational context, in which it is a

means to the end of improving instruction. Two additional considerations

reinforce our decision. First, as shown in chapter 2, defini4ons of EMR

riginaeed with a particular instrument, the IQ test, and have shifted'

Ilk time. Data on the prevalence of ENR are confounded with the

assessment practices and instruments used in differOnt states and

localities (see Chapter.2 and the paper by Shonkoff in this volume). It



is difficult to discuss cogently the contribution of different assessment

practices to classification and misclassification in the face of this

-cal-fusion and circularity. Furthermore, it would be fruitless to cover

the same ground as the far more extensive discussions of classification

mentioned above.

cMany scientific controversies about the validity of_assessment

techniques, notably tA IQ test, are unresolved. To attempt to take

sides on these. issues would require a detailed, technical discus .-ion that
'

4 4

probably zOuld neither settle the issues nor leid to'iseful.

recommendations for educational policy and praatice. 2 Decisions about

and practice cannot await-the final resolution of scientific

debates. By focUsing on educational utility, we hope to provide a

framework for approaching these decisions despite the lbiguities in

ti

current understanding! ,1

This chapter has two major sections. The first section, the bulk of

the chapter, reviews salient issues surrounding the instruments. that-

cdhprise a comprehensive battery for assessing a child who has proved .

unable to learn normally in the classroom. The section covers IQ tests.

_and.Other measures of int llectual

4

measures of adaptive beha4ior --the

functioning, biomedical measures, and I

child's ability to meet normal

expectations appropriate o age and setting, with regard to self-help

skills, independence, impulse control, cooperation, and the like,: The

second section describes an ideal assessment process in which the

2 For a comprehensive discUiSion of the issues involved in ability
testing.generally,.see the report of the National Research Council's
CoMmittee on Ability Testing (Wigdor and 1982).

*713.)
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comprehensive assessment would be embedded. The process takes place in

.-.
i

1

&do phases. The first phase, prior to any attempt to find problems or

deficiencies in the child, is a systematic investigation of the learning

environment and the instruction the child receives. The purpose of this

phase, which is almost nonexistent, in current practice, is to becertain

that die child cannot perform adequately in a well-designed instructional.

Betting. Only after deficiencies in the environment have b en ruled out,

.
by showing that the child fails to learn under several reasonable

programs of instruction,.is it le1 gitimate to expose the ch ild to the

risks of stigma and misclassification that are inherent in any individual

I

assessment process. The second phase is the comprehensive individuil

assessment itself, which it is hoped woad be applied to significantly

fewer children than are affected under the current referral and placement-
.

system.

COMPREHENSIVE INDIVIDUAL ASSESSMENT

The purpose of comprehensive assessment is to; locate the source of the

child's-diffidulties inlearning -in, the classroom.

cosprehenSive assessment represents an attempt to test, at the Individual.

In many ways a

level, some ok the hypotheses about the causes

functioning were discussed in Chapter 1.

a ,

physical malfunctions:lmotional disturbance,

of deficient classroom.

The causes may lie in

deficient social skills

(etcher specific to the school or encompassing theme home ai,well), lack of

relevant academic preparatiOn, lack of more general cognitive skills, or-
,

a.basic limitation in intellectual capacity. The:causes may also lie in

broader sociocultural factors of the kind discussed in Chapter 1, such as

130
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Velue systems intitheticaltto that'Of-the scho61. SuCh factors may be

manifested in the child't behavior in claidtoom or test situations and,
4

to some degree, in measures Of adr,tive behavior.

-AsInoted in C hapter.2, 1,road-based assessment iirequiredlunder P.L.4
jrl; '

94-142, its implementing .teglilations,..and theTegilletiOprimpleMenting
,,,,=

Sectiqn 504. The regOlatio*s-require, among other provisions, that

go beyond "a tingle general intalliience quotient" to includeassessments

measures of
,

. ...

"specific areas of educational need." thy prohibit the use.,
p

* I

of any single procedure as.the 'sole criterion for Placing a child. They

require that tests be selected in,a manne'_: designed to reflect a child's

-aptitude and achietement, rather than'wthe child's impaired sensory,

manual or speakint skills." Further, the regulations for P.L. 94-1427
.

require' that a child' be assesSed.in'"all areas related to the stns cted
4:s % .

t

'diseaility." /n,practide, as seen in Chapter g, compliance with the law

is far from complete. Whether or not other measures are administered, IQ'

and achievementtests tend to dominate Eta placementodecisions (see

Chapter 2 and the paper by Bickel in this volume).

e therefore begin this section with an examination of the major .

con roTsies surrounding IQ tests--arguing, however, that their

relevance for educational practice is limited. The section also briefly

discusses attempts to deillop better measures of intellectual

. functioning, whether by imprOVing the-IQ test.or by developing

supplementary or substitute measutes. The section thetipsurveys

biomedical measures and measures of adaptive behavior. Both types of

measure lie outside the intellectual domain, as it is usually defined;

they are essential, howevet, to undeistanding the chiles classrooM

%Pa

a
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performance and more general capabilities, and limitatiOns as well as to

designing appropriate interventions.

1

,

IQ Testi g: Controversies, I41ications, and Alternacives3

"Of all the eleme; ts la, the assessment process, standardized tests of

"intelligence" ve been the most controversial. They have been the

subject of protracted litigation, as discussed in Chapter 2. They hive.. . .

been the locus of acrimonious debate in the academic community.
,

Three related questions. are at the heart of the debate as it is

usually conducted: Are IQ1sCores 4 determined primarilyby genes or by

\\
the environment? Are IQ scores valid measures aeacademic ability? re

IQ tests culturally biased? These questions,-though central to virtually

all dilkussions of IQ testing, do
4
not neatly divide proponents and

opponents of testing in the schools. There is considerable diversity of

'opinion within both camps, and there has been little attempt to spell out

S

the practical implications of these scientific controversies. !

.

our discussion of the three issues bears primarily on widely used,

individually:administered IQ testa, notably the Stanford-Binet and the

revised Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-R). Special

3 Much of the information in this section is baied on the paper by

Travers in this volume. y

4 We recognize that leaders in the field of educational assessment have

long recommended against the use of single IQ scores and have urged

the use of multiple, and careful consideration of

performance profiles across subscales within testi for asses ins an

individual's menial abilities.. Our focus on summary scores nd use

of the ,term mIQ'tese'rather than "test of mental abilitieS" or the

like arises because of datarcited in Chapter 2. and elsewhere in this

report, which show-that.summary Acores gee often accorded predominant

weight in placement decisions. While the extent of this practice is

uncertain, it.isan-importantsource of the controversy surrounding

the use. of such tests inducational placement.

8 2
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issues raised by group ability testing and by the use'of various

/
substitutes2or the najorIQ test are of discussed.

)1/

The Nature- Nurture Issue ,

\ Of all the questions surrounding Q testin the 'nature- nurture issue is

the one most bitterly debated, al hough, as we argue below, it has very

little relevance for education po icy or pra tice. In recent years the

controversy his centered on the relative cont ibutions of heredity and
1

,environment to the 15-point aver ge difference usually found between the

2
sting scientific evidenceIQ.scores of blacks and whites. Most of the

beira on the contribution of'ge otypic variatiOn to individual

differences in measured (phenot Lc) IQ within e hnic groups. For

-example, Arthur Jensen's cOntrovIerstal article (1969) examined

Correlations among IQs of pens ns in various biolngical kinship relations

and concluded that about 80 pe cent of the variation in IQ genetically

determined. Others (e.g., Jen ks et al., 1972) hake arrived at

substantially lower estimates of heritability; however, a fairly recent

review (Loehlin, et al., 1975) offers a figure close to Jensen's for the

,heritability of individual differences in IQ within\European and American

Caucasian popillaticinse---The reviewers_, found less consistent evidence for

American black populations;/heritability is substantial for these

popUlations, but perhaps somewhat lower than for whites.

i

.

.Numerous critics have attacked the assumptions, methods, and data

that led Jensed to his high estimate of the heritability,of IQ. Among

i

, !

many factors that have been cited by the critics are\the confounding of

. ,

genes and environments, restriction/inthe range of environments studied,
1
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and the inappropriateness of the. statistical techniques borrowed from

population genetics that were used to estimate heritability.

The most controversial aspect of Jensen's work was his speculation
0

that the average IQ difference between races in the United States is due

partly to genetic .1*tori. His critics have stressed that group

differences in distributions of a trait can be due mostly or entirely to

the environment, even if the heridbility of the trait within groups is

high. Loehlin, et al., addressed the issue of between-group differences,

primarily by examining, studies relating IQ distributions to indices of

racial mixture, such as blood types, skin color, and direct genealogical

information. 'They concluded that the data "are consistent with either

moderate hereditarian or environmentalist interpretations" but perhaps

"more easily accommodated in an-environmentalist framework (p. 238)." A

similar statement could be made regarding other data, which show that the

IQ gap between black and white children is inversely related to the black

child's exposure to white, middle-class culture and schooling. These

include studies of black families who migrated from the rural South to

the urban North, studies of black children adopted by white parents,
1 -

studies of the effects of early intervention programs, and studies of

a sociocultural variations within black and white populations.

In short, scientific controversy continues to exist with respect to

the issue of heredity versus. environment. Virtually everyone involved in

the controversy agrees that both genetic and experiential factors

influence 14, what is at issue is the degree,of influence and the

mechanisms involved. The controversy has been carried into the courts,

and several major judicial decisions on testing have reflected the

judges' convictions that IQ tests fail,to measure native intelligence



(BersOff, 1979). Yet on closer examination, we feel that the ultimate,

substantive, scientific outcome of the controversy is less important for

education policy and practice than it may appear, in particular for

policies' affecting placement of students in EHR classes.

There is a widespread assumption .utside the field of.special

education that mental retardation is by definition an innate incapability

to learn. :(This belief is clearly.reflected in the Larry P. decision,

see also E. Smith, 1980.) It follows from this assumption that IQ must

measure innate capacity.if it is to be a legitimate index of mental

retardation. These views are not shared, however, by medical and
a

educational professionals concerned with mental retardation (see Goodman,

,1177', for a forceful exposition of this point). retardation is

currently, defined as a deficit in functioni.U4 and adaptive behavior,

which may be due to a wide variety of factors, experiential as well as

organic. This purely functional definition is motivated by the fact

that, within the limits of current knowledge,, there are no differences in

- prognosis or indicated educational "treatment" that distinguish

organically caused deficits from experientially caused deficits. That

is, children at the same level oflunctional ability have about the same

expected level-of future performance and can be taught most effectively

in:about the same ways, regardless of whether their deficits have a known

organic cause, such at Down's syndrome (see Chapter 4 for further

discussion of educational treatment). If education practice is

,independent of etiology in these clear-cut cases, it is hard to see why,
r.

practice should be affected by the heritability of IQ.

, It' s important to recognize that a wide range of academic

performance can be achieved by children with any given IQ. Even if

85
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differences in academic ability or achievement are,in large part-

.

`genetically caused, proper instruction can do a great deal to ensure thac

children develop to their fullest potential. ,For. example, children with

.
t / ik

Down's syndrome reportedly make significant' gains under certain programs

of instruction (Hayden and Raring, 1977). Although a teacher, 41:'

administrator, or policy maker of the hereditarian persuasion might be

pessimistic about the likelihood of'change in unaerlying intellectual

ability, this pessimism would be no justification for failing to provide

conditions that allow each child to learn as much as possible. Decisions

about curricula and teaching methods to be used with children, at

different levels of IQ or initial academic-performance as well as

decisions about whether to teach these children separately or together

can and should be based on the demonstrated pedagogical effectiveness of

the various approaches, not on preconceptions about the causes orinitial

differences in performance.

Finally, one's position on the nature-;nurture question gives little

or no guidance as to the degree of ethnic imbalance in special education

placement that one should be willing to tolerate. As long as there, are

special programsfor.children who lack traditional academic skills,'

environmentalists and aereditarians alike would expect minority children

to be overrepresented -in such programs, at feast for the immediate future.

=

If indeed children are being stigmatized or denied educational

opportunity because of presumed native incapacity, suah,practices

represent an inappropriate and Unjustified use of Id scores. The

practices should be disc.w.tinued, but their discontinuation does not

depend on proiq that id has low heritability.

0

S.01
CV
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The Issue of Test Validity

Are IQ tests valid measures of "intelligence" or academic ability?

Though often equated orconiused with the naturenurture issue, the issue

of validity is in fact (separate one. Many psychologists think of

intelligence as an ability (or set of abilities) to absorb complex

information and grasp and manipulate' abstract concepts--an ability that

is developed through the'interaction of genetic endowment and

experience. , In this view intelligince is not native capacity, but It is

much More than knowledge of answersIto the specific-questions on the

StanfordBinet or thw WISCR. Almost all children:could be taught to

answer the specific questions correctly. The question is how to

interpret their performance is the absence of instruction related

directly to the test items.

The validity question thus posed, has two parts: the first asks

whether the skills measured by IQ tests are specific or general. The

second asks whether the entity or entities measured by the tests can

legitimately be interpreted as "developed ability."

There was e long debate in psychometrics over whether IQ tests

measure "general intelligence".or differentiated abilities--verbal

abilit perceptual ability, quantitative ability, etc. Contemporary

0 opinion holds that they measure both; there is variation shared by all

items, and there are also clusters of items that are particularly closely

related. The overriding conclusion, however, is that some variation is

shared, within clusters and across the whole test. The rather disparate

items on different IQ tests 'seen to be measuring the same thing or a

small !timber of things--not a miscellaneous collection of isolated facts
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and skilli. This conclusion is consistent with the interpretation that

o

tests measure underlying abilities, which are manifested in the mastery

of specific skills and knowledge. It is squally consistent with the

interpretation that the common factor arising from shared variation

4

Across, different tests and items is really thesdegree of exposure to

.middle-class culture and schooling.

There is no general resolution to this interpretive issue.' All

performance depends on.both.spetific-learning and broader abilities. For

ro

example, a child's performance on verbal analogies ("Table* are madeOf

\

wood; windows-are made of ") depends on acquired vocabillary and

familiarity with the named objects as well as a more general ability y to

perceive relationships. The relative-contributions of ability and 'S

specific experience are not fixed:propertiei of the item or test but

depend on the ranges of ability and.experience in the population tested.

. _

For example, English-speaking American children of elementary school age

woull presumably be familiar with the words in the above example, and

their performance would -probably be determined largely by their ability

to perceive relationships. However, if children from

nova- English- speaking families or-from cultures without windows and tables

were tested, variations in familiarity with the vocabulary items would-

contribute significantly to,performance. Claims about the validity and

;meaning of test scores, then, are always populatiod-specific.

Rather than addressing the interpretive issue directly, most

propodeati'of testing in the,icti;ols place their faith in the. empirical

phenomenon of predictive validity. Many studies have shown that IQ

scores correlate with later'icho61 grades and scores on standardized
.

83
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1

achieveMenttests(seethepaperbyTraversinthisvolume).-These

validity coefficients (correlations) clearly do not settla the

interpretive question. They are consistent with the hypothesii that IQ

-tests measure general academic ability, which is later manifested in

scholastic performance. But-, again, they also can be interpreted as

: showdng merely that IQ tests, achievement tests, and teacher-made tests

all sample the sameldomain of acquired skills. The question of

importance,.once again, is how these conflicting interpretations bear on

education policy or practice.

_Critics of testing have argued vehemently that tests are invalid as

measures of Children's general ability and are therefore unfair devices

to use for placement. However, fesicritics have attempted to spell out

why teats would be fair if they did measure ability, or why they are

unfair if they measure.only acquired skills. Defenders of testing have

justified the use of tests on grounds of predictive validity, apparently

believing that they are fair even if they.measure primarily acquired

Yet few defenders have spelled out their criteria' of fairness

either. The argument is not really about the degree to which IQ tests

measure ability versus acquired skills, but about the legitimacy of using
9

a test that mixes the two as a basis for educational programming and

placement.

As Messick (1980) pointi out, when we begin to ask about the

legitimacy of a particular use of a test, we must consider more than just

what the test measures (validity, in traditional psychometric terms). We

must also ask abet the consequences-of the intended use. In the-context

of educational decision making, it is not enough to know that IQ tests



predict future classroom performance, nor would it be enough even to know

that they measure general ability. It is necessary to ask whether IQ

tests provide information that leads, to mere effective instruction than

would otherwise be possible. -Specifically, is it the case that children

whose 'Qs fall in the E range require or profit from special forms of

instruction or special classroom settings? In the language of -.

contemporary education research, is there an "aptitudetreatment

interaction" (Cronbach and Snow, 1977) such that different instructional

methods are effective for children with low IQs? As affirmative answer

-to'these queitiOas would constitute a good reason to.use IQ scores in

programming-and pi:cement decisions. (There might, of course also, be

other, offsetting considerations.) If the answers are negative--and we

argue in Chapter 4 that they probably are--then the IQ has limited

'usefulness
5 in educational decision making, and debates about the

meaning of IQ scores are of secondary interest from practical and policy

standpoints.

The Issue ofRacial and Cultural Bia0

Do'IQ tests misrepresent the skills or, abilities of minority-children and

thoie from low-income families? Are tests merely the bearers of bad news

O

about genuine differences in educational potential or academic

0

This is not necessarily an argument that IQ testing should be

abandoned entirely. There is at least one use on which professionals

with very different interpretations of IQ scores agree: If a child

who is failing in school proves to have an IQ in the normal range,,

0 this finding would point tothe need for further diagnostic work,.

e.g., a search Imphysical_disabilities, emotional_difficulties, or

the,like. The argument in the text applies-to the-usie of'IQ cutoffs

at the low end' of the scale in deciding on educational prograbs and

placements.
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functidhlng, or are they the creat rs of false differences? To address 1

these questions it is necessary to. larify some poir's of definition that

have caused confusion and Miscommunication between specialists iu

psychological measurement, on one band, and educators, policy. makers, Tnd
se

the public, on thelother.

For many persons outside the field of psychometrics, tests are

' "biased" if group differences in test scores can plausibly be attributed

to average differences in environmental advantage enjoyed by children

from different ethnic or socioeconomic, groups.

test can be biased even if captures genuine

Skill or developed ability be6teen grilps. In

From this perspective a

differences in knowledge,

effect, bias, cultutal

o
causation and unfairness become equivalent concepts from this-point-of

view: it seems unfair to categorizechildren or allocate educational

opportunities on.the basis of performance differences that are culturally

caused, and it seems proper to characterize the instruments that

'effedtuate this unfair categorization as, biased.

For specialists in psychological measurdhent, questions of bias,
o

fairness, and cultural causation are separate. From the specialist's

1

perspective, bias is purely a measurement issue: If a test shows the

9 same internel:siruature and the same pattern of. correlations with other

variables 'across cultural groups, the'test is held, to be unbiased, even

if different groups have different performance profiles due to

differential opportunity and experience. Given this conception of
it
Jag,

it is not inconsistent to argue that the use of a patticular test for a

particular purpose may be unfair even if thetest is, in the technical

sense, unbiased.
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Three potential sources
-or bias have received the ;ion's share of

attention in egt, psychometric literature Ito date: (1) Differences in

performance induced b7 culturally sensic:ve features 'of the test

-
situation, such as the race or dialect of the tester; (2) differences

across cultural groups in the difficulty of particular items or in other
a

-internal features of the pattern of responses generated by test items;

andand (3) differences in the predkctive validity.of testsafor different

groups:

iias in the Test Situation. Aspects of the t st,situation, aside

.from the-child's actual skill-or ability, that might influence test

.

. I
.

scores include: familiarity with the particular test or type of test

(coaching and practice),'the raccand sea of the tester, the lanivage

style or dialect of the tester, the tester's expectations about the

child's performance, distortions in scoring, time presshre or lack

-ktlf

thereof, and attitudinal factors such as test anxiety, achievement

:,motiiatio4-self-esteem, andlcountercultural motives to avoid

,conspicuously good - performance.

Cases have been cited in.court of minority children-whose IQs were

.
low when-tistedby a school psychologist but increased dramatically when

-

the children were retested by persons of the same ethnic group under

nonthreatening conditions. Most, published research, howeVer, finds'

,littla'avidence that situational factors' affect minority children

differentially (Jensen, 1980: Chapter 12). Some situational /actors have

significant overall effects:.on test'scores but show no interactions with

ethnicity. 'or example, coaching and practicetoa,ether can boost an

individual's IQ score, by about nice points, i47-the individual is retested

a

a
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after a fairly short tit( interval on a test that is similar to the one
, I

used for practice. However, blacks and whites, profit almost equally .from

coaching and practice. Thus, the reported data suggest that
.

. , ; .

familiarization with tests cannot.eliminAte much of the IQ difference

between the racei. Not all of the other situational factors hale

significant oi(erall effects on test scores, and none are as large as the
.

effects of coaching and practice. More important, in no case is there a
-

large interaction between asituationalfactor and ethnicity.

9

Item Bias. One approadh to the analysis'of.item bias, which might be

,_ ,
,

called "editorial," is to-analyze the face content of items on logical or

-semantic grounds pion the basis of appirent or presumed connections to
, ,

, . .

particuar subcultural -miIitux. Judge John---P-4=Grady1S-recent decision in

Parents is Action on Special Education v. Hannon (1980) provides a

'dramatis and socially significant illustration of this approach. Setting.

'aside a vaiety of statistical and empirical arguments for and against

the use of tests in placing black children in EMR classes the judge

chose instead' to examine test items individually and to decide in each

\

case whether the:item-appeared, a priori, to present, special difficulties

1\ 1

for black-. children. His "item.analysis" led the judge to accept all but

a few items on the Stanford -Binet and WISC-R and to uphold the use of

these tests in educational placementiby the Chicago schools. Others have

drawn diametrically opposed Ooaclusions from similar editorial -item

analyses.
,,

,One, obvious-flaw in this approach is that it

0
of the "editor4."_And_ different editors disagree.

-fact thet -judgments about item content (even'if

930 .

places bias in the eye

_Mare-impottaat-iis the

O

there is agreement) are

9
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neither. mscessary nor sufficient to prove that Articularitems
_

discriminate against minority children, in the'sense of lowering their

4

test scores. An-apparently 'innocent item can be disproportionately

difficult for minority children compared with whitei, while an item that

is'problematic on its fdce can be.equally difficult for all groups.

A more systematic and empirical approadh to ,item bias is\to examine

the proportions of minorities and whites who get each item correct; when

an iteet.deviates-markedly-from the overall profile for any group, that

r

item 4s assumed-to confer an unacceptable advantage or disadvantage for

1

one group or-the other and is deemed to be biased in this precise and

limited sense. Related psychometric approaches to asseszing item bias

.
.A

focus item scale correlations and
,

the factor loadings of items p. If

;

.

/

correlations or loadingssfor-particular items differ conspicuously fop

. .

---.,-
-.

minotities and whites, those items are suspect on the grounds that t ey

14.- !

,

1

/
do net appear to measure the same construct for different groups. None

of these psychometric approaches has produced data suggesting :ha1t item
./

bias is a major factor causing ethnic differences in test scores.

iProf les of item difficulty are similar across ethnic groups (Sandoval,

1979), and factor' structures show only minor differences (Reddhly,

1978. If there is bias in IQ tests, it is pervasive and not linked to a.

few ffending.items.

itferential Prediction. ,Because the IQ test's prim ry claiis to

vali4i6 rests on prediction of future academic peifo nce, differential
/

pted4ttion for different ethnic groups 'could potentially represent

impoitant ,ecidence of bias. For example, if IQ tests measure academic

ability more accurately.ftir whites than for blacks IQ might correlate
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' r

c ,

more highly with measures'of future school success for whites than for-,

blacks. Or if IQ Systematically underestimates the academi
lc

abilities of
. .

blacks relative to whites, blacks might do better academically than their
.;

6
'

/Q
o

scores would,suggest. Thus, investigstiqns of differential.
\
predictive

P t
a .

,validlxiiiVolve two, questions: whether the margin:oiserier in
.

safe

,,,,, .. r

-,

. . .

prediction is the sa for diffeient'ethnic troups, anewhecher give;

.

; test scores predict the same level of success for dembers of different

ethnic groups,' 1'
:

;kk Surprisingly few studies havg
=

used appropriate statistical techniques

1
(regression analyses) to investigate these issues for elementary and7

. 1
.. N

secondary school children. Most studies ent only correlations. As

. indicated earlieidaorrelations:between IQ scores and score's on
- I-- . .

. r .
/ .

e-('
csi

tamaardized achievement tests are generally high. Reported correlations
- ji-4-, : . . . )

...- . .

are Often-.7 qr higher for minority children ($atEler, 1974) 'as well as
..- . . , .

whites. Correlations with grades are less consistent. Correlations'

''
6 - reportid.for black children range-ashigh-as re. - .7, (8attler,

%

,p74).

. 7. !

. t

Ai
-.0neflarge study,.which was influential in the LarryP.decilion,,fodnd .

../

qlrie ations of only,.27 for Anglo students and .12-.18 for lack and
.

, .. .

Hispanic students'(Goldman and Rettig, 1976). This, study, however, has
- .

..,.

H

been criticized on methodological-grounds, having mainly tO do with -the'
s

limitations of gradessas criterion variables'(e.g" by Messeet al.,

1979).

-Three studies present

Mercer, 1979; Reschly and

full regression

,Sabers, 1979).

.information (Farr-4t al... 1971;

The Farr et 'al. and Resqhly

.studies produced complex patterns orresults; varying with the ages of

-;the children involved, and on bglance in cated only minor dgferences in

O
IO

, .
. /

.1.:

T

O
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prediction for whites, blacks, and, in the Reschly study, Hispanics.

When patterns did differ, they often (not always) indicated

"bverpredictlon" for blacks and "underprediction" for whites. That is,

black children did less well in school and on achievement tests than

their IQ scores predicted, whereas whites did better. The Mercer

analysis, based on data drawn from a sample overlapping with.that,of

Goldman and Hartig, was unique in finding apor overall prediction, worse

prediction for blacks and Hispanics than for whites, and underprediction

of grades for minority children with IQs below he mid-70s--the range

likely to be.found among children being evaluated for placement in EMR

classes. Mercer's findings suggest that, if the same cutoff scores were

used to place children of all ethnic group's in EMR classes, minority

children in those classes would be more academically able than their

white counterparts. Mercer points out, however, that her findings may be

limited by technical factors (range restriction within the minority

samples). In addition, some of the methodological problems raised in

connection with Goldman and Hartig's data may apply to Mercer's analysis,

although Mercer,has pointed out that essentially the same results are

obtained when a semantic differential rating of student competence by

teachers is usedas the criterion variable rather than grade point

average.

Conclusion. In short, the technical studies of bias surveyed in the

foregoing paragraphs indicate at mat a relatively modest amount of

distortion in the test scores of minority children. There is limited
4

evidence,for bias in aspects of the test situation external to the test

itself. There is little evidence that bias lodges in particular test

f) )
t..
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items, but this fact does not preclude the possibility of generalized

...:fas across all items. Scme evidence suggestive of predictive-bias at

the low end of the IQ-scale is reported in the Mercer study. On balance,

however, it appears that bias in the technica/ measurement sense

contributes little to explaining ethnic differences in IQ and achievement.

It is important to recognize the limitations of this conclusion.

'These analyses of "cultural" bias are typic*lly 'D.Cot informed by the

participation or perspectives of academic specialists, suchas"

compgrative linguists and cultural anthropologists, who work with

cultural data. Psychometric analyses may have neglected important

sources or mechanisms of bias. Typical psychometric analyses use racial,

language, or national designations as if they were equivalent to cultural

categories,-resulting in conceptual confusion and neglect of potentially

important, cultural differences within racial, language, or national

groups.

In addition, psychometric investigations of bias do not address many

concerns of other social scientists, educators, and policy makers

regarding bias, as they use the term. For example, investigations of

predictilie bias ignore the problem of bias in the criteria: If school

grades and/or achievement test scores understate the academic perfoimance

of minority students--as tests allegedly underestimate their

abilitiesthen it, would be of no consequence, from a moral or policy

standpoint, to find that prediction was perfect. Also, as noted at the

beginning of: this section, outside the field of psychological

measurement, bias is often defined as the contribution of sociocultural

factors that raises or lowers the IQ scores of one group relative to

0
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another. Everyone, even the firmest believer in the genetic

determination of IQ, admits that there is some cultural contribution,

just as there is a cultural contribution to school success. Most
0

important, even if there were no psychometric biases in IQ tests,

questions raised earlier about the educational value of the tests would

ce

remain unanswered. Knowing that tests predict equally well ,for all

-cultural groups, or measure the same constructs for all groups, would not

tell us whether instruction should differ as a function of IQ scores.

Alternative Measures of Intellectual Functioning

Standard IQ tests such as the WISC-R and Stanford-Binet aremot the only

available means of measuring cognitive functioning. There have been a

number of attempts to modify IQ tests, primarily with the intent of

reducing oipeeliminating presumed cultural bias. There have also been

several attempts to .devise new measures, based on diffeient assumptions

about the nature and development of intelligence.,

Among the approaches that have been tried in order to accommodate

existing IQ tests to cultural differences are translation into other

.4

languages, altering procedures for administering and scoring tests,

modifyingi items, and developing group-specific norms. Some dfthese

.changes have come about becau#e of judicial or policydecisions.__For__

example, in the case of Diana v. State Board of Education, which

challenged the adMinistration in English of the Stanford -Binet to

Spanish-speaking children, the California Department of Education agreed

to a consent decree requiring bilingual testing, the elimination of

:funfair" verbal items, and the development of a revised test reflecting

Mexican-American culture and norms on a Mexican-American popU atiOn

(Bersoff, I9'79).
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In light of what was said earlier about the modest contribution (at

most) of item bias and variations in test procedure to ethnic diiierences

in IQ scores, it is not surprising that item deletiogs and procedural

changes have failed to reduce the discrepancy to many significant extent.

(These approaches have not been tried and studiedoextensively, however.)

One modification that is likely to make a-difference is translation.

The one source of bias that survived%even Jensen's critical6scrutiny

(1980: Ch. 12) is the use of Englishlanguage tests with children of

limited Englishspeaking ability. There appears to be no doubt that such

children are at an unfair disadvantage. Translation, howeA, introduces,

problem of 7norming," i.e., of constructing appropriate group standards

for judging the individual child's IQ. There is no guarantee that items

will retain their levels of difficulty, even if accurately translated.

New norms are needed, but these norms will necessarily be Spedific to the

cultural group for whom the test is translated. Tranelation is thus

diredtly related to what is,perhapshe ipst direct and radical approach

to correcting the alleged cultural bias of IQ tests: constructing
.

separate norms for each subcultural group.

The logic of culturespecific norms is a;raightforward.: If-

subcultural groups have qualitatively different "experience pools,"

leading to differences in average performance, 4k2g, fairest comparison for

any child would seem to be with members of hiaor her own group, not

society at large. The difficulty with this approach is equally obvious:

Since the different experience pools do not equip children equally well
/,

to function in aschool system and society dominated by the white middle

class, numerically equal scores based on separate norms may no longer

0 '1
ll



entail equivalent predictions about educational suc-;iss. Proponents and

critics of group norms are sharply split on the question of whether. this

reduction in predictive power invalidates group-specific norms.

Another alterhative to traditional IQ testing is provided by new
cr

measures based on.Piaget's influential theory of cognitive development,

which holds that intelligence undergoes a series of qualitative changes

from infancy) to adolescence, each marked by a reorganitation of the

V. child's system of logic and understanding of natural phenomena. There is

44
'some evidence that this sequence oecdrs cross-culturally, although there

are cultural variations in the rate of progress and_the specific skills

(and knowledge that the chirgad exhibits at each stage. Several

. " .

investigators (e.g., Pinard and Laurendeau, 1964; Goldschmid and Bentler,

1968; tlzgiris and Hunt, 1975) have arranged Piagetil tasks in sequential

°

order and collected age norms fOr performanCe,performance,,, thus constructing scales

ef)

by which an individual's level of development can be specified,' both in

terms of Piagetian theory and relative to ethers. These scales have

profed to be extremely strong on traditional psychometric grounds of

test-retest reliability and inter-item homogeneity. They also correlate

highly-witt-standard-/Q-tests-te.g.-, KahlberiF,-n68) ana exhibit marked

black-white differences in performince (Tuddenham, 1970), although there

is one report that differences between Anglos and Hispanics are reduced

(DeAvila andaavassy, 1974). Although the Piagetian tests have the

virtue of a sophisticated theoretic ?l rationale and a firm grounding in

4

developmental research, their practical effects are likely to differ

relatively little from those of standard IQ tests, with'the possible

.important exception of use with Hispanic populations.
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Another example is provided by attempts to construct culture-free and

culture fair tests. To use acquired skills and ',cnowledge as a measure of

intellectual capacity requires, among other assumptions, an assumption of

roughly equal motivation and access to relevant experience throughout the

tested population--an assumption%that has repeatedly been challenged. In

response, some investigators have attempted to build tests from items for

which .he assumption seems at least approximately' tenable. The resulting

tests typically include items heavily weighted towardiperceptual or

psychomotor performance and avoid verbal items. A few well-known

examples include: (1) the Ravens Matrices, in which respondents are

shown a sequence of geometrical designs that exhibit a well-defined

progression; the respondent's task is to identify the regularities in the

sequence and predict the next pattern, choosing it from among several
a

possibilities;.(2) the Porteus Maze Test, which requires respondents to

trace paths through a series of 28 mazes of increasing difficulty; and

(3) the:Goodenough-Harris Drawing Test, which requirOp the respondent to

draw a man, a woman, and himself or herself; responses are scored to

reflect developmenta/ differences in depiction of body proportions,

gattachment of limbs and head, and inclusion of certain details of faciI1

features, handil, and clothing. Developmental norms and conversions to IQ

are available kor all of the cited instruments. The verdict of many

years of research on these and kindred tests is fairly clear and

generally accepted: They have failed to yield the desired effeEt of

substantially reducing or eliminating cultural differences in performance

(Anastasi, 1976).

od



'A final example is provided by new tests involving direct measures of

learning. Altost 50 years ago, L. S. Vygotsky suggested that, if one

wishes to measure children's ability to learn, one should not test what

they already know but rather put them in a situation in which there is

something to learn and"watch how they behave: Recently Budoff (1968)4 and

1
Feuerstein et al. (1979) have devised approaches to testing that follow

re,

Vygotsky's long-ignored suggestion. Peuerstein's work is particularly

relevant in the present context because he has tested many children and

adolescents who would be labeled EMR by conventional test criteria.
O

Feuerstein's "Learning Potential Assessment Device" (LPAD) is directly
0

linked to remedial teach4ag.- Children are tested on a wide variety ot

-conceptual tasks involving analogies, seriation, logical classification

-010

and the like. They are then expoled to a highly. structured instructional

process idirolvilig explicit ver'al explanation (mediation), practice and

feedback in one-to-one interaction with a trained teacher. Children are

then retested on the original tasks and on a set of'related tasks

designed to show how well newly learned concepts are generalized to

similar problems. The measure of the child's potential biOqftot his or her

initial ptformance but the degree of progress made in response tor,

instruction. Further data on the validity of this approach and in

VcI

particular its transference to other learning situations are needed.

Conclusions

The IQ test remains the most widely used, most influential (in terms of

its effect on placement decisions), and most controversial of current

measures.Muchof the controversy centers on,the adequacy of the tests

as measures i4 innate capacity or learning potential, but this has little
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bearing on their adequacy as measures of developed cognitive abilities.

We have also found reason to dolibt :hat scientific resolution of the

nature-nurture issuq, even if it were possible, would dictate or justify

different educational treatment of children with IQs in the EMR range.

We have found little evidence for test bias, in the technical sense cf

the, term, but we recognize that this rull conclusion does not address

many concerns about bias assfthe term is used in public discussion.

IQ test's claim to validity rests heavil/On its predictive power. We

find that prediction alone,, however, is insufficient evidence of the

test'i educational utility. What is needed is evidence that children

40
IP with scores in the EMR range will learn more 4fectively in a special

program or placement. As argued in much more detail in Chapter 4, we

. doubt that such evidence exists. Although We are not prepared, as a

panel, to advocate discontinuation of IQ testing; we feel that the burden
o

of justification lies with its proponents to show in particular cases

that the tests have been used in a manner that COntributes to the

effectiveness of instruction for the children in question.

Attempts to modify or replace the IQ.as a measure ofe,intellectual

functioning have in some cases clearly failed and in other'cases remain

promising but unproven. Thus, while we advocate further pursuit of the,-

Al 44'promising approaches, we cannot at present endorse any particular

technique as a substitute or supplement to the IQ.

Individual Measures Outside the Intellectual Domain

Even if all the conceptual and technical problems involved in measuring

intellectual fianctioning could be solved, the resulting instrument or

6P
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instruments would const4tute only a part of a fully adequate assessment

battery. Many aspects of individual competence lie outside the.'

intellectual domain, and these must be examined before an appropriate
9

educational program and placement can be determined. In addition,the

child's behavioral functioning must be understood in relation to the

state of his or her physical development, nutrition, and physiological

functioning; physical abnormalities and malfunctions, some of them

correctable, may underlie apparent intellectual deficits and maladaptive

behavior patterns.

The impprtance of bath types of measures has been widely recognized.

Virtually all authoritative discussions of e ucatiohal assessment

recommend inclusion of measures of adaptive behavior and biomedical

screening devices..,t2.4,The following two sections examine some general

characteristics of major existing measures and discuss salient issues

surrounding their (use in educational programming and placement. Although

we concur with the widely accepted view that biomedical measures and

measures of adaptive behavior' deserve a place in a comprehensive

assessment battery, we also believe that the use of such measures should

be guided and evaluated by the same standards that we have applied to

cognitive measures, namely, their contribution to identifying functional

needs and pointing toward effective interventions.

Biomedical Measures

The general purpose of biomedical assessment is to determine whether the

child is an intact organism. In the context of a comprehensive

assessment for EMR placement, biomedical measures have two more specific
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purposes: .to ascertain whether the child's inabilit:Y to lean ,'

ordinary classes may be due to sensory, motor, or other physical

impairmegt; and, whenevei possible, tp guide the selection of remedial

approaches.

It is important to distinguish among three quite different roles that'

physical factors may play with respect to categorization of a child as

mentally retarded. First, peripheral physical disabilities may impair an

otherwise normal child's performance in class and on measures of

intellectual functioning, such-as IQ tests. For example, poor vision,

poor hearing, psychomotor malfunctions, or hunger could !eve these

effects. Detection of such conditions is obviously essential to prevent

misclassification and Often points to effective interventions.'

'Second, neurological cdnditiOns or endocrine malfunctions-4ay create

specific deficits in intellectual funntioping (such as-language disorders

or dyslexia) or distortions 4-behavior. In the classroom, the cognitive

or behavioral symptoms may be indistinguishable from similar behaviors

with different causes; however, appropriate biomedical probes may

identify the causes and in some cases point to corrective steps.

Third, physical trauma or deprivation, particularly in the earliest

stages of life, maypreate global deficits of functioning. Some of these

deficits may have neurological or other physical cotrelates in the

school-age child; others may not. Shonkoff (in this volume) reviews a

variety of genetic, prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal conditions that

ha-e among their sequelae global impairment of intellectual functioning.

Many of these conditions, such as maArnal malnutrition or lead

intoxication, can be prevented; others, such as phenolkytonuria (PKU),
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f. .

can be significantly ameliorated if detected early. In most cases,

however, the damage cannot be corrected by 'known physical treatments whet

the child has reached school age. Remediation in these cases must

address the symptom; that is, it must take the form of an educational

L

'program designed to meet the needs of an impaired learner. Within the

limit; of current knqwledge there appear to be no differences between the

educational treatments that- worit best for childrenwho have global

learning difficulties due to physical causes and those that work for

other children with global:yleficits. Future research may lead to medical

or educational interventions addressing physicallybased,.globul learning

problems; if so, identification of long-term physical causes will become

a major function of biomedical assessment in educational contexts. For

now, however, its primary functions are the detection of physical

impairments in mentally normal children and the detection of

neuropsychological conditions that impair intellectual functioning but'

are distinct from mental retardation as it is usually conceived.

another distinction is also important to understanding our view of

biomedical assessment. Certain assessment procedures cin:Ei performed at

relatively low cost; they give A preliminary indication of' 4here a

child's problem may lie. Other procedure; are more extensive and require

the services of highly trained professionals; they are.theref ore costly.

Screening procedures of the first kind are iPpropriate.to use withall.

children who have been referred for learning problems. Detailed

diagnostic procedures of the second kind are apOropriate for use in,a

small number of carefully targeted cases.
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Screening procedures are exemplified by the biomedical portion of

Mercer's System of Multicultural ?luralistia Assessment (SOMPA1 (Mercer

and Lewis, 1978), a battery of instruments designed for use 'in

comprehensive educational assessment. SGMPA includes six biomedical

measures: the Suellen test of visual acuity; a measure of auditpry

acuity; weight standardized by height; a set of physical dexterity tasks;

a health'history inventory; and the Bender Visual Motor Gestalt Test (a

test that requires the child to copy a set of figures,' which is regarded .

as indicative of perceptual maturity and neurological impairment). None

of these measures is sufficient in itself to pinpoint a disability

' precisely or.to specify the necessary remediation. Each is capable,

however, of identifying a general area of disability, within which more

precise measures can bestaken. In.some Cases the screening measures may

point to widely prevalent problems, for which more refined diagnosis and

remediation are routine; detection Of common visual problems is an

obvious example. In other cases the measures may point to areas of

disability for which further diagnostic work may be extensive and for

which remediation may or,may not be available.'

When a preliminary screen indicates the possible existence of

neurological problems, apvariety of.specialized cognitive, sensory, and

motor tests come into play. Inte'rpretation of the results, which

requires the services of a specialist in neuropsychology, rests on a

large body o4 data accumulated mainly during the last 15 years (Hecaen

Ind Albert, 1978; Lezak, 1976; Reitan and Davison, 1974). 'Unlike
%;

traditional ability and intelligence testing, neuropsychological analysis

,depends on at leait four different uses of testing results: level of

"I 4



function, pathognOmonic signs, patterns, and disparities between the left

and right sides of the body.

Investigations of individuals whose Ws fall in the mildly mentally

retarded range (Matthews, 1974) have shown that their 14rforPmance is

sometimes strongly suggestive of localized lesions in the-brain.

`Initially, in the classroom, poor performance may appear to be global in

nature, whereas on closer investigation it may be seen as part of a

picture resulting from selective damage to the nervous system. For

example, a child may demonstrate a lowered verbal ability, which is

itself due to a lateralized damage to the speech centers of the brain.

-Other tests, auch.as comparison of performances .from the two sides of the

body, may reveal that the lateralized damage appears in other areas

besides speech and language.

Some performances on tests are pathognomonic; that is, in this

context, diagnostic of cerebral damage. For example'a partial

hemiplegia.may be revealed by unusual discrepancies.between finger

tapping of the left and right hands. Or abnormalAies of the sensory

pathways mayAbe revealed by failures of recognition in tactual

performance tests.
a

4 The application of
neuropsychological analysis is by no means

straightforward for young children and those whose verbal skills are

impaired (Boll, 1974). Nevertheless, a thorough examination of

neuropsychological integrity, based on knowledge of the structural

features of the brain, can lead to the detection of specific genetic,

>traumatic or pathophysiological conditions (Benton, 1974).



Adaptive Behavior Scales

As noted earlier, the AAMD as well as the federal government auc ma=y

states define mental retardation as "significantly subaverage general

intellectual functioning, existing concurrently with deficits in adaptive

behavior, and manifested during the developmental period" (Grossman,

1977:5 emphasis added.) The AAMD goes on to define adaptive behavior as

"the effectiveness or degree to which the individual meets the standards

of personal independence and social_ responsibility expected of his age or

cultural group" (Grossman, 1977:11). This broad definition is consistent

with numerous more specific definitions that have been proposed by

theoreticians and researchers (Coulter and Morrow, 1978, Chapter 1).4e

Because the definition is so broad, it has given rise to a large

number of instruments (at least 132, according to a review cited in

Meyers et al., 1979), which stress different aspects of adaptation and

have different metric properties. However, as Meyers et al. point out,

most of these instruments share certain general characteristics that

distinguish them sharply from intelligence tests: (1) They focus on

behavior rather than thought processes; (2) they focus on common or

typical behavior rather than on "potential"; that is, they are

descriptive rather than necessarily implying the existence of underlying

traits or capacities; and (3) they are based on reports of informants,

usually parents or teachers, rather than on direct observation of the

child's performance.

Most of these instruments have been designed specifically for use

with mentally retarded populations and are particularly appropriate for

11-/
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differentiating levels of functioning in individuals clearly below the

normal range. However, a few are designed for use in the public school

population and are intended to help discriminate "21R" from "normal"

children. This discussion is particularly concerned with the latter

instruments, of which the most widely used are the AAMD Adaptive Behavior

Scale-Public School Version--ABS (Lambert et al., 1975) and the Adaptive

Behavior Inventory for Children--ABIC (Mercer and Lewis, 1978; Mercer,

1979). The two instruments have much in common, both in content and

purpose, yet they also exhibit some important differences. Together they

illustrate most of the major issues involved in the use of adaptive

behavior scales in the schools.

The AAW public school scale, which was derived from an earlier AAMD

scale designed for retarded populations (Nihira et al., 1969), has two

parts. The first contains 10 competence domains, each with one or more

subscales: independent functioning (eating, toileting, etc.), physical

development, economic activity (budgeting and shopping), language

development, numbers and time, vocational activity, self-direction

(initiative, perseverance, use of leisure time), responsibility and

socialization (cooperation, considerateness, interaction with others).

The second part contains 12 domains of maladaptive behavior: violence

and destruction, antisocial behavior, rebellion, untrustworthiness,

withdrawal, stereotyped behavior and odd mannerisms, inappropriate

manners, unacceptable vocalizations, unacceptable or eccentric habits,

hyperactivity, psychological disturbance, and use of medication. The

school version of the ABS is normally completed by a teacher, although at

least one study has shown a high degree of agreement betWeen parents and
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teachers in describing children's behavior with the ABS (Cole, 1975).

The ABS school version has been standardized on a sample of 2,600

children, including normal children and children identified as E1R, TMR,

and educationally handicapped. The standardization sample included a

wide range of socioeconomic levels and ethnic backgrounds.

ABIC is part of SOMPA, a comprehensive system for assessment of

children from diverse cultural groups. The instrument includes 242

items, each referring to a specific practical or social skill or

behavior. For example, can the child take a message on the telephone?

Does the child cross the street with the traffic light? Does the child

visit friends outside the neighborhood? Questions are answered by the

child's mother or mother substitute. Most of the items are age-graded,

over the elementary-school range from five to eleven; gradings are based
0

on data from an extensive pretest and from toe norm sample, described

below. Items are organized into six competence areas or

Subscales--family, community, peer relations, nonacademic school roles,

earner-consumer, and self-maintenance. Scores are normalized within each

subscale and calibrated to yield a mean of 50 points and a standard

deviation of 15. Subscale scores are averaged to yield an overall

score. The instrument has been standardized on a sample of almost 2,100,

incldding equal numbers of black, Hispanic and white children, spanning a

range of socioeconomic levels.

It is apparent that there is considerable overlap between the ABS and

ABIC (and other adaptive behavior scales) in the types of behavior

covered. There are differences as well. The ABS is completed by the

oteacher and is focused on adaptive behavior within the school. It

11:
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contains items with intellectual content of the sort found in IQ tests.

In contrast, the ABIC is completed by the mother and concentrates more

exclusively on practical skills and social behaviors outside the

school. It is not surprising, therefore, that some of the ABS 5ubscales

(numbers and time, economic activity, and language development) correlate

about .6 with IQ, whereas other scales show modest correlations,

generally below .2 (Lambert, 1978). The ABIC subscales show uniformly

low correlations with the WISC-R (Mercer, 1979). As Meyers et al. (1979)

note, there is a wide range of variation in correlations with IQ among

adaptive behavior scales generally, depending on, among other factors,

item content and the populations sampled.

Another important characteristic of the ABIC is that subscale scores

and overall scores have almost identical distributions among black,

white, and Hispanic children (Mercer, 1979). There is some evidence that

ethnicity does not affect scores on the ,ABS within EHR and regular

classes (Lambert, 1978). However,'aince ethnic proportions probably

differed between EMR and regular classes in the ABS norm sample,

distributions of ABS scores may have differed for the ethnic groups

overall.

-What are the implications of these characteristics of adaptive

behavior scales for use in educational decision making? First, it is

evident that adaptive behavior scores are not redundant with IQ. The

ABIC and most subscales of the ABS yield information about domains of

competence that are quite distinct from the cluster of abilities tapped

by IQ tests. Oae implication of this fact is that adaptive behavior

measures cannot simply be substituted for IQ as measures of general
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competence. A =ore important implication is that the use of adaptive

behavior measures in assigning children to EMR classes--a practice that

is mandatory, 3iven existing theoretical and legal definitions of mental

retardation--will reduce the numbers of children assigned to such classes

relative to the numbers that would be assigned on the basis of IQ alone.

(This is so because many children with low IQs have adequate adaptive

behavior scores.) As we saw in Chapter 2, this outcome has been observed

in practice.

The latter implication raizes the important question of how children

with low IQs but high adaptive behavior scores will fare in regular
\

classes. The answer depends in part on how well those classes are

designed to match the pace of instruction to each child's individual

needs--an issue to which we return in Chapter 4. It also depends on how

such the social and practical skills measured by adaptive behavior scales

C

contribute to'school success.

A second potential set of implications concerns the effects of

adaptive behavior scales on ethnic disproportions in special education.

Some have expressed the hope that the use of adaptive behavior measures

will reduce the disproportionate representation of minorities in am

classes. Logically, there is no necessity for such an outcome. As

Coulter and Morrow (1978) point out, the use of one measure (adaptive

behavior) that shows no ethnic differences does not affect the ethnic

differences in another measure (IQ). If IQ and an ethnically neutral

adai ve behavior measure, such as the ABIC, were jointly used to place

children, the IQ could in effect control the ethnic composition of the

group ultimately assigned to EMR classes, depending on the decision rules

1 1
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used to combine' the measures. However there is some evidence, cited in

Chapter 2, that the use of adaptive behavior measures does in fact

decrease ethnic disproportion in EMR placement.

A final set of implications concerns the utility Of adaptive behavior

data in designing programs of instruction. As Coulter and Morrow (1978)

point out, the distinction between using adaptive behavior measures as

classificatory devices and using them as guides for programming is 'a

critical one Different measures may be appropriate for the two

purposes. To date the use of adaptive behavior measures in programming

has been confined mainly to individuals whose deficiencies in functioning

place them well below the En range. Meas4res'geared to the mildly

mentally retarded have been used primarily for classification. It is

easy to envision possible instructional applications of adaptive behavior

scales in pinpointing areas of relative strength to be built on and areas

of particular weakness to be remedied.. Some areas needing remediation

might be skills that are appropriate parts of the regular curriculum,

e.g., telling time, mastering numbers, learning to handle money. Others

-might be the modification of practical skills, such as dressing and

hygiene,--which-Vddld not BePi-ftOf the curriculum for miiit-dhil-dren but

might well be included in a program for mentally retarded children.

Still others might be the modification of maladaptive social behaviors

that interfere with learning of any kind, e.g., destructiveness or

withdrawal. However, these potentially promising applications remain

largely unexplored.
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COMPREHENSIVE ASSESSMENT IN CONTEXT: A TWO-PHASE' PROCESS

Throughout our discussion of the elements of comprehensive individual

assessment, we argue repeatedly that assessment should be linked to

instruction- -that it should discriminate among children who can profit

from.different modes of instruction or who require different forms of

intervention before conventional instruction can work. This section

suggests an even more fundamental ,link between assessment and instruction.

The section is premised on the belief that what seem to be individual

failures are often failures of the educational system. 'Children may do

poorly in class because they have not been taught or managed

appropriately--and this may be disproportionately true of minority

children. If this belief is correct, no assessment of the causes of

learning failure would be complete without a systematic examination of

the teaching and learning environment.

Aoreover,'there are good reasons to examine the learning environment

before subjecting the child to a comprehensive individual assessment of

the kind described above. Merely to be singled out as a learning failure

and evaluated for placement in a category such as EMR may be distressing

to the a-ild and ehe child's parents and may affect he sn5sequent

behavior of teachers and peers toward'the.child. And even with the most

comprehensive and conscientious of assessments, there is some risk that

the child will be misclassified. Given these risks of ,emotional damage,

stigma, and misclassification, protection e)t- the child's rights and

interests would seem to require that possible deficiencies of the

learning situation be examined and ruled out before comprehensive

assessment begins.
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Therefore we conclude that an ideal assessment process would take

place in two phases, beginning with an assessment of the learning

environment and proceeding to a comprehensive assessment of the

individual child only after it ha& been established that he or she fails

to learn'in a variety of classroom settings under a variety of

well-conceived instructional strategies.5

Our conclusion is very mua*in the spirit of P.L. 94-142 and the

regulations implementing Section 504 and P.L. 94-142, which stipulate

that students be placed in special education programs only when "the

education of the person in the regular environment with the use of

supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily" (34

CFR 104.34(s), see also 20 USC 1412 (5)(B), 34 CFR 300.550).6 The main

thrust of this provision has obviously been toward mainstreaming children

already diagnosed as handicapped. However, a'neglicted implication of

the provision is that there must be a systematic attempt to determine

whether satisfactory progress can be achieved in a regular class. In the

case of children who, under present circumstances, would be referred for
,

5 One exception to the principle that environmental assessment should

precede individual assessment is the case of biomedical screening for

high-prevalence problems, such as vision defects. As suggested

earlier, such screening is not stigmatizing and is appropriate for

children who have not experienced classroom failure as well as for

those who have.

6 After the split of the U.S. Department of Education from the U.S.

Department of Health, Education and Welfare, the Code of Federal

Regulations was revised to transfer the education regulations from

the Public Welfare Title (Title 45) to an independent Title for

',:ducation (Title 34). The citations of regulations for Section 504

and P.L. 94-142 in this report are to their new location in the Code

of Federal Regulations.

2 i 1 -.4. (.).
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possible placement in EMR cli-..sses, we *.:6gest that there is much to be

gained by making ,this waiting until the label is

assigned.

There are no universally cstabl:ked procedhres for conducting the

kind of two-phase assessment that we ea!tsion, nor is there a fully

developed, widely used technology for conducting an assessment of the

0

instructional environment. It is therefore incumbent on us to suggest

the broad outlines of a procedure and to point to some directions that

development of technology might take.

What kinds of information might be included in an ideal phase one

assessment? First, there should be some evidence that schools are using

curricula known tobe effective for the student populations they serve.

Such evidence might be provided by publishers or independent researchers

or--better yet--by the district's own data. It is important that the

data show not only that the curriculum is effective for students in

general, but also that it is effective for the various ethnic,

linguistic, and socioeconomic groupsActually served by the school or

district in question. Standardized achievement tests or

criterion-referenced performance tests (see below)" might serve as

assessment deviCes.

Second, there shoulebe evidence that the teacher has implemented the

curriculum effectively for`the student in question. Such evidence might

include documentation that other children in the class are performing

adequately and that the child in question has been adequately exposed to

the curriculum, i.e., has not missed many lessons due to absence,

'disciplinary exclusions from class, etc. Such evidence might also

1 1
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include observational datz collected by a school psychologist,'

educational consultant, or resource teacher, showing that the-child's

teacher is providing adequate classroom management and appropriate

instruction in accord with the curriculum, that he or she is attending to

the child in qUestion and providing appropriate direction, feedback, and

reinforce6ent, and that the child is participating adequately in the

instructional process. Observational data could also be used to detect

and document problems of management and/or misbehavior that interfere

A.th the effectiveness of the curriculum; e.g., lack of attention,

disruption of class, and the like.

Third, there should be objective evidence that the child has not

learned what was taught. Again, standardized norm-referenced tests or

criterion-referenced tests keyed to the curriculum itself might be used

for this purpose. Assessment of the child's progress should, however, be

frequent enough so that problems are detected early and so that the child .

is not allowed to spend weeks in the classroom, falling further and

further behind, without the teacher's noticing.

Finally and most important, there should be evidence that, when early

problems were detected, systematic efforts were made to locate the source

of the difficulty and to take corrective measures. Again, school

psychologists or specially trained educators could play' a role, acting as

consultants to the teacher in suggesting remedial approaches. Under some

circumstances it might be appropriate to change teachers or curricula, in

an attempt to find a better match to the child's needs. Results of such

attempts at improvements shouid bedocumented, and only after reasonable
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efforts have been exhausted should the child be referred formally for

assessment.

What kinds of instruments are needed to support this two-phase

assessment process? Some possible answers have already been suggested.

Standardized achievement tests can play a role in evaluating strong and

weak points in the curriculum as a whole; assuming that sufficiently

reliible tests are selected, they can also be used to'assess the

performance of individual children. The growing literature on "effective

schools" suggests that these uses of standardized tests are among the.

distinguishing characteristics of schools that re particularly,effective

in teaching minority children from low-incOme fermi es (see Chapter 4),

A developing technology that may have promise is criterion-referenced

testing. Criterion-referenced tests are used to measute*mastery of

specific domains of subject matter. A child's performancecis judged

against some absolute standard; a typical measure might be the number of

arithmetic problems of a specific sort that the child can solve. The

child's performance is not scaled against that of other children, nor is

the test used to draw inferences about broad intellectual abilities.

?Many informal, teacher-made tests are in effect criterion-referenced; as

are many of the tests included in packaged curricula and teachers'

manuals accompanying standard textbooks. Recently, there have been

advances in thinking about the design of such tests (e.g., Martuza, 1977;

Harris et al., 1974); and improvements in their psychometric properties

may be in the offing. Such tests are of interest in the context of this

report because of their close link to instruction. They can be used at

the beginning of an instructional sequence to determine ..whether the child
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has the prerequisite skills needed to profit from the instruction, and

they can Se used at the end of a sequerick to determine whether the Child

has absorbed the material or needs further work to achieve mastery. Thus

-

.

they can potentially be used to evaluate the outcomes of the systematic

variations in instruction that are part of a phaseone assessment.
p 0

Another technology that has some promise is systematic observation is

the classroom. Systems for analyzing and recordingbehavior in the

classroom have a long history in edLcational research (Medley and Mitzel,
0

1963). Most of the instruments used are too costly, timeconsuming, and

demanding in terms of observer training to be practical fo,: ,.se in

3

selfevaluation by schools. However, there have been recent suggestions

that suitably simplified and focused !.nstruments may '7,e useful as

diagnostic devices and guides for the remediation of specific behavior

problems (e.g.,,Alessi, 1980; Baker and Tyne, 1980). 'Observations haVe

also been used by researchers to measure the implementation of curricula

(Stallings, 1977) and time devoted to academic activities (Rosenshine and

Berliner, 1978). again, simplified oLservation systems may be useful for

similar purposes in assessing the quality of learning environments.

None of the above suggestions about procedures and instrumentation is

novel.^ All in varying-combinationsin different school

districts. A few large districts have gone faran implementing

systematic procedures of instruction and .closely linked assessment; some

of these districts have reported dramatic improvements in students' uasic

academic skills (Carnine et.al., 1981; Monteiro, 1981) and, by

implication, a decline in the rake of learning failures. These reports

encourage us to believe that the suggestions above ,are both feasible to

1 2. 0
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implement and potentially effective. The two-phase assessment process

clearly entails new costs--the costs of training and maintaining staff to

conduct evaluations of the learning envirdnment. The process also

eqtailS financial say.ags,*by reducing the number of children referred

for cosily, comprehensive.'assessments and possibly also the number who

must be maintained in cosily special classroom settings.

SUMMAgY AND CONCLUSIONS

All of the discussion in this chapter follows from the premise that the

main purpose of assessment in education is to improve instruction and

learning. Children are ,or should be assessed in order to identify

strengths and weaknesses that necessitate specific forms of remediation

. .

or educational practice. Remediation may take the form of intervention

outside the school, such as medical treatment or family intervention. We

believe, however, that a significant portion of children who experience

difficultiesin.the classroom Can be treated effectively through improved

instruction.
1. I

These baiic assumptions lead to a perspectiye on assessment and its

contribution to,ethnic and sex disproportions in EMR classes that is

difgeoPt.frdm the. one with which the study began.. A concern with

disproportion arm dictates a focus on bias in assessment instruments

and a search for instruments that will reduce disproportion. A concern

with instructional utility leads to a search for assessment procedures

and instruments that will aid in selecting or designing effective

programs for all children. de believe that better assessment and a

c1oser link between assessment and instruction will in fact reduce

?

0
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disproportion, because minority children have been disproportionately the

victims of poor.instruction. We also believe that the problem shouldhe

attacked_at its roots; which lie_in_the presumption that learning _

problems must imply deficiencies in the child and in consequent

inattention to the role of education itself in creating and ameliora ing

"these problems,,

This viewpoint has led us to urge a greatly increased emphasis on

systematic educational intervention before a child is referred for

individual assessment. When poor instruction has'beei ruled out as a
tip

-cause of learning failure, it then becomes approdiate to look for

-problems within the child or in the child's environmint,outside the

school, again with an eye toward problems that can be corrected; this is

the purpose of individual assessment.

We believe, and-have cited evidence to support our belief, that an

assessment procedure like the one we have outlined will significantly

reduce the proportion of children whose failure to learn must be

attributed to global intellectual deficits. The question remains whether

it is necessary or useful to apply the label En to this residual group

or to separate, them from other children for instructional purposes. The

( -

answer, in our view, must hinge on another question:. .Do these children

require and can they profit from modes of instruction that are different

from those that work best with other children who have experienced

'learning difficulties? We turn to this question in the next chapter.

.
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CHAPTER 4

slIFFECTIVE INSTRUCT:ON FOR MILDLY YINTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

In Chapter 1 we argue that the quality of instruction in special

education programs is one of three key factors that determine whither

disproportion should be considered problematic. Chapter 3 presents our

view that the justification for'assessment procedures derives from their

contribution to effective teaching and learning. Thus instruction for

mildly mentally retarded children--boththe quality offered and the

setting in which it is best piovided--are,at the fore of the panel's

concerns and recommendations.

This chapter begins by attempting to specify the characteristics of

effective education for mildly mentally retarded children. With these

characteristics in mind we are then able to address two core policy

questions: (1) Are separate classes for mildly mentally retarded

children needed, or can such children be as well or better served in the

regular classroom?. (2) Does the mentally retarded label as used in

current practice-specify unique instructional programs, warranting a

separate categorical groUping of children, or would a more general

designation be just as useful in delivering educational services?

The Panel would like, to thank Gaea Leinhardt who helped gather evidence
and who consulted extehsively With us during the preparation of this
chapter.



Our question, then, becomes "What is affective education for mildly

mentally retarded students?" The apparent simplicity of this question is

illusory, and the difficulty of arriving at a simple answer is in great

measure a function of the difficulty of deciding who is and who is not

mildly mentally retarded. At the very heart of the demand for special

education is the assumption that all children do not prosper under

identical educational programs. The aim of the enterprise, the reason

for elaborate assessment and placement procedures, is to match children

and treatments so that each child is treated optimally. By definition,

then, what is good or effective instruction is s.pposed to depend on the

kind of children involved. This means that programs can only be

evaluated with respect to a properly identified class of children. If an

instructional program is not successful in a given case, it may be not a

poor program but a misapplication to a given child or group of children.

Some of the difficulties that we now address emerge from the attempts

to transform educational practices that were originally based.. on clinical

practice for a highly select population into a special education program

for a much wider range of students that must accommodate the bureaucratic

constraints Of the public school. In the Area of mental retardation, as

in other areas of special education such as learning disabilities, many

accepted principles of instruction have been based on careful observation

and a tutorial type of instruction with highly atypical children. While

this knowledge was being applied within the public school environment,

changes were taking place in the identified-population of excep;ional

children and in the educational practices that were functional within

that setting (Cruickshank, 1967; Dunn, 1973). For example, clinical

populations often include more severely handicfqed individuals, while

i.-.1



schools enroll children with mild or moderate handicappi:g conditions;

clinical settings are usually able to provide'indiid..;a1 tutorial

instruction, while financial and organizational factcrs restrict schools

to small-group instruction or separate special classes; clinicians often

identify unique diagnostic problems of individuals', while schools tend to

recognize more general problems of poor performance.

It was not the original intention of special educators that all

children with school problems or minor difficulties in adjustment or

coping would be eligible for special education services. In recent

years, however,'public support for special education has been expanded to

include a significant number of children w4th school problems or

behavioral difficulties. Legal requirements and fiscal incentives have

moved educators to identify and place more and more students in special

education programs (U. S. Department of Health, Education and Welfare,

1979a). As mentioned previously, the jury is still out as to the most

effectiie placement for these students.

As we note in Chapter 2, the variation and changes in the definition

of educable Mental retardation complicate the task of deciding what is

effective education for mildly mentally retarded children, since it is

unclear who should be classified as mentally retarded. The research on

which we are table to draw has generally accepted the classifications made
0 -

by school-districts and sought statistically significant effects for

group; of children with the mildly mentally retarded label. But these

groups have usually been more heterogeneous than the common label

implies. 'Since effective instruction for a given child is likely to

depend more on his or her actual characteristics as a learner than on the

classification as mentally retarded, the reliance on institutional labels

1 .2
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to characterize children necessarily limit: the kinds of conclusions it

is possible to draw from this research.

A further limitation in the use of existing research concerns

historical changes in labeling practices in she schools. There has been

a sharp decrease in the number of students classified as EMR in the past

'several years, with a concomitant increase in the numbers of children.

labeled as learning disabled (U. S. Department of Education, 1980).

Children who currently remain in the EMR category, especially those in

self-contained classrooms, may therefore be more disabled than their

counterparts of previous years. Research on this older cohort may not be

generalizable to the current group of EMR children.

Special education for mildly mentally retarded children has grown

from the widespread observation that children with generally low mental

ability fare poorly in regular'school programs: It is generally assumed

that such children lack abilities, such as the ability to abstract or to

transfer knowledge, that are assumed in regular instruction.- Thest

children are therefore expected to profit from an adapted curriculum and

teaching procedures that make fewtr assumptions of concept mastery;

provide more explicit and more numerous examples through concrete

experiences; allow more active participation in "hands-on" experiences by

students; provide structure into which learners can insert specific

information; and include specific- effortsto build improved social

cooperation skills, self-esteem, and work habits (Goldstein, 1974, 1975).

To accomplish these goals it is assumed that specially trained

teachers and/or support staffs are required. Yet these special services

can, at,least in theory, be provided under a number of different



institutional arrangements, including: (1) the separate class structure,

in which children are assigned to a special EMR class conducted by a

specially trained teacher who provides a unique curriculum for the

children for a full school day; (2) the resource room structure, in which

the basic assignment of the child is to a regular class, but the child is

removed for special instruction by a specially trained teacher for a

portion of the school day; and (3) the teacher consultant model, in which

a specialist advises the regular teacher on special tasks and lessons

that can aid the exceptional child, but all instruction is given in the

regular classroom. We consider instruction under all of these

arrangements as we attempt to define effective instruction for mildly

mentally retarded students.

EVIDENCE ON EFFECTIVE INSTRUCTION
FOR MILDLY MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

Despite several decades of research, it remains difficultto leather

definitive evidence on the nature of effective instruction for mildly

mentally retarded children. In addition to problems created by shifting

definitions of the EMR population, there are reasons that lie deep in the

prevailing tradition of educational research, a tradition in which

research on mental retardation has quite naturally shared. Much of this

research has set out to test whether some new program is better than

"standard" practice. Groups of children in the new and the standard

'programs are compared on some outcome measures,' fmt the programs

themselves are not analyzed, nor is the actual functioning of children

within them assessed. The result is a "black box" evaluation, comparing

outcomes of differently labeled treatments without attempting to

1tiIlI1r) 7



determine what features of those programs or treatments are responsible

for the observed outcomes. Indeed, it is characteristic of most of these

studies that only the most global descriptions of the educational

treatments are offered. Typically, we are able to learn of class size

and something about the age and perhaps IQ distributions of the children

in the classes. Little detail is offered concerning the actual

curriculum being used, nor are there usually observations of how children

interact with teachers; other children, or the curriculum materials.1

Other methodological limitations in the bulk of the research on

instruction for mentally retarded children must also be noted. The most

important are a failure to randomize treatment and control groups, so

that subsequent comparisons of the effects of treatment'can assume

equality of initial status, and a tendency to rely on statistical

significance between treatments even when differences are too small to

reflect Important differences in educational outcomes. Like other

education research, research on mental retardation has also suffered from

a lack of appropriate outcome measures. In most instances, those domains

have been measured that could -be measured easily. This means that IQ and

achievement scores are most often available, whereas changes in

personality,, behavior, or social proceSsei, which are more difficult to

define and measure, are neglected.

This lack of attention to curricula partially reflects the fact that

few systematically developed curricula have been available to

teachers of E. classes, forcing them to modify curricula themselves

or to develop their own. It was not until the late 1960s that the

Office of Education invested in curriculum development for mildly

mentally, retarded students, and then only to a limited extent.

123
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With these limitations is mind, we turn to a consideration of the

research on effective instruction for mildly mentally retarded children.

We consider first the pervading question of setting--do mildly mentally

retarded children fare best in separate classes, or do they do better

when allowed to remain in regular classrooms with their peers? We then

turn to an examination of the specific features of instruction that

appear to be helpful for En -children. This "feature analysis" allows us

to raise in a new light the question of whether separate labels for

different categories of special student are useful is providing

appropriate-education for these children.

The Question of Setting

Until very recently research on effective education for mentally retarded

students was generally addressed to the question of the kind of

administrative setting in which mentally retarded children would fare

best. At stake in most studies was the practice of creating separate
o

classes for children identified as mildly mentally retarded. From the

1930s to about 1970, most studies shared an initial hypothesis.favoriag

such separate classes--a hypothesis dictated by-the widely shared belief

taat mentally retarded children needed both smaller classes and a

distinctively different curriculum emphasis from "normal" children. A

respectable number of studies accumulated data comparing the performance

of mildly mentally retarded children in self-contained classes with the

performance of such children in regular classes. Several summaries of

this literature (Kaufman and Alberto, 1976; MacMillan and Meyers, 1979;

MacMillan, et al., 1974) make it clear that no clear judgment about the

two settings for instruction can be made on the basis of this research.

1 fl



With respect to academic performance (usually measured by standardized

achievement tests), there is a slight favoring of the regular class

placement (e.g., Bennett, 1932; Cassidy and Stanton, 1959; Mullen and

Itkin, 1961); but many studies showed no reliable differences between the

two placements (e.g., Blatt, 1958; Goldstein, et al., 1965).

Beginning in the early 1970s professional and public opinion came to

favor less segregation of the handicapped. The shift in opinion was

probably fueled only in small part by.the disappointing performanceof

children in separate special classrooms. A more powerful impetus appears

to have been the growing press for fuller participation of all kinds of $

"minority" groups--including the handicapped--in the mainstream of public

and social life. Whatever the impetus, the increasing interest in

"mainstreaming" of the handicapped led to a new round of studies, testing

the hypothesis that mildly mentally retarded children would prosper if

they passed all or some of their school time with their 'normal" peers.

These mainstreamed students were not, however, to be left,in ordinary

classrooms to fare as they might. Instead they were to be identified as

mentally retarded, and special services were to be provided either by the

regular teacher supported by a specialist, or by a specialist teacher

with whom the mentally retarded child spent part of the day. The

separate classroom for mentally retarded children now became the

"standard" practice on which mainstreaming was to improve.

As in the earlier round of research, findings concerning the academic

effects of mainstreaming have been Contradictory (Corman and Gottlieb,

1978; Heller, in this volume; Jones, at al., 1978). There is no clear

favoring of either separate classes or fulltime mainstreaming; each

1 r1(1
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showed more favorable effects in some studies and less favorable effects

in others. The resource room, a special instructional environment to

which children are assigned for a part of the day, spending the remainder

in the regular classroom, often--but not always--shows favorable effects

in comparison with separate classes and full-time placement in regular

classes. But children sometimes do best in regular classrooms in which

their own teachers are assisted in providing special instruction. There

is some suggestion that children with initially higher IQs do better in

regular classrooms while those pith lower IQs fare best in separate

classrooms. However; even this common'sense conclusion cannot be

asserted with confidence on the basis of the research to date.

The discussion thus_far, like much of the,research literature,

focuses heavily on academic outcomes. As noted above, however, many

1

' studies have included one or more measures of social adjustment or

self - concept. On the measuret used especially those assessing

1

,. children's judgments of themselves, children in self-contained classrooms

tended to rate themselves somewhat better than did children remaining in

regular classrooms (see the ieview by Heller.in this volume). Children

in'self-contained classrooms displayed more positive self-concepts. In

more recent work that compares mainstreamed with separate class

treatment, the results are more contradictory. In both bodies of

- research, there are major design problems. that further confound any

effort to decide what the real effects are. These include the problem of

instrumentation--there is little unanimity in the field as to what a good

self-concept is or how to measure it--and the problem of finding

appropriately matched groups fdr the various treatments. Often, the

a



mainstreamed children were those who, in the judgment of various

professionals involved, were more competent children believed more able

to function in the regular classroom. This makes comparisons,

Tarticularly on measures of sccial adjustment and self-concept virtually

impossible; techniques of covariance may be difficult to apply because

the,measures do not meet necessary scaling assumptions. Finally, most of

the iisearch available that is relevant to this question is, like the

research on achievement outcomes, a."black box" with respect to the

actual treatment involved.

Feitures of Effective Instruction

The most obvious conclusions from these kinds of inconclusive findings

over several decade's of research is that setting zeer se does not matter,

that mildly mentally retarded children can do equally well--or equally

poorly--in both kinds of settings. Yet this finding may mask some 'ery

real and important regularity in effects on children. Perhaps there are

features of the educational treatment received bymentally retarded

children that do' systematically affect outcomes, but that are not

uniquely associated with any particular setting for instruction. Perhaps

those studies that show a benefit for one setting or another were

comparing programs'with some specific features that are the ones

responsible for the effects. Reported as a comparison between

self-contained and regular class or mainstreamed settings, we learn

nothing from these studies about what these features might be.

FortusAely, a few recent studies offer descriptions of the

educational process detailed enough to permit us to address the question

1



4/4om which features of instruction seem to be beneficial for mildly

mentally retarded children. While the number of-such studies is not

large, there is substantial consistency in what has been found to be

effective instructional practice for children with the mildly mentally

retarded label.

Academic Outcomes

Several studies haie documented academic gains for BR children through

the use of individialized "behavioral" methods of instruction (Bradfield

et al., 1973; Haring and Krug, 1975; Jenkins and Mayhall, 1976; Knight et

al., 1981). In the instructional programs studied, work assignments were

given on a daily basis so that the teacher rather than the child

determined the pace of work; a mastery learning approach was used in

Which detailed records and charts of progress (usually based on tests
O

direcly covering the curriculum content) were kept for each child;

systematic reinforcement was used, and significant amounts of one-to-one

instruction, sometimes by peer tutors,)was offered. In general, these

procedures resulted in larger amounts of time spent on academic work and

in a heavy overlap between what was taught and what was tested in the

instruments used to assess academic progress.

Although the practices described in these studies did not create

academic stars of E1R- labeled children, clear learning 'zenefits were

achieved. It is striking that the settings in which these. treatments

were carried out varied from the self-contained EMR classroom (Haring and

Krug) to resource rooms (Jenkins and Mayhall) to the regular classroom

(Bradfield et al.; Knight et al.). This fact, although based on a small



number of studies, offers striking confirmation of the conclusion reached

by Corman and Gottlieb (1978:257): "As a whole, these studies (of
J

effectiveness) suggest that particular instrucAonal techniques may be of

greater relevance to improved achievement th#:the fact that these

-

techniques are used in one of many posible integrated settings." A

striking characteristic Of the list of features associated with effective

academic skill instruction for mildly mentally retarded students is its

similarity to the features identified for othevcategories of children in

academic difficulty and, -indeed, for the school population as a whole.

In the "effective schoOls" research (e.g., Brookover an¢ Lezotte, 1979;

Venezky and Winfield, 1979; Weber, 1971) features of school organization

that are associated with good academic perforMance among poor and

minority children include an emphasis on the direct teaching of basic

z.

skills and the freTient assessment of progreis. Both are also features

Of effective instruction for mildly mentally retarded populations.

A number of largescale studies (e.g., the Beginning Teacher

Evaluation Study [Fisher et al., 1978], the Follow Through Evaluation

[Stebbins et al., 1977], and the Instructional Dimensions Study [Cooley

and Leinhardt, ISO]) identify features of classroom organization and

process that are associated with good academic pesformance in schools

4

with high proportions of children receiving compiatory education (i.e.,

poor and minority children). These studies, all conducted in large

numbers of classrooms, took advantage of naturally occurring variations

in instruction, rather than attempting to use control groups, random

assignments, and other characteristics of experimental designs that can

only be approximated in real school settings. They converge on a set of
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descriptors of "direct instruction" (see Rosenshine and Berliner, 1978)

. that include high content overlap between '_earning activities and J'

criterion (test) tasks; built-in formal assessment techniques; increased

time on academic tasks; teacher pacing; and the use of motivating

management systems (i.e., some form of contingent reward).

Social Outcomes

As we have indicated earlier, the rationale for special education for

mildly mentally retarded students includes,even stresses, the social-
.

I

goals and outcomes that should be part of an educational plan for such
4

childien. The theory has been that mentally retarded children require

special :social environments foi two different but related reasons: (1)

They tend to interact poorly with "normal" children, to experience

rejection, and, in part as a-risult,to develop weaker self-concepts; and,

(2) they lack certain specific social and adaptiye skills and require

special:training in these that is not necessary for other children.

A line ofresearchthat avoids the "bladi bcTX" problem in that itis

directly concerned with techniques for training'social skills has been

reviewed recently by Gresham (1981). Gresham summarizes a large number

of studies that examined training techniques derived from social learning

theory.. The focus in theie training efforts was on various aspects of

. -
social behavior as actually observed in the classroom and on social

Acceptance by peers (using peerAociometric ratings and teacher ratings),

with little attention to easily:Xefineble construct of

self-concept. Many of the training techniques studied have been viewed

as suitable or necessary only for the severely disabled or sometimes the

a1r)
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institutionalized mentally retarded population. For this reason a large,

portion of the research has been conducted in separate classes rather

than-in mainstreamed settings as well as with populations not directly

relevant to this panel's concern. A large segment of the research on

what are termed social skills has really been directed at increasing

"classroom appropriate" behaiior (staying in one's seat, attending to the

a'

assigned task, not talking out, etc.) or at minimizing disruptive

behavior, rather than at building social interaction skills or enhancing

peer acceptance.

ti Research dealing with mildly handicapped populations (including but

not usually limited to EMR children) suggests that techniques such as

arranging game playing to include the handicapped child and having peers

initiate-social interaction can increase interaction and peer acceptance

(Aloia et al. 1978; Ballard et al., 1977). More direct teaching of

social skills--for example, by providing competent models, rewarding the

models, having children rehearse the social skills, and providing

feedback--has been shown in a few studies to build certain social skills

(e.g., Bondy and Erickson, 1976; Cooke and Apolloni, 1976). There is

little evidence, however, for the generalization and maintenance of these

skills beyond the training setting. Furthermore, while a considerable

body of research points toward the general effectiveness of behavioral

and social, learning methods, there is a paucity of demonstrations of

effectiveness in actual classrooms for mildly mentally retarded children.

A few comprehensive intervention programs for mildly mentally

retarded students have focused on social skills. Perhaps the best-known

is Guldstein's Social Learning Curriculum (Goldstein, 1974, 1975). The
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principal focus of the curriculum is on the promotion of socially

adaptive behavior, accomplished by teaching children .o think critically

and to act independently. The teacher transmits content through a

special inductive teaching metholology (ITM), which aims to induce

systematic and self-consciou.i problem-solving behavior. Although

extensive field testing has been undertakenthe Social Learning

Curriculum has been introduced in, approximately 300 classes in 29

states--much of the work conducted during the field testing has focused

on testing the theoretical assumptions underlying the curriculum,

developing new units, and revising others, and no summative evaluation

data have been collected.

In general there does not seem to be as clear a set of conclusions to

draw about the effective teaching of social skills and the promotion of

social acceptance of Mildly mentally retarded children as there is for

academic development.

Cognitive Process Skills

There is a line of instructional research with mentally retarded children

that has been increasingly prominent in recent years and that may have

important practical applications in the future. This is research on the

direct training of those cognitive abilities that are thought to underlie

the mentally retarded person's difficulties in learning under ordinary

school conditions.' The first phase of research on process deficits in

mentally retarded students largely served to identify specific processing

skills that wen" weak in children with low IQs. Prominent amor such

skills were rehearsal and other techniques of memorizing that were shown

.1 )t-I
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to be spontaneously used by normal children but not by mentally retarded

learners. Several investigators then showed that mentally retarded

individuals could be trained to use various mnemonic techniques.

However, in study after study it was found that the newly acquired

learning skill was applied only to the specific task for which it had

been trained, that there was little or no generalization and thus no

general improvement in the cognitive functioning of the trained

individuals (e.g., Brown and Barclay, 1976; Butterfield et al., 1973;

Engle and Nagle, 1979; Turnure et al., 1976). More recently, a few

studies showing some generalization and maintenance of learning skills of

various kinds have begun to accumulate (Belmont et al., 1980; Brown,

1978; Chipman et al., in press; Segal et al., in press), and there is new

optimism in some quarters about the potential for actually improving the

cognitive functioning of mentally retarded learners.

Most of the studies clearly showing the acquisition of learning

skills have been conducted with small samples under laboratory-like

conditions rather than under normal school conditions. However, several

programs currently being tested and refined in school settings have

strong learning-skill/problem-solving orientations. These include the

Instrumental Enrichment Program (Feuerstein et al., 1980) and other

programs that teach inductive problem-solving skills to mentally retarded

learners (e.g., I. L. Smith, 1980). A shared feature of the instruction

in these programs is their focus on teaching learners to monitor their

own thinking and to plan strategies for learning and remembering as well

as to solve social problems. All the programs rely heavily on social

interaction between the student and a highly skilled, specially trained

rj
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teacher. Discussion and analysis of problems and learning tasks seem to

be required, something that is difficult to arrange in a self-study mode

and that seems to require the grouping of children according to their

need for learning skill instruction. As research continues and as more

extensive field data on these programs become available, learning skill

procedures-may emerge as a supplement or alternative to individual

mastery-oriented direct teaching of academic skills.

CONCLUSIONS

Instructional Setting

What conclusions can be drawn from this body of research concerning the

appropriate setting and instructional processes for mildly mentally

retarded students? On the whole we are forced to conclude that

administrative setting, in and of itself, does not determine whether an

educational program is effective or appropriate. Rather it is the things

that go on in that setting that matter. In principle, any setting can

serve as an appropriate educational environment for mentally retarded

children if certain principles of instruction are observed. Many

observers agree that because of the belief that mentally retarded

children cannot learn well, less is often demanded of them than might

be. In classes for mentally retarded students there is little "cognitive

press" (Leinhardt and Palley, 1981) and often a sharply reduced'

curriculum, so that children in these classes are deprived of the

opportunity to learn standard academic skills. There is no intrinsic

reason why the cognitive press of a separate class for mentally retarded

children cannot be increased. Nevertheless, a classroom of children

17 )



bearing the label mentally retarded does not typically seem to evoke very

high expectations, and therefore the academic demand on them may be

reduced (Fine, 1967; Heintz, 1974; Meyen and Hieronymous, 1970; Salvia at

al., 1973).

Unless this tendency can be overcome, it argues not only for reduced

title of separate classes, but also for reduced use of the label mentally

retarded, since it seems likely that the tendency to lower cognitive

demands would be applied to individual children as well as to grOups.

But there may be other reasons for lack of cognitiye press than lowered

expectations. If, in a class of children--even a small class--all

children require a great deal of teacher attention in order to stay "on

task" and thus make reasonable cognitive gains, it may be difficult or

impossible to set very high standards for the rate of progress through a

curriculum. This argues for either very heterogeneous class grouping, in

which only a very few children need substantial and frequent attention,

or a tutorialMe setting, in which a single child at a time can be

attended to. The regular dlissroom provides a heterogeneous setting, but

there is some evidence that, except in certain specially designed

individualized settings, the great heterogeneity coupled with the larger

class size--often double that of the special classroom--makes it

difficult for the special child to receive adequate attention.

Some kind of identification of the child is required if he or she is

to receive the spetial attention required. A practical solution in some

cases seems to lie in the resource room, a special teaching/learning

laboratory to which the child identified as needing special help is

assigned for a limited period each day, in which instruction is given

1 4 .)
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oone-to-one or in very small groups, and adequate monitoring and rewarding

by the teacher (or paraprofessional or peer tutor) is possible. However,

to be assigned to this resource room, some kind of identification

procedure is needed. It thus appears that--except perhaps in very

specially designed mainstream classrooms --a complete absence of labeling

would also imply an absence of the kind of special instructional

treatment needed by the child.

Categorical Labeling

Some form of identification of children is likely to be required if they

are to receive the kind of special educational services that they need

and to which the law entitles them. The identification of children in

need of special services does not necessarily imply that distinct

categories of handicap need to be specified or that special education

services` should be delivered according to the categorical label that a

child carries. Current special education practice as well as much theory

divides children in academic difficulty into several categories, the most

important of which are the mentally retarded and the learning-disabled

categories. To what extent does the evidence on effective instruction

support this practice? That is, do EMR and LD children profit from

distinctly different instructional treatments, or do the same features of

eifective.instrtiction apply to both groups?

An extensive body of theory discriminates learning-disabled from

mildly mentally retarded children (Cruickshank et al., 1961; Lerner,

1976; Strauss and Lehtinen, 1947). While the mentally retarded group is

seen as being generally low in all aspects of mental functioning as well

14
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as having difficulties in social adaptation, learning-disabled children

are expected to show very uneven profiles of abilities (being strong in

some areas and weak in others) and to have IQ scores higher than those of

MK children. Further, social skills are not identified as a major

weakness in this category of children. The uneven profile of a

learnAng-disabled child points, according to the theogi,-?to -an

instructional program that

of strength_and5reakness.

learning- disabled children

is-sP4Itically adaptive to particular areas
.

A dominant instructional model for

involves differential diagnosis and

prescriptive teaching aimed at weaknesses in areas such as

psycholinguistic skills, perceptual skills, motor skills, and the like.

The underlying theory is that through correction of these cognitive skill

deficits, the child's ability to learn school subjects will improve.

A wide variety of programs designed to implement this instructional

theory has been developed. It is difficult, however, to assemble strong

evidence for the effectiveness of these programs in improving academic

skills. While som, of the identified cognitive subskills have been shown

to be amenable to improvement through instr :tion (e.g., Kavale, 1981),

there is little evidence to date that such training transfers to academic

skills such as reading or mathematics Or that teaching methods that adapt

to skill deficits by making use of strong cognitive skills are more

effective (Arter and Jenkins, 1981). A small but respectable body of

evidence is available suggesting that direct instruction in academic

subjects is effective for LD children (Bateman, 1979; Leinhardt and

Palley, 1981). The key features of this direct instruction are shared

with those identified as effective for mildly mentally retarded children.
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On the basis of documented effective practice in schools to date, it

appears that basically the same kind of instructional processes may be

needed for learning-disabled as for mildly mentally retarded children.

It should also be noted that there is at least one other large group of

,z'-thildren in academic difficulty who do not acquire special education

labels but who nevertheless receive special instructional services in

their schools. These are the children Tito by reason of low family income

and poor performance on achievement tests are assigned to various

ccapensatory education programs--usually in particular academic subjects

for a part of each school day. The accumulating evidence about these

children, too, suggests that the same features of direct, externally

paced, and formally monitored instruction in academic content that have

been noted for mentally retarded children produce the best learning

results (Leinhardt et al., in press).

If these three theoretically distinct groups of children in academic

difficulty seem to prosper bist under thd same kind of instruction, there

is good reason for calling into question the traditional system of

categbrical labeling within special education. At the very least, the

.burden of proof seems now to lie with those who would defend the

traditional divisions within special education.

SUMMARY AND SOME CAUTIONS

The current evidence on instruction for mildly mentally tetdrded students

seems to offer some clear directions for policy and for classroom

practice. First, we can find little empirical justification for

categorical labeling that discriminates mildly mentally retarded children
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from other children in academic difficulty, such as learning-disabled

children or children receiving compensatory education.2 Second, while

there are fewer well-documented studies with cleat results than we might

wish, the weight of the evidence points quite clearly to a group of

instructional practices that seem to benefit all of these types of

child*. These intense direct instructional methods, described earlier

in the chapter, seem to be applicable in a variety of settirga, from the

separate special classroom to the mainstream classroom, and they are not

different in spirit from the methods that appear to have been generally

effective in schools that serve children with poor prognoses for academic

success.

This similarity in the features of instructional treatments offers

some hope that some proportion of the children now recognized as in need

of special education might, be reduced, through the provision of more

effective regular instruction, especially in schools with high minority

representation. Of course, there is nothing in the evidence to date to

suggest that an important subset of children who need mcre intensive

attention, and thus more resources than the ordinary classroom is able to

provide, will not continue to exist. Providing adequate,services to

these, children will probably require some kind'of identification --and

2 As we have noted., this statement refers explicitly to mildly mentally

retarded children: Very recent'practice, responding in part to legal

challenges to EMR placement for minority children, has in some states

and local areas tended to reserve the EMR label for children who show

very serious and sustained learning difficulties. The available

research, by contrast, is based on a much more heterogeneous group of

children that includes many with only mild dysfunction.
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hence labeling. The labels need mot categorize the childre.a but may

instead describe the types of special intensive instruction they need to

receive.

The question of appropriate satting for instruction appears to one

of administrative manageability rather than one of instructional theory

In keeping with the general public sentiment favoring a minimum of social\

separation between different segments of the population, there should

probably be some favoring of mainstreamed classroom or resource room

arrangements over separate classes. This does not mean, however, that

Children in.need of intensive help should simply be placed back in the

regular classroom without recognized special status and without

apprbpriate assistance to the classroom teacher. In planning instruction

for the special child, central attention should be directed to the

specific features of the instructional treatments that have been

identified as fosteemg academic progress in children with initial poor

performance.

Although these broad conclusions seem to be well support a -by the

evidence at hand, we believe it is important to point'to some cautions

that must be kept in mind in formulating a policy that may well have

far-reaching and long-lasting effects ba the kinds of educational

opportunities and serviceioffered to children. The caveats that should

be kept in mind ara discussed below.

Masking Individual Differences

At the beginning of this chapter we indicate that most research on

instruction for mildly mentally retarded students has proceeded as if the

14
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children with the E label were homogeneous with respect to cognitive

capabilities and instructional needs. One possible effect of such

research, which treats heterogeneous groups of children as if each had

the same needs and capabilities--and of examining only the group effects

of instruction--is that so much error variance is,produced that

potentially real differences in program characteristics that benefit

children are statistically masked. This may be part of the reason for

the preponderance of findings of no difference in the instructional

effectiveness literature. If the definitions of mild mental retardation

and learning disability were to be made tighter in future research--so

that only individuals who were clearly those hypothesized to benefit most

from a particular treatment were included in an evaluation--we might

begin to obtain a much clearer picture of effects. Such a trend in

research findings would surely temper the conclusion that there is little

basis for distinguishing between mildly mentally retarded children and

others in academic difficulty.

On the other hand, in the course of further specifying who is to be

considered an EHR or an LD child, it is to be expeCted that potentially

important changes in the current definitions of mild mental retardation

and learning disability would be suggested. Thus, there is little

likelihood that such research would end up supporting current categorical

labeling practice--although it might provide confirmation of some of the

I

theoretical distinctions that experts in special education now offer. In

any event, what seems, crucial 3.z that any policy 'of decategorization

adopted in response to the current scientific evidence should not be so

constructed as to actively prohibit the kinds of research on differential
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instruction that would be required to arrive at relevant distinctions

among children in academic difficulty.

Unknown Effects On Other Children

Integrating more special education students into the regular program may

affect the achievement of the other students in the class. The limited

data that are available on the effects of mainstreaming on children in

the regular program suffer from the same problems that apply to the

literature we reviewed on the effects of instructional. setting on EMR

children (see Heller, in this volume, for a review of the existing data

on this topic). More critical from our standpoint are the effects of

instructional processes that appear to benefit low-achieving children on

students in the average or higher ranges. Along with research that

Identifies specific features of effective instruction for the, special

child should be an equally direct look at the effects of these features

on other students in the classroom as well. 'Research in two related

arias --the effects of grouping by ability or "tracking" and

aptitude-treatment interactions may shed some light on this issue. For

reviews of these literatures, see Calfee and Brown (1979), Cronbach and -

Snow (1%77), and Esposito (1973).

The Behavioral Bias in Research

Behaviorally oriented, direct instruction approaches have quite clearly

emerged as the direction of effective practice in research to date,

although there are reasons to remain open.to changes in the weight of

evidence in the longer run. First, for a variety of reasons rooted in

both scientific and social value systems of the past two decades or so,

1 4



behaviorally oriented researchers have focused more on academic skills

and on clear outcome measurement and reporting than have other groups of

researchers concerned with the same broad issues. For this reason, their

work has had clearer, better documented results than some potentially

competing or supplementary approaches. For example, the direct

instruction approach as it is used and documented to date favors a

step-by-step, practice-oriented approach to education.

Approaches other than direct instruction are less well analyzed and

documented at the present time; nevertheless, they may also be

effective. For example, several programs exist (e.g., SEED, Renee

Fuller's reading program for mentally retarded children) that claim

strong,results from programs that rely"less on step-by-step methods and

more on the general reasoning' skills of students. Strong evidence--other

than the claims of those involVed and oroccasional obiervers--for the

effectiveness of these programs with mildly mentally retarded students is

not available at this tine. Nevertheless, these programs and others like

them deserve careful invebtigation. The results of such investigations

may lead to clearer specification of when and for whom behavioral

step-by-step methods are needed, and when other approaches--which may

have important "fringe benefits" in the kind of general adaptive

capacities that they promotemay be preferred. Similarly, the cognitive

process tralming programs discussed earlier in this chapter also suggest

0

an alternative or supplement to direct step-by-step instruction in

academic skills. Again, no strong evaluative evidence is currently

available concerning these approaches. However, itis important that

- they continue to be investigated and that practical policy be formulated

1 4 )
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in a way that remains, open to t...:e implementation of the fin

s4
ags that

emerge.

Evaluation Criteria

As we have noted, the research evidence on which conclusions concerning

effective education are based relies heavily on a particular set of

dutcome criteria., These can be characterized as oriented to "basic

skills": the central basis for deciding what features constitute

effective instruction has been their contribution to improved performance

on mathematics and reading tests of various Muds. Neither social

outcomes nor other kinds of learningfor example, the acquisition of

knowledge relevant to functioning in a job or using various community/

resourceshas received an equivilent amount of attention. Similarly,

certain characteristics of individuals formerly educated in EMR programs,
O

such is their employment, earnings, family lives, etc. maybe sensitive

indicators of tfilt effectiveness of EMR,programs yet remain at this time
4

largely uncharted.

/focus on basic academic skills as a criterion is appropriate for a

.population whose major reason for-referral to special education is

academic difficulty. This is particularly true for younger

'claildretm-perhaps ages 8 through 12 or 13--when there is reason to hope

that with intensive instructional efforts the child can .return to a .

regular classroom program with'a competent level of.basic skill

. .

performance. For 'children who continue to have difficulty in acquiring

basic skills, other educational goals and curricula, especially those

related tospecifid'Iocational and social adaptive skills, take on
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increasing importance. It may well be the case that a differentiat4 set

of outcomes for older mildly mentally retarded children will prescribe

somewhat more education in separate classes than is necessary for younger

children who have recently been identified as having academic problems.

The vast majority of the research that we have reviewed has been

conducted on children younger than age 12 or 13. The appropriate

instruction of and placement for special education students at the

secondary level is a largely undiscussed issue without firm research

underpinnings.

Conclusion

For all of these reasons, the panel believes it is essential to make a

clear distinction be made between recommendations for current "normal"

practice and recommendations for investigation that may eventually lead

to changed views of "best" practice. While the educator facing the

practical challenge of offering immediate educational services to

children will do well to incorporate the features of direct instruction

that have been outlined here, the total educational system must continue

to be open to efforts to determine still better procedures, even if these

point toward complex revisions in current practice. Thus, we do not

recommend any single structure for the organization of special

education. Rather we endorse a policy that allows for new tries side by

side with vigorous application of our best current knowledge about

effective instruction.
4



CHAPTER 5

NEW APPROACHES TO ASSESSMENT AND INSTRUCTION

The panel began its work by investigating the causes of existing minority

and sex disproportion in special education programs and by studying

solutions to the problem of disproportion. We came to view that approach

as too narrow a perspective on the issue of disproportion and thus

considered 21.2.1,1 disproportion is a problem. We view the disproportionate

placement of minorities and males in EMR programs as problematic only

under certain circumstances. Harm accrues to those children who have

been Inval4dly referred and assessed for special education placement shd

to those who have received instruction of inferior quality. All children

are potential victims of these conditions. 'Minority children,

particularly those in southern and border states, and to a lesser extent

males, however, face a greater chance of being placed in EMR programs,

and the potential consequences of the EMR classification unduly affect

these groups of children.

This peripective on disproportion has significant implications for

any attempts to resolve the equity issues associated with

disproportionate placement. Overrepresentation of minorities and males

does not constitute an inequity if the students have been validly,

assessed and are receiving highquality, educationally relevant

services. Simplistic solutions that lead only to the reduction of racial

151
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or ethnic or sex disproportion are misdikected. The focus should be on

fundamental educational problems underlying :.fit placement--on the valid

assessment of educational needs and on the provision of appropriate,

high-quality services.

The panel's major reccmmendations emphasize improvements in

assessment procedures and the provision of services rather than remedies

that would directly eliminate disproportion in placement races. To

achieve these dual goals, we recommend adherence to six principles thft

ask participants at each major step in the placement process to

demonstrate the educational utility and relevance of their actions before

referring, placing, and maintaining children in special programs.

Although these principles are consistent with current law and educational

theory, to a large extent they are not followed in practice, nor do they

underlie current systems of assessment, classification, and instruction.

Faithful adherence to these principles would have far-reaching

effects on the organization of both the regular education and the special

education systems. Two potential outcomes are of special significance.

First, the current categorization system, which includes a class of

children labeled "educable mentally retarded," would gradually evolve

into a system that emphasizes the functional educational needs of

children experiencing learning difficulties. Second, the use of global

IQ scores would be deemphasized in faVor of techniques that link

assessment more directly to the provision of education services.

The abolition of either IQ tests or EMR classes is not in itself a

solution to the problems of educational failure or inequitable treatment

of minority children. 174 the contrary, ethnic differences in IQ
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distributions and disprol)ortionate representation of mi:-.ority students in

EMR programs are symptoma of deeper failings in the education and social

systemsfailings that will not be ameliorated by mere relabeling.

Nevertheless, prevailing practices in the use of testa for aisessment and

6

the labeling and placement of EMR children .obscure the importance of

matching educational needs and services.

In this chapter the panel makes two sets of recommendations. Our

major recommendations consist of six principles of responsibility that

must be adhered to in order to ensure valid referral, assessment, and

placement and high czality programs of instruction. We first list these

principles then examine each individually, giving attention to problems

of implementation, to Suggested

implementation, and to intended

research that would facilitate

as well as unintended effects. Whenever

possible, the recommendations include suggestions for demonstration

programs and the evaluation of natural experiments that seem to embody

the principles that we consider critical. The second set of

recommendations, addressed to the Office for Civil Rights, is

'specifically framed to aid the agency in its data collection and

monitoring efforts.

Fundamental change in the special education system will take time,

and procedures must evolve in response to practical experience that we

believe should guide change in the system. For this reason we stress

broad principles rather than detailed administrative prescriptions.

Although we have focused on participants in the placement and

instructional processes, notably teachers and administrators, the

responsibility for bringing about these changes must be shared by all
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those concerned with educating children: parents, school boards, state

education agencies, and the federal government. To ask for major

institutional change and to ask public institutions to support such

change is to ask a great deal. Yet even in a time of increasing

financial stringency, we believe that these recommendations make sense.

No untried technology nor radically new functions are being proposed for

schools. All the recommendations are based on practices that have

already been implemented in some school districts. All are consistent

with current law and regulations. These existing practices are the basis

of our detailed recommendations for research -- recommendations that are

designed to derive maximum guidance from demonstration programs and

natural experiments that are already under way.

MAJOR RECOMMENDATIONS: PRINCIPLES OF RESPONSIBILITY

Each of the following responsibilities asks participants in the placement

and educational process to demonstrate that an individual child needs

special education services. Each also stipulates that improved

educational outcomes should be the final criterion on which'to judge all

decisions.

1. It is the responsibility of teachers in the regular classroom to

engage in multiple educational interventions and to note the effects of

such interventions on a child experiencing academic failure before

referring the child for special education assessment. It is the

responsibility of school boards and administrators to ensure that needed

alternative instructional resources are available.

2. It is the responsibility of assessment specialists to demonstrate

that the measures employed validly assess the functional needs of the

individual child for which there are potentially effective interventions.
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3. It is the responsibility of the placement team that labels and

places the child in a special program to demonstrate that any

differential label used is related to a distinctive prescription for

education practices and that these practices are likely to lead to

. improved outcomes not achievable in the regular classroom.

4. It is the responsibility of the special education and evaluation

staff to demonstrate systematically that high-quality, effective special

instruction is being provided and that the goals of the special education

program could not be achieved as effectively within the regular classroom.

5. It is the responsibility of the special education staff to

demonstrate, on at least an annual basis, that the child should remain in

the special education class. The child should be retained in the special

education class only after it has been demonstrated that he or she cannot

meet specified educational objectives and that all efforts have been made

to achieve these objectives.

6. It is the responsibility of administrators at the district,

state, and national levels to monitor on a regular basis the pattern of

special education placements, the rates for particular groups of children

or particular schools and districts, and the types of instructional

services offered to affirm that appropriate procedures are being followed

or to redress inequities found in the system.

Alternative Strategies Within the Regular Classroom

1. It is the responsibility of teachers in the regular

classroom to engage in multiple educational interventions and to



note the effects of such intervention on a child experiencing

academic failure before referri the child for s ecial

education assessment. It is the responsibility of school boards

and administrators to ensure that needed alternative

instructional resources areavailable.

As it becomes apparent that a child is experiencing academic failure

and after consultation with parents, the classroom teacher should use all

available regular program resources--remedial specialists, special

education staff expertise, school psychologists, resource rooms,

compensatory education programs, bilingual programs, and so forth--to

identify and implement promising-alternative instructional strategies in

an attempt to reverse the pattern of failure. All avenues within the

regular program should be pursged. If and only if a variety of

alternative instructional interventions fail should there be the formal

referral for special education assessment that is required by the Section

504 regulations and the Education for All Eandicapped Children Act of

1975.

A discussion of the rationale underlying this recommendation is found

in Chapter 3. The contribution of the teaching and learning environment

to the child's observed difficulties in the classroom must be

systematically explored before the child receives a conprehensive

individual assessment for special education placement. This approach

shifts attention from presumed deficiencies in the child to possible

contributors in the child's educational environment. The child who has

been unable to learn under certain conditions of instruction in the

regular program should not be judged as unable to learn under any

J



conditions of regular instruction until a variety of such strategies has

first been attempted and demonstrated to be unsuccessful.

This perspective is consistent with P.L. 94-142, which requires "that

special classes, separate schooling or other removal of handicapped

children from the regular educational environment occur only when the

nature or severity of the handicap is such that education ix regular

classes with the use of supplementary aids and services cannot be

achieved satisfactorily . . ." (20 USC 1412(5)(B)), and consistent with

the regulations implementing Section 504, which state that "a recipient

shall place a handicapped person in the regular educational environment

operated by the recipient unless it is demonstrated by the recipient that

the education of the person in the regular environment with the use of

supplementary aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily" (34

CFR 104.34(a)). While these provisions apply to children who have

already been assessed and labeled, the approach is equally appropriate

for the child who has not yet been labeled as handicapped (see Chapter 3).

Implications for Implementation

A number, of school districts have implemented, with some reported

success, programs to facilitate the strategy of alternative instructional

practices within the regular program. For example, in one district,

school psychologists have been trained by special education experts at

the local university to serve as educational consultants to teachers who

have asked for assistance in the formulation of alternative instructional

techniques for certain children. As a result, a majority of children,

who previously were referred for special education, first receive a

"referral for observation aad nonsultation," which triggers the



intervention of the school psychologist/educational consultant. After

interviews with the teacher, observations in the classroom, and the

administration of criterion-referenced tests, the educational consultant

works with the teacher i,designing alternative approaches to instruction

following behaviorally oriented, direct instruction theories. Only after

these instructional approaches have failed to solve the initial problems

is a referral for special education placement filed (Alessi and Leys,

1981).

A major consequence of this approach should be a reduction in the

number of children referred for special education placement. In the

district described above, approximately 80 percent of the children

referred for observation and consultation were not later referred for

special education placement.

This principle is not meant simply to shift liability from the child

to the classroom teacher. Teachers, often working in overcrowded

classrooms with insufficient materials, need a variety of levels of

support to implement properly the recommended strategy. School boards

and administrators must provide resources to enable teachers to work with

children of varying abilities. These may include preservice and

in-service training programs, appropriate materials, and access to and

assistance from expert consultants. In turn, these educational

consultants, school psychologists or resource teachers for example, must

learn to develop individualized
educational options and to train regular

classroom teachers in the use of these techniques.

This principle implies additional costs, such as those of retraining

personnel, as well as potentially burdensome paperwork on those who are

asked to document the use of alternative strategies in the classroom.



These expenditures may be counterbalanced, however, by corresponding

savings at later points in the placement and instructional process.

Fewer students will probably require a formal comprehensive assessment or

costly special programs if this recommendation is carried out. In the

district cited above, for example, the average referral for observation

and consultation required 5-10 hours; the average referral for special

education placement required 16-20 hours. In addition, as noted above, a

vast majority of the children referred for observation and consultation

were not later referred for special education placement.

Suggested Research

On Alternative Strategies Within the Regular Classroom. Guidelines

are needed to assist classroom teachers and educational consultants in

the selection of appropriate interventions likely to succeed with

individual children. To provide such assistance, we recommend the

development of a taxonomy of alternate instructional strategies. Such a

taxonomy would draw on the large body of existing research on

instructional strategies for lowachieving pupils and on existing

taxonomies of educational objectives and methods. Research is needed to

determine reasonable expectations about the length of time a given

strategy should be pursued before initiating another intervention and

before referring for special education.

On the Evaluation of Natural Experiments. We recommend the

investigation of existing districtwide programs in which alternative

instructional strategies are being systematically implemented within the

regular classroom for children experiencing academic failure. Monitoring

of these programs should focus on such considerations as the

13,1
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administrative support systems needed to facilitate program

implementation, the staff training required for implementation, the

effects of the program on the functioning of the regular classroom

(including major constraints imposed on the teacher's time and effects on

other students) as well as the effects on targeted children who continue

' to experience failure after intervention and whose referral for special

education assessment may be delayed. In addition, special attention

should be paid to the incentives created by funding patterns that will

facilitate implementation of this recommendation. The state of Louisiana

has recently revised its special education regulations and guidelines to

promote the use of alternative resources within the regular program; it

presents an interesting prospect as a candidate for a case study as its

revised special regulations are implemented.

In monitoring those sites that have implemented this "prereferral"

phase of the assessment process, it would also be possible to investigate

the extent to which improvement in the quality of regular instruction

decreases total EMR placement in general and disproportionate placement

rates by ethnicity and sex in particular, In addition to the data

sources already cited, such a program could build on "effective schools"

research (see Chapter 4) to determine whether schools serving minority

and lowincome populations achieving at or above grade level also have

EMR placement rates that are lower than expected. Once identi:ied, these

effective schools might well serve as demonstration projects.

On the Assessment of,Learning Environments. This recommendation

implies that a child cannot be referred for special education placement

until there is evidence that he or she has been exposed to effective

1G0



instruction. Appropriate and valid assessments of learning environments'

are essential, both to discover strengths and weaknesses in classroom

processes and to identify alternative strategies that may prove

beneficial. Research is needed on the development of measurement systems

that describe the major dimensions of learning environments. These

should include, at a minimum, demonstration of the effectiveness of

curricula for the particular student populations served and evidence

concerning the degree to which the curricula are actually used in the

classroom.

Valid Assessment

2. It is the responsibility of assessment specialists to

demonstrate that the measures employed validly assess the

functional needs of the individual child for which there are

potentially effective interventions.

If the alternative instructional interventions described in the
.

preceding recommendation are not effective, then the child should be

referred for e comprehensive special education assessment,. The primary

justification for the use of any assessment technique during this

process, in our view, is its contribution to educational practice. From

this perspective a valid assessment mu.st display two characteristics.

First, measurement instruments should assess a child's functional needs

and should thereby be evaluated on the basis of their relevance to

education decisions. Functional needs may be categories of academically

relevant skills (e.g., reading, mathematics), cognitive processing skills

(e.g., generalization, self - monitoring); adaptive and motivational skills

(e.g., impulse control, social skills), or physical problems that hampei
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learning (e.g.-, defective vision or- heating). Second, functional needs

should be identified only if there exist potentially effective

interventions. Thus assesst "ICS can be judged in terms of their utility

in movidg the child toward appropriate educational goals.

Assessment techniques in general need not always identify functional

characteristics of the individual that can be corrected through

',intervention. As'noted in ChaRter 3, for example, there are diseases

that can be diagnosed.but not treated. Furthermore, we do not mean to

discourage research on new instructional practices with selected

populations that may, in the ftiture, ameliorate children's educational

performance. However, we urge that assessment procedures employed by

school systems focus on individual characteristics that are relevant to

classroom performance and susceptible to remediation. Such a focus would

concentrate attention on the responsibilities of the school rather than

on the shortcomings of the child, and it may help prevent diagnOsis from

becoming an excuse for inaction.

,While potential interventions may be broad and may encompass actlong

beyond the school environs, we anticipate that each will also include an

instructional component. For example, certain interventions may be as

straightforward as providing a child with eyeglasses or improving his or

her attendance; however, these remedies in isolation will not compensate

for the instruction missed while the child could not see adequately or

did not attend class.

The regulations implementing Section 504 and 94-142 require that

evaluation and assessment materials be . validated for the specific

_purpose for which they are used . . ." (34 CFR 104.35(b)(1); 34 CFR ,



300.532(a)). Both the Section-504 regulations and those for P.L. 94-142

give additional guidance about :he type of instrument's to be used and

purpose or the assessment process. "Tests and other evaluation materials

include those tailored to assess specific areas pi educational need and

not merely those which are designed to provide a single general

intelligence quotient"(34 CFR 104.35(b)(2), 34 CFR 300.532 (3)(b)). The

clear meaning of these requirements establishes a dual function for

assessment procedures: measurement of-the functional needs of the child

and guidance for instructional interventions. The panel strongly

endorses such provisioins.

Implications for Implementation

The focus on assessments that stress,functional needs disarnq the

controversy over the use of IQ test scores in spetial education placement

procedures. As discussed in Chapter 3, the controversy.focuses:on the

adequacy of IQ tests as measures of children's innate capacity to learn.

A focus on functional needs makes it unnecessary to know whether the

causes of poor performance are organic or experiential. The issue

becomes one of whether children who perform pooily in class and on IQ

tests will benefit from special types'of instruction.

The principle of educational utility suggests a number of measures

that could be included in an assessment. While the technology for this

type of assessment is relatively undeveloped compared with that for IQ

tests, a number of instruments currently in use or under development may

potentially meet our criterion. For example, the increasing avaLlability

of instructionally related diagnostic tests that are 'fed to programs of

1
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remediation link assessments directly to instruction. Observing

children's responses to intense instruction as an indication of their

ability to learn ,and to generalize may also provide a promising

alternative to current assessment techniques.

Changing established assessment practices and ingrained associations

between IQ scores and the definitions of educable mental retardation

would 'require both a change in attitudes toward the purposes and goals of

assessment and the dissemination of information concerning instruments

that would accomplish these goals. The retraining of school

psychologist's is thus central to successful implementation of this

recommendation.

Several districts throughout the country have successfully abando ed

IQ testing in special,e4ucation placement. Some, for example, have

relied on criterion-referenced testing to develop instructional

objectives. For example, since 1970, districts in Vermont participating

in the Vermont Consulting Teacher Program have trained teachers to

conduct continuous, detailed measurements of a child's attainment of

minimum objectivea.. These assessments identify those needing special

services and are the basis for prescribing an educational program for the

child within the regular classroom. The statetof California, too, has

banned the use of IQ tests for placement in EMR programs and is promoting

the development and use of alternative methods of evaluation. These and

other approacies to special education assessment suggest that it is

administratively feasible to use measures that appear to meet the

criterion of educational utility.

I.' /
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Suggested Research

On the Identification and Development of Measurement Instruments That

Validly Assess Functional Needs. A program of research should be

undertaken to identify and/or develop instruments that assess those

functional needs of the child for which there are potential prescriptions

for intervention. This program must be cJoordinated with and

complementary to ihe suggested development of a taxonomy of alternative

instruction, suggested above. The usefulness of instruments such as

criterion-referenced tests and so-called me.:aures of learning potential,

such as those suggested by Budoff and Feuerstein, also warrant additional

investigation.

On Current Practices Providing an Alternative to the IQ Test.' We 0

,

i

recommend a p ogram of research on he effects of the court-mandated ban

on the use oflIQ test results for EMR placement in California and the

similar ban i Chicago. Individual studies should address such questions

as: What are\the pitfalls associated with abandoning the IQ test? What

are the assessent procedures being used to replace the IQ test? What

are the implications of the ban On using IQ tests for training programs

\ /

required for schdol psychologists and other special education personnel?

What are the costs of needed training programs? What coats are

associated with tha reviaed assessment procedures? What are the effects

on rated of dispropciTtion in special education categories and on overall

prevalence rates?
\

On Current PractiCes That Incorporate Broader Measures of Individual

\

Functioning. As indicated in Chapter 3, comprehensive assessment of

functional needs must g6 beyond the intellectual domain to incorporate
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'measures of adaptive behaviof a...1 organismic functioning. We recommend

study of school districts and demonstration programs in which adaptive

behavior measures are being used widely and systematically, in order to

assess their effects on the children who remain in special education as

well as those who are excluded on the basis of their adaptive behavior

test scores. Such studies could include a documentation of the

educational experiences--both academic and social--of those children

whose adaptive behayior test scores disqualify them from special

education placement. In addition, questions remain concerning the

current and potential utility of information from adaptive behavior

instruments for educational programming and their effects on the numbers

of children placed in special classes and on racial and ethnic

disproportions in those classes. Demonstration programs that incorporate

medical screening as an integral part of the special education placement

system should be studied. These demonstration programs should be

established in lowincome areas in which the prevalence of healthrelated

learning problems is the highest. The medical screening should focus on

those conditions that are likely to be amenable to educational

interventions.

Classification and the Provision of Needed Services

3. Zt is the responsibility of the placement team that labels

and laces the child in a s ecial pro ram to demonstrate that

any differential label used is related to a distinctive

prescription for education practices and that these practices

are likely to lead to improved outcomes not achievable in the

regular classroom.

1
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In order to warrant the continued use of any generic labels in

special education ?lacement, the benefits of labeling znust clearly

outweigh a range of potential costs. Ever since the establishment of he

earliest programs, the extent of possible harm and enduring stigma

associated with labeling and placement in special education classes has

remained a major controversial issue. While a classification system

based on functional needs rather than on global categories of

deficiencies may mitigate problems of potential stigma and

inappropriately low expectations, problems associated with current

systems of classification will not disappear merely if new labels are

substituted for old.

Resolution seems to lie in the answer to a key procedural question:

To what extent must children be classified and labeled in terms of

deficiencies or handicaps in order to receive needed educational

services? This question does not deny the necessity of labeling and

classification; both state and federal funding is dependent on official

identification of specific individuals. Recognizing the need for such

identification, we recommend two criteria to guide decisions concerning

labeling and placement. First, differential labels-should be linked to

distinctive educational practices. Only with evidence that children who

receive a common label require instruction or interventions that are

different from those needed by other children--whether labeled or

not--can the labeling be justifie!. Second, the justification for a

classification system must depend on its usefulness in providing

effective educational services. Since the negative connotations of

labels often increase as the separateness of a program from the regular

(1-



'classroom increases, it is imperative that the separation of children

from their peers should be justified by evidence demonstrating that a

separate program does indeed provide a better educational environment for

the child.

The placement of handicapped children in the least restrictive

appropriate environment is a central part of P.L. 94-142, its

regulations, and the regulations implementing Section 504 of the

Rehabilitation Act of 1973. The regulations of P.L. 94-142 also require

placement based on,the child's educational needs as expressed in the

individual education plan. This panel endorses these requirements.

The evidence described in Chapter 4 indicates that similar

instructional processes appear to be effective with educable mentally

retarded, learning-disabled, and compensatory education populations. At

the present time, therefore, we find no educational justification for the

current categorization system that separates these three groups In the

schools. If categorical labels remain necessary for the provision of

services, they should reflect the types of instruction, resources, and

services that are necessary to meet children's functional needs.

IMplications for Implementation

The difficulties inherent in reorganizing traditional classification

system should not be minimized. Institutional furniture should not be

reshuffled nor should the present system be dismantled without evidence

that alternative approaches are likely to be effective. We thus suggest

careful study of new and recommended practices through demonstration

programs, natural experiments, and the like.
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AS noted in Chapter 4, the prevalence of :he F.MR label is sharply

decreasing, often leaving an EMR populatibn more closely resembles

the more severely retarded populations of the past. The problem remains,

however, to define the services delivered to the expanded groups of

children now labeled learning-disabled or such categories as

educationally handicapped, learning handicapped, etc. To Capture In a

label the essential features of effective instruction that match

children's educatiOnal problems is undoubtedly a difficult problem and

perhaps remains to be solved in the future.

We are nevertheless optimistic that our recommendations are

harmonious with emerging trends in special education. Innovative

reorganizations in special education programs, including attempts to

modify classification procedures, have been undertaken or are being

implemented in various states and districts. For example, Massachusetts

pioneered a noncategorical special education system that abandoned

diagnostic labels in favor of programs that are structured around the

amount of time a child spends outside the regular classroom receiving

special services. California is also in the process of reorganizing-its

special education system. The new code downplays specific diagnostic

distinctions among children who are not severely handicapped but who

experience learning difficulties. State reporting requirements are based

on the type of instructional services required by the_child and how these

services are provided rather than on categorical labels.

Districts that participate in the Vermont Consulting Teacher Program

are attempting to identify children for special education on the basis of

functional needs. No one receives a formal label; instead, services are

1 r
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delivered to children not mastering the instructional objectives

established for a particular grade level. The Vermont Department of

Education has certified a new staff role within special education: the

consulting teacher. After a teacher has referred a child for special

.
education and obtained parental permission for an assessment to be

conducted, the consulting teacher, together with the regular classroom

teacher, administers criterion-referenced tests to measure the child's

level of achievement in the areas that were identified as problematic.

If the child's performance is below the minimum criterion established,

the consulting teacher and classroom teacher develop an individual

education plan that includes specific instructional objectives, the

teaching and learning procedures that will lead to the attainment of the

objectives, and a system to monitor daily progress. The plan is

evaluated biweekly and altered if the child is not progressing

satisfactorily (Christie et al., 1972; Hewett and Forness, 1977).

Experiences with thismodel in Vermont have been positive, perhaps

bicause7of support--both financialand moral--at all levels of the

education system. Preliminary reports indicate that the cost of the

consulting teacher approach is approximately $200 less expensive per

child per school year than special education services by resource

teachers or in a special class (Fox et al., 1973). while the use of this

model should not be promoted to the exclusion of all others, the

instructional resio siveness and cost-effectiveness of this program are

indeed encouraging.

I "
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Suggested Research

On Implications of Labeling Children on the Basis of Patterns of

Functional Needs. It has been argued that instructional approaches that

have been found effective with children in compensatory or remedial

groups within the regular school program appear to be similar in kind to

effective special education instructional practices. Revisions of

traditional classification systems that reflect our recommendatiOns may

blur existing distinctions between services provided under different

funding sponsorship and different administrative systems. Demonstration

programs are needed to evaluate the possible effects of new

classification systems based on functional needs. Such programs should

investigate the use of alternative funding practices to support the

revised classification system, mechanisms for monitoring the racial and

sex distribution of children receiving additional services, the

support systems needed wi0.in the regular program, and the costs

associated with such programs. In addition, the effects on children and

teachers should be studied -- including the implications of revised

classification systems for individual children labeled; for interaction

among children in various categoties; for their peers in the regular

classroom; for the regular classroom teachers; and for the special

education teachers.

On the Impact of Revised Classification Systems. At least three

statewide major reorganizations of special education programs have been

or are being implemented--in Massachusetts, Vermont, and California.

Each presents a different approach to the issue of classification and

thereby provides unique opportunities for research on the implications of

1"6 .



a variety of labeling or classification systems, supplementing the

research on demonstration programs suggested above.

On the Effectiveness of Alternative Instructional Approaches.

Research to date indicates that behaviorally oriented, direct approaches

seem most effective for E and other children experiencing learning

difficulties. However, for reasons noted in Chapter 4, this behavioral

bias in research may in part be due to the focus of the behaviorists on

lear outcome measurement and on the documentation cf results, which are

less likely to be emphasized by researchers using other approaches.

Other promising lines of research that appear less frequently in the

literature include the training of cognitive processing skills and

efforts to boost motivation and adjustment as a means to improving

functioning in school. In addition, there is some evidence -- mainly of a

practical "lore" kind - -that several programs and even entire schools (see

Chapter 4) have improved children's academic achievement; these programs

need careful investigation to expand our base of effective instructional

practices.

Evaluation of the Quality and Effectiveness cf Special Education

4. It is the responsibility of special education and evaluation

9
staff to demonstrate systematically that hi h-quality, effective

s ecial instruction is being provide., and that the functional

goals of the special education program could not be achieved as

effectively within the regular classroom.

The foregoing recommendations should produce significant reductions

in the use of categorical labels and separate classes and of the numbers
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of children requiring special instruction outside the expanded scope of

normal classroom practice envisioned in recommendation one.

Nevertheless, some children will continue to require special programs and

in some cases the provision of such instruction may require separate

placement. If special programs and/or placements ere required, it is

incumbent upon responsible individuals within the school system to

demonstrate that the particUlar mode of instruction is appropriate and

effective for the c'hildrenin question and that it could not be provided

in other, less restrictive settings.

This recommendation goes beyond the second and third in that it

requires demonstrating not only that the system of categorization and

placement is valid in general and is rationally linked to variations in

. nstruction, but also that the needed instruction is actually being

provided and is working. This responsibility entails monitoring both the

instruction provided in special classes and student progress in those

classes, relative to the regular classroom. This is consistent with, but

goes beyond, P.L. 94-142 and its implementing regulations, under which

state ediacational plans must require districts to adopt "promising

educational practices and materials" (20 USC 1413!a)(3)(B)) and to

disseminate these to teachers (34 CFR 30C 380(c)).

For some students, special programs or classes may be needed to teach

the same academic skills taught in ordinary classes; the means differ,

but the ends are the same. For other students, special programs may be

needed to teach skills or behaviors that are not ordinarily taught but

are prerequisites to successful academic performance. For example,

special programs, might be needed for children who have limited attention
I 'fI
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spans or who exhibit disruptive behavior not controllable by ordinary

classroom management techniques. Both the means and immediate ends

differ from those of ordinary classrooms, but the ultimate goal of

improving academic performance is the same. For a much smaller group of

!severely disableid students, even the ultimate goals of special programs

t may not be commensurate with those of ordinary classes. Children who

lack rudimentary self-help skills, for example; cannot realistically be

expected to reach a goal of academic performance in the normal range.

(These children correspond more nearly to the current trainable mentally

retarded category than to the educable mentally retarded category; for

this group diagnosis and special placement are not so controversial.)

For all children placed in special programs, especially those for

whom regular placement is a realistic possibility, special placement must

be continually justified. School personnel responsible for monitoring

special programs, including teachers and perhaps also independent

evaluators such as school psychologists or educational consultants,

should be able to show that the instruction provided in special programs

is significantly different from that ordinarily provided, that it

embodies practices known to be effective for the problems or disabilities

in question, and that it leads to more rapid prog-ess in overcoming

specif! problems and improving academic performance than would occur in

the :ef ,r classroom.

Implications for Implementation

To carry out the necessary monitoring requires two technologies, both of

which have already been mentioned. Monitoring requires a system for

"
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describing learning environments and behavior in the classroom and a

method of assessing academic progress. As noted in Chapter 3, systematic

observationq of the behaviors of teachers and students provide a

promising means of documenting effective classroom processes. While

considerable further development is needed, such approaches seem to

provide a natural way of comparing the practices of teachers in special

programs both with the practices of regular classroom teachers and with

ideal practices prescribed for dr.aling with particular problems or

disabilities.- Systematic observations also offer a way of documenting

maladaptive student behavior (e.g., inattention or disruptiveness) and

measuring progress in dealing with problems in both regular and special

classes. Several methods are available for assessing academic progress.

One .s the use of standardized achievement tests. Another is the use of

tests targeted on specific area! of achievement. The latter technology

is less developed than the former, but it is more readily linked to a

particular program of instruction.

The major barriers to implementation are not technological but

administrative. Outside the few school systems that have established

experimental programs closely paralleling our recommendations, systematic

monitoring of instruction is extremely rare, and the monitoring of

student progress is.not so extensive, so frequent, or so closely tied to

instruction as we suggest. Periodic achievement testing 'is common and is

often used as a basis for placement, but the use of achievement scores to

develop instructional plans for individual students is much less common.

Systematic use of criterion-referenced tests as a means for monitoring

student progress and guiding instruction is rarely found. Schools are

1



not currently organized to ?seep relevant records and cc feed back

information to classroom teachers in a manner designed to shape their

strategies for dealing with individual students.

Suggested Research

On Measurement Technologies., Research is needed-'on the design and

psychometric properties of classroom obsSrvation instruments and

criterion-referenced tests. In both cases there is a substantial

foundation on which to build. As indicated In Chapter 3, elaborate

observation instruments havelbeen developed.for basic research purposes.

.Further development of simpler, more focused instruments is needed to

meet the practical needs of school psjchologists and educational

consultants charged with the peiiodi, monitoring of student and teacher

behAyior. Criterion-referenced tests have been develOped in connection

with various "direct instruction" curricula, and there have been several

recent attempts to expand their theoretical and technical underpinnings.

More of the latter work is needed, in conjunction with efforts to

disseminate the technology. in a form useful for practitioners.

On Administrative Practices. Studies of demonstration programs and

natural expeiiments already under way should focus hot only on the

validity and effectiveness of assessment aid intervention technique's, as

already suggested, but also on the costs and administrative changes

entailed by' the information needs of such systems. Any recommendation

that implies record-keeping that goes beyond current practice runs the

risk of imposing burdensome and ultimately unproductive paperwork on

teachers and administrators already burdened by such requirements.. It is



therefore imperative to discover, through studies of successful

practices, the most efficient ways Of gathering information andfeeding

it hack to classroom teachers and teaching cons

/
ltants. The growing use

by schools of microcomputers for instructionalplanning and the

collection of data On the performance of individual students suggests a

feasible and costeffective solution to the management problems implied

by this recommendation. It may also be possible to iden..ify current

practices that are inefficient or unnecessary anAhus to recommend

compensating_reductiOns in paperwork.

Retention in the Special Education Classroom

5. It is the responsibility of the s ecial education staff to

demonstraf, on at least an annual basis, that the child should

remain ift the special education class. A child should be

retained in the special education class only after it has been

demonstrated that he or she cannot meet specified educational

objectives and that all efforts have been made to achieve these

objectives.

Although no systematic data are collected on the number of EMR

students who exit from the special education system each year, it is

commonly believed that once placed in EMR programs, there is little

chance of returning to the regular classroom. Because these programs are

not often considered remedial (as opposed to compensatory education

programs such as Title I), it is frequently assumed that children placed

in these programs will always need the supports associated with a more 7.:4A.

restricted environment, such as a mciified curriculum or a smaller class

size (Aigozzine et al., 1979).
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This recommendation is an extension of the previous one. It applies

to thoseichildren who require special education services after it has

been demonstrated that the child does not rightly belong in the regular

program tith supplementary instruction. This recommendation is premised

on the belief that there is a group of children, albeit a reduced one,

who require instruction in a self-contained special education program.

Nevertheless, these children should not remain in special programs

through inertia or/default; their status should be based on informed

decisions based on a continuous assessment of their progress in the

special program.

We therefore recommend the formulation of specific objectives or

"exit criteria" for all children who are placed in special education

classes. Once the child has attained these objectives, he or she should

return to the regular classroom, or the next least restrictive

environment. In addition, the initial placement in special education

should be limited to one year. If the child has not met the objectives

at the end of the school year, the special educatiOn staff must

demonstrate that all efforts were put forth to help the child meet the

assigned objectives and to prepare him or her to return to the regular

classroom. If these criteria cannot be met, if the child fails to meet

the program's goals because of inadequate implementation of instructional

strategies, then the child should not be retained in the special program

but should return to the regular classroom.

Implications for Implementation

A serious obstacle to the implementation of this recommendation is the

difficulty of establishing criteria that can be used to judge whether the
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child should exit from :he pecial class. While there are relatively
i

clear-cut indicators that are currently used to flag a child as ENR

(e.g., low IQ scores, low sores on adaptive behavior measures; see

Chapter 2), there are fewer' consistent or salient criteria that signal

that a child is ready to return to the regular class.

P.L. 94-142 requires that the individual education plan of special

education students include annual and short-term goals, including

criteria for determining whether short-term instuctional objectives have

been met. These presumably could serve as exit criteria, yet research

indicates that these goals are infrequently specified in practice and,

when included, do not appear to serve that purpose (see the paper by

Bickel in this volume for a review of this research).

To determine whether children should return to the regular classroom

or to the next least restrictive environment, continuous assessment is

critical. This does not necessarily require'the full assessment that

preceded the child's entrance into special education; it should focus

instead on the attainment of measurable objectives and Should be

monitored by regular and special education teachers alike. While this

may entail additional costs, it also results in financial savings, since

fewer children will remain in the costly self-contained programs.

Louisiana's new regulations incorporate a variation of the principle

we advocate. The IF.? review process requires at a minimum a return to

the next least restrictive setting unless the reviewers can justify why

the child's .placement should not be changed. Special education funds in

Louisiana follow a child for one year after decertification.

1



Suggested Research

On Retention Guidelines. Because specifying exit criteria is not

common practice, demonstration programs should be established that

attempt to specify the conditions under which a child should lose his or

her special education status. The establishment of such criteria

obviously will match instructional objectives. While this may be

relatively clear-cut in mastery learning approaches that emphasize the

acquisition of a specified skill sequence, it may be less so in

nonbehavioral programs. Research is needed on the speciiication of such

criteria. In addition, methods of easing the transition from a special

program to the regular classroom need to be identified. This should

include a study of funding practices that will assist both the child and

the teacher during the period of transition and reintegration. Finally,

eat: progress of those children who move from special education to the

regular classroom should be monitored.

On Children Who Require Ongoing Services. Not all children who have

been placed in separate programs will improve significantly, even under

the best of instructional strategies, so that they can reenter regular

programs. Intensive study of this group of children is necessary. How

much progress can be expected under ideal conditions? How might these

children be identified so that they can receive appropriate services as

quickly as possible? At what point in their development should social

and vocational skills be introduced into the educational program?

Examination of the Patterns of Special Education Placement

6. It is the responsibility of administrators at the district,

state, and national levels to monitor on a regular basis the
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pattern of special education placements, the rates for

particular groups of children or particular schools and

districts, and the types of instructional services offered to

affirm that appropriate procedures are being followed or to

redress inequities found in the system.

The panel recognizes that changes in practi.e such as those

recommended here are difficult to'implement and sustain. Even within a

set of well-intended and well-defined guidelines, local practices vary

dramatically, especially as the composition of school populations and

instructional staff changes over time. For these reasons and to ensure

that valid assessment and intructional opportunities continue to be

afforded to students with lea;ning difficulties, it is important to

monitor the special education system of referral, ascessmet-, and

instruction and to investigate periodically those- situations that appear

problematic.

Implications for Implementation

At a global level, annual or biannual uonitoring may be accomplished by a

review of the number of children receiving each type of special education

service offered by a school district. These data should be gathered in

such"a way that it is possible to determine the extent to which each type

of service is utilized (i.e., the amount of time students receive each

form of special instruction) and that comparisons may be made by student

race or ethnicity and by sex. The reports may be examined both for,

populations that receive particular services disproportionately and also

for schools, subdistricts, and districts that make exceptionally high or

low use of particular services or that have patterns of service delivery
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very different from thoSe found elsewhere. Schools should be encouraged

to report special education services according to the classification

system actually in use.

Administrators at all three levels shou'd review these data on a

regular basis. At thi state and district level, two other functions in

addition'to data collection are necessary: analysis and feedback. When

the statistical data reveal patterns that.warrant further examination,

'state and local personnel should have in place a means for conducting an

in-depth analysis of the extent to which valid assessments have been

conducted and appropria.a educational intervention's haye been provided

for special students.

Each of the first five principles of responsibility can be recast in

the form of a question and addressed by administrators. Were alternative

educational interventions attempted before referral was made? Were they

sufficiently distinct interventions? Were the measures employed in the

assessment of children's functional needs valid for the special services

now being received by them? Is there evidence that the programs are

effective? Is it clear that different programs have demonstrably

distinctive instructional features and that they produce outcomes that

are less likely to occur in the regular classroom? Is there evidence

that ch4dren who remain in special classes for more than a year could

,not function in the regular classroom at the end of a year? Are exit

criteria specified clearly flr each child and have attempts to work

toward those objectives been documented?

To the extent that valid procedures have not been followed, local and

state administrators should establish a means for providing feedback and

1
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support to the instructional staff. This may involve both suggestions

for immediate changes, with regard to ;articular groups of students and

also suggestions for changes in general procedures; the latter may
.--

include conducting inservice training or workshops or providing

materials that document valid assessment procedures and instructional

approaches. These responsibilities are completely consistent with

Section 1413(a) of P.L. 94-142, which requires that' states provide a

system of personnel development as well as the means for disseminacing

and adopting "promising educational practices and r:terials."

The focus of the recommended system of monitoring, analysis, and

feedback is on actual educational practice. While it may be infeasible

for federal agencies such as the Office for Civil Rights to evaluate the

validity of such practies, their compliance activities should include

reviews of the documentation required by recommendations one through five

to determine whether the disproportionate placement of minorities and

males is accompanied by valid assessment practices and effective

instruction. In addition, administrators at the federal level can aid

state and district personnel by preparing, disseminating, and updating

documents that describe valid assessment technologies and effective

instructional approaches for children with le:Irning problems.

04.scussion

The panel's major recommendations emphasize improvements in special

education referral, assessment, and placement procedures and

instructional practices rather than direct mechanisms .or the elimination

of disproportionate special education placement rates. Because of the

..1.f)...0 s.I



broad scope of recommended changes, with their concomitant complexities

and unintended as well as intended consequences, research and

demonstration programs are emphasized as a necessarily careful route to

program implementation.

The unique possibilities for research involving natural experiments

have been highlighted to take advantage of changes in special education

programs that are under way at the district and state levels. These

"cases" do not necessarily represent
model programs that we wish to see

implemented nationwide; in many instances their effectiveness has not Yet

been demonstrated. The panel does not endorse any specific program. The

cited programs do serve as examples of the commitment of several

district3 and states to modifying and improving their special education

systems. The cases may be particularly useful in isolating problems and

suggesting remedies before they are implemented on a broader scale.

The proposed recommendations require participants in the

process--teachers, assessment specialists, plalcement teams,

administrators - -to demonstrate and to document that they have fulfilled

certain responsibilities. The question rightly can be asked: To whom

are each of these participants responsible? Ultimately, the

responsibility is to the children who are referred, assessed, and placed

in special education.

On a more pragmatic level, responsibility entails monitoring and

accountability both through self-analysis and feedback and through

reviews by outside individuals and agencies. While the district must

implement the recommended practices, the state departments of education

must assume a central role in establishing and monitoring the special

Cd
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eduction policies to be followed by the local education agencies. Such

policies include definitions of special education categories, required

assessment procedures, and staff training and certif4catioli. We urge

state departments of education to examine their policies in light of the

principles of responsibility recommended in this report.

Many of the changes intended by the recommendations would evolve

gradually; others could be implemented in a relatively short time frame.

Initial research efforts .could include compilations and syntheses of

current knowledge in the areas described, such as diagnostic test: chat

are linked to remediation programs, observational systems of learning

environments, alternative instructional practices that can be used within

the regular program. These state-aof-the -art documents would not only

facilitate the design of additional. needed research but could also

encourage districts to adapt available practices to their own needs and

to explore alternative strategies that go beyond the current knowledge

base.

The panel's recommendations raise significant questions concerning

the financing of needed services. As indicated earlier, the

recommendations'entail some shifting of special education funds from

comprehensive assessment and remedial programs toward preventiye

intervention in the regular classroom. This shift in turn entails'

reconsideration of funding formulas based on head counts of children in

various categories of disability. Recommending appropriate levels of

special education funding and formulas for allocating funds are tasks far

beyond the scope of this panel's work. Recommendations likely to have

cost implications and research likely to be helpful in making funding

decisions have been highlighted. We caution against two

/ ,



misinterpretations of our recommendations: (1) They provide no rationale

for cutting funds for special education and (2) They should not be

construed as a plea for more money for special education. The

recommendations are concerned solely with principles on which placement

decisions should be based; their cost implications remain to be worked

out.

Finally, the panel is well aware that its recommendations place a.

heavy burden of responsibility on the schools. This is intentional. The

burdea is essentially one of educating all children, and it is one that

educators and schools as institutions have already accepted. Our

intention has not been to add to that burden or to denigrate teachers,

schools, or special education. We have argued instead that educators and

educational institutions, under pressure from many outside sources, have

'become distracted from this central responsibility. Concerns about

assessment procedures, ethnic disproportion in special education, and

related issues are important but ancillary. In the largest sense, the

goal of our recommendations is to refocus the attention of educators,

policy makers, and the public on the traditional goal of the schools:

providing the best Possible education for all children.

ADDITIONAL RECOMMENDATIONS FOR

OCR's DATA COLLECTION AND MONITORING

The OCR School and District' Surveys, intended--primaiily for targeting and

monitoring purposes, have proven to be an invaluable source of research

data for this panel. £.though many additional questions can be suggested

that would enhance the utility of the data for research purposes, the

panel recognizes that the time and effort required to respond to the
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questionnaires could easily become prohibil7ive. Tterefore the

recommendatiOni for additional questionnaire items that fol.1.1w are

limited to those that are necessary accoippaniments to the impienentation

of the recommendations in Chapter 3.

The OCR Survey

The Questionnaires

Tinder the guidelines proposed by the panel, revised methods of reporting

participation in special education programs and of targtting distrizts_

for investigation of possible civil rights violations would be required.

The panel recommends that the Office for Civil Rights, in consultation

with educators formulating alternative assessment and service delivery
;'r

methods, undertake a review of the data that will be required to identify

districts in which some or all protected groups of students are

"isolated" in separate programs. While the panel is not prepared

to undertake this task in anY depth, it offers the following suggestions

and recommendations for consideration ,in modifying the survey instruments.

The OCR questionnaire currently solicits information on the amount of

time students spend in special education classes, categorized as "less

than 1(0 hours per week, 10 hours or more per week but less than

full-time, or full-time." There is some ambiguity in the way the item

may be interpreted: It may imply the amount of time a student is

considered to be classified into a special category such as E1R, the

amount of time he or she receives special instruction, whether in the

regular class or in a separate setting, or the amount of time tile chid

is removed from the regular classroom.
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An altertate way to document the extent of.aarticipation in special

programs--either under the current categorical approach or under a

service-deliver/Orientationwould be through clarification and

expansion of the time question. To identify the types of special

programs in which students participate, the item could be restructured in

terms of distinct instructional settings. For example, the amount of

rime the child receives instruction from an aide or tutor in the regular

classroom, the amount of time the child participates in a resource room,

or the amount of time the child is taught stn a self -contained room with a

class of special education students could,be recorded. With little

algebraic manipulation, these responses could be compiled either to the

percentage of students (or students of;any racial, or ethnic group) whO

are spending more than X percent (e.g., 25 percent, 50 percent, 75

percent) of their instructional time outside the regular classroom,,or to

thepercentage of instructional time spent by one or all racial or ethnic

groups in resource rooms, in separate clasies, and so on.

As a second alternative, the question(s) may be structured inssuch a

.uray so that the-rsource rooms or separate special classrooms become the

,focus, and the'numbers of children participating'in instruction in those

rooms could be recorded. This would make it possible to,identify
t

racially isolated classes more directly. However, if such an approach is

taken, the question(s) should be worded in such a way as to determine the

amount of time children spend in the'separate classroom as well.

A
)-

The appropriate composite index (i.e., the "trigger") or indeAps to

be used.for targeting purposes must be devised before the final format of

questionnaire/iteM(s) can be specified. If classroom teachers make every

1.4',.

,

,
1/4...,;
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effort to instruct children having learning problems in the regular

classroom, then the use of resource rooms cr separate Classrooms would be

likely to diminith. An unusually large use of these separatd facilities

by a school or district may indicate that the degree of ieparation for a

protected group .of children or for all racial groups alike is too great,

Thus, the overall exttnt of the fuse of 'special facilities may supplement

measures of racial or sex disproportion in identifying,districts for

further investigation.

Level of Aggregation

/ Analyses of 'the OCR survey data Should be based on placement rates

7'

calculated separately for each racial or ethnic group (i.e., the number

of group X in a special program, divided by the number of group X in'

attendance). These rates may be compared with those of white students,

to noliminority students, or among themselves. However, only with

separate rates for each group can patterns of disproportion be seen

clearly for smaller minority populations (i.e., any group except

blacks). Furthermore, in districts with two or more substantial minority

populations, failure to disaggregate by race or ethnicity can easily

produce mis4.eading district appearances (e.g., a high overrepresentation

of one minority and large underrepresentation of the other will "average

but to produce overall summary statistics indicating no disproportion.

Cuerent,OCR targeting practices give some consideration to separate

0 minority populations. This recomnendation is particularly important for

those examining the distribution of disproportion for a single racial or

ethnic group and, for those conducting secondhry analyses of the survey

data.
1 0")
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Many large school districts (for example, New York City and Dallas)

are organized officially into subdistricts, and these often mirror

important demographic characteristic's of the neighborhoods (e.g., racial

composition, income, family size). The number of children attending

school in the subdistricts is usually substantial, often exceeding the

number in the nation-'s smaller districts in total. Some degree of fiscal

control is often provided to the subdistricts and more often educational

practices vary among subdistricts in a larger district. The Office for

Civil Rights should consider collecting subdistrict breakdowns for etch

large district and identifying each school by its subdistric rship.

Checks on the Data

BOCM11* the data that result from the OCR school and district surveys

a

have profound implications both for Crshfi welfare.of children and fOr the

legal and financial status of, the schools, the panel recommends that a

program of data validation be undertaken soon after questionnaire returns

are obtained. These should.,include recounts of students enrolled in

schooisand schoo/ piograins; a subset of elementary and secondary schools

:could be chosen4ithin-i sample of districts classified by demographic

characteristics,(e.g., size, Tacial composition, region). In each school

and district revisited, respondents to the survey should be interviewed

to comparpthe way in which questionnaire items were interpreted .\ The,

refults Of'-this investigation should be published with the summary and

. #.
, , , ..,

'documentation of the Ota themselves.

4
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Re'search on Hispanic and Other Minority Groups

The panel's analysis of the 1978-1979 survey reveals that the pattern of

'disproportion for minority groups other than blacks varies considerably..

In the case of Hispanic s ;udents, for example, there are numerous larie

EfR and*SED disproportions and many that are small .or even reverse (i.e.,

few Hispanics\inspecial programs). These trends appear to be a function

of the availability orbilingual classes for children having difficulty

with English and of the racial or ethnic mix of the community. Further

field-level research is needed to understand the processes of assessment

aid placement for Hispanic students. Treads among other

non-English-ipeaking populations, including newly arrived Asian and other

immigrants, should also be explored. ,

Research on Small School Districts

Small school districts tend not to be investigated in depth by federal,

offices. However, the disproportion in EMR placement A particularly

larg^ among small districts in some parts of the country and may

___bogatitute a large-scale problem at the state or regral level. At the

other extreme, many small "districts in rural areas have stall or

nonexistent EKR or other special education programs. In general, special

education.praeticeLamong small school-districts should be examined in

detail to determine the extent and ways in which the educational needs of

the students are being met.

Research on Southern School Di.stricts

The panel's analysis of the OCR survey data reveals that'EMR

disproportions for black studentswere high throughout most of the

19i



Southeast. Further investigation of this phenomenon seems warranted,

including an examination of state criteria for special education

placement, the referral and assessment process, and the quality of

educational programs being offered in both the regular and special

education classrooms.

t.
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PREFACE

For the past 12 years, national surveys by the Office for Civil

Rights of the U.S. Department of Education have revealed an

overrepresentation of minority children and males in special education

programs for mentally retarded students. The 1978 survey, for example,

indicated that across the nation black students constituted 38 percent of

the children in classes for educable mentally retarded students, although

black students constitute only about 16 percent of all elementary and

secondary students. Charged with ensuring the compliance of local school

districts with prohibitions of discrimination against minority students,

the Office for Civil Rights turned to the Nationaritesearch Council for

help in understanding the"nature of this disproportion and in.formulating

sound policies for Carrying out its mandate.

The Panel on Selection and Placement of Students in Programs for the

Mentally Retarded was established in 1979 under the auspices of the

Committee on Child Development Research and Public Policy of the National

Research Council. The panel's mission was twofold: (1) to determine the

factors thataccount'for disproportionate representation of minority

students and males in special education programs, especially programs for

mentally retarded students and (2) to identify placement criteria or

'practices that do not affect minority students and males

disproportionately. The task confronting the panel required balance,

objectivity, and dispassion in an arena marked by high emotion and

controversy in the'courts, in the schools, and in society at large.
.
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Comprised of 15 individuals representing a wide range of viewpoints,

the panel included scale members closely identified with the specific

issue of disproportion in special education and some who were known for

their expertise in related fields--edutation of the handicapped, testing,

and school administration. Host of the panel members, however, were

selected because they were not closely allied with the questions at issue

or current debates. These members represented such fields as law,

psychiatry, statistics, and clinical psychology. All have changed their

views in some way during the course tof the panel's work. All agree on

the panel's primary message and recommendations.

We began our work by commissioning several preliminary studies,

series of background papers, and an extensive analysis of recent survey

data from the Office for Civil Rights. Additional papers provided a

basis for debating the major questions and issue's involved,in the

disproportion of minorities and males in classes for mentally retarded

students.

From the outset we recognized the difficulties facing us, but,

perhaps naively, we did not recognize how difficult they would prove to

he. To understand why minority students, and to a lesser extent males,

are disproportionately represented in programs for educable mentally

retarded children, we felt obliged to examine a wide range of topics--the

role of IQ testing; the appropriateness of placing special education

students in regular classes; the meaning, causes, and proper assessment

of mental retardation in schools; and racial discrimination in

educational practices. Each of these obviously demands a report of its

on Each of these disturbed us, divided us, and many times distracted

us from our original mandate. 220
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Our ultimate message is a strikingly simple one. The purpose of the

entire process--from referral for assessment to eventual placement in

special education--is to improve instruction for children. This focus on

educational benefits for children became our unifying theme, cutting

across disciplinary boundaries and sharply divergent points of view.

With this goal in mind, we recast many of the original questions that

had been asked. Our initial question "What are the causes of

disproportionate representation of minorities and males in special

education" became "Why is disproportionate representation of minorities

and males a problem?" This change in focus altered both the assumptions

on which our work was based and the goals toward which we strived. The

reformulated question is premised on the belief that disproportion per se

is not a problem; unequal numbers do not by themselves constitute an

inequity. Instead, disproportion signals that certain underlying

conditions may be problematic, and the task becomes one of identifying

these conditions. The reformulated question also changed the outcomes of

our study. Rather than suggest procedures that eliminate or reduce

disproportion; we recommend practices that directly redress the

inequitable conditions underlying it.

Two key issues are at the heart of the debate about disproportion.

First, disproportion is a problem when children are invalidly assessed

for placement in programs for educable mentally retarded children.

Second, disproportion is a problem when children receive low-quality

instruction. This problem may arise in the regular classroom, where

opportunities for academic success may be restricted, or in the special

education classroom, where a child's educational progress may falter due

to lowered or inappropriate expectations and goals for him or her.
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These two themes, the validity of assessment and the quality of

instruction, are the subject of this report. Valid assessment, in our

view, is marked by its relevance to and usefulne,s for instruction.

These criteria move the debate away from_the traditional questions raised

b!.: IQ testing to concern with the educational implications of

assessment. This narrowing of the purpose of assessment is accompanied

by a broadening of its focus. To understand a child's learning problems,

one must assess not only intellectual functioning and other aspects of

the individual that are outside the intellectual domain but also the

contribution of the child's educational environment to his or her

performance in school. Individual school failure must be understood

within this broadened context. Valid assessment of the learning

environment is as critical as valid assessment of the individual.

Our views about labeling children and determining the setting in

which special education services are best provided were similarly guided

by an emphasis on their relevance for instruction. Again, arguments that

have traditionally dominated the field--those for and against

"mainstreaming,"-for example--were viewed as less critical than evidence

for and against the utility of certain instructional practices for

helping children in academic difficulty.

This report istprimarily concerned with racial and ethnic

disproportion; less attention has been paid to sex casproportion. Much

of the scientific literature that we reviewed as well as the public

debates concerning dis; iportion in special education have neglected the

phenomenon of sex disproportion or subordinated it to the more visible

and controversial issue of racial and ethnic disproportion. Although we



did not examine sex disproportion in isolation or in detail, the

recommendations of this report are as equally valid for males as they are

for minority children. More importailt, the analysis we offer applies to

all children who have been invalidly assessed or have become the victims

of poor instruction, regardless of their racial or ethnic identification

or sex.

Our recommendations are consistent with current law and educational

theory and best practiCe. Some critics will no doubt point out that what

we recommend is already taking place and that our suggestions are not

relevant to current practices, at least as they exist in some school

districts. Others may consider the recommendations idealistic and

perhaps farfetched. The recommendations are offered in the spirit of

adhering faithfully to principles of sound educational practice. We hope

they will be useful in guiding practice. We know they will stimulate

debate. If such debate is moved onto'a new and productive level of

discourse that eventually moves children into better educational

settings, we will consider this report successful.

This volume comprises two parts. The first is the paz.el's report and

represents the conselsus of the panel members. The second is a series of

background papers that were prepared by staff and consultants to inform

the panel, to aid its deliberations, and to provide comprehensive reviews

of literature that support the conclusions of the report. While each of

these papers represents the views of its author, they all were carefully

reviewed by the panel and relevant outside experts.

Although the report closely follows the work of the panel as a group,

at some point it becomes necessary for individuals to transform panel
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discussions and agreement into a written document. Chapter 1 was

principally drafted by Samuel Messick, Kirby Heller and Jeremy Finn.

Chapter 2 was drafted by Kirby Heller-a-rid Suzanne Magnetti. The

preparation of Chapters 3 and 4 was guided by subgroups of the panel:

Jeffrey Travers drafted Chapter 3 primarily in consultation with Donald

Bersoff, C. Keith Conners, Reginald Jones, Jane Mercer, and Samuel

Messick. Lauren Resnick drafted Chapter 4 primarily in consultation with

James Gallagher and Asa Hilliard. Finally,'7'Chapter 5 was drafted by

Kirby Heller, Samuel Messick, Jeffrey Travers, and Jeremy Finn.

The final consensus and report endorsed by this diverse, hardworking

panel would not have-been achieved without r.ie able assistance of Kirby

A. Heller, study director, and her colleagues, Jeremy D. Finn and Suzanne

4$. Magnetti. Special thanks also go to Jeffrey R. Travers, who helped

the panel in the initial stages of its work as study director and

continued to work closely with the panel as a consultant and wryer. The

major contributions of Kirby Heller, Jeremy Finn, Suzanne Mag.ietti, and

Jeffrey Travers, and special consultants William E. Bickel and Jack P.

Shonkoff, are also evident in the background papers they wrote for this

volume. Dorothy Gilford prepared important background materials and

helped with the analysis of the survey data. Christine L. McShane edited

the report and prepared it for publication. Ann Davis, administrative

secretary, typed the many drafts of this report and helped with the

countless administrative details that were essential to the panel's

functioning.

While she was at the'Office for Civil Rights Rebecca Fitch helped

launch the project, and she maintained her interest throughout. In the
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Assembly of Behavioral and Social Sciences, David A. Goslin, executive

director, gave support and encouragement when they were crucial for

maintaining the enthusiastic involvement of panel members. Discussions

with members of the patent Committee on Child Development Research and

Public Policy stimulated and guided the panel throughout the course of

its work. The committee's executive officer, Cheryl D. Hayes, was a

source of invaluable advice to the panel and its staff. The report was

reviewed critically at various stages in its development by a number of

specialists too numerous to mention by name but nonetheless of great

value to the panel.

Finally, my personal thanks go to fellow panel members, especially

the vice chair, Samuel Messick, for their unfailing support and

willingness to close ranks around a central theme and set of

recommendations despite divergent viewpoints.

Wayne H. Holtzman, Chair

Panel on Selection and Placement of Students

in Programs for the MeL:ally Retarded



BIOLOGICAL AND SOCIAL FACTORS COY;:aI2UTING TO MILD MENTALRETARDA7:0N

Jack P. Shonkoff

The concept of mental retardation hai eluded clear definition fot

centuries. From the simplistic moralisms of preindustrial times to the

complex "scientific" determinations of contemporary societies, the

mentally retarded population has been to a great extent a cultural

'-screation. As social and economic demands have changed, so have the names

and the characteristics of the categories of intellectual deficit.

The debate over the relative etiological contributions of biological

attributes in the individual, both inborn and acquired, and sociocultural

factors in the environment has raged fiercely. It assumes particular

significance in American society today with regard to the phenomenon of

mild mental retardation. This paper provides an overview of recent

research in areas directly relevant to these issues, formulates the

current state of the art, and provides a framework for conceptualizing

the available data in their imperfect form. In so doing, it attempts to

specifically examine the contribution of biological and social factors to

I am grateful to Ian Canino, C. Keith Conners, Allen Crocker, Leon

Eisenberg, Robert Haggerty, Jane Mercer, Julius Richmond, and Arnold

Sameroff for constructive reactions to an earlier draft of this paper.



the disproportionate representation of minority students and males in

educational programs for the mildly mentally retarded.

HISTORICAL. OVERVIEW

Shifting criteria for mental defectiveness have clearly mirrored changes

in human society: In the earliest years of history, handicapped children

were frequently put to death, and those left to survive were often

ostracized and cared for by the clergy (Menolascino,.1977). Before the

development of the industrial revolution and universal public education,

almost all of those now categorized -as mildly retarded were undoubtedly

indistinguishable from the general population. In medieval England, for

example,,a person merely had to be able "to count twenty pence, to tell

one's age, and to name one's parents" in order to avoid designation as an

idiot and thereby retain the right to the profits of his own - property

(Kirwan and Bicknell, 1975:5).-

In the aftermath of the political consciousness of individual rights

stirred up by the American and French Revolutions in the 18-h century,

Attention began to be directed toward the human need§ of the mentally

handicapped. During much of the 19th century, medicine influenced the

societal response to the problem of mental deficiency substantially.

While detailed classifications of brain pathology were being compiled by

such eminent neurologists as Jean Martin Charcot, the possibilities of

education for the "feeble-minded" were being championed by such

physicians as Edward Seguin (Blanton, 1975). In an era when universal

public education was viewed in the United States as a solution to the

growing social problems associated with industrialization, urbanization,



and 'ethnic diversity due to increased immigration from Europe,

institutions for the feeble-minded were established in a spirit of

educational optimism, not simply as custodial enterprises. As the belief

in the reversibility of significant mental retardation weakened, however,

the climate of hope and idealism dimicished.

. With the growth of the intelligence testing movement at the turn of

the 20th century came fierce battles over the need to protect society

from the threat of its defective members who could now be more readily

identified. Inspired by the tenets of social Darwinism, some of the most

influential American psychologists of the early 20th century, including

such luminaries as Lewis Terman, Henry Goddard, and Rpbert Yerkes, joined

well - organized efforts to advance.the eugenic philosophy, popularized by

Sir Francis Galton, by advocating compulsory sterilization and severe

restriction on immigration. Terman singled out the mildly mentally

impaired as a serious threat to the health of the society. In the first

edition of the manual for the Stanford -Binet scales,, he wrote (Terman,

1916:6T7):

Intelligence tests will bring tens of thousands of these high grade
defectives under the surveillance and protection of society. It is

hardly necessary to emphasize that the high grade cases of the type
now so frequently-overlooked, are precisely the ones whose

guardianship it is most important for the state to assume.

Mildly retarded people were feared for their assumed tendencies toward

immorality, delinquency, criminality, and the propagation of "defective"

children who would further dilute the competence and vitality of American

society. The residential institutions that originated in a spirit of

salvation evolved into bastions of isolation and educational vacuum.
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In the years following World War II, encouraged by the work of such

researchers as Hein: Werner and Alfred Strauss, interest in special

education had a rebirth. In the decades that f llowed, with the

increasing militancy of many parents of handicapped children, the

dramatic focus in the 1960s on civil rights for victims of

institutionalized discrimination, and the critical support given by

President Kennedy to the needs of menta134, retarded persons, a revolution

began in the status of the developmentally disabled population in

American society. The widely held belief in the benefits of segregated

special education gave way to arguments for normalized "mainstreaming" in

the public school system (Dunn, 1968), which culminated is the passage of

the Education For All HandicappedChildren Act of 1975 (P.L.94-142).

Historically, the problem of the classification of children for

educational purposes has been problematic. In England, the passage of

the Defective and Epileptic Children (Education) Act in 1899, authorized

special classes fbr children who were deemed incapable of performing

adequately in ordinary'classeS but Were not Seriously enough impaired to

be assigned to an institutional setting. The Education ACt of 1921

specifically addressed the needs of the mildly retarded by creating a

category of mental defect restricted to children. ages 7 to 16 and based

on educational but not social deficiencies (Blanton, 1975).

At the 'turn of the century, when the French minister of education

commissioned Alfred Binet to develop a test to facilitate the early

identification of children who could not meet the demands of regular

schooling, the die was cast and the classification of school children was

irrevocably altered. Although Binet himself believed in the value of
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compensatory instruction, his instrument has sometimes been used as a

tool for limiting the educational options for intellectually-impaired

youngsters. he BinetSimon scales were adapted for use in school

systems throughout Europe and the United States.' Data obtaited in
3

Belgium and Italy revealed significant differences is scores related to

social class, and eminent cultural anthropologists argued that this

"scientific" concept of measured intelligence was ,very much culturally

determined (Blanton, 1975).

In the United States, revisions of the Binet scales were developed by
4

Goddard, Kuhlman, and Terman, and the history of the use of these and

other intelligence tests for the educational classification of children

has been rich,and controversial. At the heart of much ongoing debate has

been the conflint between the "scientific," quantitative data obtained

from standardized tests and" the practical matter of educational

classification and class placement, which is always affected by social

values, attitudes, and beliefs. The changing natureof,these values has

been reflected in the changing definitions of mental retardation. ,In a

presentation to the National EduCation Association in 1910, Goddard

defined a "subnormal child (as) on who is unable to do school work at

the usuor rate, or any,child who is behind his grade",(Goddatd,,

1910:242). He then suggested the following'clasqfication (p. 242):

The temporarily subnormal . . . whose backwardness is due to
sickness, physical impairment, or unfavorable environment, [and the]
permanently subnormal or "feebleminded" whiCh consists of three

, subgroups--"idiots" [who] are totally arrested before the age of
three, [the "imbeciles" who] become permanently arrested between the
ages of three aneseven, [and the "morons" who] become arrested
between the ages of seven through twelve.
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Little attention was paid to individual differences in th -mentally n.

retarded population. Generally speaking, a simple quantitative concept

of backwardness was accepted in educational circles, and similar

curriculum materials were applied for a variety of children with diverse

learning handicaps. It was not unFil Werner and Strauss (1939) began to

talk about the importance of functional analyses of individual strengths

and weaknesses rather ttian standardized test scores that the concept of

mental retardation as a homogeneous condition was seriously challenged.

Their popilarization of the notions of endogenous (familial) and

exogenous (secondary to prenatal, perinatal, or postnatal brain insult)
4

mental'retardation ushered in a new era of special education and laid the

foundation for many of the moderri concepts of specific learning,

t

In 1953, a committee of the World Health Organization defined mental

deficiency as incomplete or insufficlant general development of the

mental capacities secondary to biological facto s, and defined mental

retardation as the same condition secondary to social factors. The upper

boundary of c'eficit Was zonventionally defined as two standard deviations

below the mean on a standardized intelligence test.

In 1959, the American Association on Mental Deficiency (AA.' D)

proposed a system of classification that included a requirement for

assessing adaptive behavior and created the category "borderline

retardation" for those individuals with "subaverage intellectual

functioning" as defined by a test score between one and two standard

deviations below the mean. Among the novel features of this model were

its emphasis on current level of functioning and its focus on individuals
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whose deficits are manifested during the developmental period (Heber,

1959).

In 1973, the AAMD announced that "since 1959 numerous changes have

taken place in the field and in the society which necessitate a new

manual to reflect the knowledge.and philosophy of the seventies"

(Grossman, 1973:4 -5). "Their new definition of mental retardation, which

is still current,- required "significantly subaverage general intellectual

functioning," which was defined as two standard deviations below the

mean, thereby eliminating the category of "borderline retardation." In

their acknowledgment of "changing concepts regarding the social

capability of persbns with low intelligence" (p. 5), the AAMD arbitrarily,

transferred a segment of the mentally retarded population back into the

"normal" fold with a simple stroke of the pen. As observed by MacMillan

et al. (1980:112), "many of the children in a mildly retarded sample

study conducted in 1965 would be 'nbnretarded control' subjects today if

they achieved an IQ of 75 to 85."

Diagnostic systems for retardation haye.changed in their conceptual

as well as their quantitative dimensions. They have alternately stressed

the functional interests of psychometricians and educators and the

etiological curiosities of the medical profession. Perhaps the best.

analysis of the differential impact of diverse models of diagnosis is

that of Mercer (1971). She defines the clinical perspective as one that

considers retardation to be an intrinsic` handicapping condition. The

current AAMD definition reflects this perspective. It is a statistical

and pathological model designed to serve the needs of the helping

professions, such as medicine, psychology, and education. The clinical
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perspective implies that a person who fits the criteia is in fact

mentally retarded, even if no one is aware of that fact and a definitive

diagnosis has not been made. The social system perspective, by contrast,

implies that the status is assigned to an individual within a specific

social milieu. The implication of-this sociological model is that a

person is in fact mentally retaded pnly whinhe or she is designated as

such bya social system and therefore is perceived that way by its other

members. Generally speaking, the school has traditionally been the

system-that most frequently assigns the social'status of mental

retardation. It is therefore critical that we gain greater insight into

the factors that contribute to those administrative decisions that can so

dramatically affect children's lives. The need to recognize that we are

dealing with values and not objective_truths is an important beginning.

In summary, the concept of mental retardation is fluid and defies

permanent definition. In its mild manifestations, it is less a vehicle

for understanding those people whom it labels than a mirror of the

society that determines its boundaries (Sarason and Doris, 1979). In

this context of uncertainty this paper explores the data regarding the

biological and social roots of mild retardation.

EPIDEMIOLOGY OF MILD MENTAL RETARDATION

In view of the continually changing definition of the mildly retarded.

population, it is not at all surprising to discover that thiS group is

very difficult to count. Indeed, the search for valid epidemiological

data has been fraught with frustration and inevi-.able limitations. Some

of the confounding factors are related to methodological difficulties,
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while others are inherent in the chameleonlike nature of the condition

itself.

Types of Data

Two types of data have been the focus of study: incidence and prevalence

rates. Incidence refers to the number of new cases of a condition that

occur in a given time interval. These kinds of data have been ,

particularly problematic for the study of mental retardation because of

the difficulty in determining the point at which the condition begins to

exist. For children whose diagnosis is specific and Unequivocal (e.g.,

Down's syndrome), this question has been relativelyeasy to answer. For

the mildly retarded population, however, the point at which the diagnosis

may appropriately be made is often 'difficult to ascertain. The empirical

observation that an individual may move in and out of the mildly retarded

category further clouds the usefulness of incidence data.

Prevalence refers to the number of individuals who have a given

condition at a specific point in time. Although they are related to

incidence' data, prevalence rates are affected by the duration:of a

condition and are therefore lowered by the removal of persons from the

target population through death, "cure," or diagnostic revision. This

paper focuses primarily on prevalence data, as these numbers are the most

relevant for defining and planning intervention services.

Limitations of,the Data

The most fundamental dilemma is clearly related to the absence of a

consistent definition of mild retardation. Whereas moderate and severe

mental retardation has been relatively easy o identify, regardless of
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changing nosologies, the boundary between "mildly defective" and "low

normal" remains ambiguous and tentative. As discussed above, diagnostic

criteria have been altered as the values of the socicty have changed, and

it is likely that further modifications will be developed in the future.

Mo-Pcover, the present emphasis on concurrent adaptive behavior requires

consideration of abilities that have traditionally eluded reliable and

valid, quantification.

In the absence of a permanent, universally acceptable definition, it

is not at all surprising that much of the available epidemiological data

on all levels of mental retardation have been significantly influenced by

the era during which they were collected, the target groups studied, and

the disciplinary orientations of the investigators. Clinical and school

populations. for example, are not at all comparable. On one hand,

medical-based studies are generally skewed by populations with a

disproportionate number of "patients" with medically diagnosable

conditions characterized by abnormal neurological signs and

well-described clusters of findings (syndromes). Education-based

studies, on the other hand, understandably rely heavily on

classifications related to school placement and pedagogical strategies.

Thus in some instances, a reported low prevalence of mental retardation

may simply reflect limited resources for special education or a strong

commitment to "mainstreaming" and individualized instruction;

alternatively, a high prevalence rate may reflect artificially inflated

figures designed to secure increased funding for service programs.

MacMillan et al. (1980) examined the implications of these variations

related to the sources of data for the planning and interpretation of
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relevant research. They differentiated between the mission of the school

(which is to deliver education services) and he mandate of the

psychological researcher (which is to build a model of retardation based

on scientific rigor). The former is heavily influenced by variations in

teacher behavior regarding referrals, differences in the way those

referrals are screened, and the range of alternative placements and

educational options available within each school system. The latter

should be characterized by strict adherence to objective and highly

reprodue.ble data. Consequently, meaningful comparisons among studies

clearly require explicit information on the criteria for selection of

each target group.

Sociological and anthropological investigations have employed yet

another framework whereby retardation is defined very such in terms of a

broAd ecological analysis of social status within a specific cultural

milieu. Thus, Robinson (1978) noted that the reported prevalence of mild

mental retardation in the People's Republic of China is essentially zero;

their technologically unsophisticated society places minimal value on

individual achievement and maximal emphasis on social cohesion and mutual

support. In Sweden, where industrial modernization and emphasis on

achievement are more evident, the reported prevalence of mild retardation

is also relatively low, in part because of social acceptance of

educational mainstreaming for intellectually limited children (Grunewald,

1979). In both countries the prevalence of mental retardation at all

levels is significantly lower than reported in most studies because they

consider primarily the severely impaired. From the clinical perspective,

the mildly retarded have been overlooked; from a sociological

perspective, they do not exist as a discrete group.
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In addition to :he problems of disciplinary variation and changes

over time in the definitions employed, methodological rigor within

disciplines and contemporary studies has been wanting. The bulk of the

epidemiological literature does not conform to the AAMD requirement that

a diagnosis of mental retardation be based on,well-standardized

measurement of both adaptive and intellectual deficits. Smith and

Polloway (1979), for example, found the inclusion of adaptive behavior

measures in less than 10 percent of the recent research efforts that they

reviewed. Cleland (1979) reported that many studies mismatched

individuals' test scores with the appropriate level of retardation. In

an analysis'of 566 articles in the American Journal of Mental Deficiency

and Mental Retardation from 1973 through 1979, Taylor (1980) found that

only 28 percent included terminology consistent with the AA2ID

classifications, confirming Cleland's assertions by demonstrating that

almost 20 percent of the studies he reviewed included subjects who had

been inappropriately classified based on data presented in the article

itself. Interpretation of such information clearly presents major

problems.

The variety of data collection methods employed have contributed

additional confusion to this literature. Lemkau et al. (1942) studied

the prevalence of mental disorders in Baltimore, Maryland, through an

examination of the records of community and state agencies. Bremer

(1951) surveyed the entire population (1,300 people) of a small Norwegian

fishing village through interviews and personal observations. Wishik

(1964) studied two Georgia counties through a combination of a
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communitywide campaign to solicit voluntary referrals and a canvass of 10

percent of the households in the area. Lapouse and Weitzner (1970)

reviewed these and nine other epidemiological studies, whose case finding

mechanisms ranged from reviews of school and other agency records to

sample surveys, interviews .with key community informants, and indiiiidual

testing by the investigators the selves. The prevalence rates for all

levels of mental retardation generated by this wide variety of methods

ranged from a low of 3.4/1,000 to a high of 77.0/1,000. When broken down

by severity, the percentages of mild retardation within each group ranged

from 63-92 percent, with a median of 80 percent. Clearly,. the

limitations of the available epidemiological data are formidable, With

these caveats in mind, we now examine the numbers.

Prevalence of Mild Mental Retardation

If intelligence were, in reality, normally distributed on 0 Gaussian

curve, the prevalence of all degrees of mental retardation would be 2.28

percent. In fact, however, this is not the case. Several explanations

have been offered to identify the reasons for the empirically observed

variations from the statistically predicted rates.

Tarjan et al. (1973) have asserted that the true prevalence of mental

retardation is closer to 1 percent. They explain the lower figure

largely on the basis of the fact that not all people with IQ scores below

tvo standard deviations from the mean have deficits in adaptive behavior

(and therefore would not be appropriately classified as retarded). This

position is supported by Mercer (1973), who found a prevalence estimate

for IQ scores below 70 of 21.4/1,000 in Riverside, California, but a rate
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of mental retardation of 9.7/1,000 when an evaluation of adaptive

behavior was added to the diagnostic criteria. Further arguments

advanced by Tarjan et al. (1973) to support the lower prevalence figure

,;'ihc1ude the assumption that severely retarded individuals have a

shortened life span and the observation that "about two-thirds of the

individuals diagnosed as retarded [mild retardation] lose this label

during late adolescence or early adulthood" (p. 372).

Rutter et al. (1970) have added another consideration. They report

an overall prevalence rate of 2.53 percent (based on IQ scores alone:)

among the 2,334 children ages 9-11 on the Isle of Wight and note that

this confirmed a slightly higher pr;.valence'than'theoretically expected

(2.28%) because of the increased number with'severe mental retardation.

Given the small absolute number of-retarded children in theii Population

(59), the authors did not subdivide their group by levels of severity.

The classic studies of Birch et al. (1970) in Aberdeen, Scotland,

provide additional data, collected in a somewhat different fashion.

Initial prevalence rates were obtained by ascertaining the number of

children (ages 8-10) who were identified as subnormal by the local school

authorities and placed in special programs based on evaluation of their

social competence,,rschool performance, medical status, and psychometric

test scores. These children, whose diagnoses were confirmed after

reexamination by the investigators, represented 1.26 percent of the

population. Subsequent review of the scores of a psychometric: test

Universally administered at school entry revealed an additional group of

children who scored below the cutoff point at age 7 but were not

administratively designated as subnormal in the schools. This group
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represented 1.49 percent of the population of 8,274 children ages 8-10,

giving a best estimate of overall prevalence of mental retardation of

2.75 percent. In the study 50 percent of the children administratively

diagnosed as subnormal had IQ scores of 60 or more, compared with 77

percent of the total group. The authors noted that theAr prevalence data

for ttttrdeen reflect the "demands of a modern industrial society with

free, universal, and compulsory education and the psychometric screening

of virtually all children at 7 years of age" (Birch et al., 1970:9).

In summary, valid prevalence rates for mild retardation are hard to

come by. The overall prevalence of all levels of mental retardation is

likely to be between 1 and 3 percent, with at least three-quarters of

that group probably failirg within the range of mild impairment. Of all

the methodological weaknesses throughout this literature, however, the

major factor that sabotages efforts to get better numbers is the problem

of definition. If it is true that mild retardation will always be a

reflection of contemporary cultural values, and ii it is true that the

b:undary between normality and subnormality is inevitably blurred, then

the hope for more precise prevalence data is fantasy.

VARIATIONS RELATED TO POPULATION SUBGROUPS

Despite the problems and disagreements described above, a number of

strong relationships have been consistently reported regarding the

relative prevalence rates of mild retardation among specific demographic

subgroups.
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Socioeconomic Differences

In 1962, The Report To The President of the ?resident's Panel on Mental

Retardation noted (p. 9):

Epidemiological data from many reliable studies show a remarkably

heavy correlation between the incidence of mental retardation,

particularly in its milder manifestations, and the adverse social,

economic and cultural status of families in these groups in our

population. These are for the most part the low income groups--who

often live in slums and are frequently minority groups--where the

mother and the children receive inadequate medical care, where family

breakdown is common, where individuals are without motivation and

opportunity and without adequate education. In short, ..he conditions

which spawn many other health and social problems are t 1 large

extent the same ones which generate the problem of ment,... retardation.

The documentation of this phenomenon has beenextensive and almost

uniformly reproducible, although most reports have not included measures

of adaptive behavior. In a 1937 study of educational backwardness in

children in the regular public schools of London, Burt reported a

fLequency of greater than 20 percent in the poor districts as compared

with 1 percent in :he well-to-do areas (cited in Rutter et al., 1970).

The New York State lepartment of Mental Hygiene (1955) in the early 1950s

found a fourfold in:rease in the prevalence of mental retardation

(loosely defined to include a variety of problems) from the highest to

the lowest socioeconomic areas in Syracuse for children and youth under

age 18. Stein and Susser ;1969) collected data in the industrial city of

Salford in Northwest England and found very few children with IQ scores

between 50 and 79 in school districts with "high social standing," in

contrast to large numbers in districts of "low social standing." The

Isle of Wight investigations confirmed the reproducibility of these

findings for small-town as well as inner-city populations (Rutter et al.,

1970). In their elegant studies in Aberdeen, Birch et al. (1970)
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reported a prevalence of mild retardation approaching zero in the upper

socioeconomic classes, with an increase in prevalence rates by a factor

of two for each step down the class ladder, resulting in a summary

conclusion that the prevalence of mild retardation (based on IQ greater

than or equal to 60) was the times higher in the lowest class than the

highest class. When within-class differences were examined, it was found

that approximately 91 percent of the lower-class population of retarded

children were mildly impaired (IQ greater than or equal to 50), while 89

percent of the retarded children in the highest class were moderately to

severely subnormal (IQ less than 50). Detailed analysis of the data

confirmed the fact that these marked discrepancies were accurate

reflections of the prevalence rates based on the diagnostic criteria

accepted for the study and were not an artifact related to class

differencis in administrative identification by the school system.

Lapouse and_Weitzner (1970) reviewed 12 epidemiological studies that

further confirmed this inverse relationship between socioeconomic status

and prevalence rates for mild retardation;

A receut analysis of data on more than 35,000 children from the

Collaborative Perinatal Project of the National Institute of Neurological

and Communicative Di3orders and Stroke specifically looked at the

relationship of race and socioeconomic status to the prevalence of mild

retardation based on test scores only a score of 50-69 on the (WISC-R at

age 7). Rates for the white population ranged from 3.34 percent for the

lower socioeconomic group (bottom 25 percent), 1.31 percent for the

middle group (middle 50 percent),'and 0.30 percent for the upper group

(top 25 percent), with an overall prevalence of mild retardation for the
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white children of 1.17 percent. Data for the black youngsters revealed a

rate of 7.75 percent for the lower socioeconomic group, 3.59 percent for

the middle group, and 1.19 percent for the upper group, with an overall

rate of 4.83 percent (Broman, unpublished data, 1981).

Many investigators have tended to subsume the demographic

characteristics of the lower socioeconomic classes under

conceptualization designated the culture of poverty, which implies a

pervasive psychological sense of hopelessness and of the inevitability of

-competitive disadvantage. Others have observed that a view through this

lens merely serves as an excuse for policy makers and educators to expect

minima), benefits from intervention efforts (Ryan, 1971, cited in

Eisenberg and Earls, 1975). Attempts to analyze variables within the

lower socioeconomic groups have yielded inconsistent findings. In

examining the relationship between mild retardation and class status,

Birch et al. (1970) found an ever greater prevalence in that portion of

the lowest socioeconomic classes living in large families in areas with

particularly poor and overcrowded housing. Zajonc (1976) suggests that

regional and ethnic differences in intellectual test performance are

significantly related to family configuration, including factors such as

the order and number of children and the time interval between their

births. Firkowska et &I.. (1978) found that although family size was an

influental factor, parental education and occupation were the major

variables affecting scores on Rav,:ls Progressive Matrices among

11 -year -old children in Warsaw, Poland, where housing and community

resources were of equal quality in the socially and economically

heterogeneous neighborhoods that were created by the government following

World War II.
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Racial and Ethnic Differences

Those studies that have systematically examined epidemiological data for

racial differences in the reported prevalence of mental retardation have

deionstrated consistent findings of disadvantage for minority groups.

Four of the projects reviewed by Lapouse and Weitzner (1970) provide

interesting insight into some fundamental issues. In a survey of the

total population under age 18 in Onondaga County in New York State in

1953 (342,000, 98 percent white), based on requested referrals from all

possible community agencies, an overall mental retardation prevalence of

35.2/1,000 was found, based on a cutoff IQ score of 90. When analzed

for racial differences, the rate in the city of Syracuse for aonwhite

children was 125/1,000 compared with 30.9/1,000 for white children. This

fourfold discrepancy was reduced to a twofold difference (130.7/1,000

versus 63.9/1,000) when children from the same socioeconomic area in the

city were compared. Rates for the remainder of the county were reported

to be 88.9/1,000 for nonwhites and 30.0/1,000 for whites (New York Stata

Department of Mental Hygiene, 1955). A major question obviously raised

by this study relates to the validity of data obtained through soliciting

records from community agencies whose individual identification and

selection criteria are not clearly defined, especially with regArd to

race and ethnicity.' Mor ver, the establishment of an IQ score of 90 as

the criterion for subn ality is highly problematic.

Studies by Lemkau et al. (1941, 1942) in the urban Eastern Health

District in Baltimore, Maryland, provide fascinating data related to the

interaction between race and age. Case finding was accomplished through

2,74
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record reviews of a wide range of community agencies, including schools,

prisons, and courts for all age groups. using an IQ score of 69 as the

cutoff, a'prevaience rate of 12.2/1000 was calculated for the entire

population of 54,600. Analysis of children ages 10-14 revealed

prevalences of 98.2/1,000 for nonwhites and 26.1/1,000 for whites.

Further examination of the data for people ages 20-60, however, revealed

essentially no racial differences (7.2/1,000 for nonwhites versus

6.5/1,000 for whtes) in IQ scores below 69. It appears that the racial

differences as well as the overall changes in prevalence rates are

related to issues that are peculiar to the school years.

Wishik (1964) reported an overall prevalence rate of 36.6/1,000 in a

study population of 55,000 under age 21 in two counties in Georgia

selected as being representative of the state regarding racial (27

percent black) and urban-rural characteristics. Individuals were located

through a solicitation of referrals and a random household survey and

. were identified as retarded based on an IQ score less than 80 and the

clinical judgment of pediatricians.' Analysis of the target group

'revealed no significant racial differences in prevalence rates.

Reschly and Jipson (1976) administered individual IQ tests (WISC-R)

to 950 of a stratified sample of 1,040 children in Fima County, Arizona.

Scores revealed markedly increased prevalence rates of mild mental

retardation for black, Mexican-American, and Papago Indian children

compared to Anglo children when full-scale IQ scores were txamined and a

cutoff at 75 was used. When the cutoff score was reduced. to 69 and the

performance IQ was used as the criterion, however, the disproportionate

classification was eliminated for the Mexican-Americans and greatly
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reduced for the black and Papago Indian children. Data from the

Collaborative Perinatal Project of the National institute of Neurological

and Communicative Disorders and Stroke, based on IQ scores (WISC-R)

between 50 and 69, revealed a prevalence rate for mild retardation o

4.83 percent among blacks and 1.17 percent among'whites, with a

persistence of at least a twofold difference across all socioeconomic

groups (Braman, unpublished data, 1981).

Perhaps the bes--known and most influential work on ethnic

disproportion in the classification of school children has been the

studies conducted in Riverside, California. By critically examining the

validity of standardized intelligence tests, Mercer (1973) demonstrated

the overwhelming importance of culturally appropriate evaluations of

adaptive behavior in order to justify a diagnosis of mental retardation.

The addition of an assessment of adaptive behavior to the criterion of an

IQ score less than 70 reduced the prevalence rate from 21.4/1,000 to

9.7/1,000. Of greater it-ortance, however, was the observation that the

decrease in diagnosed retardation was even more dramatic for black and

Mexican-American children, with reductions of 44.9 to 4.1 and 149.0 to

60.0 per 1,000, respectively. The lack of change in the prevalence rate

for Anglo children (4.4/1,000) clearly demonstrated the cultural

discrimination of the IQ test and highlighted its contribution to the

disproportionate classification of children from ethnic and racial

minority groups. Controversies over racial and ethnic differences in IQ

scores have been passionately raging since the introduction of

intelligence testi_g in the early part of this century. These issues

will not be addressed further in this paper.

2 46
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Sex Differences

The:e can be little argument against the claim that much of the

difference between the behavior of males and females in a given society

is culturally determined. Nevertheless, biological differences between

the sexes that are independent of social milieu have been well documented

and must also be considered whenever specific characteristics are found

to be distributed in a disproportionate manner. Two issues that bear

some consideration in this, regard are the greater susceptibility of males

to a range of adverse conditions and their relatively slower rate of

maturation for a variety of biological functions.

A substantial amount of data has been accumulated demonstrating the

greater biological vulnerability of males (Childs, 1963; Hutt, 1978;

Winter, 1972). A review of mortality indices reveals a higher proportion

of males reported in spontaneous abortions (Stevenson and 4cClarin, 1957)

as well as in neonatal deaths (Naeye et al., 1971). In developing

countries, male infants succumb to the intestinal complications of poor

sanitation in greater numbers than females (Potts, 1970). Males have

greater susceptibility to infectious diseases, including neonatal

septicemia (Smith et al., 1956) and those that affect the central nervous

system, such as meningitis and encephalitis (Carpenter and Petersdorf,

1962). The ratio of febrile seizures in boys compared with girls has

been reported as 1.4:1.0 (Flor-Henry, 1974). Males have been repeatedly

shown to have a much greater rate of involvement in accidents, especially

after the first two years of life (Hutt, 1978; Winter, 1972).
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The relatively slower rate of maturation of boys has also been well

studied. Boys have lower growth velocity and later bone ossification and

begin puberty on tha average about 2.5 years after girls (Nicolson and

Hanley, 1953). Although some inconsistencies have been reported, a fair

amount of data has been generated that indicates that girls mature

cognitively and linguistically at a faster rate than boys in the early

years (Weber, 1976). Hutt (1978) suggests that the relatively protracted

period of development in boys may increase the length of any

theoretically sensitive periods during which negative influences, such as

malnutrition, could have an effect on brain development. Moreover,

preliminary evidence suggesting more complete lateralization cf language

and spatial abilities in male brains might mean that the lesser degree of

cerebral lateralizatiOn in female brains may reflect greater plasticity

and therefore less susceptibility to the effects of unilateral insults

(Lake and Bryden, 1976; Witelson, 1976).

Although it is generally said that mental retardation is more common

in males than in females (Farber, 1968; Goodman et al., 1956; Kirk and

Weiner, 1959), the literature on sex differences in prevalence rates is

actually somewhat equivocal. Rutter et al. (1970) reports that although

there is widespread agreement that severe mental retardation is somewhat

more common in boys than girls, the sex distribution for mild retardation

is fairly equal. They explain this discrepancy by distinguishing between

mental retardation per se and educational backwardness. Data collected

on the isle of Wight, for example, revealed a prevalence rate for

"intellectual retardation" of about 2.5 percent, a prevalence rate for

specific reading retardation of about 4 percent, a prevalence rate for

248
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general "reading backwardness" of 6.5 percent, and, with soma overlap

among the groups, an overall prevalence rata for "severe intellectual or

educational difficulties" of 8 percent. Although the male/female ratio

for intellectual retardation was found to be essentially equal (.9:1),

the ratio for specific reading retardation was 3.3:1. It was thus

suggested that the greater prevalence of school failure in boys related

to specific reading problems rather than global intellectual deficits.

Other investigators report different conclusions. Birch et al.

(1970) found a slightly higher ratio of boys to girls who were rated

abnormal (56 percent versus 44 percent), due largely to significant sex

differences in those with IQ scores greater than 70, compared with little

or no differences in the more severely impaired children. Lapouse and

Weitzner (1970), in their review of 12 studies, report a range of

male-female ratios of mental retardation from a low of 1.1:1 to a high of

1.9:1; with only one exception reflecting a greater proportion of

females. When levels of retardation were examined separately, however,

the sex differences were inconsistent. In a study designed specifically

to look at the prevalence of mild retardation based on IQ scores, Reschly

and Jipson (1976) actually found a higher rate among females, although

the differences were not statistically significant. Data from the

Collaborative Perinatal Project corroborated that, for whites, girls have

a higher rate of mild retardation (using scores of 50-69 on the WISC-R

for children age 7) than boys (1.29 percent versus 1.03 percent) and, for

blacks, boys have a higher tate than girls (4.99 percent versus 4.24

percent) (Broman, unpublished data, 1981).
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Despite a substantial amount of evidence to suggest the greater

biological vulnerability of males than females and is to face of

well-documented greater numbers of boys than girls in special education

placements, the epidemiological literature does not confirm a

consistently higher prevalence of mild mental retardation in males.

Geographic Differences

The differential impact of rural versus urban life on the prevalence of

mental retardation has been difficult to ascertain. Some investigators

have suggested that urban residence is correlated with higher levelz of

intelligence (Lehman, 1959; McNemar, 1942), while others have found no

consistent differences (Jastak e. al., 1963; Lapouse and Weitzner,

1970). Careful analysis of the confounding influences of socioeconomic

and ethnic factors has not been done, and the data in this regard are

therefore inconclusive.

Age Differences

One of the most consistent findings among epidemiological studies of

mental retardation is the dramatic change in prevalence rates with age.

Generally speaking, most retarded persons are mildly impaired, and the

bulk ofthis group is not identified until the school years, with

subsequent loss of official diagnostic classification in adult life

(Farber, 1968; Goodman and Tizard, 1962). The 12 studies reviewed by

Lapouse and Weitzner (1970) showed an increased prevalence in retardation

regaidless of the definition used) between the first two 5-year periods,

birth to age 5 and ages 5-9, a larger increment during the next five-year

..f)r) ()
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period (ages 10-14), a decrease in the prevalence rate by half during the

next five years (ages 13-19), and a further decrease beyond age 20 to a

prevalence rate that remains essentially stable throughout adult life.

Gruenberg (1964) reported different prevalence rates in many,countries

(England, Formosa, Scandinavia, and the United States) but similarly

shaped curves for age-specific rates: with a steady rise to peak levels

during the school years and a steady decline thereafter. MacMillan et

al. (1980) noted that the school has been the major identifier of the

mildly retarded group, those who are "not easily differentiated from

non-retarded children in playground, marketplace, and employment

situations that do not make school-like cognitive demands" (p. 109).

These trends in age-related rates, perhaps more than any other data,

underline the role of the school in the pathogenesis of mild mental

retardation. Although some might attribute the rising number during the

school years to more effective diagnostic systems, the subsequent

declining prevalence in late adolescence and adulthood provides a strong

argument for the significance of extrinsic social factors in the

assignment of this label. Further studies of the complex relationships

among the demands of formal education and the requirements for competence

in adult life are clearly needed to inform the development of policy

guidelines in this critical area.

Summary

In summary, the overall prevalence of mental retardation ranges between 1

and 3 percent, at least three-quarters of whom are probably mildly

retarded. Although precise data are most likely unachievable, there can
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be little question that aLhnic minority groups and those in the lowest

socioeconomic strata in society comprise a significantly disproportionate

segment of those labeled as impaired. The data on sex distributions are

more complex in that the numbers of boys assigned to categories of

special educational need far .outnumber those of girls, yet the

epidemiological data on prevalence of mental retardation is less

consistent and somewhat equivocal with regard to sex differences.

Perhaps the most striking finding in the epidamiologic literature is

the critical influence of age on diagnosis. In a variety of social

contexts and regardless of the definition employed, the numbers of

children identified as mentally retarded have been demonstrated to peak

consistently in the elementartand junior high school years. This

relationship between prevalence data and age confirms without question

the fact that mild retardation is largely a creation of universal

compulsory eduCation.

Despite all the definitional confusion and methodological variation,

the data show a consistent tension between the demands of the school and

the performance of poor, nonwhite children, especially boys. The

sociocultural explanations for this phenomenon are most compelling and

unarguable, yet, as Birch and Gussow (1970) so eloquently warned (pp.

6-7):

There is some danger, however, that our initial focus on the social

and cultural variables relevant to educational achievement may lead

us to neglect certain bio-social factors which can directly or
indirectly influence the developing child and alter his primary

characteristics as a learner. . . . The fact is that the child who is

both the subject and the object of all this concern, the individual
who is interacting with these social, cultural and educational
settings, is a biological organism...As an organism the child is not

2 2
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only a mind and a personality capable of being unmotivated,

unprepared, hostile, frustrated, understimulated, inattentive,

distracted or bored; he is also a body which can be tired, hungry,

sick, feverish, parasitized, brain-damaged or otherwise organically

impaired.

The remainder of this paper examines the interplay between biological and

social factors that may affect school achievement.

THE BIOSOCIAL ROOTS OF MILD RETaDATION

The question of etiology at all levels of mental retardation frequently

goes unanswered. In a survey of 800 persons in a severely retarded,

institutionalized population, Berg (1963) was able to identify a definite

cause or known syndrome in only one-third of the cases. In a more recent

study at the Fernald State School in Massachusetts, 34 percent of the

1,077 residents with IQ scores below 50 were designated as retarded for

unknown reasons (Moser and Wolff, 1971). When one seeks to identify

etiological mechanisms in the mildly retarded population, the task is

even more formidable and unrevealing. In view of the fact that the

frequency of abnormal Leurological findings is negligible in most of the

mildly impaired population (Rutter et al., 1970; Birch et al., 1970),

there is often a tendency to minimize the importance of organic factors

among the unknown (or'at least unproven) causes of a child's diminished

abilities.

Optimal competence and performance for any child, however, are

dependent on the interplay between intrinsic biological integrity and an

environment that facilitates the development of skills and positive

self-esteem. The relationship between mild retardation, and lower

socioeconomic and ethnic minority status as well as the greater

253
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prevalence of school failure among boys have been extensively analyzed

from educational, sociological, and political perspectives. Without

minimizing the validity of cultural influences, however, it is important

to keep in mind the very real discrepancies in the distribution of

biological factors that predispose children to poor school performance.

In very simple terms, brain function is a critical determinant of

intelligence, and factors that may adversely affect brain function are

found with greater frequency among males as well as in groups that are

victims of institutionalized social disadvantage, such as members of

ethnic minorities and.the poor. Although the complexity of the data have

so far precluded a clarificatiod of the differential contributions of

nature and nurture, we cannot justify a summary disregard for the causal

role of organic vulnerabilities in mildly retarded school children.

Preconception Influences

Before concepton there are already two sets of variables that have

potential effect on the developmental competence of the child who is

ultimately born. The first involves the genetic contribution of each

parent, and the second relates to those demographic factors that

correlate with increased risks for the successful completion of gestation.

Genetic Factors

Genetic causes of mental retardation can be related to abnormalities of

chromosomes, single genes, or multifactorial inheritance. Chromosomal

disorders with associated mental retardation are generally characterized

by moderate to severe intellectual deficits and/or.atypical physical
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findings, including neurological abnormalities. Down's syndrome is the

most common example. Others, such as Turner's and Kleinfelter's

syndromes, may have associated mild retardation, but the majority of

these children have normal intelligence. The relatively low incidence of

these conditions (1/10,000 female births and 1/1,000 male births,

respectively), the low rate of intellectual impairment involved, and the

absence of data to suggest disproportionate distribution among

socioeconomic classes or ethnic Minorities suggests that major

chromosomal disorders do not contribute to the numbers of mildly retarded

children in any appreciable way. Specific sex chromosome abnormalities

have been associated with suggestions of developmental vulnerability,

particularly for language, but not with mental retardation (Leonard et

al., 1974; Tennes et al., 1977). The recent discovery of the so-called

fragile X chromosome in a number of institutionalized retarded males,

whose causes of impairment were previously unknown, however, has opened

up new areas of investigation that may shed light on the disproportionate

number of males among the severely retarded (Gerald, 1980). The

association of the fragile X chromosome with mild retardation in females

has recently been noted, and further study is clearly needed (Turner et

al., 1980).

Single-gene abnormalities may be inherited through autosomal

dominant, autosomal recessive, X-linked dominant, or X-linked recessive

mechanisms. Although many of these disorders (such as sickle -cell

disease and cystic fibrosis) are not associated with intellectual

deficits, a large number of inborn errors of metabolism (such as

phenylketonuria) that are inherited as autosomal recessive disorders are

7D
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accompanied by moderate to severe retardation. Some of these inborn

errors have a high incidence in certain ethnic groups (e.g., Tay-Sachs

Disease among Ashkenazi Jews). No associations have been demonstrated,

however, with social class or with those ethnic groups that have been

disproportionately identified in the mildly retarded population. Again,

the relatively low incidence of these metabolic disorders (e.g., 1/14,000

births for phenylketonuria) and their usual association with severe

intellectual deficits often acccmpanied by progressive neurological

deterioration eliminates their relevance for the mildly retarded

population.

Multifactorial inheritance refers to the process whereby a disorder

or condition is determined by the synergistic effects of one or more

so-called minor genes and environmental factors. Often termed polygenic,

these mechanisms have been postulated by several investigators to explain

the increased prevalence of mild retardation among ethnic minorities and

lower socioeconomic groups as a'result of genetic differences in

intelligence. Such theorists have argued that poor people and blacks,

for example, have lesser intellectual endowments, which they pass on to

their children in a manner similar to other phenotypic charadteristics,

such as height or hair color. The polygenic inheritance mechanism is the

core around which theories of racial intellectual inferiority have been

built. The problem with its application to the study of intelligence is

that the methods needed to analyze the relative contributions o* biology

and environment have not been adequately developed. There is little

question that intellectual competence is significantly affected by both.

How such of the variance is determined by each, however, varies with

6
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circumstances. That is to say, in a uniformly optimal environment,

heritability accounts for a great deal of the variance; in a Wide range

ae/--
of environmental situations, heritability will explain much less.

In summary, there is no evidence that discrete genetic disorders play

any role in the incidence of mild mental retardation. The role of

genetic factors in the increased frequency of developmental deficits in

males appears to be restricted to more severe levels of retardation, but

further work is needed to elucidate possible genetic contributions to the

apparent developmental vulnerability of boys. Multifactorial

inheritance, as it refers to the interaction between genetic

predisposition and environmental contingencies, is more difficult to

assess. As discussed in the remainder of this paper, many biological

risk factors that are found disproportionately among ethnic minorities

and boys have their onset in early life but are not genetic. Moreover,

even if genetic diffirences did exist, their influence on outcome for the

mildly retarded would be overshadowed by the effects of the 'suboptimal

environments within which ethnic minorities and the poor reside.

Demographic Risk Factors

?regnancies that involve factors that increase the likelihood ,i

perinatal mortality, prematurity, low birth weight, or a wide variety of

handicapping conditions, including mental retardation, are called "high

risk." It has been estimated tl it they account for more than half of all

rerinatal mortality and morbidity (Vaughan at al., 1979). Birch and

Gussow (1970) report that "almost every complication of pregnancy, labor,

delivery, and the perinatal period which is potentially damaging to
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children is excessively prevalent a g economically depressed .

populations and particularly among those further handicapped by ethnic

differences" (p. 4'6). Ramey Ind Finkelstein (1978) cataloged a variety

of deMographic variables found to be associated with "borderline mental

retardation" including maternal IQ below 80, family disorganization,

poverty, overcrowded housing conditions, parity greater than 5, race,

maternal education less than '10 years, illegitimacy, and delayed prenatal

care beyond the first trimester (Ramey et al., 1.978). Despite its

yell-publicized value, approximately one quarter of all pregnant women in

the U-':ed States receive no or belated prenatal medical supervision

(Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health, 1981). They are more

likely to be poor, black, adolesceat,.unmarried, and residing in rural

areas. Low birth weight is reported to be-three times gs likely from

such unmonitdred pregnancies.

The issue of adolescent pregnancy provides a case study in

demographic risk. Teenage pregnancies are more common among blacks than

whites (Broman, 1980) and'are more likely to result in the birth of a low

birth weight infant, regardless of"social class (American Academy of

Pediatrics, 1979). Several investigators have suggestee that the

increased incidence of small neonates is related to the competition for

nutrients between the fetus and the still-growing mother (Naeye, 1981).

Nortman (1974) reported an increased prevalence of handicapped children

born to adolescent mothers in Canada, while Baldwin (1976) found that .11

percent of children born to women less than age 16 had IQ c..oresof less

than 70 at age 4, compared wiith 2.6 percent for the'general population.

Grant and Heald (1972) suggest that risk factors associated with ethnic



and socioeconomic status =ay be the most influential determinants of poor

outcome for a teenage pregnancy. This observacionsis supported by an

analys.is of data from the Collaborative ?erinatal Project of the National

Institute of Neurological and Communicative Disorders and Stroke, which

found that differences in IQ scores at ages 4 and 7 were more highly

correlated with ethnic and socioeconomic characteristics than with

maternal age (Broman, 1980).

In reality, the relationships between discrete demographic variables

that predict a high risk for unfavorable pregnancy Outcomes and the

incidence of specific consequences, such as mild mental retardation, are

simply suggestive and always tenuous. In a sense a general discussion of

demograph:l.c factors that increase the risk of mental retardation in a

child from a group that is disproportionately represented within the

mentally retarded population is an exercise in circular reasoning. A

more careful analysis of the'consequences'of those specific biological

factors that occur with greater frequency among such groups would be m--e

fruitful. The process of development, however, defies the identification

of simple direct causal relationships. 'As stated by Birch and Gussow

(1970:82): when we deal with 'causes' singly, and as sithply as the

information permits, it is always within the understood context of a

reality in which they are complex and interacting."

Early Prenatal Influences

Until the past few decades, the human fetus war believed to be well

protected within the mother's womb. Recent research, however, has

provided more underst_uding of the variety of intrauterine factors t=at

25
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can have long-term adverse influences on the organism's ultimate

developmental competence.

Intrauterine Infections

Acute intrauterine infection had long been viewed as a self-limited

problem that resulted in either the death of the fetus or complete

recovery through elimination of the invading organism by host defense

mechanisms (Alford, 1977). The problem of low-grade, chronic, so-called

latent infection, however, has become increasingly recognized as an

important factor contributing to varying types of lOng-term sequelae; the

dimensions of which are Only beginning to be understood. Among the most

important organisms in this group are cytomegalovirus (CMV), rubella,

toxoplasmosis, and syphilis. They share in common their chronic and/cir

recurrent nature in both mother and fetus and their capacity to adversely

affect subsequent cognitive and perceptual development in children.

Alford (1977) reported that the susceptibility to infection of women in

the childbearing years, as determined by antibody prevalence, is

approximately 10 percent for rubella, 15 percent for CMV, and 70 percent

for toxoplasmosis. Major variables affecting susceptibility include age

(younger mothers are more susceptible than older mothers) and

socioeconomic status. For reasons that have been inadequately explained,

in part due to insufficient data.from developing countries, it has been

stated that young women and poor women in industrial societies are the

most likely to acquire chronic perinatal infections. The overall

incidence of maternal infection during pregnancy has been reported as 14

percent, cytomegalovirus being the most common, representing about 13

'AO
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percent of all infections (Alford, 1981). According to Alford (1977),

between 1 and 7 percent of all infants in the United States may be

infected with one of these chronic organisms, and prevalence is even

greater among adolescent women from lower socioeconomic classes. Since

CMV is the most common of these infections, it would be instructive to

examine its impact in greater detail.

The frequency of congenital cytomegalovirus infection ranges from 0.2

to 8.0 percent of all live births; the average in the United States is 1

percent. The highest rates are found in i-fants born to teenage mothers

from lower socioeconomic groups (Hanshaw, 1981). Although approximately

4-5 percent of women excrete CMV in their urine during pregnancy, most do

not have infected infants (Hanshaw et al., 1973). This situation is

further complicated by the fact that the majority of women who have

infection, during their pregnancy are asymptomatic and are therefore

unaware of this condition. Of the 33,000 infants born in the United

I

States each year with CHIT infection, it is estimated that less than 1,500

of them are symptomatic and therefore easily identifiable in the newborn

period. MoSt of these obviously infected neonates have serious long-term

sequelae, including a high rate of moderate to severe mental retardation.

Outcome fbr the asymptomatic newborn with so-called silent congenital

CMV infection is less predictable but somewhat worrisome. During the

past decade, increasingly sensitive and specific laboratOry techniques

have facilitated,the identification of greater numbers of infecLed

neonates, thus prbviding an opportunity for prospective studies of both

the symptomatic and asymptomatic groups. Results thus far have shown

that although the Majority of those with silent infection appear to do

4 61
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well, as many as :0-20 percent cevelop intellectual or perceptual

deficits as well as significant hearing impairment (Hanszaw et al., 1975;

Kumar et al.; 1973; Melish and Hanshaw, 1973; Reynolds et al., 1974). As

noted by ?ass et al. (1980), because of the relatively high frequency of

asymptomatic congenital CMV (approximately 1 percent of live births), the

occurren(e of central nervous system damage in even 10 percent has

significant public health implications.

Among those with silent CMV, the influence of socioeconomic status on

developmental outcome appears to be important. Hanshaw et al. (1976)

screened 8,644 newborns for IgM antibody against CMV and found 53

children with positive titres. Although only 38 percent of the tested

newborns were born to families in lower socioeconomic groups

(Hollingshead groups 4 and 5), 68 percent of the CMV-positive group came

from these families. In the study 44 of the congenitally infected

children had IQ tests administered between ages 3.5 and 7.0, and those

results were compared with 44 matched and 44 random controls. Although

the study sample was small and only 7 children had scores below 79 (all

of whom were in the infected group), the difference in mean IQ between

the CMV-positive and the matched control group was significant with a p

value less than 0.025, after adjustment for social class. No significant

IQ differences between the matched and random controls were found when

social class differences were taken into account. Further analysis

revealed significant differences in IQ scores between CMV-positive and

control children from the lower socioeconomic families, with no

significant IQ differences between those with and those without

congenital infection in the middle-class groups. Predicted school
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failure, based on an IQ, score of less than 90 is association with

behavioral, neurological, and auditory evaluations, was aot noted among

any of the middle- o- upper-class CHV-positive children. The lower-class

CMV-positive children, ou the other hand, had 2.7 times greater predicted

school failure than the control children matched for social class. The

significant risk for hearing impairment among the infected children (11

percent in this study) clearly contributes additional vulnerability.

In summary, the current state of knowledge regarding the influence of

asymptomatic congenital cytomegalovirus infection on the prevalence of

mild retardation among school children is highly suggestive but far from

conclusive. Existing data certainly support the potential adverse effect

of silent infection on higher cortical function. The greater prevalence

of this condition among children of lower socioeconomic classes appears

' to be fairly well documented. Controlled studies have shown an affect of

the virus on cognitive and perceptual skills independent of social class,

yet evidence suggests that this may merely represent a subtle biological

vulnerability that can be effectively neutralized by socioeconomic

factors (not yet specifically analyzed) in the child-rearing

environment. No sex differences have been reported regarding the

long-term consequences of these infections. Although a great deal of

work obviously remains to be done in this area, available data suggest

that congenital infections such as cytomegalovirus may contribute to the

disproportionate number of lower socioeconomic class children classified

as mentally retarded.
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Maternal Alcoholism

Substance abuse is a major public health problem with considerable

attendant mortality and morbidity. The special implications of such

sociomedical issues (excessive drinking, smoking, drug use, etc.) for the

pregnant woman and her offspring have been the subject of increasing

attention. Nevertheless, discrete teratogenic effects attributed to

specific chemicals or drugs have been well documented in only a very

small number of instances in comparison to the extensive array of

substances that are ingested (both intentionally and inadvertently) by

women during their pregnancies. The influences of alcohol on fetal and

later childhood development are examined in this section to illustrate

some of the problems associated with attempting to understand the

relationships between such prenatal factors and the later consequence of

mental retardation.

The association between maternal alcohol consumption during pregnancy

and a constellation of adverse findings in the offspring has been a topic

of significant interest and some degree of controversy since the concept

of the fetal alcohol syndrome was introduced approximately 10 years ago.

In its most complete form, this syndrome is characterized by (1)

significant prenatal and postnatal growth deficiency, (2) a combination

of\characteristic phenotypic abnormalities, including atypical facial

features, cardiac defects, and limb anomalies, and (3) central nervous

system dysfunction with varying degrees of mental retardation (Clarren

and Smith, 1978). A number of serious methodological deficiencies in the

existing literature, however, compromise the reliability and validity of

the available data.

2(3.1
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Perhaps the most serious limitations of all studies in this area are

related to the problem of the reliability of the amounts of alcohol women

claimed they consumed during their pregnancies as well as the difficulty

of establishing uniform criteria for defining such terms as moderate and

excessive intake. Hanson et al. (1978), for example, studied infants

born to mothers who reported either an average consumption of one ounce

or more of absolute alcohol per day or "binges" during the pregnancy with

ingestion of 5 or more drinks on a single occasion. Ouellette et al.

(1977) calculated total monthly consumption of all alcoholic beverages,

divided by 30 to get a daily volume, and defined heavy drinkers as those

having more than 5 drinks on occasion with a consistent daily average of

more than 45 ml. of absolute alcohol. In fact, their group of heavy

drinkers was found to consume an average of 174 m/. of absolute alcohol

per day. Streissguth et al. (1978) studied 20 individuals,jages 9 months

through 21 years, born to chronically alcoholic mothers defined either by

"self-report or by reports of social agencies, medical records, and/or

family" (p. 364) and reported data that demonstrated a continuum of

physical abnormalities and mental dysfunction from severe to mild

sequelae. Although careful analysis revealed a relationship between the

degree of "dysmorphogenesis" and the extent of intellectual handicap, a

considerable variability of IQ scores among children with similar

phenotypic features was found. The hypothesis that the adverse affects

of alcohol may in part be dose-related is not an unreasonable one, but

the methodological limitations of the current literature have precluded

its evaluation. Moreover, the possible related influences of other

ingested substances as well as poor nutrition have been extremely

difficult to analyze.

2C5
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As with all potentially terazogenic substances, the issue of host

factors and variable susceptibility must also be addressed. The

literature, at this stage of its development, is seriously deficient.

Alcoholism is a common problem across a broad ethnic and socioeconomic

spectrum. Possible differences in the vulnerability of pregnant women

based on age, race, income, living conditions, general health, and

nutritional status have not been adequately examined. Shaywith et al.

(1980) reported the results of a study of 15 children seen in a learning

disorders unit whose mothers had a history of "alcoholism" (undefined)

during their pregnancy. All but one of the children were white and

living in private suburban homes. They demonstrated a continuum of

phenotypic features compatible with the diagnosis of fetal alcohol

syndrome, were all experiencing persistent academic failure in school,

yet their full-scale IQ scores ranged from 82 to 113, with a mean of 98.

The authors concluded that the concept of the syndrome could be expanded

to include more subtle manifestations of central nervous system

dysfunction.

Common knowledge suggests that maternal alcohol ingestion can result

in a variety of adverse consequences fOr the fetus, including varying

degrees of mental retardation in later childhood. It is impossible,

however, to determine from the available data the relevant variables that

contribute to greater or lesser incidence of this syndrome or syndromes.

The role of ethnic or socioeconomic factors has not been well studied,

nor have patterns of sex difference been described. Moreover, children

whose mothers have chronic drinking problems are obviously a highly

vulnerable group from a child-rearing perspective as well. In view of
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the high prevalence of alcoholism, this may indeed represent a

significant source of biological vulnerability in some groups within tne

population whose intellectual deficits are unexplained. At the present

time, however, we have no basis for answering this question with much

precision.

Perinatal Influences

Perinatal risk factors for subsequent handicaps such as mental

retardation have been the focus of extensive investigation, going back as

far as Little's (1862) studies of the problem of brain damage related to

'asphyxia. In 1951, Lilienfeld and Parkhurst introduced the concept of a

"continuum of reproductive wastage" to describe the range of possible

outcomes, from death to cerebral palsy to varying levels of mental

retardation, that were observed to follow difficulties encountered around

the time of birth. t'-aamanick and Knobloch (1961)-suggest the

alternative term of "continuum of reproductive casualty" and expanded the

spectrum of disorders to include a number of more subtle intellectual and

functional deficits. Most 'recently, Sameroff and Chandler (1975) offered

the phrase "continuum of caretaking ,..Asualty" to highlight the

transaction between biological risk factors and environmental variables

that eventually determine developmental outcome.

Regardless of the phrasing, the central issue relates to the degree

to which the brain of a newborn is injured during labor, delivery, or the

immediate neonatal period. Differential risks regarding the incidence of

such cerebral insults and the degree to which some children are able to

recover from a variety of untoward events raise important questions with

267
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regard to the prevalence of mild retardation. These issues are examined

within the context of both the general problem of low birth weight and

the more specific problems related to discrete insults to the central

nervous system.

Low birth weight in itself is important as a sign of increased risk

for a broad array of pathological conditions that may result in a

cerebral injury. Low birth weight as a result of prematurity, which is

generally defined as a gestation of less than 37 weeks, is more likely to

involve problems with hypoxia and/or ischemia affecting the cerebral

circulation as a result of such disorders as respiratory distress

syndrome, hypovolemic shock, and apnea with bradycardia. Additional

threats to central nervous system integrity that occur with greater

frequency among premature babies include hypoglycemia, jaundice,

infection, postnatal malnutrition, and the increasingly recognized

problem of intraventricular hemorrhage. When, however, the newborn's

birth weight is significantly low for the expected range given his or her

gestational age, the associated problems are different from many of those

found in the premature infant. For a "small-for-gestational-age" infant,

the issue is generally one of intrauterine growth retardation secondary

to such factors as placental insufficiency, maternal malnutrition,

intrauterine infection, or congenital abnormalities. Thus, low birth

',eight babies comprise a heterogeneous group with a variety of

vulnerabilities.

The report of the Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health

(1981) states that "it is generally agreed that very low birth weigh: is

among the most significant predictors of later neurological abnormalities

2 CS
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and various cognitive and behavioral deficits" (p. 47). Many of the data

regarding correlations between birth weight and developmental outcome,

however, have been equivocal. Kiely and Paneth (1981) reviewed the

methodological difficulties that have characterized these follow-up

studies and found them to fall into two broad categories: limitations in

study design and problems related to data analysis and reporting. The

selection of single hospital samples, for example, has made

generalization about the results extremely difficult. The absence of

attention to socioeconomic status in the selection of control groups and

in the analysis of data is another major shortcoming of many major

follow-up studies. With regard to the issue of intelligence test

results, studies vary in their reporting mechanisms--some neglect to

specify the ages at testing or the instruments used, some indicate only

mean IQ scores, and others report data on single cutoff points such as 90

or 70.

Problems of terminology have also plagued this literature. Caputo

and Mandell (1970) noted that many studies used the terms "low birth

weight," "immaturity," "prematurity," and "short gestation"

interchangeably. In most of the early reports, birth weight of less than

2,500 / grams (5.5 pounds) was generally employed as the sole criterion for

determining prematurity; no distinctions were made for infants who were

full-term but small for their gestational age. Data from those studies

that failed to classify small infants are especially difficult to

interpret.

An additional problem regarding longitudinal data of this type

relates to the rapid rate of technological change in perinatal intensive
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care:, That is to say, by the time school-age follow-up studies aIe

completed, the care techniques for these small neonates have changed 30

dramatically that it is difficult to assess the validity of the findings

for'the new generation of tiny newborns.

Given these serious limitations in the'literature, the difficulties

we have in drawing definite conclusions from the existing data are not

surprising. Many investigators have reported a high incidence of

developmental morbidity in these groups. rh a prospective study of 241

infants classified by birth weight, gestational age, and se-z, Rubin et

al. (1973) found that two-thirds of low birth weight males- and more than

half of the total group of former small-for-gestational-age babies of

both sexes had problems of sufficient magnitude to warrant a wide variety

of special educational services (whici. were not well defined) in the

elementary school grades. Analysis of all measures of mental

development, language skills, school readiness, and academic achievement

from preschool through age 7 revealed lower scores for low birth weight

subjects as compared to a random control group. Ranges of scores,

however, were not pro.ided and analysis for socioeconomic differences was

incomplete. Parkinson et al. (1981) studied 45 former full-term,

mall-for-gestational-age babies between ages 5 aid 9 and 19 controls

matched for age, sex, birth order, social class, and 'ace. Based on

teache ' assessments, the authors found that small-for-gestational-age

childr -ay have difficulties at school, the severity of which'is

related to sex (boys have more problems than girls), social class, and

the srage of pregnancy at which slow head growth begin. No formal test

scores were obtained. Fitzhardinge and Steven (1972) conducted a
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prospective study of 96 full-term small-for-gestational-age infants and

found virtually no major neurological defects (1 percent cerebral palsy,

6 percent seizures) but reported 25 percent diagnosed as having minimal

cerebral dysfunction, and one-third of the children with IQ scores

greater than 100 failing consistently in school. Overall, 50 percent of

the boys and 30 percent of the girls had poor school performance,

although no analysis for ethnic or socioeconomic status was included. In

'a large study of prematures, Drillien (1964) found a direct relationship

between birth. weight and psychometric test scores at age 4 the full term

control group having a mean IQ of 107 and those with birth weights below

3.5 pounds having a reported mean of 80.

The literature on the follow-up of asphyxiated newborns is also

equivocal. An extensive controlled study of several hundred hypoxic

newborns followed to school age revealed poor performance on neonatal

exams and persistent differences at age 4 on all tests:of cognitive

function but no significant IQ differences at 7 years (Corah et al.,

1965). In a review of 20 studies related to perinatal asphyxia,

Gottfried (1973) confirmed the impression that intellectual deficits were

more prominent at younger preschool ages but noted that early hypoxia may

increase the probability of occurrence of mental retardation in later

childhood. Broman (1979) reports that the probability of retardation in

asphyxiated groups was increased as much as twelvefold in infancy and

sixfold at age 7, but demonstrated that the sequelae of retardation were,

in fact, still relatively rare.

Sameroff and Chandler (1975) reviewed a considerable body of

literature and concluded that socioeconomic and familial factors markedly



overshadowed the effects of perinatal difficulties with respect to

long -cerm developmental outcome. The painstaking longitudinal data

collected on the children of Kauai over a 10-year period by Werner et al.

(1968) provided one,of the most dramatic documentations of the

compensatory powers of well-organized families with adequate resources

for nurturance. These findings were coriirmed.by analysis ci data on the

offspring of over 30,000 pregnancies followed through age 8 in the

Collaborative Perinatal Project. According to Broman (1981), birth

weight explained only 5-6 percent of the total variance in 8-month Bayley

scores and less than 1 percent of the variance in Stanford-Binet IQ

scores at age 4. Ethnic identification and maternal education were the

best predictors, accounting for 16 percent and 6 percent, respectively,

of the variance in IQ at age 4: These data suggest that low birth weight

by itself is not a major risk factor for cognitive,deficit. A related

analysis revealed that 10 clinical signs of perinatal asphyxia explained

less than 1 percent of the variance in IQ scores (WISC-R) at age 7 in

Loth white and black children. A more extensive'set of perinatal and

demographic predictors, however, accounted for 25 perdent of the variance

in IQ scores among whites and 13 percent among blacks. The best

predictor was a composite reflecting socioeconomic status, maternal

educational level and performance IQ score, head circumference at birth,

and, among whites, a clinical diagnosis of brain abnormality in the

neonatal period (Broman, 1981).

In this context it is useful to examine the demographic distribution

of low birth weight babies. During the 25 years from 1950-1976, the

proportion of low birth weight newborns was consistently higher among

0-79
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nonwhites and the difference increased u-i:a time. At present, black

babies have double the chance of weighing 2,500 grams or less at birtn

(Select Panel for the Promotion of Child Health, 19'81). According to :he

National Center for Health Statistics (1980), the overall rate of low

birth weight babies in 1976 was 6.1 percent for whites, 13.0.percent for

blacks, and 6.9 percent for infants of other races. For oabies who are

small for their gestational age, the rates are 6.3 percent for blacks anc

2.8 percent for whites.

It is clear from these data that low birth weight, with its

associated increased risk of central, nervous system insult, is

considerably more prevalent among ethnic minority groups, particularly

blacks. Moreover, the likelihood of a poor developmental outcome in a

low birth weight or asphyxiated newborn is significantly' increased Y.or

childres in the lower socioeconomic classes. Further evidenge suggests

that although sex differences in IQ may not be significant, males may

have a considerably higher incidence of subtle neurological and

perceptual disabilities related to factors of perilxtal stress that

contribute to learning and behavioral profiles resulting in ,their

disproportionate placement in special educational programs. Further

study may provide more elucidation of these speculations.

Postnatal Biosocial Influences

Each child begins his or her life with a set of biological stengths and

weaknesses, among which is the relative integrity of the brain.

Sociocultural and familial factors subsequently play a major role in

shaping the ultimate development oi potential abilities and skills. in

ti
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the natureanurtureldebate regarding the origins :f mental retardation,

however, not all sources of organic morbidity are immutably determined by

the end of the neonatal period. On the contrary, a variety of biological

influences can affect brain function throughout childhood, and thereby

contribute to the manifestations of mental retardation in its mild or

severe forms. Some of the origins of brain insult are obvious--severe

head trauma or an infectious process such as meningitis or encephalitis.

Others are more controversial, especially in their mild to moderate

forms. The issues of malnutrition and lead intoxication are reviewed

below in some depth as representative of that type of biological

influence whose doserelated effects are unclear and whose sociopolitical

overtones are substantial.

Malnutrition

An extensive body of literature has documented an association between

malnutrition in infancy and subsequent intellectual status, especially in

developing countries (Cravtoto et al., 1966; Hertzig et al., 1972; Stoch

and Smythe, 1963). In circumstances characterized by severe malnutrition

during prenatal life and early childhood, the sequelae of mental

retardation and behavioral disorders have generally been substantial and

nonreversible. The effects of moderate or chronic lowgrade

malnutrition, however, are less well understood. Before considering the

available data, we must review current knowledge on the relationship

between nutrition and brain growth.

The results of extensive animal studies, and to a lesser extent human

investigations, have supported the notion that there exists a critical

27.1
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period of "growth spurt" in the immature brain, during which it is most

vulnerable with regard to inadequate nutrition. St_dies in rats have

clearly shown that compairatively mild nutritional restrictions during

this sensitive period result in permanent changes in the adult brain

associated with behavioral deficits that cannot be reversed by better

diet lacer. Significant undernutrition before or after the growtt, spurt

period, however, produced no detectable effect that could not be "cured"

by dietary rehabilitation (Dobbing and Sands, 1971). In humans, the

sensitive period of rapid brain growth appears to include two important

phases: the first extends from mid-pregnancy until the end of the second

year of life and is characterized by an early increase is neuronal and

later in glial cell number: the second phase extends well into the third

and fourth years and is characterized by rapid myelination in association

with the continuous elaboration of increasingly complex dendritic

branching and synaptic connections (Dobbing, 1974).

Thus, current evidence clearly suggests that the period of maximal

vulnerability for brain growth in humans is much more postnatal than

previously assumed. This by no means minimizes the critical impact of

maternal and therefore fetal nutrition on prenatal brain growth, but it

does support the notion that the consequences of intrauterine

malnutrition,may'not be irreversible. Animal studies have demonstrated

that growth retardation during. only the first part of the sensitive

period may not be sufficient to produce permanent deficits (Wiaick et

al., 1968). If the same applies to humans, then adverse sequelae would

be substantial only if malnutrition extended from mid-pregnancy through

at least the first two years of life or if it were particularly severe
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over a portion of that period.. In any event, Winick (1969) noted that

"although the exact timing has yet to be worked out, it would appear :ha:

after infancy the brain is much more resistant to the effects of

malnutrition" (p. 677).

The available data on the sequelae of significant malnutrition show

high rates of intellectual impairment. In a review of seven studies,

Chase (1973) reported significant deficits in test performance by

malnourished children between ages 2 and 14 in all but one repoit. Other

investigators have noted greater deficits in behavioral phenomena such as

attentiveness, curiosity, activity, and social responsiveness, while some

have suggested that malnourished children may be partitularly susceptible

to the stresses and deprivations so frequently found in an environment of

poverty (Read, 1975). This latter speculation was reinforced by data

collected by Richardson (1976) in Jamaica that showed the consequences of

severe malnutrition in infancy for later intellectual functioning to be

correlated with social background and subsequent physical growth, rather

than with malnutrition itself.

Methodological problems in human studies of the. effects of

malnutrition on intellectual development have been monumental. The most

obvious relates to the almost universal association of poor nutrition

with poverty and its constellation ,f associated factors that have their

own additional negative influence on intellectual development. Cravioto

et al. (1966) stated that malnutrition is never remote from

impoverishment, and even studies in developed countries have observed a

high degree of deprivation (Chase and Martin, 1970). Birch et al. (1971)

attempted to control these variables by comparing school-age children

2. G
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with histories of hospitalizations in infancy for kwashiorkor (severe

malnutrition) ,to their siblings who had never experienced malnutrition

requiring a hospital admission. Mean IQ (WISC) differences were found to

be, statistically significant favoring the nonmainourished sibling.

A few reports have been published of studies involving malnutrition

without the complicating factor of socioeconomic deprivation.

Lloyd-Still et al. (1974) studied 41 middle-class subjects, ages 2-21,

who were substantially malnourished in infancy secondary to cystic

fibrosis or congenital defects of the gastrointestinal tract.

Significant differences in scores on the Merrill-Palmer scales were found

up to age 5, but no differences were observed on the Wechsler scales

ad7tinistered to the older subjects. Klein et al. (1975) 7eported

follow-up data on 50 children, ages 5-14, who had brief periods of

starvation in early infancy secondary to pyloric stenosis. Comparison to

siblings and matched controls revealed no significant differences in

global measures of intelligence, but significantly lower scores for the

index children were found on subtests related to short-term memory and

attention. Further studies of malnourished but socially nondisadvantaged

youngsters are clearly needed; nevertheless, the Food and Nutrition 3oard

of the National Research Council (1973) stated that "in spite of many

serious methodological shortcomings in the studies that have been made,

the weight of evidence seems to indicate that early and severe

malnutrition is an important factor in later intellectual development,

above and beyond the effects of socio-familial influences."

The extent to which the kinds of nutritional deficiencies commonly

found in the United States may be sufficient to affect intellectual
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development in children was considered by Livingston et al. (1975) in

their review of data on pregnant women, infants, and children under age

from the Ten State Nutrition Survey (U.S. Department of Health,

Education,.and Welfare, 1972) and childral ages 1-4 from the Study of the

Nutritional Status of Preschool Children in the U. S., 1968-1970 (Owen et

al.,'1974). They found that nearly 60 percent of all pregnant women

living below the poverty level were apparently consuming calories at a

rate low enough to adversely affect fetal brain development. At two to

three times the poverty level, the proportion of vulnerable women was

still 44 percent. Mcieover, 14 percent of pregnant women living below

the poverty level were in jeopardy for both calories and protein

simultaneously. Of children ages 1-4 living in Poverty, 18 percent were

in jeopardy for defective brain development according to the data of the

Ten State Nutrition Survey, while 'the Preschool Nutriticn,Survey reports

a higher frequency of 24 percent at risk. The Select Panel-for the

Promotion of Child Health (1981) states that approximately one-third of

all black children in the United States are estimated to suffer some kind

of nutritional defect compared with less than 15 percent of white

children. No data for Hispanic or other ethnic minorities were

reported. It was further noted that poverty and race are associated with

deficiencies in six of eight svcific nutrients. Even if these data are

all high estimates of the extent o7: the nutritional problems of poor and

ethnic minority children in this country, the potential contribution cf

this factor to the prevalence of mild retardation could ...2e substantial.

Despite some of the inconsi*tencies and methodological dilemmas noted

above, the relationship between prenatal malnutrition and severe or

4,
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prolonged early childhood malnutrition and the increased risk of

subsequent intellectual impairment is well accepted. Its association

with poverty will always be inevitable and never easily separable. As

noted by Winick (1969), it "is a self perpetuating problem, a vicious

cycle'which begins in infancy, condemns a person to a lifetime of perhaps

marginal function, making it that much more,difficult for him to

extricate himself from the existing conditions and to create for his

family an environment which will protect his children from the same

'disease' (p. 677).

Lead Intoxication

The increased prevalence of lead intoxication in childhood among ethnic

minorities and the poor as well as its association with neurological

damage are well known (Byers and Lord, 1943; Lin-Fu, 1972; Perlotein and

Attala, 1966). In its most severe form it is characterized by an acute

encephalopathic process, the long-term sequelae of which frequently

include moderate to severe mental retardation.

Multiple sources of lead in the environment have been identified; the

most prominent include paint chips, household dust and dirt, newsprint,

and contaminated air near smelting plants or in congested urban areas

with high concentrations of automobile traffic. The urban poor have been'

consistently identified as the group at highest risk for excessive lead

exposure. Prevalence rates in lo:..-income, inner-city areas range from

4-40 percent positive in community screening programs (Lin-Fu, 1972).

Moreover, among comparable socioeconomic groups in the population, lead

absorption has been reported to be greater for black than for white

childran (Lin-Fu, 1979).

279
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Although there are no disagreements about the definition or nature of

significant lead poisoning, there has been considerable debate about the

effects of an increased body burden of lead at low levels. Over the past

15 years, the upper limit of safety for blood levels of lead has

gradually been lowered from 60 micrograms per 100 milliliters to a

current level of 30 micrograms per 100 milliliters. As more attention

has been focused on these asymptomatic, subclinical cases of increased

lead burden, a great deal of controversy has been generated regarding its

consequences. Many studies have suggested that moderate levels of lead

intoxication often lead to significant attentional difficulties, with

associated specific learning problems and behavioral disorders (Needleman

et al., 1979; Pueschel, 1974). The influences of dysfunctional

behavioral sequelae on adaptive performance in the school setting '....quire

more careful examination.

Whether mental retardation is involved is a far more complex matter.

While some investigators have reported an inverse relad.onship between

blood lead determinations and intellectual development (Beattie et al.,

1975; de la Burde and Choate, 1975), others have found no consistent

relationship between a low level of lead and developmental status (Kotok,

1972). 'T o recently published studies have addressed the multiple

methodological problems characterizing this literature and have attempted

to critically analyze the subtle consequences of a low-level, chronic

burden of lead. Needleman et al. (1979) administered an extensive

battery of neuropsychological measures to 58 children with high dentine

lead levels and 100 with'low levels. Although the mean full-scale IQ

scores (WISC-R) for each group were normal (102.1 versus 106.6,
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respectively), the difference between the two groups was statistically

significant (p 0.03). No sex differences were notes. Ernhar: _t al.

(1981) studied 30 children comprising a "moderate lead group" and 50

comprising a "low lead group" five years after their initial

identification in a summer screening clinic. All of the families were of

low socioeconomic status, and the group was approx:.mately half boys and

half girls. Preliminary analysis of the scores on several subtests of

the McCarthy Scales of Children's Abilities revealed significant

impairment of the high lead group. When parental IQ was includes; in the

analysis, howevr, the variance in the children's IQ scores associated

with lead substantially decreased. The authors concluded from this work
D

that if there are, in fact, behavioral and intellectual sequelae of low

levels of lead intoxication that are independent of parental and social

influences on development, they must be finimal.

Conclusions regarding this topic are extremely tentative. The

ability of lead to damage the brain is well established. The upper limit

of safety and the effects of low blood levels on intellectual abilities

are being explored. The rate of increased lead exposure is highest among

ethnic minority groupS and the urban poor. In their follow-up study of

67 children age 7 who had asymptomatic lead exposure between ages 1 and

3, de la Burde and Choate (1975) found that the mean full-scale IQ of the

index children was lower than that obtained for a control group (p 0.01),

and the former included a larger number of children in the borderline and

micldly retarded range. Similarly, 67 percent of the control children

received "normal scores" on all parts of an extensive test battery, while

only 43.3 percent of the lead-exposed group had no failures in the entire

2S1
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series (p 0.01). :hus, although the answers are not yet in, one cannot

comoletely disregard the potential contribution of low levels of lead to

the preponderance of mild retardation among ethnic minorities and poor

children.

Family Resources, Child-Rearing
Practices, and Individual Learning Styles

Contemporary conceptualizations of the process of human development place

great emphasis on the transaction between biological predispositions and

environmenta: contingencies as mutual determinants of developmental

outcome. In this context a consideration of the sociai characteristics.

of early childhood and their possible contribution to the increased

prevalence of mild retardation among ethnic minority and poor children is

most important.

The specific characteristics that emanate from a "disadvantaged"

sociocultural milieu can take many forms. Characteristics of a child's

home environment, for example, and their relationship to the facilitation

of optimal development have been shown to brtelate with performance on

standardized tests in the prischool years (Bradley and Caldwell, 1976;

Elardo et al., 1975). In this context a great deal of data have been

generated on the nature of the mother-child relationship and its

influence on developmental competence. Ramey et al. (1979) reported that

within an apparently homogeneous social class group, 50-65 percent of the

variance in Stanford-Binet scores at age 3 could be accounted for by

differences in the mothers' attitudes, behavior, and at-home interactions

with their children during the toddler years. The authors cautioned,

however, that these were correlations and were not presumed to reflect
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direct causal relationships. White (1975) found that "high competence"

children generally engaged in more frequent interaction with their

mothers, spent more time in "highly intellectual" activities, were the

recipients of more maternal "teaching" and conversation, and received

more encouragement than a "low competence" comparison group. Wilton and

Barbour (1978) report similar differences in the amount of didactic

teaching and the frequency of encouragement of children's activities

found in a comparison of high-risk (children with siblings diagnosed as

having "cultural-familial retardation') versus control lower

socioeconomic class children. Zajonc and Markus (1975) analyzed tne

impact of family size and spacing between births as two of many factors

that might influence the degree of intellectual stimulation provided

within a family. They reported a large body of data demonstrating an

inverse relationship between intellectual performance and the number a

children in a family. More marked adverse effects were fo-Ind for younger

siblings with brief intervals between births. Although these findings

were noted to be, independent of social class variables, Zajonc (1976)

cited 1960 population data reporting larger families with shorter spacing

between births among black compared with white American families. A more

recent analysis of the influence of family configuration on Scholastic

Aptitude Test scores, however, suggests that the amount of variance

attributable to these factors is negligible (Zajonc and Bargh, 1980).

Rutter (1979), in a review of the heterogeneity of so-called maternal

deprivation and its consequenies for developmental outcome, summarized

these concepts by noting'that "insofar as deprivation is a causal factor

. . .
intellectual retardation is a function of a lack of adeq,,ate
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meaningful experiences" (p. 298). The fact that the overwhelming

majority of cAildren from ethnic minority and r'oor families are not

intellectually impaired reflects the essential resilience of most

children and, more important, underlines the fact that we do not have

good evidence that dysfunctional family relationships are typical of

these groups. It is important to recognize, however, that the stresses

of poverty and re:ism exact a severe price from many families, and the

consequences for the emerging competence of young children are often

formidable.

The concept of motivation atd its relationship to developing

self-esteem is another factor whose salience requires thoughtful

consideration. In impoverished homes where the expectations for future

success may be blunted, the motivation of a constitutionally competent

child to comply with the demands of an achievement-oriented learning

situation may be considerably diminished. Zigler and Trickett (1978),

emphasizing the potential central importance of this issue, charge that a

considerable body of empirical evidence suggests that IQ changes,

resulting from, preschool intervention programs reflect motivational

changes that affect children's test performance rather than actual

differences in their cognitive functioning.

The influence of sex differences on child-rearing practices and

differences in learning styles is extremely complex. Dila study of

mother-child interaction with lower` socioeconomic class preschoolers,

Wilton and Barbour (1978) note that many of the dysfunctional encounters

found were more pronounced for mothers and their daughers rather than for.

mothers and their sons. Although they could not explain the differences
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on the basis of their data, these investigators suggest that they might

be related to cultural sex stereotypes reflecting greater efforts to

promote the intellectual development of boys than girls. An alternative

explanation suggests that the behavior characteristics of high -risk boys

typically demand more maternal response. Similarly, the greater

prevalence of aggressive and potentially disruptive behaviors in boys

compared with girls may be a major determinant of more frequent referral

for special class placement. A comprehensive analysis of sex differences

in - constitutional behavioral styles, child-rearing strategies and

expectations, and intrafamilial relationships is beyond the scope of this

paper. Its contribution to the d1sproportionate prevalence of school

failure among_boyihowever, may very well be crucial.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Although its genesis may dig deeply into biological as well as social

roots, the phenomenon of mild mental-retardation is primarily a cultural

construct. Its very nature has changed dramatically over time, and its

contemporary definitions are highly influenced by differences among

societies. Within the United States in the past 100 years, arbitrary

shifts in diagnostic criteria have moved children in and out of the

mildly retarded population. Moreover, as the society becomes

increasingly complex in its technological demands, new classifications of

"defectiveness" will undoubtedly arise.

The charge that mild mental retardation is a creation of our system

of universal, compulsory education is strongly supported by the

consistent age distribution found across virtually all epidemiological

Y
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studies. :t is rarely diagnosed in the preschool years, begins to

increase in incidence in the early elementary grades, :eaches a peak in

the junior high school population, and then progressivily declines in

'frequency to a relatively low level that persists throughout adult life.

The explanation for this inverted U-shaped pattern of prevalence can be

attributed to the extensive subjection of school-age children to formal

testing and the relative,inflexibility of school systems regarding'the

.,range of abilities and performance that they will accept without

.assigning a stigmatizing.label. Thus, most'of those children who are

classified as mildly retarded during their achool.careers subsequently

lose their labels and "disappear" into the general population as

- independently functioning citizens. Although they may be 2istinguished

by the relatively low level of inte4ectual.demo placed on them by

their work and their recreation, they clearly assume the status of

"normal" adults. Their early classification of defectiveness reflects a

designation that primarily serves the administrative needs of the

educational system whose achievement criteria are set by the values and

needs of the society.

Despite the serious methodological problems inherent in

epidemiological studies of mild retardation, the consistency of the

disproportionate diagnosis of children from -ethnic minorities and lower

. socioeconomic groups has been impressive. Because of their high degree

of overlap, it has often peen difficult to tease out the relative

contri)utions of ethnicity and poverty. Whatever the numbers may be, it

is clear that children from socially and politically disadvantaged

families are more likely to be labeled as mildly retarded in the United

States than white, middle-class children.

2 S
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The data on sex differences are less straightforward. 3oys are

significantly =ore likely to be classified as experiencing school

failure, but the bulk of the literature on the prevalence of mental

retardation demonstrates only a slightly greater proportion of boys among

the sevetely retarded population, and virtually ao significant sex

differences among the mildly impaired. This suggests that differences in

oeducational classification are related to issues that go beyond general

intellectual abilities. The list of variables that might explain the

observed predominance of boys in special educational placements includes

differences in the prevalence of specific learning disabilities,

attentional deficits, dysfunctional learning styles, and a wide variety

of disruptive behavioral disorders as well as cultural differences

regarding demands and expectations placed on boys and girls. Despite the

well7documentedgreater biological vulnerability of boys, sex differences

in 'the frequency of mild mental retardation have not been consistently

found.

Ethnic and socioeconomic differences in the prevalence of mild

retardation clearly demand a critical analysis. The sociopolitical

arguments on this issue are highly persuasive. The debates over the

cultural biases of psychometric tests, for example, have been well

publiciied, and their role in discriminatory diagnostic practices has

been repeatedly charged. Moreover, marked inequities obviously exist in

the availability of resources to facilitate optimal intellectual

development within those population groups that have been subject,:d over

many generations to the consequences of institutionalized

discrimination. For these and related reasons, equalization of the
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'distribution of mild retardation within :ne entire popularion is largely

a political task.

A word must be said, however, about the distinctiin between

intellectual impairment and cognitive differences that contribute to

competitive disadvantage within a specific sociocultural system. IQ

tests, with all of their problems, have been shown to do reasonably well

in their originally intended function of identifying children who have an

increased probability of failing in school. Thus, althc,ugh changes in

the criteria for making a diagnosis of mild retardation will liberlte

many children from the stigma of such classification, their performance

in a traditional school curriculum is still likely to correspond to their

scores on a "standardized" psychometric test. For many children whose

life experiences differ from a typical middle-class upbringing, however,

discrepancies in test scores and school performance may very well reflect

a different kind of cognitive ability that does not necessarily imply

intel ence. The tyranny of the dominant culture and its power over the

standards of educational success will probably continue to undervalue

such differences.

There is, however, another aspect of this problem, which has its

roots in the cultural sphere but extends far into the area of

biology--the issue of central nervous system function and brain

integrity. Poor and minority children are not the victims of zocial

discrimination alone. A considerable body of data suggests that they

also carry a disproportionate burden of biological vulnerability that is

largely related to the increased health risks of poverty. Much of the

discussion of biological disadvantage among ethnic minorities and lower
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socioeconomic groups has traditionally focused on the issue of genetic

differences in intellectual endowment. Biological differences in

individuals, however, are determined by a great deal more than inaerited

traits. The developing brain, regardless of its genetic potential, is

subjected to a variety of potentially damaging influences throughout its

prenatal, perinatal, and postnatal life, which can have adverse effects

on its ultimate functioning. Intrauterine factors such as

cytomegalovirus and alcohol, complications in the newborn period related

to prematurity and/or low birth weight, and early childhood insults such

as malnutrition and lead intoxication can all inflict damage on an

immature brain that can result in significant impairment in later

intellectual functioning. These threatening influences and many others
cp,

exist with greater frequency among poor and minority populations. The

unequa, distribution of these risk factors is certainly influenced by

social and economic forces, but their existence then creates very real,

intrinsic biological vulnerabilities in the children who are so afflicted.

The ultimate roles of biological and social factors in the etiology

of mild retardation can best be understood in the context of a

transactional model of development applied to a basically resilient human

organism. The overwhelming majority Of poor and minority children are

not retarded. Most low birth weight babies do well developmentally. Of

those children who were exposed t6 noxious agents during their prenatal

or postnatal life, some will have impairment of their intelligence and

others will appear to escape unharmed. Many of those whose brains have

been injured will not demonstrate abnormalities on traditional

neurological examinations. dJltimate developmental outcome for all

e 2S3
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childrengappears to be a function of a highly complex series of

transactions among a great number of biological and environmental

facilitators and constraints.

Intelligence is determined by multiple factors, and its impairment

rarely has a simple etiology. Some children are extraordinarily

resilient and may have well-developed intellectual abilities despite

minimal environmental^supports. Others are constitutionally limited and

will have significant deficits 4n the face of optimally facilitating

experiences. Each child's abilities are dependent on the interplay

between his or her biological equipment and life circumstances. Few

individuals are without vulnerabilitits--most manage to adapt reasonably

well. The distribution of vulnerabilities within the general population,

however, ikgrossly unequal. Poor and minority children bear a

proportionately greater burden of them in both a biological and a social

sense.

In conclusion, it is clear that mild mental retardation is largely a

cultural invention and not an objective biological property. It reflects

a society's expectations regarding intellectual performance and is

suhject to modification as values change. Children whose rearing and

environmental resources differ from those of the dominant cultural group

are at greater risk for having profiles of abilities that may very well

be dysfunctional for the demands of the public school system. One must

not underestimate, however, the fact that these same "disadvantaged"
e.

groups are victimized by a greater frequency of harmful biological

factors that can adversely affect brain development in early life and

later lead to very real iTt.ollectual deficits. Poor and minority

O

2 M 0



children have the highest probability of sustaining injuries through both

nature and nurture. Attempts;to assign quantitative weighting to the

relative contributions of each am thwarted by the limitations of

available data. The synergistic effects of cumuntive vulnerabilities in

both spheres undoubtedly contribute to the greateci prevalence of milt

retardation in these groups. Thus, the ultimate resolution of these

inequities will have to go beyond the, very important social battles over

evaluation and classification procedures, extending into the realm of

maternal and child health.

cf?
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CLASSIFYING MENTALLY RETARDED STUDENTS:

A REVIEW OF PLACE:42NT PRACTICES IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

William E. Bickel

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this paper is to describe what is currently known about

placement processes in special education since the enactment of the

Education for All Handicapped Children Act, P.L. 94 -142. Particular

emphasis is placed.on the relationship of these processes to the

disproportionate representation of minorities in programs for educable

mentally retarded (EAR) students. 'The paper is divided into six major

sections. The first section describes several models of placement that

have been offered by education theorists and professionals. The second

section gives an overview of empirical research with a discussia of

referral and screening processes. Sections. three, four, and five review

empirical research in the areas of evaluation, individual education plans

and least restrictive environments, and/parent involvement and due

process procedures. The concluding

3

the empirical research on placement and minority representation in

tion summarizes major trends in

special education.

The focus of the paper is broad, and several limitations are in order

to make the task more manageable. First, testing issues related to

minority placement are not examined in detail. Similarly, litigation and

financial policies related to placement are not directly addressed.
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These issues are the subjects of other background papers prepared for the

(see Magnetti, 1980, and Magnetti, Travers, in this volume. The review

of the literature stresses those studies that have examined placement

procegses since the passage of P.L. 94-142. Finally, the representation

of minorities in E.MR classes is the primary program area of concern,

although issues. related to learning disabilitied (LD) and compensatory

education programs are discussed where appropriate. Explicit attention

is given to empirical research on placement practices directly related to

minority representation. In the .following discussions the phrase

placem4nt process refers tp the referral, preplacement,

classification, and assignment of an individual student to an

individualized special education.pr,gram. This is uaderstood to be

distinct from the-location, room, or facility in which a specially.

classified child receives instruction.

PLACEMENT MODELS

Numerous models of what an effe,Itive placement'process should consist of

have been offered by educational theorists and professionals in the field

of special education. Jones (1979) reviews current models and offers a

synthesis that suggests that these models have six basic components in

O

common (Jones, 1979:17): .

First, a school-related problem is idehtified. The problem may

be one of behavior, of achievement, of appropriateness of the

administrative arrangement, or some combination of the above.

Second, if formal observations and/or assessments are deemed

necesgary,'permission to engage in such activities is sought

from parents/parent surrogates. Third, formal observations and

assessments by various specialists (e.g., school psychologists,

school social workers, resource consultants, speech therapists,

physicians, and others) are obtained. Fourth, a planning team

31
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is constituted to integrate 41!ormation received about a child
'dad to make recommendations for further case disposition.
Fifth, an instructional plan may be formulated. Sixth,

follow-up is required.

A model proposed by Reynolds and Birch (1977) comprises the four

fundamental steps of screening, educational diagnosis, development of

long-term and short -term objectives, and prograp evaluation. Particular

,emphasis is placed on the second step, in which there are at least four

separate components: (1) obtaining available information, (2)

standardized formal assessment (norm-referened tests), (3)

criterion- referenced tests, and (4) observation.

Poland et al., (1979), In the context/Of LD placement, offer a

detailed 13-step model, based on _a survey of special education directors:

A

1. Child found or referred
of

2. Review of referral

3. Appoint assessment team

4. Obtain parental permission

5. Assessment

6. Review of assessment results

7. Eligibility determination,

8. Contact parent

9. Develop Individual Education Plan

10. Placement decision

11. Parental permission for placement

12. Develop strategies to implement individual education plan

13. Implement program

313
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All of these theoretical models have in common what Oakland calls a

commitment to fusing "assessment (i.e., placement) activities . . . fused

with intervention activities, creating a system in which the diagnostic

processes find meaning by becoming interrelated with viable intervention

processes" (1977:iii). This theme of relating intervention to assessment

is at the heart of the panel's recommendations on assessment.

The Poland model (through step 11) provides a framework for the

analysis of model placement processes. A child enters the placement

process either through referral by a teacher, parent, or administrat9;,or

through identification by some routine screening process, such as a

review of test scores in a district (step 1). The referral is reviewed

by an individual or group of persons who function as gatekeepers in the

system (step 2). A decision can be made at this point as to the

appropriateness of the referral. For example, a school principal may

decide.,that the child's problem can be worked out within the existing

classroamassignment.

If the initial decision maker decides that further action'is

justified, an assessment team (also known as the placement team or the

planning team) is appointed (step 3). The team might consist of several

of the child's teachers, a school administrator, staff psychologists,

counselors, and others. Each member of the team brings specific

expertise to the placement process and is individually responsible for

collecting information on the Child in the relevant domain(s). Prior to

actually collecting information on the child, the placement team informs

ehe parent(s) of the activity and their rights in the process (step 4).

Ideally the parents should not only be informed of the process but also

contribute to it.
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Once parental permission is obtained the actual evaluation activities

are undertaken (step 5). The data are collected and reviewed by the

placement team (step 6); on the basis of that review, a child nay be

determined to be eligible for special education services (step 7). If

the child is found to be eligible, then the child's parents are notified

(step 8). A group consisting of a parent, the child's teacher, and at

least one member of the placement team then meets to develop an

individual education plan (step 9). The content of the IEP specifies

what services the child requires (step 10), and the child is assigned to

a program. The final step (step 11) for the purpose of this paper is the

securing of parental permission for the program of services assigned.

Steps 12 and 13 of the Poland model are not directly relevant to this

paper, since they relate to post-placement implementation issues.

As the review of the research literature below makes clear, this

model in many ways reflects the placement requirements of P.L. 94-142.

The problems involved in the federal regulations lie not in their

distance from model or ideal p actices but in the difficulties of

implementing them in the complex and variably world of local and state

education agencies.

EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON PLACEMENT

The literature on placement primarily addresses the extent to which the

P.L. 94-142 regulations are in place and, to a far lesser extent, the

degree to which they are having the intended effects. Most of the

studies reviewed focus on the placement process broadly defined, without

specifically addresSing the issue of minority representation per se.

However, much of what is uncovered is relevant to the question of

15
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minority representation, in the sense that the results of these studies

provide important contextual background. Studies specifically addressing

minority representation are discussed in detail in a final subsection of

each major section.

The review of placement research has been organized into four major

categories:

1. Referral and screening

2. Evaluation

3. Individual education plans and least restrictive

environments

4. Due process/parent involvement

It should be noted that this review is confined basically to work that

has been done since the passage of P.L. 94-142. This literature is

developing rapidly and much relevant research is currently under way.

Such work in progress is described in terms of the research design and

data collection procedures, as available.

The scarcity in some topic areas of research directly related to ERR

placement processes has necessitated that the studies reviewed draw on

the larger placement context (e.g., learning disabilities). The findings

of these studies are relevant in that many, if not all, of the same

placement mechanisms apply across all programs. The program area of each

study is made explicit.

Ea:11 section begins with a brief description of the appropriate

regulations and a general description of the studies relevant to a

specific issue, followed by a review of findings, both convergent and

conflicting. Studies that specifically investigate issues related to



minority representation are described in detail. Finally, it should be

noted that the methodological strategies used in each study are not

reviewed in depth although the studies reviewed were selected on the

basis of three criteria: (1) the relevance of the questions addressed,

(2) the representativeness of the samples and data base, and (3) the

appropriateness of the analysis and conclusions. given the data reported.

Screening and Referral

Federal Mandate

Requirements for screening and referral are contained in two sections of

the federal regulations (Sec. 300.128, Sec. 300.220). The state and

local education agencies ensure that all handicapped children are

identified, located, and evaluated. Although specific activities are not

prescribed, these agencies must detail in their annual program plans what

has been done to locate children in need of service.

Increases in Enrollment

The number of students in special education programs has steadily

increased despite a drop in total-public school enrollments. The

continued growth in the special education population is, in part, a

result of federal pressure to institute aggressive screening and referral

procedures and the growing availability of alternatives to program

placement (especially LD programs) at the state and local levels. This

pressure emanates from ?.L. 94-142 and the Office of Special Education

(OSE), formerly the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped. In their

semiannual report to Congress (U.S. Department of Health, :ducation; and

Welfare, 1979b:xiii, hereafter referred to as USHEW) OSE notes: "Almost
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75% of the nation's handicapped school-age children are receiving special

education . . . today compared to less than half as estimated by C.Lngress

at the tine P.L. 94-142 was enacted." The report goes on to state that

84 percent of the polled states and territories have reported increases

over the previous year. Several states (Georgia, Indiana, North

Carolina, and Ohio) increased their special education population by more

than 10,000 students in a single year. By 1979 OSE reports that

approximately 3.71 million children were receiving special education

services (USHEW 1979b).

As examples,of the kinds of activities that are stimulating the

growth in special education, the 1979 OSE report cites the involvement of

parent groups, the use of print and electronic media to advertise the

availability of assistance, and the presence of toll-free telephone

numbers in numerous states (pp. 15-16). In some instances new activities

are the result of specific litigation. For example, the Philadelpia

School District was ordered to institute LD screening procedures for the

entire student population because of allegedly inadequate prior service

(Frederickson v. Thomas, 1979). OSE estimates that 160,000 students were

evaluated during the past year nationwide as a part of screening and

referral activities and that "80% were identified as potentially

requiring special services" (p. 15).1

Who Does The Referring?

Referrals represent the second major source of students identified for

possible placement in special education programs. While the overwhehang

opinion is that the classroom teacher is the major source of referral,

relatively little direct research on this source has been uncovered.
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Six studies have looked at some aspect of the question of who does

the referring (Birman, 1979; Blaschke, 1979; Nelscn, 1980; USHEW, 1979c;

Stearns et al., 1979; Stevens, 1980). A range of states and local areas

are to be found in the samples of these studies. In general, the major

data collection strategies involved interviews with special education

personnel and/or reviews of raferral documentation instrumats.

Several conclusions are reported in this research. First, the

teacher is still the most important source of referrals (Birman, 1979;

Blaschke, 1979; Stearns et al., 1979; USHEW, 1979c). For example,

Blaschke (1979:9) concluded that most "new students entered special

education through the in-school referral process." This generally

consisted of the teacher's reporting to the principal that "he/she is

having difficulty teaching the child and needs assistance" (p. C-1). A

second conclusion to be drawn from these studies is that there is also a

trend toward the diversification of the source of referrals; other school

personnel, parents, and health personnel are playing larger roles

(Blaschke, 1979; Nelson, 1980; Stevens, 1980).

What Influences Screening and Refe,rral Rates and Convent?

The question of what influences referrals is a difficult one, especially

since most studies have relied on self-reported descriptions of the

process by special education personnel rather than direct observation by

researchers. Several studies, relying on interviews, report findings in

this area (Blaschke, 1979; Stearns et al., 1979; USHEW, 1979a; 1979c).

A most significant finding in these studies concerns the role of

program availability in influencing referrals. In effect, the presence

or absence of a service is a local education agency (LEA) strongly

'31.3
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influences whether children are referred (Stearns cc al., 1979; USHEW,

1979c). One study found that "scnool districts with =ore s :eciai

education staff, facilities, and services identify =ore children needing

help" (USHEW, 1979c:3). This study reports cne case of a district that

has only EMR classes. This district, thus far, has identified only

children with EMR handicaps. Not a single additional handicap has been

uncovered. The finding that child identification and resources are

related is not in itself surprising. However, this trend, if widespread,

indicates the difficulty of implementing that section of P.L. 94-142 that

requires first the identification of educational needs and then the

provision of treatment based on the needs identified. Such a process

requires a district to create a program if it is needed rather than to

find students who fit into existing programs.

A second finding reported is that backlogs in processing assessments

can reduce referrals (Blaschke, 1979; Stearns et al., 1979). The regular

classroom teacher becomes frustratad with a process that does not seem to

deliver help to the children rapidly enough and tends to refer them less

and less often.

Another influence on referrals is the criteria for eligibility in a

particular state or LEA (Stearns et al., 1979; USHEW, 1979c). Federal

regulations and education theorists assume that eligibility criteria are

applied after a child is evaluated. However, Stearns et al. (1979) found

that eligibility criteria can heavily influence the process at much

earlier stages. An extreme case is a state that has such rigid ,

eligibilirv'criteria that even the referral forms for use by a teacher

are based on specific programs. Thus, a teacher would not refer a

320
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student for assessment, but for EMR, ED (emotionally diszured), or ID

assessment. The importance of eligibility criteria azo variaticns in

them found across states mean that "whether or not a child is identified

as in need of special education (emery often] depends on the state of

residence (Stearns et al., 1979:45)."

At the other extreme, the Stearns et al. (1979) study found some

states with such ambiguous criteria that a great deal of discretion in

interpretation is permitted at the local level. This encourages a

"considerable lack of uniformity in who gets identified both across LEAs

and even across schools within LEAs" (p. 46). (The ambiguity in criteria

-'is further documented by Huberty et al., 1980.) Great personal

discretion in the referral process was also found in USHEW (1979c). The

picture of wide variation from state to state in referral processes

coupled with the possibility of significant personal discretion in the

system supports the conclusion noted earlier that a child's referral for

assessment may be as much a function of where he or she lives and attends

school as it is of his or her actual learning capabilities and

performance. This pattern of variation is an interesting contrast to the

expectations of 27 special education directors in 1979, who indicated

-that the location and identification of children as required by P.L.

94-142 presented little difficulty (USHEW, 1979b).

Outcomes of Identification

It is not within the scope of this report to describe in detail the
14

essential demographics of the students who are referred (see Finn in this

volume). However, in reviewing the research on referrals, several

interesting findings have been reported as to who is likely not to be

3,21



referred. Stearns et al. (1979) found that referrals were generally on

the increase in about half the sites tn their study. They found a trend

away from EMR and toward LD placements. (Such trends are further

documented in Bickel, 1981.) They also found that five categories of

children were not li1ely to be idE,.tified or referred (p. 49):

1. children who were learning. disabled at the high school

level;

2. children with emotional problems, especially at the

intermediate and secondary school levels;

3. children who were quiet and well- behaved;

4. children who did not have parents that influence the staff

to act on their behalf; and,

5. children who fall between the eligibility criteria for LD

and EMR programs.

Minority Representation and Screening and Referral

Little research has been conducted since P.L. 94-142 was enacted on the \

relationship of referral and screening practices to minority

representation in special education classes. The obvious question is:

Are minority students referred at a higher rate, thus influencing the

higher placement rate in EHR classes? A few studies have looked at this

question through the review of actual referral data. Several others have

used referral simulations to examine the issue. Because of the small

number of'studies and their importance to this paper, these studies are

individually reviewed. (This format will also be used for subsequent

studies investigating issues related to minority representation.)

A study (Tomlinson et al., 1977) of 355 students referred for

psychological services in an urban school system investigated the

relationships among referral rates and "minority status, sex, . . . types
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of presenting problems and the nature of subsequent psychological

services" (p. 456). he minority populations represented in the samples

consisted of 127 black, 42 native American and 5 Oriental students.

these researchers report that (pp. 457-458):

1. The referral rate of minority students was 14% higher than their
enrollment in school;

2. Minority students did not differ significantly from white
students with respect to the type of problem (academic or
behavior) for which they were referred with 41Z of the minority
students referred for academic problems and 59% for behavior,
and 39% and 61% respectively for these problems among white
students (467);

3. Referral rates of males were higher (68") than those of females
(32%).; and

4.
.

There were no significant differences between Males and remales
as to the type of problei identified for referral.

An interesting related finding that "the schools [in the sample]

referring the lowest: percentage of minority students had been integrated

the longest" (p. 458). The researchers theorize that there exists the

possibility "that teachers, in making referrals of minority students, may

in part be acting on a bias that decreases as their experience with4

minority students increases" (p. 458)., (It cannot be overemphasized that

this is pure speculation, unsupported in the study or in the literature;

the question has simply not been addressed.) These researchers conclude

their study with a call for further research (p. 458) to: "determine if

referral behaviors of minority students are quantitatively or

qualitatively.different from those of majority students, and the extent

to whif.:h SES status alone would account for differences obtained."

The issue of socioeconomic status and its relationship to referrals

and placements, largely unexamined in the literature, seems to merit

323
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additional attention if for no other reason than for the statistical

correlations that have been obtained between socioeconomic status and

achievement in school.

A study in. Florida (Lanier and Wittmer, 1977) investigated the

relationships among teacher referral rates and students' minority status,

sex, and socioeconomic level. A sample of 359 elementary teachers from a

single county school systemmere asked *o review 16 hypothetical

fourth-grade students. The profiles contained similar information on

age, socioeconomic status, behavior, achievement, intelligence, and

family size. Only race and sex were varied in the samples. The

researchers report (p. 169).that "black students, although with the,very

same mental capacity and achievement test scores were referred to EMR

classes . . . more frequently than were their white contemporaries

(regardless of race of referring teacher)."

Another study (Craig et al., 1978) compared the characteristics of

7,000 children recommended for special education by using indicators

derived from teacher and parent recommendations, medical examinations,

school behaviors, test scores, and developmental histories. Variations

were investigated for six types of handicaps: hearing, vision, mental

retardation, emotional disturbance, orthopedic, and speech. Data taken

from the National Center for Health Statistics were used. Several

findings are most relevant: (1) There was little agreement among the

various indicators used for recommending students for special services

(i.e., teachers and parents were not identifying the same groups of

students). (2) Despite the/ inconsistency among indicators, more students

frOm lower socioeconomics ranks tended to be identified for many of the



handicapping conditions. (3) Teachers tended to recommend greater

numbers of blacks for EMR and ED placements. Teachers also tended to

recommend more males than females in thest ca,lgories. In addition,

disruptive school behaviors seemed to play a role in teacher

recommendations.

The influence of race and sex were alsb investigated in a study of

Hispanic students in the Southwest (Zucker et al., 1979). In this study

180 second- and third-grade teachers were asked to evaluate a student

file and rate the appropriateness for placement in an EMR program. The

information used was designed to "create equivocal data," that is "no

hard evidence to provide justification for special'class placement" was

present (p. 3). The student was shown to be fUnctioning one year below

academic grade level. Only race and sex were varied. The researchers

reported that "regardless of sex . . . teachers scored special class

placement more appropriate for Mexican-American children than they did

for white children" (p. 4).

Contrasting findings were uncovered,in a recent review of a large

urban school district in the Northeast undertaken by the Region III

office of the Office for Civil Rights (Naidoff and Gross,'1980). Data

were collected on the referral rate's of children for psychOlogical,

assessment. During the 1978-1979 school year 978 students were referred
.

for psychological testing for learning or behavioral. problems.

Approximately 49 percent of these students were black. Since the

district population was 48 percent black at that time, it was determined

that black students were not being referred disproportionately.

(However, it should be noted that in this same district, the percentage
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of students placed...in EMR programs was higher for black students than

their perceitage in the district.?

Although the studies discussed in the preVious sections on referral

did not address minority representation issues explicitly, one -finding

that turns up in several of these studies ma\: be germane. Stearns et al.

(1979) and USHEW (1979c) found that the availability of programs and

staff has "a positive effect on referrals. The more staff and programs

there are, the More referrals are made. This may be significant for the

issue of minority representation in urban districts With.large

.

concentrations of blick students. If urban 'districts have more services

available and more staff concerned with placement (this, of course, would

have to be shown) then this availability coupled with .the concentration

of black students may act to inflate referral rates for these populations

overall. This question warrants additional research.

This review of the literature does not provide an adequate answer to

the original question: Are referral rates higher for minorities? The

bulk of the studies, using real or simulated data, do show a tendency

toward higher'rates.of referral forioinorities. Hdwever, contrasting

evidence in a inrgeurban district was also uncovered. This evidence

plus the limited number of studies addressing'the q4estion lead one to

the conclusion that more research muse be undertaken to establish a more

thorodgh understanding of the relationship between minority referrals and

mg placement rites.

Conclusion

In. terms of the larger body of research, two findings stand out most

clearly. These are the tendency for referrals to be influended by

3'6
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prograM availability and the ambiguity in some instances ana rigidity in

others of the criteria for various categories. The uext section reviews

he literature on what happens after referral.

Evaluation

The research discussed in this section describes some of the basic'

assessment practices currently in use. As noted earlier, detailed

analysis of test issues is not a focus of this paper'. The discussion is

divided into three major subsections: (1) How are evaluations
&

conducted? (2) What influence's evaluation processes? -and (3) What is

the.quality of the decision made? In theory, referral and assessment

activities cannot be easily separated 'from the writing of individual
,

education flans and the assignment of least restrictive environments.

The discussion of these. issues in separate sections, used simply as an

organizational strategy, does not imp y discrete separation in these

processes. ti

Federal Mandatc

Federal law and ions require that, once, identified or referred, a

student must b -saes- in order to determine his or her special

educational needs. The law requires three major steps in the process:

1. Evaivation of the individual child;

2. Development of an individual education plan; and

.s
3. The assignment of a' least restrictive environment in which

to receive services. .

Some specific evaluation regulations further require that a variety of

procedures be used that are validated for 'the purpose; that a variety, of

data be developed by a Multidisciplinary team;'that any tests must be
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administered in the child's native language by someone trained in their

use; and that the assessment must be socially and culturally

nondiscriminatory (Sec. 300.332 -4). Specific IEP requirements for

individual education plans are that the document be a written record

containing current levels of performance, annual and Short-term goals,

designation of the least restrictive environment, objective criteria and

evaluation procedures,'expected duration of services, and provisions for

annual and three-year reviews (Sec. 300.342-6): The requirement for the

least restrictive environment attempts to ensure that a "continuum of

alternative placements" is provided to students (Sec. 300:551-3).

How Are Evaluations Conducted?

An initial question concerns the current status of implementing the

federal requirements. A number of studies have attempted to describe one

or more aspects of the evaluation process (Marver and David, 1978;

National Association of State Directors of Special Education, 1980;

Poland et al., 1979; Stearns et al., 1979, Thouvenelle and Hebbeler,

1978). With the exception of the Thouvenelle and Hebbeler study, this

research is based primarily on interviews and/or surveys of participants

in the processes of special education assessment.

The findings reported to date indicate several important trends. A

number of studies lend evidence to the trend reported by OSE toward

general compliance, at least in form, with federal regulations by LEAs

(Marver and David, 1978; Poland et al., 1979; Stearns et al., 1979;

Thouvenelle and Hebbeler, 1978).

Descriptions of the process vary across studies, but in general the

process has shifted away from one of a single psychologist administering

r)
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one or more tests toward the creation of assessme r teams reviewing

multiple data sources, as described at the beginning of this paper.

These data are reviewed by members of the team and discussed with parents.

Within the overall picture of compliance, several studies report

findings that are in opposition to some of the major tenets of the law.

For example, three studies (:carver and David, 1978; Poland et al., 1979;

Thouvenelle and Hebbeler, 1978) report that "preassessment" meetings were

'held by school officials prior to assessment meetings involving the

parents. The purpose of these preassessment meetings seems generally to

be to prepare a district's position on an individual child. However, the

effect may be to present the parent with a decision determined before the

assessment meetings envisioned under P.L. 94-142 takes place.

Poland et al. (1979) report that despite the trend toward compliance,

there still exists a heavy reliance on psychological assessment date as

the basis for a decision. Marver and David (1978) found that data files

tend to be poorly kept and that assessment is often made by personnel not

trained in the procedures. Another study (National Association of State

Directors of Special Education, 1980) indicates that placement team

meetings tend to be dominated by administrative personnel or

psychologists. Finally, Stearns et al. (1979) report that there is

clearly a tension in LEAs between the need to do thorough, individualized

case studies and the requirement of many states for speedy processing.

Not only can backlogs affect the referral rates, as reported earlier, but

they can alsL reduce the quality of the assessments as a system attempts

to catch up on the case load.

3 2



What Influences Assessment Decisions?

Only a few studies have directly investigated factors that may influence

evaluation decisions (e.g., Thouvenelle and Hebbeler, 1978). Such

studies are expensive and time-consuming in that direct observation of

placement meetings are probably required to supplement interviews or

survey data. A number of studies have investigated this question through

interviews and simulations (Poland et al., 1973; Thurlow and Ysseldyke,

1980; Ysseldyke et al., 1979a, 1979b).

Based on the observations of a number of meetings, Thouvenelle and

Hebbeler (1978) report that it is difficult to determine when and how the

placement decision is made. It is therefore equally difficult to

determine precisely what influences the decision. These researchers

report that the decision seems to be made by one or two school

representatives and that the parent is not directly involved.

Information on a student's academic achievement and social and behavioral

needs seems to be the most important data used in the process. Program

characteristics and specific goals are in the next most frequently

discussed category.

The importance of achievement as a primary data source influencing

the decision is generally confirmed by Poland et al. (1979) and Ysseldyke

et al. (1979a). In addition, the Poland et al. (1979) study found that

teachers' reports of achievement are particularly important. This

finding to a certain extent parallels thaeof Thurlow and Ysseldyke

(1980), Ysseldyke et al. (1980a), and Ysseldyke et al. (1979a). These

studies found in simulation investigations that a final decision was

heavily weighted by the original referral data. Since many referrals are

3:31)
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made by teachers, the referral data may subtly influence the placement of

the child. The importanze of the referral statement to the final

decision also adds additional significance to the findings cited above,

that, on one hand, the referral process involved a great deal of personal:

di)cretion and, on the other, in states with rigid criteria, the initial

referral is made with a final potential placement already in mind. The

net effect of these relationships may be to put a student on a

preconceived track toward a placement prior to the actual evaluation

process.

Several of the simulation studies explicitly investigated the

potential influence on evaluation of sex, socioeconomic status, and

physical appearance (Thurlow and Ysseldyke, 1980; Ysseldyke et al.,

1979). In addition, Poland et al. (1979) studied the effects of the

student's race on evaluation.. In general these studies do not report a

strong effect for these characteristics. The influence of referral

information is much stronger. Thurlow and Ysseldyke (1980) indicate that

special education directors rate the influence of student characteristics

less highly than assessment and observation in the evaluation process.

It is important to note, however, that these studies are simulations, and

in the Thurlow and Ysseldyke (1980) study, the researchers are reporting

on what special education directors perceive to be influencing their

decisions. From the evidence presented in these studies, it would be

extremely unwise to dismiss without additional investigation the possible

effects of stu&iit characteristics.

To summarize, the literature reviewed on what influences the final

evaluation decision contains several relatively consistent findings.



Student achievement, particularly as evidenced by reports of teachers, is

of primary importance. Achievement, when coupled with initial referra:.

information, represents the single most important data influence on the

final decision.

What Is the Quality of the Decision?

The question of the quality of the decisions made can he addressed in

several ways. One measure of quality may be found in discrepant

Classification rates across racial, sexual, and economic groups. Studies

examining this measure are reviewed below. Some researchers have

examined the consistency of the educational characteristics of children

in a special program as compared with those placed in another

classification, those referred but not placed, and those in the general

population (Birman, 1979; Craig et al., 1978; Gajar, 1977; Hallahan and

Kauffman, 1977; Ransche et al., no date; Larson, 1978; McDermott, 1980;

Meyers et al., 1978; Petersen and Hart, 1978; Thurlow and Ysseldyke,

1979; Ysseldyke et al., 1979a). It is important to note that these

studies have looked at placement decisions across a number of special

education categories and, in one instance (Birman, 1979), Title I

placements as well. Furthermore, these studies generally have used post

hoc statistical analyses of placement data comparing the mean

characteristics of one group (e.g., EMR students) with those of another

(e.g., LD or ED or both). With these methodological limitations in mind,

several interesting trends in the data are discernible.

One major impression to be drawn from these studies is that placement

decisions are remarkably inconsistent. This seems to be particularly

true in LD placements (Larson, 1978; Thurlow and Ysseldyke, 1979;

J
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Ysseldyke et al., 1979a). The single most consistent indicator

distinguishing various groups seems to be IQ (Gajar, 1977; Larson, 1978;

Meyers et al., 1978; Petersen and Hart, 1978).

airman (1979) sums up inconsistency of placements in the following

statements (p. 80):

The characteristics of special education studies varied by
schools, by district, and by state. Variability and ambiguity

in the criteria used to select students for both programs
[special education and Title I] implied that students who are
viewed as Title I students in one school or district are seen as
belonging in special education programs in other schools or

districts, or vice versa.

The role of IQ is summed up by Petersen and Hart (1978:754):

Those diagnostic categories which are described in the
guidelines in terms of explicit IQ ranges were the most clearly
identifiable statistically . . . But in the applicatioi of
such labels as "emotionally handicapped" and "learning disabled"
in which diagnosis is generally viewed as representing a
complex, inferential process, there was little consistency in
evidence.

The importance of the IQ score in describing, post hoc, the populations

in various classifications lends credence to those who suggest that this

single score is still playing an inordinate role in placement decisions.

This may be true despite the requirements of P.L. 94-142 that a broad

data base be used in evaluating students. A heavy reliance on IQ scores

also represents a significant departure from the theoretical models

described in this paper. The findings on the use of IQ in placement

decisions, coupled with those concerning the importance of achievement to

initial referral, suggest a process in which poor achievement "nominates"

a student for assessment and the IQ "anoints" him or her in a particular

classification.

333
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Minority Representaticn and
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One thesis aft .s cause of high percentages of minoriz:..=.5

programs is based on the perception that placement relies heavl_: :n IQ

scores as the major factor in the final decision (Mercer, 1972). :his

tendency, coupled with the finding that minorities.tend to score lower on

IQ teats (Kaskowitz, 1977: Appendix B), may explain much of the

disproportionate representation of minorities in EMR classes. _ ::.ties

reviewed earlier have documented the continuing emphasis that is

generally given by the placement team to test scores.

A recent survey (Huberty et al., 1980) of state definitions EMR

populations confirms that the emphasis or IQ is still a major c:_:arion

for placement. Table 1, a summary of the variations found among the

responding states, shows that significant variations do occur among the

reporting states. Variations in definition concern the elememts

the definition as well as the presence and nature of cutoff scores on

tests. It is important to cote the number of states (13) that do not

list adaptive behavior as part of their definitions and the number of

states (24) that, while specifying adaptive behavicr in their definition,

do not identify the criteria used. In suctfA4tes it can be presumed
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that IQ scores continue to play a predominant role in the classification

of EMR children.

The relationship between an emphasis on IQ scores in EMR placement

evacLdisOroportionate representation of minorities is explored at some

length in a study on validation of state counts of handicapped children

(Kaskowitz, 1977). Kaskowitz reviews a number of studies and reports

that, theoretically, an emphasis on IQ scores alone would invariably

yield a disproportionately higher number of minority children in the EMR

population. The range reaches proportions of 10 to 1 when IQ is the sole

criterion and a cutoff score of approximately 70 is used.3 Kaskowitz

also reports that when IQ scores are adjusted for socioeconomic and

racial differences, prevalance rates dramatically diminish.

Several studies have.investigated the consequences of manipulating

cutoff IQ scores as a way to minimize disproportionate representation of

minorities. For example, a study in Arizona (Reschly and jpson, 1976)

investigated the impact of IQ cutoff scores of 69 or 75 on minority

placement in a sample of 1,040 randomly selected children. The

researchers report (p. 160):

If the cutoff point is 69 and the guidelines from the Diana and
Guadalupe decisions applied (i.e., use of nonverbal intellectual
measures with Mexican-Ar ,:ican children), then
cverrepresentation of Mexican-American children in the mildly

retarded classification is virtually eliminated. Application of

the above procedure grtlatly reduces the overrepresentation of

Blacks and Papago Indians. However, the IQ cutoff score of 75
leads to disproportionate representation of all non-Anglo groups

in the mild retardation classification.

P.L. 94-142 states that a simple reliance on IQ scores to determine

placement is no longer permissible. The regulations require that a

variety of assessment measures be used, including ones that assess
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adaptive behavior. A similar position emerges from the review of

theoretical models in this paper. Several studies have examined the

impact that the use of such additional measures might hive on minority

representation measures. One study (Fisher, 1977) used three different

classification schemes to assess and classify a sample of 46 students.

The sample included black (4), Hispanic (30), and Anglo (12) students

from low and middle socioeconomic backgrounds. The first 7.1assification

schome simply used a full-scale IQ score two standard deviations below

the mean. The second scheme used multiple test criteria including

subtest scores on an IQ measure, achievement scores, and performance on a

visual-motor test. The third approach was a pluralistic model that

included'the traditional psychometrics of the second model and added the

ABIC (Mercer, 1979), a measure of adaptive behavior of children. The

results of Cie study indicate (Fisher, 1977:5) that:

The full scale IQ approach led to classification as EIIR of 34

(75Z) of the total 46 students. The psychometric approach led

to 28 (60%) EIIR classifications and the pluralistic approach led

to 12 (26%) EMR classifications. Hence, the pluralistic

approach decreased the number of students clitssified as EMR two

to three times as compared to the other two a'proaches.

The majority of the differences among the three classification schemes

occurred as a result of movement on the part of Mexican-American

students. The small number of blacks in the study prevents

interpretation of significance in the changes that occurred among these

students. This study further investigated socioeconomic trends within

the sample and found that the pluralistic model tended to classify as EMR

far fewer low-income students than the other models.

3 3 G
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Findings similar to those of Fisher are reported by Re-chly (in

press). This researcher examines the application of procedures deveioped

by Mercer and Lewis (1978): the System of Multicultural Pluralistic

Assessment (SOMPA). A feature in this system is the inclusion of

measures of adaptive behavior. (ABIC, the test used in Fisher's study,

is part of SOMPA.) Reschly reports that the use of SOMPA can indeed

produce a "reduction in the number of students, especially minority,

eligible or classified for special education . . ." (p. 12).4

An interesting opportunity to study the effects of a emphasis on IQ

scores for EMR placement is occurring in California as a result of Judge

Peckham's decision (Larry P. v. Riles, 1979) to impose a ban on their

use. A recent study (Stevens, 1980) investigates this question in Los

Angeles. Since the original ban on IQ testing, the Los Angeles District

has used an elaborate assessment model that includes, among other things,

achievement zests, estimates of adaptive behavior, language assessment,

school and family ',%istories, and psychological measures other than IQ

scores. Stevens rktports that "the school district continues to have

black EMR enrollment above the percent of its .otal black, enrollment.

However, the actual numbers of black students and the percentages have

declined from 1976 to 1979 by )76 students or 19.6 percent" (p. 5).

Apart from variations in the assessment criteria and instruments

used, the question remains as to whether the student's race affects the

classification process through other mechanisms, such as expectations

concerning various ethnic groups on the part of those making the

assessment. Presumably such expectations may influence the selection of

instruments and/or the interpretation of results. One survey mentioned

337
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earlier (Poland. at al., 1979) examines the influence of race on placement

decisions and does not find this kind of relationship: special education

directors judged that the factors of race and sex were not influential in

making a placement decision. However, the fact that the data are

self-reports by people who are significantly involved reduces the

likelihood ,tlJat the findings represent actual practice.

Matuszek and Oakland (1979) investigated factors that influence

teachers' and psychologists' recommendations regarding assignment to

various special class settings. In this study 53 psychologists and 76

teachers were asked to review 10 cases'and make a recommendation for

enrollment in a program continuum, from regular class to full-time

special class. The participants were not asked to assign a special

label. Scx, age, time of year, physical abnormalities, referral source,

and teacher characteristics were held constant in the cases. Ethnicity,

socioeconomic status, language preference, and home-related anxiety were

some of the variables in the cases. The researchers report that, in

general, (p. 116):

Both groups consider IQ, test achievement, class achievement,

and home-related anxiety important in making recommendations,

with IQ and test achievement weighted more heavily by

psychologists than by teachers. SES is important only to

psychologists, while adaptive behavior and self-concept are

important only to teachers. Recommendations by both groups were

not influenced by children's ethnicity, language, home values,

classroom manageability, and interpersonal relationships.

additional' findings of interest in this study include the fact that

teachers did riot appear to make different program or setting

recommendations on the basis of a child's manageability in the

classroom. The researchers speculate that this may be bet4use the
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teachers in the study were making recommendations for enrollment in

someone else's class and would not be responsible themselves for working

with the child on a daily basis. Another interesting finding was that

teachers did use measures of adaptive behavior in their decisions aad

recommended fewer special services for children with average performance

on these measures.- Finally, teachers in the studyrecommended more

special placements for children with language backgrounds other than

English.

Another study (Amira et al., 1977), investigating the impact of

students' race and socioeconomic status on psychologists' decisions used

a sample of 217 members of the School Psychology Division of the American

Psychological Association. The cases used for review varied only in the

race (black/white) and socioeconomic level (middle/lower income) of the

student. The participants were asked to "rate the severity of several

diagnostic conditions, and the desirability of several remedial programs,

and their attitude toward the boy" (p. 435). Measures of the

professional experience of the psychologists as well as their personal

value structure were obtained. Th finding that is most relevant for the

purpose of this paper concerns a three-way interaction effect in'which

more traditional psychologists tended to regard lower-income black

studentS as less mentally retarded and less suitable for placement in a

custodial care situation. Caution is warranted in interpreting such an

interaction, as it would necess.-ily require further inspection and

verification.

Another study (Johnson, 1977), investigating the decision-making

behavior of school psychologists, examined their behavior on being
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'presented with data that suggest multiple problems when the available

classification system permits only singularly defined disorders (as is

generally the case in most special education contexts). This researcher

hypothesized that in such cases nonsalient characteristics (e.g., age,

socioeconomic level, sex) would be used over ;anent characteristics

(e.g., IQ for E1R, behavior problems for ED, and achievement discrepancy

for LD) to resolve the ambiguity and to reach a Classification decision.

While race was not included in the research as a nonsalient

characteristic, the use of socioeconomic level, which overlaps heavily

with race, makes a review of this study of interest. A total of 373

school psychologists were asked to review hypothetical cases; some were

textbook cases based on unambiguous information and some were cases based

on conflicting information in which multiple disorders were present. The

researcher reports that "recommendations were always based 'solely on the

salient features. Rather than using age, sex, and social class . . . the

psychologists appeared co weigh the significance of the salient features

against each other [in conflict situations] to arrive at their placement

recommendations" (p. ix).

As noted earlier, race was not included in this study. The finding

of this research concerning the lack of effect of socioeconomic level is

particularly interesting. This study's finding seems to contradict other

studies
o
that found correlational patterns between socioeconomic level and

placement in special classes. The apparent contradiction may not exist

if one takes the position that the correlations between socioeconomic

level and placement are in fact a reflection of the well - documented

relationship between socioeconomic level and income and achievement

3 I'it
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(Wolf, 1977). Given the importance accorded to achievement tests is

making placement, it is not surprising that a relationship to

socioeconomic 1,evelvould also show up in final placements. The Johnson

7
(1977) study, on 'the other hand, attempts to measure direct socioeconomic

bias on the part of psychologists. Johnson's conclusion suggests that

such a direct bias is not active in their sample. More research on the

relations among race, socioeconomic level, and placement are clearly in

order.

Turning ic other questions related to evaluation processes and

minority representation, two studies (Mishra, *IMO; Swanson and,

Deblassie, 1979) investigated the effects of test administration on their

outcomes when'bilingual Mexican-American students are involved. The

Swanson and Deblassie study examines the question of whether "the use of

an interpreter and/or a regular examiner in administering the WISC would

affect the results of a group of Mexican-American children" (p. 231). In

this study 90 children were divided into 3 groups of roughly comparable
0

levels of mental maturity. One group was administered the test in

Engliih, the second, in English with interpretation, and the third in `1

Spanish. The researchers report a single subtest-language interaction in

which the "administration of the verbs' phase of the WISC in English and

the performance phase it Spanish appears to be most efficacious in terms

of eliciting optimum performance of Mexican-American children" (p. 235),

In all other cases the interactions did not seem to be significant.'

The st'idy by Mishra (1980) investigated the effect if the ethnicity

of the examiner on intelligence test performance of Anglo and

Mexican-American children. Verbal subtests of the Wechsler Intelligence
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Scale for Children (WISC) and the Raven Progressive Matrices (four is

all) were used. Half of each subtest was administered by a

Mexican-American, and English was used exclusively in the testing

situation. The researcher reports that on one of the four subtests, the

WISC vocabulary, Mexican-American children scored significantly higher

when the test was administered by Mexican-American examiners. It would

be unwise at this point to draw any conclusions based on this evidence.

Further exploration of the relationship among test performances, the

ethnicity of the examiner, and special education seems to be warranted.

Several features of the research on assessment practices are most

striking. First, there clearly remains a tension between the requirement

to do more thorough, multidimensional assessments and the need to process

students efficiently given due process mandates and limited resources.

Secont., the research indicates the continuing importance of IQ tests in

the placement process, despite the federal mandate to broaden assessment

strategies. Third, in their examinations of the question of quality in

placement decisions, most researchers used consistency among categories

as a primary criterion. To this writer the efficacy of the

placement--and efficacy is taken to mean the impact on student growth

under a special education program, as compared with previous growth or

growth that may be attributed to alternative programs not considered to

be part of special education--must remain the more important criterion in

an evaluation of quality in placement decisions. Foufth, the continued

importance of IQ scores has serious implications for minority placement,

given the often noted differences in minority and majority group IQ

means. This issue, however, is not easily amenable to a simple
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solution. Any new system of assessment (e.g., one not using IQ scores)

must meet the test of being at least as accurate as the one currently

used.

A final point on assessment concerns an agenda for future research.

Useful research-would include investigations of innovative practices in

assessment that are currently being implemented in various jurisdictions

across the country. Of particular interest is the tendency to implement

treatment strategies prior to a formal assessment process as a way of

eliminating the need for an eventual special education assessment and

placement. Magnetti (1981) reports on procedures in Louisiana that call

for observations of children once they are referred but prior to formal

assessment for the purpose of identifying changes that might be tried in

the regular classroom that would alleviate the need for special

education. Similar procedures have also been noted by Bickel (1981) and

Wang (1981). These innovations reflect the assessment philosophy of the

panel and the results obtained from such work would be important to

examine in this context.

Individual Educaiion Plans and Least Restrictive Environments

The development of an individual education plan (IEP) in the theoretical

model of placement discussed earlier in this paper occurs after a child's

assessment and determination of eligibility. In theory,,once an IEP is

developed, a placement decision is reached. As noted in previous

sections, these stages are often collapsed into one or two meetings, and

the review of assessment data, the determination of eligibility, the

development of an IEP, and placement decisions all occur at one time.
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:he requirement of P.L. 94-142 that an :EP must be developed before a

child is ?laced and that it must be continually updated has sparked a

great deal of discussion among educators across the country. The IE.?

requirement has also stimulated a large amount of research focused

primarily on the status of the implementation of these regulations and

the reactions of educators to them. This section is divided into four

parts: a discussion of the federal requirements and a review of the

literature on the status of the implementation of IEPs, problems in

implementation, typical content of an IEP, and the implementation of

requirements of least restrictive environments through IEP documentation.

Federal Mandate

P.L. 94-142 specifies both that an IEP must be completed for each child

receiving special services and the content areas that must be included in

an IEP. Each IEP must contain a statement of "the child's present levels

of performance; . . .
annual goals including short term instructional

objectives; . . . specific special education and related services .

(and) the extent to which the child will be able to participate in

regular education programs; the projected dates for initiation of

services apd [their] . . . duration; and . . . objective criteria and

evaluation procedures and schedules for determining . . . on an annual

basis whether the short term objectives are being achieved" (34 CFR

300.346).

Status of Implementation

Several studies have examined the status of the implementation of IEP

regulations (Blaschke, 1979; USHEW, 1979b; Research Triangle Institutes,

1980). In general, these studies found IZIP regulations at the state

311
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level to be in place and that most LEAs actually had IEPs fcr individual

students. For example, OSE reports (USHEW, 1979b) that state policies

"regarding IEPs were found to be consistent with federal regulations in

all but one state" (p. 19). This report further stated that a review of

IEPs in 281 programs across the nation found 269 with IEPs in place.

Problems in Implementation

While most states and districts seem to be moving toward implementation

in form, numerous problems have surfaced as state and local iurisdictions

have attempted to move toward compliance (Blaschke, 1979; carver and

David, 1978; National Association of State Directors of Special

Education, 1980; USHEW, 1979c). A primary problem in implementation

concerns the management of the logistics necessary for each case (i.e.,

time, scheduling, etc.). A second problem concerwet anxiety among

participants over the use that was to be made of IEPs in evaluating

special education services. Teachers and administrators seemed to be

particularly concerned that IEPs would be used for purposes of

accountability (?Sarver and David, 1978; National Association of State

Directors of Special Education, 1980).

Two studies found that the relationship of IEPs to their use in

instruction was unclear (Blaschke, 1979; USHEW, 1979c). There seemed to

be particular difficulty iu this regard when a student crossed

organizational boundaries within a district (e.g., from junior to senior

high school).

Several studies have found that there is difficulty in implementing

IEP regulations involving parent participation (Blaschke, 1979; :carver

and David, 1978; USHEW, 1979c). Problems ranged from LEAs that developer

3
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IEPs before meeting with parents, to difficulty in getting parents to

meetings, to IEPs written with so much educational jargon that it

hindered parental understanding. In several of the studies, problems in

implementation seemed to be reduced as an LEA gained experience with the

process.

Content of IEPs

A number of studies have examined samples of IEPs in order to determine

their content (Alper, 1978; Blaschke, 1979; :carver and David, 1978;

Reisman and Macy, 1978; Research Triangle Institute, 1980; Schenck and

Levy, 1980; Stearns et al., 1979; Wall, 1978). In general most'of the

IEPs reviewed contained most of the requirements of the regulations.

Within this broad framework of compliance, however, are some areas in

which IEPs consistently fall short of the P.L. 94-142 mandate. For

example, Alper notes that the principal language of the student was not

specified in 89 percent of the cases and that evaluation procedures

and/or criteria were infrequently specified (Alper, 1978:64-69).

Several studies confirm this lack of specification in evaluation

procedures and/or criteria (Alper, 1978; Marver and David, 1978; Research

Triangle Institute, 1980; Schenck and Levy, 1980). There also seems to

be a tendency to stress long-term goals in IEPs, leaving short-term goals

ambiguous or to be specified by the special education teacher.

The fact that many IEPs lack evaluation procedures and criteria make

it particularly difficult to monitor student progress. While the final

regulations specifically exempt special educators from accountability for

the progress of an individual student, it is nevertheless important to

understand where progress is being made in order to develop a better

t3,101 t)
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picture of the efficacy of special education programs generally.

Requizements for Least Restrictive Environments

A specific component of the IEP is the specification of the final

placement of the child and the amount of regular instruction the student

will receive. P.L. 94-142 requires a placement to be in the least

restrictive environment, that is, an environment as close to the home

school and the regular classroom as is feasible. One study that actually

observed placement meetings (Thouvenelle and Eebbeler, 1978) did not find

much discussion of least restrictive environments (LREs) but noted a

general trend in placement that gave most of the students (78 percent)

some contact-with regulir classrooms.

Another study reports a close link among the LRE, program

availability, and the label assigned to a child (Stearns et al., 1979).

That is, a given district might only have one type of classroom setting

(e.g., self-contained EMR instruction). If a child receives the label of

EMR, he or she inevitably is placed in the classroom setting available in

the district, in this case self-contained, irrespective of his or her

ability to adapt to a similar program offered in a less restrictive

setting. It is important to recall that the significance of both single

program availability in a variety of settings and various programs

available in the same setting has surfaced in terms of the referral and

evaluation processes. This issue is a key point of tension between the

law, which requires a continuum of programs, services, and settings

needed for the individual child and what seems to be the reality that

most districts simply cannot provide such a range.
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Minority Representation and IEPs

The writing of an IEP does not directly affect the numbers of minority

children that are classified as E. However, it is important to know

whether, in the process of writins IEPs and assigning the LRE, minority

students are given significantly different goals and types of

assignments. No research has been found that directly examines the

question of whether the content of IEPs (especially short-term and

long-term goals) varies by race. However, there is some information on

the effects of race on the types of setting in which children are placed.

Tomlinson et al. (1977) investigated the question of whether race

afxects assignments to educational settings. These researchers report

that "minority students were recommended more frequently for resource

help, while majority students were recommended more frequently for

placement in self=contained classes" (p. 459). It should be noted that

this trend is idthe context of an overall greater tendency to recommend'

minority students for some special education placements.

Another study (Matuszek and Oakland, 1979) also addresses the issue

of variation in type cif placement. Psychologists participating in this

study chose from a program continuum of options; from regular class

placement with no additional help to placement in a full-time special

class or special school. The researchers report that "the data from this

study clearly indicate that they (the psychologists] did not make

different recommendations on the basis of race" (p. 121). It is

interesting to note that these researchers indicate that socioeconomic

status was a factor in determining the nature of the placements. In this

regard they found that psychologists tended to recommend more services

(and a more restricted environment) for higher-income students.
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Two issues identified by the research ca :22s are of particular

importance to the panel's work. These concern (1) the failure in one

study to find a relatioDship between IEP content and classroom

instruction and (2) the more general finding that evaluation criteria
oL

and/or procedures are very often missing from IEPs. In each case the

panel's interest in establishing the efficacy of special placements is

hindered by the absence of key links or data.

Parent Involvement and Due Process

Reviews of research on due process and parent involvement are combined in

this section because of the overlap in the literature. Research on due

process in placement has examined almost exclusively the interaction

between parents and schools.5 Although due process must presumably

include the role of studei....s vis-a-vis school personnel as well as that

of parents, these aspects have yet to receive mtch attention. Research

on parent involvement, of course, includes the examination of procedural

due process mechanisms; it also extends beyond to a consideration of the

quality of the interaction between parents and school personnel as

students are being identified, assessed, and placed in special programs.

The discussion of research in this section has been divided into a review

of the law, the studies of implementation, and the problems with

compliance.

Federal Mandate

Specific due process regulations in P.L. 94-142 call for the right of

parents to information, to prior approval of preplacement and initial

placement activities, and to appeal (34 CFR 300.502-510). Beyond these

3v3
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procedural rights, parent involvement in the placement process is further

specified in regulations concerning the writing of IF.Ps (34 CFR

300.343). The clear effect of these regulations is to encourage parent

participation iu placement activities and to place the burden for

ensuring their involvement on the schools.

Status of Implementation

A number of studies have reported on the status of the implementation of

due process procedures (Blaschke, 1979; Stearns et al., 1979; Thouvenelle

and Hebbeler, 1978; USHEW, 1979b). In general theca' studies, in

reviewing the annual program plans and the procedures in place in LEAs,

find tha,t the regulations (if not necessarily the practice) within mos:

jurisdictions are in compliance with the P.L. 94-142 requirements. For

exa.iple, OSE, in its report to Congress (USHEW, 1979b) confirms this

status of compliance, concluding that "since September, 1977,

approximately 40 states have changed their laws and/or regulations to

meet the due process . . . requirements of P.L. 94-142" (p. xv).

In terms of parental involvemend in the placemerit process, Blaschke

(1979) reports that most attention has been given to their involvement

with IEPs. He reports that "most district activities to involve parents

focus upon obtaining written permission (e.g., for testing . . IEPs,

and for placement) and informing parents (e.g., assessment results,

rights to participate, results of IEP reviews)" (p. 20).

Several studies have examined the content of due process hearings as

part of the research on implementation (Blaschke, 1979;,National

Association of State Directors of Special Education, 1978; Stearns et

al., 1979). Although the numbers of hearings reviewed in these studies



are relatively few, the findings in several cases are reasonably

consistent. Disputes over private school placements (i.e., the parents

who want them and want the public school district to pay for them) and

over the provision of related services are the two most frequent topics

of the hearings. However, earlier work (e.g., Buss et al., 1976) that

examined due process data in Pennnsyliania after the Pennsylvania

Association For Retarded Children (1971) decision adds an additional

.category of dispute between school officials and parents: the

classification of children. Parents most often disputed the assignment

of a label (especially that of mentally retarded) by school officials,

preferring their child to remain classified as normal.

Problems in Implementation

Difficultic.i in implementing due process protections can be divided into

two parts, one relating to parental involvement in decision making about

placements and one relating to the use of hearings to resolve"disputes.

Several studies find that, while more parent contact has occurred in

placement processes as a result of P.L. 94-142, parents have relatively

little real Involvement in the decision made (Blaschke, 1979; National

Association of State Directors of Special Education, 1978; Stearns et

al., 1979; Thouvenelle and'Hebbeler, 1978; USHEW, 1979c). For example,

Thouvenelle and Eebbeler (1978:7) report that "while parents were asked

to contribute information about the child, decisions about educational

placement were made primarily by the school district staff, and then

presented to parents for approval." Blaschke (1979) confirms this view

when he writes that increased contact between pareuts and school
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officials resulting from P.L. 94-142 has not meant "a dramatic increase

in shared parent/staff decision-making . . . (p. 20).

Several studies have reported findings on what influences parental

involvement (Blaschke, 1979; National Association of State Directors of

Special Education, 1978, 1980; Stearns et al., 1979; USHEW,1979c).

Clearly, traditions within the school or district have much to do with

the extent of parent involvement. The social class of parents also seems

to be important; increased involvement was found among middle-class,

suburban, nonminority populations. Reasons cited for noninvolvement

cover a wide spectrum: parental lack of knowledge, school personnel

resistance, difficulty in scheduling, mistrust between parents and

officials, trust of school officials by parents, and proximity to the

school.

Several studies cite problems attendant on the due process hearings

themselves that militate against implementation of the federal

regulations (Blaschke, 1979; National Association of State Directors of

Special Education, 1978; Stearns et al., 1979). Two findings are most

comm9n. First, the due process procedures have tended to formalize the

interactions between school officials and parents to a point, in some

instances, at which record keeping takes precedence over communication.

Second, the costs, in terms of time and attorneys' fees to parents and

districts, may have the effect of depressing the use of due process

hearings in cases in which it is warranted. The trauma of a 'leering

itself can negatively affect one party's willingness to exercise due

process rights in the future. These studies have also reported that

creative alternatives in some school districts have been developed that
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can mitigate disagreements without resort to formal hearings. For

example, Stearns et al. (1979) note the importance of mediators, advocacy

groups, and the like in assisting parents and school officials in ironing

out problems before a formal hearing becomes necessary.

Overall, the research literature provides a mixed picture of parent

involvement and due process. Clearly, there has been significant

movement as a result of P.L. 94-142; procedural forms are in place,

meetings are held, parents sign approval forms, etc. The literature also

indicates that the actual reality of compliance falls short in many

instances of the objectives of the legislation.

Minority Represenv'tion, Parent Involvement, and Due Process

Have minority parents become involved in placement processes? Do the

requirements of P.L. 94-142 work to diminish the numbers of minority

children that are placed in EMR classes? Have parents used due process

procedures? Little research has been conducted that can directly answer

these questions. Three studies (Blaschke, 1979; National Association of

State Directors of Special Education, 1980; Stearns et al., 1979) do

provide some information on the participation of minority parents. These

studies indicate that alower degree of participation tends to occur in

urban areas, especially among minority populations. However, this

research does not provide specific information on the question of whether

due process procedures are affecting rates of minority representation in

special education programs or w1 ther they would affect these rates if

-rarents were fully involved.

Several studies have addressed the question of whether black parents

and white parents are differentially treated during the evaluation

3,7;3
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process. ?or =ample, Tomlinson et al. (1977) indicate that

psychologists assessing students "made contact with the parents of

majority students signifio tly more often (58 percent) . . . than with

:parents of minority students (41 percent) . . (p." 457). This

occurred despite the fact that contacts with teachers for majority and

minority students by psychologists were about the same. These

researchers also report that the range of options presented to minority

parents by psychologists when they were contacted was, significantly more

restricted than that presented to majority parents. Recommendations to

par' :s of minority students most commonly involved program placement,

while recommendations to parents of majority students were more varied

across a number of 'categories (e.g.., behavior management, help at hone,

counseling, etc.).

Lanier and Wittmer (19.77) reports findings similar to those cited

above for teachers. These researchers state that teachers involved in an

ENR referral process "were more likely to request a parent-teacher

conference with the parents of white students than with black students"

J
(p. 168). The important point' is that too little is known about minority

parent involveMent to draw any but the most tentative conclusions..

It is clear from research on parent involvement and due process that

much remains to be accomplished in the implementation of P.L. 94-142

regulations. Some of the changes must come at the local level, in terms

of knowledge and attitudes among school personnel and parents. Possibly

same changes may have to occur at the national level, where emphasis

procedural swiftness in processing students at times runs counter to

mandates to involve parents meaningfully in the decisions made. It is

On

3 5 1
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also clear that the research undertaken thus far on due process hearings

raises as many questions as it answers. More detailed investigations are

required to what policies are in place and how they are working.

SUMMARY: EMPIRICAL RESEARCH ON PLACEMENT IN SPECIAL EDUCATION

Research on placement practices since the passage of P.L. 94-142 has

emphasized the investigation of. the status of implementation of the law's

regulations. Table 2 reviews some of the question- addressed by the

major national.studies of P.L. 94-142 implementation as well as their

basic characteristics and the methodologies used. Ta'Ae 3 summarizes the

significant problems in implementation that have been uncovered by these

studies. To a far lesser extent, the literature on placement has also

addresssedquestions related to whether the law is having'the intended

'effects and the impact the regigations are having on minority students.

This paper reviews' the research on four major components of the

placement system: (1) screening and referral; (2) evaluation; (3) IEPs

_ and LREs; and (4) parent involvement and due pro6ess.

P.L. 94-142 has clearly had a great impact on state and local

placement policies vnd practices. Since 1977, when the completed

regulations became official, states and school districts have changed

their policies to reflect the basic tenets of the federal requirements.

However, the research demonstrates that more must be done to accomplish

full implementation, especially in light of the spirit and intent of

,specific regulations. A description of the research on placement

processes highlights both the progress Made and the need .for continued

improvement. It also joints out gaps in knowledge still exist,
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particularly with regard to the impact of the law on minority students.

This section summarizes what is currently known about these processes.

Screening and Referral

A student enters the placement process in one of two ways. The child may

be identified through a district or statewide screening process, which

often entails the systematic review of student performance on some

standardized measure (e.g., achievement or IQ tests). Or the student may

be referred for evaluation by someone who knows him or her. The person

typically making the referral is the classroom teacher, although P.L.

94-142 has effectively broadened the participatory base in special

education placement processes.

A minority student's chances for referral seem to be considerabli

higher in most instances than those of a majority student. Based on a

very limited number of studies, there does not seem to be much difference

between minority and majority students in the problems for which they are

referred. There is some suggestion in the literature that the experience

of teachers in teaching minority, students may be positively related to

lower referral rates: that is, the greater the experience, the lower the

rate. On these questions, like most questions related to minority

issues, there are large gaps in our knowledge about the impact of the

law, and conclusions at this juncture are premature.

Referral rates do not seem to be influenced greatly by the presence

of federal money per se. There is ao evidence that students are placed

simply to increase a school district's budget by the federal increment

that supports special education. However, this may be because of the
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relatively modest levels of support for new programming that currently

exist. The availability of state and local resources was found to be

highly significant: students are referred to and placed is programs that

exist.

Rigid eligibility criteria for specific programs in some districts

actually influence the referral process. That is, students are not

referred for a general assessment of needs, but rather, for an ED, LD, or

EMR evaluation.

Procedural requitcments for assessment (e.g., extensive reviews, due

process, etc.) within a state (most often) and within a district also

influence referral rates. For example, the emphasis on individualized

assessment (in part as a result of the federal mandate for IEPs) has

tended to slow the evaluation process down, creating a backlog in the

referral proceSs that, in turn, can discourage referrals.

Parental p4essure was found to be a significant factor in referral.

In some distrints a history of strong parent involvement tended to

\

discourage referrals because teachers (and presumably others) were

hesitant to face the hostility that such a referral might entail. it is

also true, however, that active parent pressure has also acted to bring

student needs to the attention of school officials.

:t is clear that a great amount of personal discretion still exists

in the referral process, and as a result there is a tendency to refer

children who have more severe problems or who disrupt school routines.
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Evaluation

Once a child is identified or referred, some individual or group

determines whether the case merits further assessment. As the system

currently functions, gatekeepers at this point in the process often use

largely undetermined criteria to decide if an assessment should be made.

The gatAceepers may be the school principal, counselor, or some district

officer.

A decision to assess usually brings the involvement of additional

participants, often the school psychologist and the parent (at some

point). Additional participants can include regular and special

education teachers and administrative personnel. This group, or key

individuals in it, determine the areas in which the child should be

evaluated.

There is wide variation in the areas in which a child might be

assessed. Important trends have been documented indicating that a

broadening in the domains assessed is occurring as required by P.L.

94-142. However, data clearly indicate a heavy reliance on traditional

asessment information, especially IQ and achievement tests, in the EMR

evaluation process.

The continued reliance on IQ tests in E. placement has a significant

impact on minority placements. Minority students, in the aggregate, do

not do as well as majority students on these measures, a fact that may

explain in part the higher placement rates among minority populations.

The rate of placement of minority students diminishes as the LQ cutoff

score is lowered. The use of measures of adaptive behavior was also

found to lower the rate of placement of minority students, provided such

"
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measures were not simply standardized tests of in-school adaptive

behavior.

Once the data are collected, a decision is made as to eligibility.

The decision process often occurs with the ostensible participation of

the entire placement team. There are some indications, however, that

participation is often a formality, in which a key individual (e.g., an

administrator or a school psychologist) makes a recommendation to the

group for fairly routine approval.

A variety of factors influences the determination of eligibility.

The most important seems to be not individual educational needs, as the

law requires, but rather the availability of programs. The data clearly

indicate that a child is rarely determined eligible for services that are

not currently in place. Initial referral information and achievement and

IQ test scores were also found to be very influential in the eligibility

decision. Demographic factors such as race, socioeconomic status, and

sex were in themselves not found to be directly significant in the

limited number of studies that examined these variables. For example,

race alone did not seem to determine placement when other variables were

held constant. However, the correlation among socioeconomic status,

race, and test scores clearly establishes a general pattern of highur

placement of minority students when these measures are relied on neavily

in the decision.

It should be noted that some interesting contrasting findings to the

above pattern are reported in several studies of the placement behavior

of psychologists. Some psychologists tended to place minority students

at a lower rate (or in less restrictive environments) than their majority
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counterparts when majority students had similar test scores. Researchers

speculate that this pattern may be the result of a growing sensitivity

within the profession to minority issues, perhaps as a result of P.L.

94-142.

Personal discretion on the part of team members was also found to he

influential in the placement decision, particularly in the selection of

the areas in which a student is evaluated. The evidence is too thin,

however, to draw conclusions at this point.

Additional factors that influence the placement decision include the

existence of program alternatives outside special education (e.g., Title

I) and ambiguity in state and federal criteria for placement. Ambiguity

in the guidelines was especially significant for LD placements.

The federal regulations and the theoretical models. reviewed in this

paper indicate that an assessment of needs shculd precede a determination

of eligibility, followed by the design of a program to meet the needs

(IEP), and then, an assignment to a context in which to implement the

services (LRE). This sequence is rarely found in practice. The

practical limitations of resources, noted above, is addition to the

demands on the time of school personnel usually mean that the process is

compacted into one or two meetings. And a placement decision is seldom

separate from the program realities (i.e., the existence of services and

available space) of a given local education agency.

A number of studies investigated the quality of placement decisions

and the outcomes of those decisions. Consistency in the ability of

placement procedures to discriminate between various populations needing

services and those not needing services was the basic criterion used.



Research on EMR programs generally indicates consistency in these

placements; however, it tended to be the result of a single measure,

scores. Research on ED and LD placements demonstrated little consistency

in these placements. Ambiguous disability guidelines, inadequate testing

technology, and inconsistently applied psychological theory created

patterns of placement in which inconsistency was more the rule than the

exception.

It is important to remember that consistency is not the only measure

of the quality of placement decisions. Ultimately, the efficacy of the

placement for the child is the criterion that must be used to determine

quality. Research on efficacy is nEeded, especially as efficacy relates

to minority students.

IEPs and LREs

Research on IEPs and LREs has investigated issues concerning the status

of the implementation of P.L. 94-142 regulations, how IEPs and LREs are

determined, and their content. A general _trend of compliance with the

form of P.L. 94-142 regulations in these areas is documented in the

research; most states now have policies in place that reflect federal

requirements.

Research examining the writing of IEPs supports the view that factors

external to the assessment of needs often guide the final content of the

individual program of services. That is, service availability may be

more significant than the particular need of the child. The IEP is often

written by some or all of the same group that determines placement, and

sometimes even at the same time.

3 ()I 1
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A point of contention in the process seems to center on the federal

requirement that is include specific evaluation strategies to assess

whether the goals are met. There seems to be a serious concern among

educators that such evaluations will be used for accountability

purposes. As a result there is a genuine reluctance among practitioners

to be specific in the statement of goals. Another major point of tension

related to IZPs concerns the amount of time that is required on the part

of teachers to write them.

The quality and content of IEPs range dramatically from district to

district and'from state to state. In general, long-range, open-ended

goals take precedence over short-term, specific objectives. As noted

above, this may be a result of fears on the part of teachers and school

officials that the IEPs will be used for accountability purposes. The

special education teacher plays a key role in the writing of the IEP,

especially when short-term goals are included.

Little research has been done to determine whether the content of

IEPs varies with the ethnicity or social class of a student. The

importance of this question is related to the issue of whether special

education placements for minority studentS are "dead-end" placements or

whether-they receive important services in these classes. The few

studies that have reported information on this issue suggest that content

is not dependent on the race or the social class of the student.

Decisions on LREs are similar to those of IEPs. That is, the close

link between the availability of a program and classification also

influences the determination of the LRE. Most districts simply do not

have the range of program alternatives that is implied in P.L. 94-142.
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Thus, an RMR placement in a given district =ay automatically imply a

certain IRE decision regardless of the capabilities and needs of the

individual child.

Research on variations'in LREs, like that on IPs, is quite limited.

One study that investigates this issue finds no relationship between the

type of environment chosen for placement and the race of a student.

Another study finds a tendency to place minority students in less

restrictive environments than their white counterparts. This may be a

result of a trend in the referral process that refers fewer majority

students; these students presumably have more obviously serious problems

than the larger numbers of minority students referred.

Parent Involvement and Due Process

Research on parent involvement and due process proceedings documents

that, while the law has had an important impact, there is still room for

considerable improvement. Parents are becoming more involved in

placement processes. They are important sources of initial referrals and

they are often an important source of pressure on school districts to

provide additional or better service. For the most part parents attend

IEP meetings and sign forms approving assessments, placements, and

service delivery. However, the research also.demonstrates that

participation is often superficial anu that conseut is seldom informed.

Interestingly enough, the responsibility for shortccmings in this area is

rather equitably distributed among all concerned. Parents are often

unknowledgeable, apathetic, or too trusting. School officials often see

parent involvement as an unhelpful intrusion on the exercise of their

3 C 3
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professional expertise. Unrealistic regulations place extreme burdens on

the time and energy of parents and school personnel in requiring

attention to individual education plans, more comprehensive assessment,

and increased parental involvement--all with due speed.

The past history of school-parent interactions and the social class

of parents are significant influences on involvement. The type of

district (i.e., suburban or urban) was also important; parent involvement

occurred to a lesser extent in urban districts. Each of these factors

contributes to the lack of parent involvement in placement decisions.

What little research exists on the involvement of minority parents

suggests that they are not fully participating beyond the formal

requirements of the law. There is some suggestion (based on only two

studies) that even when minority parents do become involved, they receive

different treatment (e.g., are given fewer program options) than that

typically given to majority' parents.

Due process procedures providing recourse for the parents and school

personnel when there are disagreements are generally in place. The most

common foci of these proceedings since P.L. 94-142 have been on acquiring

public school support for private placement and the provision of related

services. Clearly, more research is required in this area.

Factors that hinder the use of du process hearings by parents

inel-de: (1) the complexity of the law and their lack of uuderstanding,

and (2) the costs of participation in terms of time and attorneys'

expenses. The parents involved in due process hearings tend to be white,

nonurban and middle class.
Interesting by-products of due process

hearings have been an increasing formality and tension in the



communication between school officials and parents, with greater emphasis

placed on record keeping and written agreements.

Conclusion

The research on placement processes in special education indicates that

most of the forms of the P.L. 94-142 requirements are in place. Great

amounts of time and energy are being expended by school personnel,

children, and parents in the implementation of specific regulations.

However, additional time, resources, and effort will be required to fully

implement the intent of the P.L. 94-142 regulations in placement. In

terms of the impact that placement provisions of P.L. 94-142 are having

on the disproportionate representation of minorities in special education

programs, research undertaken to date does not adequately address this

issue. What indications there are suggest that much remains to be done

to ensure that placement occurs In an accurate, fair, and efficacious

manner for these students. It is also clear that research concerned with

minority experiences in special education must extend to issues related

to efficacy. Regardless of the circumstances of placement, the questiou

remains: Does placement in special programs lead to the effective

treatment of a child's actual problems? It is on tiiese grounds that

special education programs must justify themselv,..s to minority students

and to all students who are placed in them.
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TABLE 1

Summary of States' Guidelines Concerning IQ and Adaptive Behavior in the Mentally Retarded

State

Include Adaptive Adaptive Incorrect

adaptive behavior behavior ui.e ot.

Date of Type of Intelligence behavior in criteria measures ratio IQ

guidelines definition criteria definition indicated indicated concept

Alabama 1973 Other 30-80 IQ No No No Yes

Alaska 1975 Other Not specified Yes No No No

Arizona 1977 Other Not specified No No No No

Arkansas 1977 Other 4 -2.0 S.D. Yes No Yes Yes

Colorado 1976 Similar :.----1.75 S.D. Yes No No No

Connecticut 1976 Other Not specified No No No No

Delaware 1974 Other Not specitied No No No No

District of Not AAMD 51 -2.0 S.D. Yes No No No

Columbia specified & BEN

Flarida 1976 AAM1 5-2.0 S.D. Yes Yes Yes No

Georgia 1975 Similar .5-2.0 S.D. Yes No No Yes

Hawaii 1966 Other Not specified No No No Yes

Idaho 1975 Similar < 75 1Q Yes No No Yes

Illinois 1976 Other Not specified Yes No No No

Indiana 1973 Other -..`-' 75 IQ No No No Yes

Iowa 1974 Other S -1.0 S.D. Yes No No No

Kansas 1976 Other Not specified Yes No No No

Kentucky 1975 Other Not specified No No No No

Maine Draft Other Not specitied No No No No

Michigan 1973 Other Not specified Yes No Yes No

Missouri 1976 AMID -2.0 S.D. Yes No No Yes

Montana Not Similar 5 75 IQ Yes No No No

specified .:.<.. -1.6 S.D.

Nebraska 1975 Other Not specitied Yes No No No

Nevada
0

1976 Other '.:: 75 IQ do No No No

New Hampshire 1976 Other Not specified No No No No

New Jersey 1976 Other 'Z.: -1.5 S.D. Yt.s No No No

,...1.41ew York 1975 Other < -1.5 S.D. No No No No

0 3 73
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TABLE 1 (Cont.)

Summary of Stales' Guidelines Concerning IQ and dapLive Behavior In the Mehlaily Ret4rdcd

41

State

Date of

guidelines

Type of

definition

Intelligence
critertg

Include
adaptive

behavior in
definition

Adaptive

be vior

criteria
incticaled

Adaptive
behavior

. measures

indicated

incorrect_

use of

Idtio itl

cGucept

North Dakota 1976 Other ..4. 75 IQ No No No ,:o

Ohio 1973 Other 5 80 IQ No No No No

Oklahoma 1976 Other .5 75 IQ No No No No

Oregon 1976 AAMD < -2.0 S.D. Yes No Yes No

Pennsylvania 1976 Similar -.< 80 1Q Yes No No No

Rhode Island 1963 Other Not specified Yes No No No

South Carolina 1972 Other '< 7C IQ ;:es No eefr, Yes

South Dakota 1974 Similar Not specified Yes No No No

Tennessee 1976-77 Oilier Not specified Yes No No Yes

Utah 1975 AAMD -.: 75 1Q Yes .No Yes No

Virginia 1972 Other <-2.0 S.D. No No No No

Washington 1976 Other .4 75 IQ Yes Yen No Nu

West Virginia 1974 AAMD :5. 75 IQ ves No Yeti Nt.

Wisconsin Not AMID -..=..- -2.0 S.D. Yes No No No

specified

Wyoming 1975 AAMD 4 -2.0 S.D. Yes 1:o No No

Key to abbreviations:

AAMDAmerican Association of Mental Deficiency.
BEHBureau of Education for the Handicapped.
Other -- definition other than AAMD and BEH.

S.D.--standard deviaLion(s).
Similarsimilar to AAMD definition, with only minor variations.
--less than or equal to.

Source: Hnberty el al. (1980:258-9).

0

379
3 S
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TABLE 2
Sample Characteristics and Methodologies of the Major implementation Studies

Study Sample Size Sampling Method Methodology

Thouvenelle and
Ilebbeler, 1980

Stearns, Greene,
and David, 1979

5 SEAs SEA: Sampled to ensure varia-

15 LEAs bility on geography, funding,
96 Cases % served, and organization of
134 PT Meetings service delivery.

LEA: Sampled to ensure varia-
bility on location and size:
Cases: For variability of
handicap, age, degree of
handicap, and difficulty of
placement decision.

9 SEAS
22 LEAs

National Association 230 PT Meetings
of State Directors 1,478 Persons
of Special Education,
1980

4 SEAs
31' LEAs

1,000 Persons

jB1'

Major question

Ethnographic case study: Do school districts use

structured observations the least restrictive.
of PT meetings. environment provisions

of P. L. 94-142 in
making placement
decisions?

SEA: Sampled to ensure varla- Case atudy: structured

bility in match of state and interviews, case-tile
federal guidelines, funding, review.

and organization.
LEA1___Sampld to ensure _varia-
bility on resources, and other
factors such as presence of
residential facilities.

Connecticut stutOs:
Random sample of schools within
one.SEA.

Survey.

Alab4ma, Olsconsin, New Jersey, Interviews.

and-Oashineton studies
Systematic for geographic
location.-

11

HOW lb P. L. 94-142
being implemented?

What are levels Ol.par-
Licipation with plan-
ning team meetings
among involved person-
nel and parents?

What is the eiaCion-
-shlp of federal tEP
guidelines to state
and local gudiyUnes,
and; what is tilt; parent

and teacher's role in
IEP implementation?
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TABLE 2 (Cont.)
Sample Characteristics and Methodologies of the Major Implementation Studies

Study Sample Size Sampling Method Methodology Major quest ion

Marver and David,

1978

Thurlow and
Ysseldyke, 1979

Blaschke; 1979

USHEW, 1979c

Weatherly, 1980

3c13

3 SEAs

15 LEAs
150 IEPs

39 Child
Service
Demonstra-
tion

Centers
26 SEAs

3 SEAs
9 LEAs

1,500 Persons

6 SEAs

24 LEAs

1 SEA

3 LEAs

-Sampled to ensure variation
on district size, wealth, and
population density within

states with IEP provisions
before P.L. 94-142.

All tS5 centers polled; 39
responded and had appropriate

functions.

SEA: Sampled to ensure
variability of watch of state

and federal regulations.
LEA: Systematic to represent
each geographic location and
to have comparable PPE.

Systematic to represent high
and low special education
enrollment.

Interviews, content
analysis, observations
of PT meetings.

Questionnaire.

Case study: interviews,

observations of VT
meetings, case the
review.

Interviews.

Systematic for similarity on Case study.

community wealth, urban loca-

tion, and per-pupil expenditure.

Can local dislficts
implement.

What ate currently used
assessment and
decision-making prac-
tices In Learning Dis-
abilities Child SeeVi,ce

Demonstration Centers?

What are cutten::

implementation activi-
ties and consequences?

Why do the proportions
of handicapped served
by local districts
vary widely and what is

the degree of success-
ful implementation of
P. L. 94-142 as indica-
ted by perceptions of
people in the field?

How la special
educes( ion reform law

impiLmnted at the
local level?

3S 1
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TAIILE 2 (Cont.)
Sample Characteristics and Methodologies of the Major implementation Studies

Study Sample Size Sampling Method Methodology Major- question

USHEW I979a

USIIEW, 1979b

Alper, 1978

Research Triangle
Institute, 1980

Portny, 1)80

26 SEAs

1 SEA

13 LEAs
286 IEI's

42 SEAs

208 LEAs
507 Schools

2,657 IEI's

1 SEA

1 LEA
57 Cases

Unspecified.

fig

-Program Adminisrrative (1) Ate Intended bene-

Reviews- and results ficiaries being served

Iron selected studies. (2) In what settings
are they served? (3)
What services are
provided? (4) What are
the consequences of In
plementatIon? (5) What
administrative pro-
cedures are in place?
(b) is the intent oi
the act being met?

Random selection of IEPs within IEP content anaArsis,

districts, systematic selection interviews.

of districts.

Random sample of IEPp.

Random sample of cases from

11,000.

C

Content analysis,
Leacher and principal
questionnaire, survey.

Cabe study: tile

review InteArviews with
personnel.

What are difterences
In comprehensiveness,
clarIty,specillcity,
implementabillty, and
pupil change .14401%

1EPs written by 3 type
of school committees
lu Calilornia?

What is the current
status 01 1EP implemel
Lalion nationwide?

What does the placemet
process look like, ho
ellectfve is impiemen
Callon and what. are LI

problems?

SEAstate education agency
LEAlocal education agency
-PT--parent-Leacher
'EPindividual education plan

'LS a
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Thouvenelle and
Hebbeler, 1978

Stearns
et al., 1979

NASDSE, 1980

Marver and
David, 1978

.,f7r

Thurlow and
Ysseldyke, 1980

Blaschke, 1974

USHEW,
1979c

USHEW,
1979a

USHEW,
1979b

Weatherly, 1979

Alper, 1978

Research
Triangle insti-
tute, 1980

Portny,
1980
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TABLE 3

Problems in Implementation of P.L. 94-142 Found Across Several Studies

e

A. Referral

1. Lengthy backlogs

2. Overreliance on
teacher referral

B. Evaluation and Placement

1. Lack of real group

decisionmaking
process in PT meetings

2. Preplacement meetings
held without parentp

3. Placeiuent not based on

wide range of options

4. Lack af direct link
between test results

and placement decision

Qri Q
0 ...J ...)

a $
-
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r

b

Thouvenelle and

Hebbeler, 1978

Stearns
et al., 1979

NASDSE, 1980

Marver and
David, 1978

Thur:I.ow and

Ysseloyke, 1980

Blaschke, 1974

USHEW,
1979c

USHEh,
1979a

USHEW,
1979b

Weatherly, 1979

Alper, 1978

Research
Triangle Insti-
tute, 1980

Portny,
1980

1,
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TABLE 3 (Cont.)
Problems in Implementation of P.L. 94-142 that kme-rge across Several Studies

C. IEP

1. Lack of specific
short term goals'

2. Not used by service

givers

3. Lack of specific pro-
cedures for monitoring
success of placement

4. Absent or incomplete 3-
year reevaluation results

D. Overall

1. Vallability in SEA
guidelines

Key: ./1
+ = not a problem

problem found

391

.,



FOOTNOTES

JQ

This pa7er has benefited frcm.the comments of a number of my

colleagues. I would particularly like to thank Jack Birch, William

a -

Cooley, Alonzo Crim, Gaea Leinhardt, Thomas Oakland, John Ogbu, Jane.

Mercer, Daniel Reschly, Lauren Resnick, David, Sabatino, and Naomi

Zigmond for critiquing early drafts. I would also like to

acknowledge the assistance of Rachel Kohnke in research activities

for this paper.

1 Estimates were based upon a OSE survey of 654 LEA's representing 50

percent of the school enrollment in 16 states. These figures were

then extended as estimates for the nation.

2 For detailed reviews of testing issues see Bersoff (1979), Hobbs

(1975), Oakland (1977), and Travers (in this volume).

3 It is interesting to note that this same study (Kaskowitz, 1977:80)

4

cites rerch by Craig et ale. (1978) to the. effect that if

classification were based on teacher opinion, the difference in

rates would be diminished (by alm6st one-half].

It should be noted that Zeschly is not without reservations

concerning 501.2A, and he suggests that a great deal'of work must be

done to further refine measures of adaptive behavior.

5 There has, of course, been a great deal of litigation o due process .

e2

in special education. Specific reviewsiof court cases are not

within the scope cf th!s paper. For good reviews of due process

litigation, see: Bersoff (1979), Kotin (1976), and National

Association of State Directors of Special Education, (1978).

:? r)-



=STING IN EDUCATIONAL ?!C MEN:
ISSUES AND EVIDENCZ

Jeffrey R. Tra.ers

To write about testing in relation to the issues facing the Panel on

Selection and.Placement of Children in Programs for the Mentally Retarded

is somewhat like testifying as a balliitics expert a shooting trial: '

the topic invites discussion in almost limitless technical detail, bur

the details are significant only insofar as they help illuminate whether

someone has injured someone else and.by what means: Therefore this paper

focuses less on psychoMetric issues-than on their interplay with legal,

political and moral issues raised by testing in the context of

educational placement.

The paper, in providing background and support'for portions of the

panel's report, attempts,to accomplish two distinct but related tasks.

Firit, given the controversy that has surrounded testing in the academic

and popular literature ai'well as in recent c6urt cases, the panel felt a'

I,would like to thank members of the panel and, outside reviewers who

commented on earlier drafts of this paper: Among the panel, special

thanks.go to Donald Bersoff, Asa Hilliard, Jane Mercer, and Samuel.

Messick. Outside `reviewers were Lee Cronbach, Robert'Linn, Richard

Snow, and Mark-Yudoff. Their thoughtful comments helped me to

strengthen my arguments and correct various errors. For ctrzors that

rkmain, as well as for judgments with which a few reviewers disagreed,

I alone am responsible.

3 1



responsibility to survey the scientific evidence hearing on relevant

aspects of the controversy. The paper provides such a survey, albeit one

that is condensed and selective and that covers material already well

known to professionals in testing and related fields. Second- -and more

important--the panel wanted to place the testing controversy in proper

perspective. Issues surrounding testing are part of the larger complex

of issues raised by the stubborn and tragic fact that large numbers of

children, particularly minority children, are not learning in regular

classrooms. Consequently, as the paper examines various controversies

and the associated ocientific evidence, it also examines their wider

implications for educational policy and practice.

Several limitations on the scope of the paper should be made clear at

the outset. It is not a comprehensive discussion of issues related to

ability testing. (For such a discussion, see the report of the Committee

on Ability Testing of the National Research Council, edited by Wigdor and

Garner, 1982; see also the special issue of American Psychologist, edited

by Glaser and Bond, 1981.) Th4 paper focuses instead specifically on

issues that have figured in the debate ever placement in programs for

educable mentally retarded (EMR) children. It does not deal with

4

research on mental retardation per se, nor does it make judgments abo,:c

the validity or utility of the ERR category. 0=St asks instead how tests

contribute to classification or misclassification, given current

professional and legal definitions of the category. Finally, the paper

does not deal directly with the consequences of classification--the

effects of labeling or the educational benefits and costs of placement in

ERR classes--althoUgh one of its major themes is that the consequences,

:3,r)



and not just the accuracy, of classification must be taken into account

in deciding whether any assessment procedure is appropriate. (Most of

the issues that are excluded from consideration here are treated in the

panel's report and in other background papers.)

The paper focuses primarily on widely used, individually administered

tests that yield IQ scores, notably the Stanford-Binet and the revised

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children (WISC-R), although other tests

are also mentioned. Much of the discussion applies to ability tests

generally. Special issues raised by group testing and by various

quick-and-dirty substitutes for the major tests are not discussed. The

.facts that the Stanford-Binet and WISC-R are widely used and that IQ

scores are important determinants or EMR placement are documented in

Cliapter2 of the panel's report and the paper by William Bickel in this

volume. The paper takes these facts as points of departure and

concentrates not on describing how tests are used in educational

placement but on elucidating the controversy surrounding their use.

Readers familiar with professionally recommended practices for

administering and interpreting tests of mental ability and with the range

of such tests currently available may be disturbed by the emphasis

throughout this paper on single IQ scores and the occasional use of

phrases suchlas "IQ test." ,Leaders in the field of assessment have long

recommended the use of multiple tests and careful consideration of

performance profiles across subscales within tests, and they have

inveighed against the practice of recording only single, summary IQ

scores. Unfortunately, data (cited in Chapter 2 and in Bickel in this

volume) indicate that in many school systems the single IQ score is
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accorded overwhelming weight in placement decisions. Although the extent

of this practice cannot be gauged, it is an important source of the

controversy over testing in educariOnal placement. It may also be a

source of miscommunication between professionals in testing and related

fields, who think in terms of the best practices and proper test use,,and

some critics of testing, who focus on possible or actual misuse and

misinterpretation of tests.

The pzper assumes that the reader has at least a rudimentary

knowledge of how tests are constructed and interpreted as well as of

basic statistical concepts and procedures. The presentation is largely

qualitative, however, and some background material is included.

It is useful to begin this inquiry with rough caricatures of the

positions taken by proponents and opponents of mental ability testing.

Though such caricatures ignore many significant distinctions and nuances

within the two camps, they lay out most of the major points of dispute

and illustrate the interrelatedness of the various issues from both

perspectives. Subsequent sections of the paper will necessarily rliscuss

selected issues seriatim. However, if one thing is clear in all of the

debate, with its complex arguments and high emotions, it is that the

positions of participants rarely rest on one or a few isolated facts or

-arguments; data and logic instead lodge within a web of assumptions,

beliefs, and values that must be understood if rational analysis is to

proceed.

TESTING ON TRIAL: BRIEFS FOR THE DEFENSE AND FOR THE PROSECUTION

Proponents of the use of tests of general ability in educational

placement hold that such tests measure global, enduring qualities of
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cognitive functioningnot necessarily "native intelligence" but some

broad ability to learn, reason, and grasp abstract concepts. Proponents

deny that tests are culturally biased; while they recognize that children

from certain ethnic and socioeconomic groups on the average score lower

than white, middle-class children, they attribute these group differences

in test scores to genuine differences in cognitive functioning, caused by

heredity, environment, or both. Finally, in justifying the social uses

of tests in educational and occupational selection and placement,
t,

proponents argue that tests offer individual members of disadvantaged

groups, such as minorities and 'the poor, ,g4eir best chance of

distinguishing themselves and achieving educational and economic success;

alternatives to testing, such as qualitative assessments by teachers and

supervisors, are, claim the proponents of testing, likely to be more

discriminatory than tests. 0

Critics of standardized tests hold that the tests fail to measure

intelligence, aptitude, or global cognitive skill and instead measure

specific skills and knowledge acquired through particular experiences or

instruction. Moreover, critics charge, experiences leading to the

acquisition of these skills are more accessible to white, middle7class

children than to children of other ethnic and socioeconomic groups. Some

critics also argue that the test situation itself is unfamiliar and

threatening to low-income and/or minority children, further depressing

their scores. Thus, argue the critics, tests are inherently biased

against low-income, minority children and systematically underestimate

their intellectual ability relative to that of middle-class whites.

Finally, critics attack the social usez and social effects of testing.
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Tests, they allege, perpetuate race and class prejudices because they are

widely interpreted as demonstrating the inherent intellectual inferiority

of minorities and lowincome groups. Similarly, they perpetuate racial

and class inequities in income, job status, and other forms of success

and achievement, because they channel children from minority and

lowincome families into educational settings that provide little

intellectual stimulation, little opportunity to acquire the skills most

valued by the society, and little in the way of prestigious credentials

and social contacts that can influence occupational and economic success

quite apart from ability and effort. The extreme case in point, of

course, is placement in classes for mentally retarded students, unich, it

is alleged, stigmatizes the (child urlairly and virtually guarantees a

deadend education leading to a menial job at best.

Even this hrtef summary, which has barely skimmed the surface of the

debate, makes it clear that many profound issues divide the proponents

and opponents of testing. Any list of the primary open questions would

include at least the following:

1. What do standardized ability tests measure?

To what degree do they measure deepseated mental abilities as

opposed to skills and knowledge that can be readily acquired by

almost any child in the right environment?

2. Are tests culturally biased?

To what degree do test scores understate or fail to measure the

abilities of minority and lowincome children?

3. What are the causes of observed group differences in test performance?

To what degree are the causes genetic? To what degree do such



differences arise from group differences in quality of prenatal caze,

nutrition, and health care? To what degree

do. they arise from differences in early experience or in the home

environment? To what degree do they arise from differences in

out-of-home educational environments and opportunities from the

preschool years on?

4. ,What are the social consequences of testing?

To what degree do tests provide opportunities for gifted individuals

from disadvantaged backgrounds to identify themselves? To what

degree do they perpetuate disadvantage and prejudice? In the context

of educational placement, do they, oa balance, help or hinder meeting

children's needs? To what degree do they identify children who need

special help? To what degree do they lead to inappropriate

classification and unfair allocation of educational opportunity?

Answers to these questions vary with particular tests and particular

policies regarding their use. The partial answers offered below relate

primarily to the use of major "IQ tests" in ER evaluations during recent

years and may not generalize beyond that context. The first three issues

are discussed in separate sections below. The fourth is central to the

mission of the panel and crosscuts the others; it is discussed in each

substantive section and in the conclusion of the paper.

The possible contribution of testing to the disproportionate

representation of boys in EMR classes--another concern of the panel--is

not _scussed explicitly, since the controversy over testing has focused

on ethnicity rather than gender. Important issues concerning possible
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interactions of gender and ethnicity and the reportedly greater

vulnerability of boys than girls to environmental variations are likewise

beyond the scope of the paper.

WHAT DO "INTELLIGENCE" TESTS MEASURE?

To discuss what tests such as the WISC-R and Stanford-Binet measure, it

is necessary first to clear away a popular misconception about ..hat they

are supposed to measure. In the view of most professionals in

psychology, psychometrics, and relat-4 fields, such tests do not and are

not intended to measure the global, fixed native capacity that seems to

bd implied by the term "intelligence." Indeed, for these professionals

the equation of intelligence with native intellectual capacity is

entirely misleading and has been the source of much confusion and

unnecessary acrimony in debates about testing and its uses. (For an

authoritative statement of this position, see Cleary et al., 1975).

The gap between this view and that of many educators, policy makers,

members of the public, and some social scientists is illustrated by

federal Judge Robert Peckham's landmark decision in the case of Larry P.

v. Riles (1979). In a section entitled "The Impossibility of Measuring

Intelligence," the judge writes (Larry P. v. Riles, 1979, Section IVA):

While many think of the IQ as an objective measure
of innate, fixed intelligence, the testimony of
the experts overwhelmingly demonstrated that this
conception of IQ is erroneous. Defendant's expert
witnesses, even those closely affiliated with the
companies that devise and distribute the
standardized intelligence tests, agreed, with only
one exception, that we cannot truly define, much
less measure, intelligence. We-can measure
certain skills, but not native intelligence.

41 n
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The judge implies that in the common view intelligence is, by definition,

a quality both innate and unchanging; and he apparently holds this view

himself. (Generations of psychologists, most of them now deceased,

advanced the same d'efinition.) However, the jddge rejects what he

considers to be the popular view that IQ is an accurate measure of native

intelligence. He himself was convinced that IQ tests measure something

that is not fixed or innate -- "certain skills"--and he does not seem to

equate these skills with intelligence.

Presumably, however, the "experts" who "devise and distribute"

intelligence tests must believe that they measure something that can

legitimately be called "intelligence," even if it is ill-defined and not

fixed or innate. The experts seem to hold the view of llose contemporary

psychologists who think of intelligence as a kind of global ability to

absorb complex information or grasp and manipulate abstract concepts--an

ability that is not fixed but develops continously through a process of

reciprocal interaction with the physical and social world, including, but

not limited to, the world of formal education. This very general view is

shared by psychologists who differ on many specific theoretical

points--Piagetian developmental psychologists, cognitive psychologists

oriented toward computer simulation and information processing, even some

learning theorists committed to animal behavior models. For all of these

psychologists, it is reasonable to speak of an individual's intelligence

at a given point in his or her development, but there is no presumption

that individual differences in intelligence are fixed or wholly

determined by the genes.

From this perspective, the central question is whether IQ is a valid

measure of "developed intelligence." Questions about how much genes

402
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contribute, how genes and environment interact, and how much can be

modified by planned social intervention through education are separate.

A few of these questions are discussed in a subsequent section on the

causes of variation in TQ; selected aspects of the validity question are

discussed here.

Inspection of one of the major intelligence tests, such as the

Stanford-Binet or the WISC-R, reveals that items vary widely in content

and that many plainly require learning Jf a very specific sort. Examples

include verbal analogies, numerical computations, and questions about

practical tasks and social norms (How do you make water boil? What

should you do if a smaller child tries to start a fight with you?).

Vocabulary items provide some particularly striking examples: at its

most advanced adult level, the Stanford-Einet asks the meanings of such

esoteric words as "parterre" and "sudorific."' This manifest emphasis on

acquired knowledge and diversity of item content naturally raises

questions as to how such tests can be said to measure any general mental

property (as opposed to specific skills and knowledge) as well as how

tests can be said to measure "ability" in any broad sense that goes

beyond the ability to answer the specific questions and solve the

specific problems presented by the test itself.

The generality of mental test scores has been the subject of a long

debate in psychometrics. Early leaders in the field, notably Spearman

and Thurstone, took opposed positions. The debate cane to focus on the

stati,,:ical issue of shared variation: What fraction of the variance in

individual performance is shared by all items? What fraction is shared

within distinct clusters of items but not across clusters (thus pointing

'to differentiated abilities rather than a single "intelligence")? What



fraction is unique to ,,poiating to "abilities" specific

to the items)? Statistical t,,chnic%es .1 principal components ana factor

analysis were developed largely tc ati.iress these questions.

There is no universal agreement nrecise, quantitative answers to

these questions. Different Analytic techniques yield different estimates

of the relative importance of the general factor versus differentiated

clusters. There is agreement, however, that a significant fraction of

the variation is shared across items. The diverse items on tests such as

the ¶ISC -R and Stanford-Binet appear to measure (in part) the same thing,

or a small number of things; they are not merely a heterogeneous ragbag

of skills and bits of knowledge. Item responses correlate with one

another, with subscale scores, and with total scores al the test. Items

load on a single general factor and on a small number of orthogonal

factor scales. For example, several analyses of WISC-R scores, based on

large samples comprised of several ethnic groups, have revealed

independent "verbal" and "perceptual" factors, and occasiona:ly a third

factor variously libeled "distrattibility," "attention," "memory" and

"sequential" (Kaufman, 1975; Mercer, forthcoming; Reschly and Reschly,

1979). In addition, most'tests of general abilities, even when

apparently dissimilar in content, correlate positively and often highly

with each other.

Covariance of scores across items and across tests is an established

empirical fact. To identify common variance with ability or abilities

requires inference and interpretation. The inference rests on an

assumption: a child who possesses general perceptual and analytic

abilities will make good use of experience and will master a wide range

4,/
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of specific facts, concepts, and p:inciples. Conversely,'a child who

performs well across a wide variety of items is likely to have

welldeveloped informationprocessing abilities of a general sort. An

alternative interpretation of test and item covariance is that both the

tests and the individual items reflect exposure to the mainstream

culture, especially to the language, symbols, information, strategies,

and tasks that are important in schools. The two interpretations are not

necessarily opposed, so long as it is recognized that perceptual and

analytic abilities may be developed in part through experience and

exposure to appropriate stimulation. (There may of course be other broad

perceptual and analytic abilities that are neither captured by existing

tests nor fostered by the mainstream culture.)

It is important to recognize that all test performance depends on

both general abilities and specific knowledge, both of which are product.s

of learning, at least in part. For example, a test of an advanced,

academic sulject matter, e.g., one that requires the respondent to solve

differential equations, clearly requires specific preparation.

Nevertheless, general mathematical ability is likely to play a large role

in individual performance. The relative contributions of general ability

and specific learning are not fixed characteristics of the test itself

but depend as well on the tested p4ulation and the circumstances of

testing. Pursuing the example just given, if students in a calculus

class are all drawn from a narrow, high band of the spectrum of general

mathematical ability but vary widely in their previous preparation for

calculus, the latter variations will be a relatively important

determinant of test performance. If students in the class vary widely in

403
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abil:ty but have all been exposed to the same mathematics curriculum in

the past, variations in ability will be a more important factor,

Most school psychologists and educators who use IQ tests avoid the

interpretive issues just discussed and justify their use of tests on

grounds of "predictive validity," a purely empirical phenomenon. Many

studies have shown that IQ scores predict (correlate with) "criterion"

measures of scholastic success, such as later school grades or scores on

standardized tests of achievement in specific subject areas. For

elementary school children, validity coefficients (correlations) of .7 or

higher have often been obtained using achievement tests as criteria (see,

e.g., Crano et al., 1972). Correlations with grades are typically

somewhat lower.. Values around .5 have been reported (Messe et al.,

1979). Occasionally, much lower correlations with grades haves been

reported; however, technical limitations may account in part for these

findings.'

It is not necessary to dwell on the evidence for predictive validity,

because some degree of the predictive power of tests is generally

conceded. What is debated sharply, however, is the interpretation of/

1° Lower and less consistent correlations with grades are to be expected for

many reasons: IQ tests are more similar in style and content to
standardized achievement tests than to classroom tests and other
performance measures used in grading. Grades are likely to be less

reliable than standardized achievement tests, and unreliability
attenuates correlations. Grades are likely to be influenced by factors
other than achievement, such as deportment or perceived effort. Overall

grade po.nt averages may include nonacademic subjects, for which little
effect of intellectual ability might be expected. Students are likely to

be grouped by ability, formally or informally, and graded in comparison
to their classmates; such practices imply that the same grade means . .

different things for students in different classes or for students graded
by different teachers, and also that the restricted range of variation in
IQ within classes will reduce the correlation between IQ and grades.

4 1) r%Li
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validity correlations. They are obviously consistent with the hypothesis

that IQ tests measure academic ability, which is later manifested in

scholastic performance, and they have been interpreted in this way

implicitly or explicitly, by many of those who use tests in the schools.

They arc also consistent with the hypothesis that IQ tests, teacher-made

tests, and standardized achievement tests all sample the same domain of

acquiied skills.

This ambiguity of interpretation points to an important fact, noted

by Messick (1980), among others, that the term "iredictive v 'idity" is a

misnomer. Prediction is not a kind of validity; prediction does not in

itself guarantee that a test measures what it is supposed to measure.

(Parental income predicts a child's IQ and school success, but it is.

surely stretching the term -measure" to call parental income a measure of

the child's intelligence.) What is needed is an explicit theory of

intelligence that links this construct to its measures and to other

constructs and their associated measures. To draw a physical analogy,

there 4.s an explicit theory that links temperature to pressure and

volume, and thereby to the height of a column o: liquid in a sealed

tube. Without such a theory, it would be hard to understand why a

thermometer measures the entity that causes water to boil or°one's hand

to hurt when placed on a-hot stove. Belief in ,the validity of the

measure gains strength with repeated confirmation of the theory. In

psychometric parlance, this process is "construct validation," and, as

Messick and Otheri have argued, construct validity is the only kind there

is. Prediction 'is just one of several kinds of evidence that can be used

to support claims of construct validity. Unfortunately, where

4 It
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intelligence is concerned, were are .;tuitiple, competing theories, few of

them very precise; hence the evidence of prediction is subject to

multiple interpretations.

In sum, there are two principal pieces of evidence for the validity

. oIQ tests as measures of "developed intelligence." One is the

convergence of different items and differgnt.tests. The other is the

association between IQ scores and measures of academic achievement. Both

are subject to varying interpretations. The question of interest here is

how the evidence bears on the use of tests in educational placement.

Critics of testing have argued Nehemently that-tests are invalid as

measures of a child's.potential and are therefore unfair devices to use

for placement. _However, they have not spelled out why they would be fair

if they did measure potential nor why they.are unfair if they measure

only acquired skills or debtloped abilities. Defenders of testing have

. .

not contested the point about measurement of potential but ha'7e justified

the use of tests on grounds of predictive validity, apparently believing

that the use of tests in educational placement is fair even if tests

measure skills that are partially or primarily acquired. In my view,

neither the critics nor the defenders (exemplified by plaintiffs and

defendants-in Larry and in Parents in Action on Special Education P.-

Hannon, 1980) have focused their arguments appropriately. Prediction in

itself is not sufficient justification for using tests in educational

placement. or is the critical shortcoming of tests their failure to

measure "potential" or "native intelligence." The key issue is whether

or not tests offer guidan;:e in choosing 'among educational alternatives..

4U3
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One relevant, if obvious, limitation of prediction has been mentioned

in court cases concerned with use of tests in Da placement (e.;., U. S.

Department of Justice, 1980:A7-A8): prediction is probabilistic. The

fact that a given IQ on the average predicts a specific grade level does

not guarantee that any particular child who achieves the given IQ will

achieve the predicted grade level. Vaiiation around the predicted level

can be quite wide. When the validity coefficient is as high as .6, a

child who scores below the" 10th percentile (an IQ of roughly 80) would

have a46 percent chance of achieving a grade point-average in the bottom

fifth of the cIasi, hence a 54 percent chance of doing better. The child

would have a 17 percent chance of being in the top half of the class.\

When'the validity.coefficientis as low as .2, the cnild would have only

a 28 percent probability of being in the bottom fifth--just 8 percent

higher than pure chance. The child would have a-40 percent likelihood of

being in the top half of the class (Schrader, 1965). Even if it is

conceded that'IQ tests are among the best predictors of school success

o

that we have, the margin of error in the individual case is substantial.

(In principle, prediction can be improved by the use of other valid

indicators in conjunction with IQ scores. In practice, as indicated

earlier, this improvement may or may not be achieved, depending on

Whether additional indicators are in fact collected and used-.)

A second limitation --somewhat paradoxical, given the
first--is that

the predictive information available in the IQ overlaps with that

available in the chile's grade record dr achievement test scores, when

, the latter are available. Past and current achievement predicts future

achievement, typically better than IQ (Crano et al., 1972). Although, as

409
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illustrated in the previous paragraph, a substantial portion of the

variation in achievement is independent of IQ and 7ice versa, prediction

based on both IQ and achievement is only a little more accurate than

prediction based on achievement alone. (The fact that IQ and achievement

measures are not entirely redundant does have important implications,

however. In current practice children are usually referred for testing

only after experiencing serious and prolonged difficulty in the

classroom. When testing reveals that such children have low IQS, it

merely confirms expectations. In some individual cases, however, testing

can make a distinctive and positive contribution: when children who are

performing poorly in class prove to have IQs in the normal range, the

discrepancy points to undetected problems 'that should be

diagnosedsensory Malfunctions, emotional difficulties, poor or

inappropriate instruction, etc. Obviously, this is not to say that high

scores are somehow more valid or meaningful than low scores or that

predictive equations are different for high and low scores. The point,

rather, is that the functional contribution of testing is likely to lie

less in improving prediction than in stimulating diagnosis.)

A more fundamental limitation concerns the underlying logic of using

prediction as a basis for educational placement at all. Even if it could

be predicted with certainty that a child with a low IQ will get low

grades in a regular class, this fact would not in itself dictate or

justify removing the child from the class. Judge Peckham recognized this

point when he drew a distinction between testing for educational

placement and testing for job placement. Courts have held that employers

have .a legitimate stake in employee performance and thus are justified in
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selecting employees on the basis of a test that has demonstrated

predictive power (Bersoff, 1979). But the stake of educators in the

performance of children is not analogous. Children, not educators, are

the beneficiaries of education, and the public schools have an obligation

to teach every child as well as possible. The paramount question is not

how to select children who will perform well in regular classes but how

to select classes or programs that best meet the needs of children.

To justify separate placement on the basis of an IQ score it would he

necessary to show that children with low IQs require and profit from a

different curriculum or different type of instruction from that available

in regular classes. (Alternatively, separate plaCement might be

justified if it could be shown that children with low IQs are not harmed

by it,'while other children are harmed by when children with loy IQs

share regular classes.) Educational researchers call situations in which

different educational approaches work best with children of different

initial' ability "aptitude-treatment interactions" (Cronbach and Snow,

1977). It has been urged that demonstration of aptitude-treatment

interactions is the appropriate way to validate tests for use in

educational placement, although there may be severe difficulties in

conducting such demonstrations in special education.2 The more general

point stands, however: separate placement demands justification on

To demonstrate an aptitude-treatment interaction it is necessary to use

similar outcome measures fOr the various children and classes, or

"treatments," being studied. If ENR children are, exposed to curricula

with goals that are radically different from those of the regular

class--e.g., teaching self-help and vocational skills rather than

academic skills--the use of common measures is pointless. The situation

is further complicated if EMR children are in fact given individualized

treatment, as required by current law.

4 1
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grounds of educational consequences, not :merely of predicted failure in

regular classes.

Such justification goes far beyond the boundaries of technical test

validity as demonstrated by item convergence and prediction. As Messick

(1980) has. pointed out, even ironclad evidence of technical validity is

insufficient to justify a particular use of a test. One must always consider

whether the construct measured by the test is relevant to the decision to be

made, and one must always consider the consequences of the decision. The

case of educational placement is a dramatic illustration of these precepts,

as has been noted by Reschly (1981), among others. It is likely ghat the

framers of the. implementing regulations for P.L. 94-142 (see Chapter 2) had

this broad range of information in mind whentheysrequired that tests be

"validated for their intended use," i.e., educational placement.

In a later section I will argue that the above arguments would apply even

if IQ scores supported strong inferences about learning potential. That is,
c

even if children with low IQs were genetically limited in their capacity to

learn, the decision to separate them from other children (or to assign them

to any sort of special program) should be based on the educational

consequences for these children and their classmates. First, however, I will

consider another issue that was central to both the Larry P. and PASE

cases--the issue of racial and cultural bias in tests.

ARE TESTS BIASED?

'Do tests misrepresent the skills or abilities of minority children and

those from low-income fatilies? Are tests merely the bearers of bad news

about genuine differences in academic functioning, or are they the

creators of false differences? To address these questions it is
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necessary to clarify some further points of definition, which have caused

confusion and miscommunication between specialists in psychological

measurement, on one hand, and lawyers, judges, many social scientists,

and the public on tae other.

Documents such as Judge Peckham's decision in the Larry P. case or

the amicus curiae brief filed by the U.S. Department of Justice in PASE

v. Hannon (1980) suggest that the authors define bias quite differently

from the measurement specialists. For many nonspecialists (accustomed,

as noted earlier, to thinking that tests purport to measure innate

ability), tests are biased if group differences in test scores can be

attributed to average differences in environmental advantage enjoyed by

children from different ethnic or socioeconomic groups. The issue for

nonspecialists is not whether tests capture genuine differences in skill

or developed ability between groups; it is whether these differences are

caused by cultural factors. ,Thus the Justice Department attorneys (1980)

in their post-trial memorandum write in support of the plaintiffs in ?ASE

(p. 17):

Plantiffs argue that racial and cultural bias,

demonstrated most graphically by the differences in

the test scores by race, reflect differences in

cultural patterns and levels of exposure to the

dominant school culture between blacks and whites.

Judge Peckham, in supporting his conclusion that tests are biased, cites

testimony by witnesses for both plaintiffs and defendants to the effect

that racial differences in IQ scores are culturally caused. For example,

he writes (Larry P. v. Riles, 1979, Section IVC):

. . .there was general agreement by all sides on the

inevitability of cultural differences on IQ scores.

Put succinctly by Professor Hilliard, black people

41J
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have "a cultural heritage thaL represents an
experience pool which is never used" or tested by
standardized IQ tests.

To be sure, the cited documents contain additional discussion suggesting

that the writers are aware of other.aspects of bias more closely akin to the

concerns of the specialist, which are discussed below. It is clear, however,

that for these (arguably) representative nonspecialists, evidence for

cultural, causation of group differences in test scores is sufficient to

establish bias in the tests themselves. In affect, "bias", "cultural

causation," and "unfairness" are equivalent concepts for many

nonspecialists. From this perspective it seems unfair to categorize children

or allocate educational opportunities on the basis of performance differences

that are culturally caused, and it seems proper to characterize the

instruments that effectuate this unfair categorization as biased.

For the specialist, questions of bias, fairness, and cultural causation

are separate. In psychometric theory, bias is purely a measurement issue: a

test is biased if and only if quantitative indicators of validity--internal

structure and relationships to other variables--differ for different cultural

groups. A test is held to be unbiased if the:;e quantitative properties are

invariant across cultural groups, even if different groups have different

performance profiles due to differential opportunity and experience. :he

following quote from Arthur Jensen illustrates the strong methodological

flavor of the measurement specialist's definition.of bias and its kinship to

mathematical definitions of the term: (Jensen, 1980, p. 375)

In mathematical statistics, "bias" refers to a systematic
under or overestimation of a population parameter by a
statistic based on samples drawn from the population. In

psychometrics "bias" refers to systematic errors in the
predictive validity or the construct validity of test
scores of individuals that are associated with the
individual's group membership.



This definition separates bias from fairness. /t makes bias a purely

technical issue. No matter how good a test is technically, there is room for

disagreement concerning the decision rules to be applied when the test is

used for selection, placement, or other purposes. Questions of fairness

apply to these rules and to test use, not to tests themselves.3 (There

have been a number of attempts to formulate explicit, quantitative criteria

of "fairness" in the use of tests that show different performance proliles

across social groups; see Petersen and Novick, 1976.)

Given this technical definition of bias, it is is not inconsistent to

argue that the use of a particular test for a particular purpose may be

unfair, even if the test is, in the sense defined, unbiased. For example, it

is consistent to argue thatr tests are racially unbiased measuresof

academic ability but that ability is affected by cultural experience and that

it is therefore unfair to use IQ tests to make decisions that require

inferences about innate potential. Thus a measurement specialist' might agree

with some of Judge Peckham's conclusions while rejecting the judge's claim

that tests per se are biased.

What evidence could be adduced to show that IQ tests are unbiased in the

technical sense, i.e., that tests are equally valid for children from

different ethnic groups or from markedly different socioeconomic and/or

educational backgrounds? The answer is that there is no direct way to

demonstrate that a test is culturally unbiased. (Jensen, who has devoted

3 The usage here is fairly common, but not universal. Luse the term

"bias" to refer to all potential group differences in quantitative

measures of validity and the term "fairness" to refer to issues of test

use. Others, such as Cole (1981), use "bias" and "fairness" to refer to

different types of potential quantitative discrepancy between groups.
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a 740-page tome to showing that bias is not a significant factor in

mental testing, ztacurs with this point.) However, it is possible to

show that a test is biased, in any of a number of specific ways.

Conversely, by systematically ruling out each of the known potential

... sources of bias, it is possible to reduce the plausibility of the

hypothesis that a test is biased, though never to falsify the hypothesis

in a strict sense.

Three potential sources of bias have received the lion's share of

attention in the psychomeL,ic literature to date: (1) differences in

performance induced by culturally sensitive features of the test

situation, such as the race or dialect of the tester; (2) conspicuous:

differences across cultural groups in the difficulty of particular items,

or in other internal features of the pattern of responses generated by

test items, which would indicate that the items do not tap the same

underlying construct for different groups; and (3) differences in the

external or predictive validity of tests for different groups.

Bias in the Test Situation

Many aspects of the test situation, aside from tht child's actual skill.

f..r ability, are known or hypothesized to influence test scores. Any of

these factors could in theory operate differentially by race,

artificially depressing the scores of black children relative to those of

white children. The most complete list that I have seen appears in

Chapter 12 of Jensen's book on bias (1980) and includes: :amiliarity

vith the particular test or type of test (coaching and practice), the

race and sex of the tester, the language style or dialect of the tester,

the tester's expectations about the child's performance, distortions in,

4 1 ,r,4
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scoring or time pressure or lack thereof, and attitudinal factors such as

test anxiety, achievement motivation, and self- esteem. Jensen

characterizes the findings on the contribution of these aspects of

testing to the racial gap in test scores as "wholly negative"; I would

characterize them as equivocal, indicating a small degree of bias at

best. (Jensen does agree that there is evidence for a language bias in

the testing of bilingual children, but he denies the existence of .bias

due to racial dialects or any other bias linked to race.)

Many of these situational factors have statistically significant

overall effects on test scores but show no interactions with race. For

example, coaching and practice together can boost an individual's IQ

score by about nine points, if the individual is retested after a fairly

short time interval on a test that is highly similar to the one used for

practice. However, blacks and whites profit almost equally from coaching

and practice. Blacks do not gain much more than whites, as one might

expect on the assumption that blacks are initially less familiar with

tests and test-taking strategies. (Actually, a close look at the data

reported by Jensen suggests that in several studies blacks do gain a

point or two more than whites on some tests, while in other studies or on

other tests they gain less. It is unclear whether the different outcomes

are random or reflect some underlying phenomenon worthy of investigation,

as discussed below.) There is little in the reported data co suggest

that familiarization with tests can eliminate more than a small fraction

of the iQ difference between the races. Not all of the other situational

factors have significant overall effects on test scores, and none are as

large as the effects of coaching and practice. More important, in no

case is there a large interaction between a situational factor and race.

41
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now can these equivocaltonegative findings be reconciled with

reports of large IQ gains when minority children who have scored low are

retested by persons of the same ethnic group under unthreatening

conditions? Cases of this sort have frequently been cited is court.

There are at least two possible answers, with very different

implications, indicating a need for research to resolve the issue.

One answer is that the people who retest children and boost their IQ

scores drastically are merely making the test easier, e.g., by

translating items containing difficult words into items with the same

content, but with easier words, by giving hints, by putting the most

favorable interpretation on ambiguous answers, etc. Such changes in

procedure may or may not be desirable, but the question of interest here

is whether this approach to testing boosts the scores of minority

children selectively. It might be the case that white, middleclass

children would benefit as such or more than minority children from

equivalent changes in procedure. If they did, the changed procedures

would have nothing to do with cultural or ethnic bias in tests. If

minority children benefited more, the changed procedure would point to

bias and indicate that something was wrong or missing in the studies

cited by Jensen.

What might that something be? One answer, a second potential

explanation of the discrepancy between the null findings reported by

Jensen and the substantial increases in IQ that are often reportd, lies

in the training of testers and the conditions under which tests are

administered. It seems likely that the testers employed in research

;prOjects are likely to be particularly well trained, conscientious is

41;3
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their adherence to prescribed procedures, and sensitized to issues:of

bias. It may well be the case that situational distortions are minimized

when such testers operate under such conditions. In contrast, it seems

likely that school psychologists often work under considerable

administrative pressure and less than optimal testing conditions, and

their evaluations are less open to scrutiny by other professionals. If

so, testing errors in general and bias in particular seem more liely to

occur under "field" conditions. Some of the large increases attributed

to retesting may have been genuine corrections of testing errors that

would not have occurred in research settings. Studies that
Ci

systematically compare the effects.of the test situation on minority and

white children under research and field conditions are needed to choose

between the two explanations.

Item Analysis: Ruby is a Red Herring

Curiously, many critics and some proponents of testing share an

exaggerated faith in the analysis of individual test items as a method

for assessing cultural bias. In fact, item analysis is useful in

addressing only limited aspects--and, as it happens, relatively

unimportant aspects--of test bias.

A common approach to item analysis, which, might be called

"editorial," is to analyze the face content of items on logical or

semantic grounds or on the basis of apparent or presumed connections to

particular subcultural milieux. Judge John F. Grady's recent decision in

° ?ASE v. Hannon (1980) provides a dramatic and socially significant

illustration of this approach. Setting aside a variety of statistical
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1

and empirical arguments for and against use of tests in placing black

children in EMR classes, the judge chose instead to examine test items

individually and to decide in each case whether the item appeared, a

priori, to present special difficulties for black children--rather like

Judges Woolsey and Bryan, who read Ulysses and Lady Chatterly's Lover,

respectively, to decide whether they were pornographic. Thus Judge Grady

rejected the test question "Nbat is the color of a ruby?" on the grounds

that "Ruby" is a common name in the black community; hence the name of

the gem might be mistaken for a proper name and the child might answer

"black." However, his "item analysis" led the judge to accept,all but a

few items on the Stanford-Binet and WISC-R and to uphold the use of these

tests in educational placement by the Chicago schools.. Others have drawn

diametrically opposed conclusions from similar editorial item analysis

(e.g., Hoffman, 1962).

One obvious flaw in this approach is that it places "bias" in the eye

of the editor, and different editors:disagree. More important is the

fact that judgments about item content (even if there is agreement) are

neither necessary nor sufficient to prove that particular items

discriminate against black children, in the sense of lowering their test

scores. An apparently innocent item can be disproportionately difficult

for minority children compared with whites, while an item that is

problematic on its face can be equally difficult for all ethnic groups.

The foregoing sentence implicitly establishes one standard by which

professionals in test construction determine whether items are biased:

they examine proportions of children from different ethnic groups who get

each item correct; when an item deviates markedly from the overall

420
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profile for any group (an item x group interaction), that item is assumed '

to confer an unacceptable advantage or diszdvantage for one group or the

other and is deemed to be "biased" in'thispre4ise and limited sense.

Z`fC

Related psychometric approaches to assessing item bias focus on

item-scale correlations and the factor loadings of items. If

correlations or loadings for particular items differ conspicuously for

children from different ethnic groups, those items are suspect on the

grounds that they do not appear to measure the 'same construct for,the

various groups. Item analyses performed on IQ tests have tended to show

that most individual items show about'the same gap in performance between
eof

whites and other ethnic groups. There are statistically significant item

x group interactions, but they are trivially small relative to overall

group differences (Mercer, forthcoming; Sandoval, 1979). Factor

structures show only minor differences for most'major ethnic groups

(Reschly and Rdschly, 1979). If there is bias in IQ tests, it is'

pervasive and not primarily linked to a few offending items. 'But bias

may indeed be pervasive. It is possible that all items on a test

systematically understate the abilities of minority children. Item

analyses of the kind described cannot rule out this possibility.

In short, criticisms of tests based on.the content of individual

items are misplaccd, insofar as those criticisms are meant to imply that

particular, "culturally loaded" items account for the differential test

performance of children from different, ethnic groups. On the other hand,

defenses of tests based on item analyses fail to address the issue of

pervasive or global test bias. An independent case can be made that

"editorial" or content bias in test items should be eliminated in order
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to enhance the credibility and acceptability of tests among minority

cultural groups,4 but current evidence does not warrant optimism that

editorial changes will reduce differential performance.

Differential Predictive Validity

The logic of predictive validation cf tests was explicated and critically

examined earlier. A straightforward extension of that logic makes

differential predictive validity a measure of bias,, in a precise but

rather narroy sense: if a test is a valid measure of scme trait or skill

for some social groups but not others, and if an independent criterion

Leasure of the same trait or skill exists, it follows that the test

should predict the criterion for those groups for which it is valid and

Fail to,predict the criterion for 'those groups for which it is invalid.

For example, if IQ tests'measure intellectual skills or abilities more

accurately for white children than'for black children, IQ should

correlate more highly With measures of future school success for whites

than for blacks. Thus an empirical demonsthtion of differential

predictive accuracy would :tend to confirm the hypothesis of cultural

bias, although bias in'the.test itself is not the only possible

explanation for differential prediction. (For example, differential

prediction could arise if tests measured ability accurately for .hoch

blacks and whites, but the school performance of blacks was adversely

affected by teacher attitudes-and behavior.)

to"

4 There exist flagrant examples of racially offensive content in widely

used tests. For example, prior to a recent revision, one popular test of
"receptive vocabulary" incorporated only two pictures of black people
among numerous pictorial stimulus.items7ra pullman porter and a Sambo
figure. A case can clearly be made against the use of such materials
without regard to their effects on performance.

40')AW
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This question of differential validity can be addressed most clearly

within the framework of statistical methods used to assess predictive power.

In statistical terms, the question "Does a given test have equal predictive

validity for blacks and whites?" translates into the questions: "Do

regression lines (relating the test to the criterion) for the two groups

coincide, i.e., have the same slope and the same intercept?" and "Are the

standard errors of estimate similar for the two groups? The first question

haJ to do with whether the test predicts the same level of success on the

criterion variable (e.g., school grades) for blacks and whites who score the

same on the test. The second question has to do with whether the margin of

error in predicting individual, performance on Lhe criterion is equal for both

groups or greater for one group than the other.
ti

These issues have been explored fairly extensively in a series of studies

on the differential predictive validity of various ability tests applicable

to young adults, such as the Scholastic Aptitude Test, the Law School

Admission Test, and numerous tests of job aptitude. Criterion variables in

these.ctudies were college grades, law school grades, supervisor ratings on

the job, and other indices'of job performance. This-literature has been

reviewed in a paper by Robert Linn (1982), commissioned by the Committee on

Ability Testing of the National Research Council. Linn concludes that these

studies rather consistently show that test scores overpredict the future

success of blacks relative to that of whites; that is, blacks do less well in

school or on the job than whites with similar test scores. There is also a

tendency for the regression line for blacks to slope less steeply than the

line for whiLes, so that overprediction is greatest for blacks who achieve

the highest test scores.

01)4
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With respect to the margin of error in predictio. , Linn concludes tha:

the evidence is less consistent but tends to show that tests predict_' less

accurately for blacks than for whites, by a small margin in most studies.

For example, 34 reported estimates of the multiple correlation between

college aptitude tests and freshman or firs-semester college grade averages

.yield a median of .302 for blacks and .385 for, whites. Differences in

predictive accuracy are essentially nonexistent for the Law School Admission

Test and for most job-related tests; however, one large Air Force study found

that the median correlation (across 39 different job areas) between the Armed

Forces Qualification Test and grades in Air Force technical training was .33

for whites and only .18 for blacks.5

Data like those presented by Linn, suggesting overprediction of black

scholastic success and roughly comparable errors of estimate, were cited in

..e-defense of IQ testing in Larry P. and PASE. However, an obvious question

that arises, in light of the matters at issue in those cases and of the

mission of thepanel, is whether the findings apply to children of elementary

and secondary schxd age, particularly those from minority groups who score

low enough on the IQ scale to be candidates for placement in ENR classes.

Unfortunately, there are surprisingly few studies of the differential

5 It must be kept in mind that observed differences in so-called validity
coefficients (test-criterion correlations) are affected by statistical

, factors that have nothing to do with "Validity" as the word is commonly

understood., In particular, if the range of variation in the test score
or criterion is less for blacks than for whites, the correlations between

the test scores and the criterion are lowered. Validity coefficients are

therefore not always comparable. Clone examination of some of the data
presented here and later in the text indicates that relative:y low
validity coefficients reported for minority children are in fact due in
part to restricted variance in the IQ, the criterion, or both.
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predictive validity of IQ tests for black and white children of school age,

and fewer still that present regression data necessary to examine issues of

underprediction and overprediction. (Most present only correlations.)

As indicated in the earlier section on predictive validity,

correlations between IQ scores and scores on standardized achievement tests

are generally quite high. Typically they are only slightly lower for

minority children than for whites (see Sattler, 1974, for some representative

findings).

Correlations with grades are typically lower and are less consistent

across studies, in part for the technical reasons mentioned earlier.

Correlations reported for black children range from a high.of, .6-.7 (Sattler,

1974) to a low of zero (Green and Farquhar, 1963, quoted in Jensen,

1980:474). Correlations reported for whites are generally as high or higher

than those for blacks, sometimes substantially higher in the studies that

find the lowest correlations for blacks (e.g., Goldman and Hartig, 1976;

Green and Farquhar, 1965; Mercer, 1979). Goldman and Hartig, for example,

found a correlation of only .27 between WISC IQ and later grades for a large

sample of elementary school children in California. For subsamples of black

and Mexican-American children, correlations are in the range .12-.18. Mercer

(1979) reports correlations of .46 for Anglo children and .20 for black and

Mexican-American children in an overlapping sample drawn from the same

California school district. Judge Peckham gave considerable weight to the

Mercer and Goldman-Hartig results, although the latter have been criticized

on methodological grounds similar to those mentioned earlier (e.g.., by Messe

et al., 1979). Mercer herself points out that her differential correlations

are due in part to restricted variance in both WI SC scores and grades in the

minority samples; however, she also points out that essentially the same

425
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results are obtained when a semantic differential rating of student

competence by teachers (which does not suffer from range restricrion) f.s usec

as the criterion variable.

I have encountered only three studies that present full regression

information for school-age children from different ethnic groups (Farr, et

al., 1971, quoted in Jensen, 1980:475-476; Mercer, 1979; Reschly and Sabers,

1979). Farr et al. examined the predictive validity of the California Test

of Mental Maturity for black and white secondary school students, using

grades and various teacher ratings as criterion variables. Reschly and

Sabers used the WISC-R as a predictor and achievement test scores as

criteria; their sample was a group of children in grades 1-9 and included

Anglos, blacks, Chicanos, and Native American Papagcs. Mercer's analysis,

based on data from Goldman and Hartig, used the WISC (sot the WISC-R) as a

predictor and used grades as criteria; the sample included Anglo, black, and

Hispanic children.

The Farr et al. and Reschly and Sabers studies produced complex

patterns of results,, *varying with the ages of the children involved; on

balance they indicated only minor differences in prediction for Anglos,

blacks, and, in the Reschly and Sabers study, Hispanics. When patterns

differed, they often (not always) revealed overprediction for blacks and

underprediction for Anglos. 6 The Mercer analysis was unique in finding

worse overall prediction, worse prediction for blacks and Hispanics than for

Anglos, and underprediction of grades for minority children with IQs below

6 Cordon (1980) reports partial results of a regression study, in which he
found overprediction for Mexican-American students. Messe et al. (1979)
report an analysis of data from a large, all-white British sample that
revealed overprediction of grades for children of, low socioeconomic

Status.
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the mid-70s--the range likely to be found among children being evaluated

for placement in EMR classes. Mercer:s findings suggest that, if the

same cutoff scores were used to place children in.EMR classes, minority

children in those classes. would be more academically able than their

'white counterparts. However, the findings are subject to some of the

same caveats mentioned above in connection with validity coefficients

reported by Mercer.

In sum, within the measurement specialist's precise but narrow

empirical framework for assessing bias, there are only a few studies

indicating a relatively modest amount of distortion in test scores of

minority children, Within the range of scores and ages most relevant to

the panel's work. There is at best scattered evidence for bias in

aspects of the testing situation external to the test itself; however,

this issue merits further study under field conditions. There is little

evidence that bias lodges in particular test items, but this fact does

not preclude the possibility of generalized bias across all items. In

general there has not been consistent evidence for differential

predictive validity.of tests across ethnic groups, although such evidence

has been found in several influential but controversial studies.

On balance it must be concluded that bias in the technical sense

contributes little either to explaining ethnic differences in IQ or to

shaping placement policy. No study that I have encountered suggests that

the magnitude of any bias effect, or even several combined, comes close

to explaining all of the differences in IQs between whites and

minorities. It is unlikely that elimination of psychometric bias, in the

absence of other changes in policy and practice, would have muzh effect

4 r)"
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on the IQ scores of minority children or the proportion assigned to .72AR

classes.

It is important to recognize the limited import of this conclusion.

The conclusion relates only to technical _bias and says nothing about

fairness in test use or about ethnic or racial bias in the interpretation

of test scores or bias in the educational system or in society at large.

Psychometric investigations of bias do not address many of the larger

concerns of educators, policy makers and the public, most of whom use the

term "bias" more broadly than the technical definition allows. For

example, these investigations ignore the problem of bias in the

criteria: If school grades and/Or achievement test scores underestimate

the academic attainment of,minority students--as tests allegedly

underestimate their abilities--then it would be no justification of

testing, from a moral or policy standpoint, to find that prediction was

perfect. In addition, as we saw at the beginning of this section, many

persons outside the field of psycholqgical measurement define bias to

mean any contribution of sociocultural factors that raises or lowers the

IQ scores of one group relative to another. There is simply no doubt

that there is some cultural contribution, as even the firmest believers

in genetic determination of IQ would admit. I take up the issue of the

relative size of this contribution in the next section, but I also-argue

that the issue is less important for policy in the area of educational

placement than it may seem.

WHAT CAUSES INDIVIDUAL AND GROUP VARIATIONS IN IQ?

No question in psychology has provoked more bitter debate than that

surrounding the determinants of variation in IQ scores. In recent years,
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the controversy has centered on the relative contributions of heredity

and environment to the 15-point average difference usually found between

the IQ scores of blacks and whites. I survey some of the main lines of

evidence briefly and then consider the relevance of the entire debate for

educational policy and practice. In concentrating broadly on the

nature-nurture issueI bypasi numelous detailed questions about the

effects of different environmental factors. For example, I do not

discuss separately the contributions of prenatal care, nutrition, very

early experience with the physical and social world, parental behavior

and attitudes, linguistic factors, etc. Though extremely important for

researchers, these questions could carry us even further afield than the

nature-nurture issue itself.

The hereditarian viewpoint has had a sporadic history in psychology

generally and in the field of IQ testing particularly. Alfred Binet,

whose work in the Paris schools in .the early 20th century initiated

modern'ability testing, vociferously denied that his test measured innate.

ability. However, many of the American and -7itish psychologists who

translated, modified, and usedBinet's instrument took the contrary

view. Sorge expressed their opinions in the public policy arena and, were

associated with the eugenics and anti-immigration movements (Kamin,

1974). As we have seen, the assumption'that "IQ tests" measure or are

supposed to measure innate intelligence is still shared by many outside

the measurement field, although most professionals in the field reject it.

Arthur Jensen's article in the Harvard Educational Review ;1969)

revived the hereditarian viewpoint within the field and provoked a debate

that still continues. Jensen's paper attempted to show that IQ tests

measure general intellectual ability, that this ability is of great

el 2
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social importance, and that educational intervention has relatively

little effect on individual differences in IQ. Examining correlations

among IQs of persons in various biological kinship relations, Jensen

%concluded that the data can be well explained postulating that

intelligence is a polygenic trait and that 80 percent of its phenotypic

variation is due to underlying genotypic variation.

Others; using similar techniques of "heritability estimation" but

with somewhat different models, assumptions, or data, have arrived at

lower estimates; in the neighborhood of .5 (e.g., Jencks et al., 1972;

Plomin an4 DeFrieS, 1980). 'One thorough and dispassionate review

(Loehlin, et Al., 1975) reached a summary estimate only a little lower

than Jensen!s for the heritability of individual variations in IQ within

European and Caucasian populations. The reviewers found that estimates
..,

of heritability within the black population were less consistent and

often lower than estimates-for whites, although they still pointed to a

substantial genetic component. However, Loehlin et al. note that'there

is considerable room for disagreement about the technical details of

fteritability calculations; existing evidence is hence consistent with a

very broad range of within-group heritability coefficients.

A number of fadtors create difficulties for the statistical

techniques, borrowed.from popultion genetics, that are used to estimate

heritability. For example, and widely noted problem is the confounding

of heredity and environment: innately bright parents are likely to

provide their children with a lot of intellectual stimulatior; innately

bright children are likely to elicit stimulation from others and to find

or create it in their physical environments (Scarr, 1981). Similarly,

.1 4
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patterns of biological relationship are likely to mirror patterns of

environmental similarity. For example, cousins share fewer genes than

siblings, but they are also likely to grow up in less similar

environments. As Loehlin et al. point out, aost techniques for

estimating heritability confound the purely genetic contribution with the

contribution of the gene - environment correlation.

7o get a meaningful heritability estimate for a given erait in a

given population, it is necessary to sample the relevant ranges of

genotypes and environments and to specify correctly the statistical model

that describes their separate and joint contribution to the phenotype.

Some skeptics (e.g., Layzer, 1972), doubt that techniques of heritability

estimation can be legitimately applied zo IQ data, given the limitations

of existing data, the imprecision of existing definitions and theories of

intelligence, and our ignorance about possible environmental influences

and gene-environment interactions.

Probably this rather arcane controversy over the proper use of

statistics in estimating heritability of traits would have aroused little

public attention, had Jensen not gone beyond his discussion of individual

differences in IQ to speculate that group differences, specifically

black-white differences, are also,, partly genetic in origin. Jensen wrote

(1969:82):

So all we are left with are various lines of evidence, no

one of which is definitive alone, but which, viewed all

together, make it a not unreasonable hypothesis that

genetic factors are strongly implicated in the average

Negro-white intelligence difference. The preponderance of

the evidence is, in my opinion, less consistent with a

strictly environmental hypothesis than with a genetic

hypothesis, which, of course, does not exclude the

influence of environment or its interaction with genetic

factors.
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This conjecture was not based on direct examination of dada on the

causes of racial differences but rather was an extension of Jensen's main

discussion, which, as already noted, dealt with individual differences

within ethnic groups. Jensen's critics have stressed that average group

differences in a particular trait can be due mostly or entirely to the

environment even if the heritability of the trait within groups is very

high.

In an attempt to address the issue of betweengroup var ace as

directly as possible, Loehlin et al. (1975) reviewed a number of studies

relating IQ to various indices'of racial mixture. Some of these studies

examined correlations between IQ and racelinked characteristics such as

skin color and blood group distributions. Others examined IQ

distributions associated with various patterns of interracial mating.

One particularly interesting study traced the genealogies of black

children with extremUy high IQs (and found no evidence for increased

European admixture, :ompared with the black population at large). While

careful to point out that the results ,of these sudies "are consistent

with either moderate hereditarian or environmentalist interpretations,"

Loehlin et al. (1975:238) suggest that the findings are "more easily

accomodated in an environmentalist framework." (In an appendix they

estimate betweengroup heritability at .125, though the estimate is

cautious and tentative.)

A similar conclusion, I believe, can be reached regarding other

studies, indicating that the site of the IQ gap between blacks and whites

is inversely related to the degree of the black child's exposure to

white, middleclass culture and schooling. These include classic studies
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oi" black families who migrated from the rural South to the urban North

(Klineberg, 1935), studies of interracial adoptions (Scar: and 'Weinberg,

1976), and studies of the effects oZ sociocultural variations within the

black community (Mercer, 1979).

The foregoing cursory glance at a large and complex literature will

not satisfy either supporters or critics of the hereditarian position.

It merely indicates some of thi areas in which scientific controversy

exists. The important points, for purposes of this discussion, are (1)

that controversy does exist; science has not yet provided definitive

answers to the nature-nurture question and perhaps never will; and (2)

that virtually everyone involved in the controversy agrees that both

genetic and experiential factors influence IQ; what is at issue is the

degree of influence and the mechanisms involved. The relevant question

is whether there are policy decisions or practices having to do with

educational placement or instruction that hinge on resolution of the

issue.

Courts have held that the issue is indeed central. In Larry P., for

example, Judge Peckham argued that EMR classes are (according to

definitions adopted by the California Department of Education)7

California's EMR classes were intended for "pupils whose mental

capabilities make it impossible for them to profit from the regular

instructional programs" (Larry P. v. Riles, 1979, Sec. IIIC). EMR

children were distinguished (in a 1963 law) from "culturally

disadvantaged minors," who are "potentially capable of completing a

regular educational piograL but unable to do so because of "cultural,

economic and like disadvantages." EMR children were also distinguished

from "educationally handicapped" children, who "cannot benefit from the

regular educational program" because of "marked learning or'behavioral

disorders or both" (Larry P. v. Riles, 1979, Sec. MB). Given the

historical definitions of the latter two categories, Judge Peckham not

unreasonably construed the EMR category as applying to children who are

congenitally unable to learn.

A ') 9
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intended for children who are congenitally unable to learn in regular

classes; to be valid for purposes of placing children in such classes, tie

judge reasoned, tests must be capable of identifying congenital disability.

(See Larry P., Sections IIIC and VB(4), and also the analysis of the

decision by Smith, 1980).

The assumption that mental retardation is by definition innate is one

that professionals concerned .ith the problem abandoned long ago. The

American Association on Mental Deficiency, for example, cites."significantly

subaverage general intellectual ;-Incdioning" and "deficits in adaptive

behavior" as the defining conditions (Grossman, 1977:5). It can, of course,

be debated whethe this is an appropriate definition, or whether IQ is an

appropriate measu e of intellectual flictioning. Nevertheless, given the

definition, it is not necessary to shot that the deficient intellectual

functioning (arguably) signalled by a low IQ is inborn in order to say that

a child is "mentally retarded" according to the stated functional criteria.

The medical profession has been more explicit in defining mental retardation

as a purely functional category that may have many different causes,

experiential as well as organic. (For a lucid discuSsion of contemporary

definitions, see Goodman, 1977.) It appears that there is a wide'gap

between the assumptions and definitions embraced by leaders in the field and

those embodied in administrative procedures of some school systems. The

latter assumptions apparently guides, the Larry P. decision.

Professionals have abandoned the organic definition of mental

retardation in favor of the functional definition for both scientific and

moral reasons that seem to me to be compelling. Organic causes can be

identified in a small proportion of cases of mild mental retardation.
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However, there islno evidence that different educational procedures are

needed, or work better, for these organically disabled children, compared

with other children with similar functional abilities but no (known) organic

deficit (Goodman, 1977). There is no evidence that it is any easier to

teach the latter group than the former or that their prognosis for future

success is any worse. Good teaching can do a great deal to help even

children with organic disabilities perform up to their potential;

conversely, poor performance that is socially caused is just as hard to

tl

co rect as poor performance that is organically caused--at least up to the

limits of present scientific knowledge and instructional techniques.

Moreover, different views of the relative contributions of genetic and

environmental factors in no. way affect the responsibility of schools to

/,provide the best instruction possible. There will always be differences in

ability and achievement among students, and schools will always have to deal

with these differences, regardless of their causes. To be sure, schools

face difficult questions about how to allocate' resources among students with

different levels of developed academic ability. However, there is

apparently no basis in current knowledge for believing that investment in

the edutation of students of low ability with environmentally caused

deficiencies will pay off (in future performance or social contribution)

more than investment in the education of those with congenital disorders.

If it is indeed the case that treatment of educational disability is

independent of the cause of the problem, it is hard to see why different

beliefs about the relative contributions of genes and environment to IQ

should have any educational import. Earlier we saw that a wide range of

academic performance is consistent with any given IQ score. The job of the

A ')-I
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educator is to make sure that performance is ias good as it can be. Though a
a

teacher, administrator or policy maker with hereditarian iews might be

pessimistic about the,likelihood of large gains in underlying intellectual

ability, this pessimism would be no justification for failing to impart as

many skills and as such knowledge as possib1'. I am not denying that

negative expectations can potentially do harm; they probably can,whether

they are based on beliefs in genetic or cultural inferiority of minority

groups. I am arguing that they should notlibe allowed to do harm--that such

beliefs provide ho legitimate basis for educational policies or practices

that would in any way restrict children's. progress. Decisions about

cdriicula and teaching methodi to be used with children.>at different levels

initial performance as well as decisions about whether ro teach these

children separately or together can and mould be based on the demonstrated

pedagogical effectiveness of the various
k-\

approaches, not on preconceptions

about the causes of initial differences in performance.

Finally, one's position on the naturenurture question gives little or

no guidance as to the degree of racial imbalance in special education

'
placement that one should be willing to tolerate. As long as there are

separate classes or programs for children who are significantly lacking in

traditional academic skills, environmentalists and hereditarians would both

expect minority children to be overrepresented in such classes, at least for

the immediate future.

Critics of IQ testing and EMR classes (e.g., the plaintiffs in Larry P.

and PASE) have argued that the nativist connotations of terms such as

"intelligence" and "mental retardation" aie deeply 4ngrained. Children are

harmed because people misinterpret the meaning of IQ scores and E.

4) I t
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placements, stigmatizing children and denying them educational

opportunities. None of the evidence reviewed in this section bears on the

truth or falsity of such claims. The arguments in this section of the paper

have not dealt with the actual political and educational consequences of

hereditarian versus environmentalist views. The arguments have been

intended to make one fundamental point: given current knowledge, there is

no logical or necessary connection between the heritability of IQ and

educational practi,.

CONCLUSIONS

Two kinds of conclusions have been sprinkled liberally throughout this

paper and need not be repeated here: judgments about the weight of the

scientific evidence on various empirical issues that have been raised and

value-based arguments about the implications of these judgments for

education policy. In this final,section I try to draw a few more general

lessons and reflect on their implications for the work of the panel.

One general lesson is that there is less articulation between the

concerns of the public and the concerns of specialists in psychological

measurement than might be expected, given their common agreement on the

importance of the issues. Specialists have succeeded in formulating and

answering an array of specific questions regarding aspects of test

validity; bias, and the like. Other questions, however, remain

ill-formulated or unanswered; many of the latter questions are important

to the nonspecialist and figure in his or her legitimate definition of

validity, bias, etc., even if they do not figure in specialists'

definitions. By the same token, nonspecialists--including some who are

highly knowledgeable about education policy and legal aspects of

4 (.,
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testing--have often failed to recognize scientifically important

distinctions among possible interpretations of connotatively loaded

terms, such as intelligende, validity and bias.

A Second lesson is that standardized ability tests, as currently

conceived and constructed, will inevitably contribute to disproportionate

placement of minority children in classes for &Idly mentally retarded

students (or classes by any other name that are designed to serve

children whose prognosis for success in school is poor). The reasons for

this bleak conclusion are deeply rooted in the natures of. the tests, of

the schools, and of society. As long as new tests are built on the same

logic as old ones, namely the logic of inferring ability from achieved

performance across a wide variety of specific "intellectual" tasks, they

will continue to tell us what we already know--that children who grow up

outside the mainstream are likely to'have trouble in school. They will

not help us resolve the ambiguities of potential and achievement, of

nature and nurture, that plague existing tests. There are some new,

experimental approaches to testing based on Piagetian developmental

theory, on direct observation of the child's learning in novel

situations, and even on measures of neurological functioning, such as

electroencephalograms. It is impossible to say at this juncture,

however, how much hope we should pin on them. For the foreseeable

future, decisions about public policy and educational practice will have

'to be based on tests as they are.

Fortunatei7, I think, many Such decisions can be made in the face of

a great deal of ambiguity about the meaning of tests. This is the third

and most important lesson to be drawn from this paper. Debates over



validity, bias, and the causes of group differences have a hypnotic

quality because of the connotations of the word "intelligence" and the

specter of genetic predestination. But the debate distracts our

attention from what should be our central concern, namely how to improve

education, particularly for children who are not doing well in the school

system as it currently exists.

It is striking that some scholars who disagree fundamentally about

the nature. of IQ tests, such as Jane Mercer and Arthur Jensen, are in

agreement about many aspects of the proper use of tests in evaluating

children for placement in classes for mentally retarded children. Both

Mercer and Jensen agree that tests tell us something about a child's

level of school functioning and that they deserve a place in an

assessment battery. Both agree that full diagnostic assessment should

take place only when children have had trouble in the classroom; tests

and other assessment procedures should not be used as general screening

devices. Both agree that IQ tests alone should not determine placement

but should be used in tandem with information about other characteristics

of the child, notably the child's capacity to function in nonschool

environments and roles, and the presence of any neurological, sensory, or

other physicaljproblems. To be sure, Mercer and Jensen would disagree

about using information on the child's sociocultural background to

interpret or adjust IQ scores, but the areas of agreement are

substantial. It seems that serious theoretical disagreements are

consistent with surprisingly similar practical recommendations. If so,

one can only wonder about the wisdom of dragging the theoretical

disagreements into the courts.
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One consequence of the current focus of debate is ,that judges have

been forced to deli1.irate about scientific controversies, which they are

'.11-equipped to consider. It is not surprising that their conclusions

are sometimes contradictory. But judges (and policy makers) are

well-equipped to consider other kinds of issues; given the ambiguous

meanings of test scoresand given the consequences of placement, is it

consistent with established legal standards of fairness to use tests as

placement devices? Are some uses fair, while others are not? This way

of framing questions puts them squarely in the court of values and legal

definitions and precedents.

The consequences of placement will surely play a central role in any

such deliberation. Regardless of the intrinsic merits of tests or

alternative placement procedures, it is hard to justify the use of any

device to sort children or prescribe educational programs, unless there

are demonstrated educational benefits attached to the sorting or

prescription. In Larry P, Judge Peckham concluded that F. classes are

"educationally dead-end, isolated and stigmatizing." Given the issues

raised in the case, it was necessary for the judge to go on to examine

discrimination in placement procedures; had his purpose been to decide

whether schools and society were meeting their responsibilities, however,

he need have looked no further. If "special" classes (particularly EMR

classes) convey no special benefits and involve no remedial instruction,

it is hard to justify placing any children in them, regardless of race.

If minority children are overrepresented in such classeQ, they are being

disproportionately harmed; the basis for placement doesn't much matter.

If, on the other hand, special classes do convey demonstrable benefits,

4 4 )



disproportionate placement does noc represent disproportionate harm. The

benefits of the classes must then be weighed against their costs, e.g.,

the cost of separateness per se.

If we are going to fight about IQ tests (or Z.MR classes) we should be

fighting about what they do or do not contribute to learning. Proponents

should be trying to show that tests give information, not available

through other practical means, that can be used to match instruction to

children's performance. Opponents should be trying to show that there

are better ways to channel children into the most effective instructional

situations. If the panel can help refocus public debate in this manner,

it will have done a great service.
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EFFECTS OF SPECIAL EDUCATION PLACEMENT
ON EDUCABLE MENTALLY RETARDED CHILDREN

Kirby A. Heller

Research on the effects of placement in special education programs for

educable mentally retarded (EMR) children has proliferated since the

passage of the Education for All Handicapped Children Act of 1975--?.L.

94-142. In part this research represents a response to the mandate of

P.L. 94-142--a need to determine whether special education services can

be effectively delivered in a less restrictive setting than

selfcontained classrooms 1 for EMR children; whether regular classroom

teachers can instruct children previously assigned to'special education

teachers; and whether children in the regular classroom are adversely)

affected when EMR students are placed in their classrooms. These

questions, however, did not arise solely in response to current

educational policy. They have been asked repeatedly since the

I would like to thank James Gallagher, Jay Gottlieb, Samuel Guskin,
Reginald Jones, Gaea Leinhardt,'Lauren Resnick, and Melvyn Semmel for
their thoughtful and helpful reviews of earlier drafts of this paper.

Throughout the paper, I use the term special education, to cover all
services provided to children who have been identified and labeled in
the schools. I use the terms segregated special education,
selfcontained classrooms, and special classes interchangeably to
refer to one type of administrative arrangement within special
education.



introduction of special education programs into the publ.lc education

system. Even Binet, whose test was used to identify children needing

special instruction, warned "it will never be to one's credit to have

attended a special school" (cited in Lazarson, 1975:30).

The long-standing debate over the efficacy of special education

classes reflects a tension between the perceived need for educating the

EMR student in a small class with a specialized curriculum and teacher

and concern er the effects of segregating EMR children from the

mainstam in classes that include a disproportionate percentage of

minority students. The justification for educating the En child in a

special class lies in the assumed benefits derived from such a class. If

placement in a special program has harmful effects or an absence of

beneficial effects, then the harms associated with special

placement--pejorative labeling and segregation--appear indefensible. If,

however, beneficial effects follow from a special placement, then such

programs may be successfully defended on educational grounds. For these

reasons, answers to the question of the efficacy of special programs are

. important not only to special educators who seek to deliver better

services but also to those concerned with the civil rights of minority

and handicapped children.

The purpose of this paper is to review the research on the effects of

programs for EMR students. This research has almost exclusively focused

on the effects of setting--whether EMR children should be educated in a

regular classroom or a self-contained classroom. To a large extent it

ignores the processes that occur in these settings: those that lead to

effective learning and those that provide barriers to further

development. I argue that the goal of research should 'le to identify

4 1
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those factors Lnat contribute to effective learning, rather than to

arbitrate a final decision on setting, which must be determined by =oral

and legal concerns as well as by scientific evidence.-

I begin with a brief description of the early studies, known as

efficacy studies, on the effects of setting. This research has been

widely reviewed and criticized for its methodological shortcomings (e.g.,

Guskin and Spicker, 1968; Kirk, 1964; Semmel et al., 1979). These

methodological problems are briefly discussed, because they provide an

important caveat to the interpretation of the efficacy studies and

because they illustrate the difficulties inherent in evaluating effects

attributable to'the settings in which EMR children are placed. The

remainder of the paper is devoted to a discussion of the later research

on the effects of mainstreaming. Included are studies on academic

achievement and social adjustment of EMR children, studies on the

attitudes of other.children toward their EMR peers, and studies on the

attitudes of teachers toward mainstreaming and their expectations for EMR

children.

The literature on the consequences of special education for EMR

children is voluminous, and this paper by necessity cannot be an

exhaustive review of all relevant research. My approach has beento

focus on representative, frequently cited, and, whenever possible,

methodologically sound research. Because of the complexities involved in

investigating the effects of educational programs on children, it is

possible to criticize the methodology'ut almost every study undertaKen in

this.area, Yet it would be unfair to say that we know nothing about the

effects of alternative educational arrangements on chi!dren and simply

conclude that more research is needed in this field. To some extent,
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however, it is impossible to avoid the cliche of more needed research,

since many mainstreaming programs are new and evaluation efforts are just

beginning. Rather than focus on the lack of knowledge, I have tried to

emphasize the issues consistently addressed in the literature and the

specific research questions that need to be studied for a better

understanding of the effects of special education on EMR children.

EFFICACY STUDIES

The efficacy studies hypothesized that children in special classes would

achieve at higher levels and be better adjusted than their counterparts

in the regular classes. In most of these early studies, the special

class thus represented the treatment or experimental group and the

regular classroom was the control.

The efficacy studies have been reviewed thoroughly (e.g., Cegelka and

Tyler, 1970; Gardner, 1966; Guskin and Spicker, 1968; Hammons, 1972;

Kaufman and Alberto, 1976; Kirk, 1964; MacMillan, 1971; MacMillan and

Meyers, 1979; Meyers et al., 1980) and their results are often too

briefly summarized: The academic achievement of children in special

classes was found to be lower than the achievement of childreh remaining

in regular classrooms, while social adjustment was often lower for

children remaining in regular classrooms. The reviewers also note,

however, that this generalization is misleadingly simple, for the results

Of many studies, including one of the better known and frequently cited

efforts of this period (Goldstein et al., 1965) do not adhere to this

pattern. In addition, all discussion of the efficacy studies includes,

by necessity an important caution -- namely, that this literature suffers

from serious methodological problems.
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Sampling

A major problem in this research is the choice of an appropriate

comparison group against which to measure the achievement of EMR children

in self-contained classrooms. A typical strategy has been to compare EMR

children to students with similar IQs who were perhaps matched on other

variables as well, such as social class, age, sex, and achievement test

scores (e.g., Baldwin, 1958; Kern and Pfaeffle, 1963). Since random

sampling was not emplc;'ed, the equivalence of the two groups is in

doubt. In fact, it is likely that in most cases the groups were not

enuivalent. Children who have been identified as needing special

education services are apt to differ from those who have -never been so

identified.: The children who have been removed from the regular class

may have exhibited behavior or adjustment problems to a greater extent

than those children who have remained in the regular class. To avoid

these obvious problems, other sampling techniques have been adopted:

\

matching MIR children in special classes with children on waiting lists

for placement in special classes (e.g., Mullen and Itkin,.1961); or

matching EMRchildren in special classes with children who attended

schools in districts that did not have special education programs (e.g.,

Cassidy and Stanton, 1959; Johnson, 1961). Although well planned, these

studies did not aolve the problems created by a failure to randomly

assign children tO treatments. One can assume that children who are

placed in special education differ in fundamental ways from children who

await placement. Similarly, districts the': do not provide special

education services are likely to differ from those that do on many
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characteristics other than the availability of special:education

programs, such as size of school, expenditures, and educational

philosophy (Kaufman and Alberto, 1976). The research also suffers from

problems associated with matching students on selected variables, in

particular, the inability to generalize from,the atypical matched samples

to the original unmatched samples.

Only one of the efficacy studies attempted to eliminate these

problems by a random assignment of students to classrooms. Goldstein et

al. (1965) tested all students entering the first grade in 20 school

districts and randomly assigned all those with IQ scores below 85 to

either self-contained classes with carefully designed curricula and

specially trained teachers or to regular classes. The children were

tested periodically during the following four years using a variety of

achievement and social adjustment measures. At the end of the four years

no differences were found between the two groups in IQ gains, although

both groups showed significant IQ increases, primarily during the first

year of school. Results from academic achievement tests were mixed,

depending on the specific subject matter tested, the IQ of the children,

and the actual tests used.

Sociometric measures indicate that neither group was rejected by

4

their peers, but children in the regular classes were more likely than

their special class counterparts to interact with other neighborhood

children. In 2 study of self-conceit using the data from the Goldstein

et al. project, Meyerowitz (1962) found that students in the special

classes applied more self-derogatory statements" to themselves than did

ZMR children in the regular classroom.

4 "" t



Despite the strength of the methodology, :here is a serious weakness

in the study. Children were placed in the self-contained or regular

zlassroom on the basis -f IQ alone. Although this is not a

methodological problem in the study itself, it reduces the external

validity of the project. Students are not usually placed in special

classes unless they have been referred by a teacher or someone else wno

notices that the child has a specific problem or difficulty (see the

paper by Bickel in this volume). Thus the sample of children in the

special classes is the Goldstein et al. (1965) study may not be

equivalent to samples of children typically found in self-contained

classrooms. In fact, many of the children who were originally placed in

special classrooms later had IQ scores above 85. The study reveals

little about the effects of special education on children who are placed

when they are older than six or effects on children who have been chosen

for placement using selection criteria other than the relatively high IQ

scores used in this study.

This and other studies emphasize the importance of random sampling

and standardized measures of cognitive ability and achievement. Other

types of research designs, which often include less quantifiable

measures, are relatively neglected in this literature. This is not meant

to imply that studies that include randomization are not desirable. The

measures employed must match the questions asked, and not all questions

require randomization. To gain a more differentiated view of the effects

of special education, a wide variety of outcome measures should be used,

including naturalistic observations, descriptions of services provided,

and more qualitative judgments of the experiences of EMR children in

special and mainstreamed classes.
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Instrumentation

The validity of the four instruments most commonly used to measure

achievement in the efficacy studies--the Stanford Achievement Test, the

Wide Range Achievement Test, the California Achievement Test, and the

Metropolitan Achievement Test--has been questioned for use in regular

classes (Kaufman and Alberto, 1976). In special classes, with modified

curricula and students with IQs not represented in validation samples,

the validity of these instruments is even more doubtful. Instrumentation

problems are even more serious in the measurement of social behaviors.

Many researcher's attempt to meastu:, ill-defined constructs with

instruments of unknown reliability and validity.

The instrumentation problem involves more than the use of invalid

measures. It is difficult to determine which measures are appropriate

when two different types of programs with nonoverlapping goals are being

compared. For example, it may be more appropriate to judge the

effectiveness of special classrooms on the basis of outcomes other than

academic achievement, since instruction is often geared toward acquiring

social and vocatimal skills. The differences typically found between

EMR children in special and regular classrooms could simply reflect the

lack of emphasis on acadethic subjects in special classes.

Identification of Treatments and ?opulations

The sampling and instrumentation issues discussed abOve are examples of

specific problems that limit the inferences that can be drawn from the

efficacy literature. There are, in addition, two'other, more fundamental

and pervasive problems that undermine efforts to synthesize results from

4 ,,



the efficacy research. First, studies on the ef:ectiveness of special

education fail to delineate the t:eatment or curriculum that is being

evaluated. Cne cannot assume that children educated in special classes

share anything besides a common administrative arrangement. Differences

found among classes include class size, curricula, the materials used,

the professional background of the te,,chers, the attitudes of the

teachers, and the educational needs of the students within the

classroom. To understand the effects of special classes, the actual

classroom operation, the nature of the teacherstudent interactions, the

sequencing of ideas and materials, and the consequences of the treatment

rather than the administrative arrangement must be identified (Gallagher,

1967; Jones et al., 1978).

A similar problem is that the studies fail to describe the children

being evaluated. Children labeled as educable mentally retarded do not

belong to one clearly identifiable group. Rather, their membership is

determined by the state in which they live as well as idiosyncratic

factors associated with individual scaool districts. For example, states

employ different criteria in the definition of mental retardation so that

a child may be eligible for EMR programs in Illinois (with no specified

IQ cutoff score) but ineligible in neighboring Indiana (with an IQ cutoff

score of 75) Similarly, in 1959 the American Association on Mental

Deficiency (AAMD) revised its system of classification of mentally
a

retarded children by including in the definition of mild mental

retardation deficits in adaptive behavior as well as subaverage

intellectual, functioning (test scores between one and two standard

deviations below the mean). Thus, studies prior to this revision
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included samples that may have been significantly different from those

that were used after the new classification system was adopted.-

Children with varing learning characteristics and educational needs

are likely to be found in EMR classes. These may include bilingual

children who need help with English; children from impoverished

environments who may be lacking experience or materials that aid in

school adjustment; chil#en with motivational problems; children of

normal ability with emotional problems that depress test scores, etc.

1971).. For these reasons studies that focus on the effects

of special classes and regular classes without specifying the population

under study and the actual classroom operations may fail to Identify

significant findings and relationships.

RESEARCH IN TEE POST-EFFICACY STUDY ERA:

THE EFFECTS OF MAINSTREAMING

The increased role of the judiciary in special education, the growing

disenchantment with segregated special classes among influential

eductors (Dunn, 1968; Johnson, 1962), and the attendant restructuring of

the laws governing the education of handicapped children led to a renewed

interest in research on the effects of special education in the 1970s.

This research addressed similar questions as did the earlier efficacy

literature, but the hypotheses of the later studies reflected a different

bias. Children in mainstreamed classes were now considered to be the

experimental group, and children in special classes the controls. This

The AA HD again revised the classification system in 1973, eliminating

the category of "borderline retardation," thereby reducing further

the generalizability of studies from decade to decade.



shift was partially due to provisions of P.L. 94-142, which require the

placement of children in the least restrictive environment.

Because of the persistent attacks on the earlier studies, researchers

investigating the effects of mainstreaming attempted to randomly assign

subjects to groups ;this, of course, is not always possible or

desirable, as argued previously) to more adequately describe classroom

curricula and functioning and to utilize more sophisticated measures. To

this end two methodologies have been employed: large-scale planned or

natural experiments, which resemble the actual conditions found in

classrooms, and smaller-scale controlled studies, which maximize control

but are limited in theii applicability to real classroom conditions. The

synthesis of both leads to a more complete understanding, of the potential

and real effects of educating E children in regulat classrooms.

idefinitions of Mainstreaming

The term mainstreaming or m-instreamed classroom has been used simply to

assert that some degree of integration of handicapped and nonhandicapped

students occurs in the same classroom. This unqualified usage of the

concept of mainstreaming reveals little about the educational environment

experienced by the handicapped child. Variations include the number of

hours of integration in the regular classroom, :.'ne academic and

nonacademic subjects taught in integrated settings, the types of

transitional programs that are provided, the supports given to the

handicapped children in the regular classroom, and the teaching

strategies used to accommodate handicapped children. Meyers et al.

(1980) list four forms of regular class placement for special learners,

each of which is considered an example of mainstreaming:

4
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1. The special student is in the regular class for one-half of the

time and is aided in a resource room or taught by a tutor for

the other half.

2. The special student is in the regular class for most of the time

and gets periodic help when it is needed.

3. The special student is in the regular class and gets no direct

special help but the teacher is assisted by a consultant.

4. The special student is in the regular class and gets no extra

assistance.

Kaufman et al. (1975:40-41) formulated a definition of mainstreaming

that has been adopted widely as a model by many special education

researchers (e.g., Jones and Wilderson, 1976; MacMillan and Semmel, 1977):

Mainstreaming refers to the temporal, instructional and social

integration of eligible exceptional children with normal peers,

based on an ongoing individually determined educational planning

and programming process and requires clarification of

responsibility among regular and special education

administrative, instructional, and supportive personnel.

To satisfy the criteria set forth in this definitidn, a handicapped child

must receive more than a desk and chair in the regular classroom. The

additional requirements--a sharing of responsibility among educators and

instructional and social integration--are precisely the f.ectors most

difficult to implement. As a result, it is unlikely that mainstreaming,

as it is currently practiced, meets the standards set forth in Kaufman et

al.'s definition, or that evaluations of current practices are

evaluations of mainstreaming in its intended form.

Guerin and Szatlocky (1974) conducted one of the few studies that

compared various models of mainstreaming programs. They identified four

4 5 ;)
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models of integration that were used in eight school districts in

California. These models included: (1) primary assignment to a special

class with partial integration into regular classrooms; (2) placement in

combination classes in which the EMR children were in regular but

small-sized classes all day, with access to aides and supplementary

materials; (3) assignment to regular classrooms in a centralized school

that maintained a resource center for the regular as well as the

handicapped school population (the EM R children were helped by a special

education,teacher who assisted the other teachers in the resource

tenter); and (4) attendance at local schools with help from a special

teacher for an hour or two a day. Guerin and Szatlocky found that the

type of integration affected students' behavior in the classroom as' well

as the attitudes and plans of the staff. The results from this study are

//

described in greater detail in subsequent sections.

Research on the extent of mainstreaming indicates dat the percentage

of time a child is instructed in the yegular classroom is not necessarily

based on specific information about that child. For example, Semmel et

al. (1979) noted that in a large-scale study in Texas (Project PRIME),

administrative considerations probably determined the child's placement

and that correlations between learners' characteris:ics and hours of

integration were quite low. Determination of the least restrictive

environment frequently is inextricably tied to the child's label--e.g.,

if a child is labeled ENR, then his or her placemenz is in a

selfcontained classroom (Stearns et al,, 1979). (These findings are

part of a larger pattern, discussed in the paper by Bickel this

volume, in which service availability affects types of referrals,

labeling practices, and final placements.)
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Academic Achievement of :MR Children

This research has been recently reviewed by Semmel "et al. (1979) and

Corman ana Gottlieb (1978). The conclusions of these reviewers are

strikingly similar to those reached by reviewers of the efficacy

literature. Corman and Gottlieb note (p. 257):

Studies on achievement of EMR pupils in a variety of school

settings reveal inconsistent results. As a whole, these studies

suggest that particular instructional techniques may be of

greater relevance to improved achievement than the fact that

these techniques are used in one of many possible integrated

settings. Unfortunately, the designs of most achievement

studies have failed to isolate particular treatment methods so

that it is impossible to determine which treatment components

were responsible for improvement.

Exceptions to this generalization--that is, studies that do describe

the educational program--generally follow behavior modification

principles. For example, Bradfield et al. (1973) studied the progress of

three EMR and three EH (educationally handicapped) children placed in

regular third-grade classrooms. The trained teachers took a learning

center approach, emphasizing individualized instruction and behavior

modification techniques. At the end of the firs ear, the achievement

scores of the handicapped children in the regular classrooms were similar

to those of children who rema_ned in the special classrooms, but the

achievement scores of the nonhandicapped children in the mainstreamed

classrooms were below those of other children in regular classes. During

the se d year of the program, the consultants were replaced and the

program was altered. The curriculum relied less on traditional

textbooks, and the staff developed their own materials. The emphasis was

on precision charts that indicated each child's progress and on tangible



reinforcements, such as food. All work was done on an individualized

1-asis, and cross-age tutoring was employed. After the second year, the

EAR children in the fourth-grade integrated classrooms gained more than

their special class peers in reading and arithmetic. There were no

differences between thf.rd-grade EMR children in the model and the control

programs. Fourth-grade nonhandicapped students in the model program had

higher achievement scores than other nonhandicapped students in regular

classes. No other differences were found between these two groups,

indicating that their performanc' did not deteriorate when EMR children

were their classmates.

Raring and Krug (1975) did not initially investigate mainstreamed

classes but did study the effects of curricula based on behavior

modification techniques. In this study 48 children who had been

diagnosed as menally retarded were assigned randomly to either

experimental or control classrooms. The two experimental classrooms

included precision charts showing daily achievements, a highly structured

reading program, and a token reinforcement system in which students could

earn rewards for good behaviors. Teachers specified the programs in the

two control classrooms. The experimental group gained significantly more

in reading and arithmetic than the control group. Following the

termination of the project, 13 of the 24 children in the experimental

group returned to the regular classroom. None of the children in the

control classrooms were transferred.

The one year follow-up study is more relevant to a discussion of

mainstreaming. Teacher ratings of the 13 EMR students who were

reintegrated into the regular programs were compared with those for
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nonhandicapped children in the regular classrooms. The teachers

indicated that on some specific items (e.g., the student follows

directions, the student has basic skills) the experimental EMR students

were superior to regular class students. None of the former special

class students was perceived to need special class help and 76 percent of

them did not require any extra assistance. The authors concluded that

children who received adequate preparation in special classes can

function effectively in regular classes.

As noted previously, characteristics of children labeled Eft may be

more diverse than the single label implies. It is posei.ble, and in fact

likely, that some children labeled E4MR may profit from instruction in the

regular classroom while others may advance under the conditions offered

in special classes. A study described earlier (Goldstein et al., 1965)

'found that children with borderline IQs (in this case, 75-85) in regular

classrooms had slightly although not significantly higher reading,

arithmetic, and basic social information achievement test scores than did

the equivalent IQ group in the special classes. The opposite pattern was

found for children with IQ scores lower than 80. Children in this IQ

range in tht. ..37ft(lial classes had higher achievement test scores than did

the children in the regular classes.

Budoff and Gottlieb (1976) studied the interaction between

educational placement and "learning potential"--the ability to use prior

training to solve new tasks. EMR children were divided into two groups:

those that had high learning potential and those that exhibited low

learning potential. Half the children in each group were randomly

assigned to segregated classrooms or integrated programs supplemented by
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remedial learning centers. Achievement test scoas as well as data from

other rLasures were collen:zd during t'ne spring prior to placement, two

months after the beginning of the school year, and at the end of the

school year. Results indicate that the students with high learning

potential had higher arithmetic and reading test scores thin did the

children with low learning potential at all three times of measurement.

No differences were found between children in the two placement groups on

achievement test scores.

The research described above, with the exception of the older

Goldstein et al. study, are experimental in design, using small samples

and few classrooms. A different strategy, possible because of

large-scale changes in special education following the implementation of

P.L.,94-142 and revised state regulations, would be to monitor the

effects of districts' efforts to educate EMR children in less restrictive

environments.

One example is the Texas PRIME.project (Kaufman et al., in press),

which was based on a naturally occuring change in special education in

Texas. Districts were required to choose eLther self-cdntained

classrooms for EMR students or adopt mainstreaming plans. Anglo,

Chicano, and black children in grades 3, 4, and 3 in special and regular

classes were studied. Considerable data were collected concerning the

types of programs into which children were placed, the percentage of

class time that was integrated, the amount of one-to-one instruction, and

the types of instruction provided. Although the final report has not yet

been published, drafts indicate that ;.he scores of the mainstreamed .MR

students were roughly equivalent to those of nonmainstreamed EMR students

4 0



on various standardized achievement tests. The scores of both groups of

EMR students were below those of the regular students.

?A second study, capitalizing on changes in the special education

sys em in California, followed students who, after reassessment, were

ret,rned.to regular classrooms (Meyers et al., 1975). Students who were

decertified under new state guidelines were compared with EMR children

wholwere not decertified and a matched group of regular students. The

regular students were chosen from the classrooms of the decertified

students and were in the lower half of the class in achievement.

Although the EMR students and the decertified students had similar IQ and

achievement test scores at the time of the original placement in special

classes, at the time of decertification the EMR students had lower IQs

(and therefore were not returned to the regular classroom). On

mathemathics and reading achievement tests, the regular students had the

highest scores, the EMR students had the lowest, and the decertified

students fell between the two. There tended to be greater differences

between the decertified and the EHR students than between the regular and

the decertified students. Teacher grades were quite similar for the

decertified and the regular students. Both decertified and regular

students were several years below grade level.

The results from the studies reviewed can be interpreted according to

one's expectations about mainstreaming. If one expects mainstreaming to

be the panacea for all Of special education's ills, then clearly the

results are disappointing. The two large-scale studies indicate that the

Z children may be progressing in the regular classroom, but they are

still behind their peers, who themselves are not achieving at grade
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level. In fact, the most consistent finding from the studies reviewed is

the rather poor prognosis for E.' children, whether in a special or a

regular class. In their review of this literature, Semmel et al. (1979)

note that mean reading scores of EMR pupils never reached a grade level

beyond 4.0. A mainstreamed setting may be at least as effective as a

segregated. setting, but under either condition, the reading skills of the

children are quite deficient:

The studies reviewed also highlight the need to determine

individuals' strengths and weaknesses rather than to rely on a global

label. Why, for example, did some students in the California

decertification study (Meyers et al., 1975), who were originally quite

similar on test scores to the EMR population, progress so that they were

able to return to the regular classroom? The authors hypothesize that

the decertified students might have had aienriched or stimulating home

environment, yet this does not explain the initial low IQ of the

decertified children. It also is possible that the decertified students

improved because of their prior educational experiences in the special

class. Identification of the factors that led to the improvement of the

decertified students is critical.

Social Adjustment

Research on the social adjustment of EMR children who are mainstreamed

into regular classrooms has focused on two general areas: the

self-concept of the mainstreamed students and their attitudes toward

learning and school. The commonly held belief, based on the early

efficacy studies, is that attitudes about self and school suffer when MIR
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children remain In the regular classroom because of their obvious

inferiority to their nonEMR peers. As noted previously, these studies

are methodologically weak and the finding is an oversimplification at

best.

In an attempt to spec..fy one aspect of self-concept that should be

affected by classroom placement, Schurr et al. (1972) measured the

self-concept of ability in children at four times during their first year

of special education. The Michigan State University SelfConcept of

Academic Ability Scale, used extensively in research by Brookover and his

colleagues (Brookover and Erickson, 1975), indicates perception A one's

ability to achieve on a task compared with others engaged in the same

task. This measure has been found to be correlated with academic

achievement, even when social class, intelligence, past achievement, and

the expectations of others were controlled. However, the measure had not

been used previously with EMR children.

Across the four times of measurement there was an increase in
o

scores. In the second year of the study, seven children were reassigned

to the regular class. The self-concept of ability of these children

decreased while that of those remaining in the special class continued to

increase. This study highlightsthe importance of the children's

comparison or reference group.

Strang et al. (1978) directly assessed the effect of the reference

group on self-concept. Elementary school children who had been chosen

randomly to participate in a partially integrated program were compared

with children remaining in special classes on the Piers-Harris

self-concept scale. Self-concept was measured prior to mainstreaming,

f'"
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one month after mainstreaming, and at the end of the school year. The

children 1% the integrated classes had higher adzusted self-concept

scores than children remaining in special classes. The authors

hypothesized that the augmentation of self-concept could be due to one of

two factors. Children in integrated programs D1,1 have been using

multiple reverence groups to evaluate their performance. Alternatively,

children in the mainstreamed classes may have interpreted their change in

placement as an indication of success, which affected their self-concept.

To understand further the importance of reference groups, a second

study was conducted. Children who were partially integrated into regular

classes were randomly assigned to experimental or control groups. Both

groups completed the Piers-Harris scale before mainstreaming and six

weeks'after mainstreaming. To increase the salience of the regular class

placement, the experimental group was told to compare their performance

with their nonEMR classmates. Consistent with hypotheses, the scores gf

the experimental group decreased and the scores of the control group

increased (replicating ,the results of the first study). This study has

interesting implications for mainstreaming. Programs that are based on
-7c.

partial integration, in which the EMR child interacts with EMR as well as

nonEMR peers,:allow the child to choose among multiple reference groups

and elect similar others EMR children) as a comprison group,

while disregarding dissimilar others (i.e., nonEMR chiluren). In

contrast, the entirely mainstreamed child may have a single reference

group, one that is superior in many realms of behavior.

Two studies reviewed in the,, section on academic achievement also

contain information about self-concept and attitudes toward school.



3udoff and Gottlieb (1975) investigated :he effects of class placement

and learning potential on academic self-concept, attitudes toward school,

and locus of control. After one year, the. children in integrated

-
classrooms were more internally motivated ana felt more positive about

themselves and toward school than did the EMR children in self-Contained

classrooms. There was also an interaction between learning potential and

placement. Children nigh in learning potential in integrated classrooms

were more positive about school and themselves than children high in

learning potential in segregated classrnms; children low in learning

potential in segregated classrooms felt more positive about school,and

themselves than children low in learning potential in integrated

classrooms. Thus, the effects of placement are mediated by certain

student characteristics .

Adjustment also was investigated in the California decertification

study (Yoshida e al., 1976) and in Project PRIME (Kaufman eval., in

press). The Project PRIME data indicate that EMR children in both

settings as well as the nonEMR children had roughly equivalent academic

self-concepts, feelings of isolation, and attitudes toward school.

The California decertification study obtained information from

student files on attendance and whether the student had dropped out of or

had graduated from school. They found that more decertified students

than EMR students graduated "rom scrool in two of the eight districts

studied. Adjustment, as defined by remaining or dropping out of school,

was similar for the two groups in the other six districts.

V")
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The results from these studies are clearly contradictory. Some snow

positive effects on social adjustment due to mainstreaming, some show

negative effects, and some show no effects at all. Even the Budoff and

Gottlieb (1976) study, perhaps the most comprehensive and

methodologically sound of all those reviewed, contains a critical

shortcoming: while the students who were integrated into regular

classrooms-were-placed in different classrooms with many teachers, the

special class children were all placed in one class with one teacher.

The results could therefore be due to the behavior of the specific

teacher rather than to the effects of placement in a self-contained

classroom.

Under any conditions the measurement of self-concept is difficult and

elusive. It is not surprising that results from studies using different

measures and special populations do not converge. In addltion, it is

perhaps naive to expect that current educational placement, to the

exclusion of a child's past history of success and failure, will

singularly modify self-concept or other-deep-rooted attitudes toward

learning. Perhaps the only conclusion that can be reached at present is

that mainstreaminc does not necessarily lead to a lowered self-concept

and that other school and home factors probably have a!re powerful

effects on a child's adjustment than does the influence of setting alone.

Special Education Placerl.ent and the Minority Child

As mentioned previously, controversy over special education placement

stems.in part from concern about the overrepresentation of minorities in

E1IR programs. Studies of this problem typically have foc ,sed on' the
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issues of assessment and placement (see the paper by Bickel in this

volume; Jones, 1976; the paper by Travers in this volume) rather than on

the effects of special education programs for different subgroups of

students. For example, the research reviewed in the previous sections

often does not include descriptions of the racial composition of the

sample; when this information is given, race was not used as an

independent variable in analyzing the data.

If a greater percentage of minority children than white children are

inappropriately placed in EMR programs, then one might hypothesize that

mainstreaming and the provision of less intensive remedial help may be

more likely to benefit (or less likely to harm) minority students than

white students. Data on this issue are not available. A related

question for which data are available, concerns the degree of integration

(e.g., the number of hours or percentage of time in which a student is

mainstreamed) for minority versus white children. In an analysis of

Project PRIME data, Gottlieb et al. (1976) found that Chicano children

were more likely-than'Anglos to receive reading, arithmetic, and

nonacademic instruction in the regular classroom. These findings may

reflect tae fact that Anglo children had more severe disabilities and

therefOre were viewed as inappropriateNtandidates for mainstreaming;

alternatively, greater political pressure maY-have resulted in the

mainstreaming of the Chicano children.

Along with monitoring of the extent of mainstreaming'and the impact

of mainstreaming on disproportion in EMR programs, research is needed to

document the effects of alternative educational placements on the

academic performance and social adjustment of minority children.
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Although one goal of current mainstreaming efforts may be to decrease the

disproportion of minorities in EMR programs, careful study is needea

before one can conclude that any resultant reduction of disproportion

necessarily implies that minority children are receiving a more

appropriate education.

Effects of Mainstreaming on NonEMR Children

.ffects on Academic Achievement

There has been almost no research on the effects of mainstreaming on

nonEMR children's Academic achievement, despite the fears of many critics

of mainstreaming that placing E. children in regular classrooms will

adversely affect the other children's learning. For example, opponents

of mainstreaming believe that teachers will have to spend a

disproportionate amount of time with the slower learners, neglecting the

average and above-average students. Neither the Project PRIME data nor

related research on the frequencies of interactions that teachers

initiate with children of low versus high ability within a classroom,

however, supports this hypothesis. While extreme variation exists among

teachers, children of high ability are generally not ignored because of

teachers' attentiveness to the slower learning students (Brophy and Good,

1974; Wang, in press).

Only one study reviewed investigated the achievement of nonEMR

children in a mainstreamed setting (Bradfield et al., 1973); the results

were summarized in a previous section. After the first year of an

experimental program, the nonEMR children in the model program were
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affected adversely compared with a control group not involved in any

spe-ial program. these negative effects could have been due to the

presence of EMR children in the classroom or some aspect of the

experimental program that may not have been appropriate for average and

above-average students. After the second year, however, the achievement

of the children in the model program was equal to or better than that of

children in the control groups.

No conclusions about this important phenomenon can be based on the

results of cr-a sketchily desOribed study. It does emphasize the need to

investigate further this variable as well as the mediators of positive or

negative effects of mainstreaming (e.g., changes in teachers' behaviors,

changes in regular students' behaviors as a result of mainstreaming).

Effects of Labels

This research is only marginally relevant to an understanding of

children's attitudes toward their EMR peers. Most of the studies use

stories, audiotapes, or videotapes to portray labeled or unlabeled

hypothetical children, rather than ask the children to rate people they

actually know. Thus, the research indicates how children in regular

classrooms might react to the integration of handicapped and labeled

children into their classrooms rather than describing how they actually

feel or behave, which is discussed in the next section.

The effects of labeling on children's attitudes and perceptions stem

from a vast literature based in sociological, psychological, and

educational theory. A review of this research is beyond the scope of
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this paper, but an excellent synthesis and critique can be found in an

article by MacMillan et al. (1974).3

One issue that is relevant to an understanding of the effects of

mainstreaming involves differentiating the effects of thl behavior that

led to the issuance of the label from the effects of the label itself

(e.g., Budoff and Siperstein, 1978; Gottlieb, 1974, 1975a; Strichart and

(;ottlieb, 1975). Two conflicting hypotheses are plausible. First, the

label may serve a protective function, resulting in more tolerant

behavior by the nonEMR child to the potentially negative or unuslIal

behavior of an EMR-labeled peer. Similarly, standards may be more

lenient when judging as EMR child. Or in contrast, the label may

exacerbate a child's reaction to the behavior of an EMR classmate.

Inappropriate behaviors may be perceived more negatively and positive

belmviors may be misinterpreted.

The results of the research are affected by a number of factors: the

behavior displayed by the actor and its congruence with the label, the

sex and social class of the respondents, and the dependent measures

used. In a typical study, children see a videotape or hear an audiotape

of an actor performing a task ether competently or incompetently. They

3 In this article the authors conclude that currently available data do
not support the assertion that the mentally retarded label by itself
has detrimental or long-lasting effects., In research, as in reality,
labeling is confounded with different classroom experiences and
interactions with significant others. For example, do children

'labeled mentally retarded have lower self-esteem? This is impossible
to deteriine, since those who are labeled are also in special classes
and are treated differently by parents, peers,'and teachers.
Labeling initiates a chain 'of events that has a cumulative effect and
it is therefore impossible to isolate the consequences of the label
itself.



then are told that the aror is either mentally retarded or given little

or no information about the actor and are asked t- rate the actor on a

series of adjectives or to indicate how much they want to be friends with

the actor. Gottlieb (1974) found that labels did not affect the ratings

of children from either an affluent suburb or a low-income urban

neighborhood. The children in the middle -class sample had more positive

attitudes toward competent than incompetent spellers regardless of the

label. However, when subjects in the urban sample saw a videotape of a

black rather than a white actor, neither levels of competence nor

labeling affected their attitude.-3. A replication of this study using

slightly different dependent measures (as well as different age groups

and audiotapes rather than videotapes) revealed that subjects were

equally positive toward labeled and unlabeled competent spellers but that

boys were more negative toward incompetent, unlabeled spellers than were

girls (Budoff and Siperstein, 1978).

When aggression rather than competence in spelling was the target

behavior, an EMR child was rated less positively than an unlabeled child

and an actor behaving in a socially appropriate manner was rated more

favorably than an actor behaving aggressively (Gottlieb, 1975a).

Freeman and Algozzine (1980) hypothesized that labeling effects could

be diminished if positive behaviors were made salient. Fourth-grade

children from middle to low socioeconomic status groups observed a

videotape of a boy engaging in a variety of academic tasks as well as in

free play. They were told that he was either mentally retarded,

learning-disabled, or emotionally disturbed, or he was not given a

label. After seeing a portion of the tape, the children completed

4 7 5
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questionnaires revealing their perceptions of the actor. he

investigators then either described positive attributes of the actcr or

presented nonevaluative information. After viewing the latter part of

the videotape, in which the actor behaved more negatively, children

completed a second series of ratings.

Labels had no effects on ratings. 'Children who were not told about

the positive attributes assigned lover ratings to the boy on the

videotape than those who had heard the positive description. Children

who knew of the actor's positive attributes did not alter their ratings

after viewing the end of the videotape, despite the actor's seemingly

negative behaviors. The authors suggest that assigning positive

'attributes to an actor can offset the effects of negative behavior if the

information provided is credible. Labels'can lose,their effects in the

context of salient and believable, behaviors.

Finally, a study by Foley (1979)- illustrates the influence of

teachers' reactions on students' attitudes. Fourth-grade children in a

rural town saw a videotape of either a positive or negative reaction from

a teacher to the academic and social behaviors of a child labeled

mentally retarded, learning-disabled, or average. Children were more

accepting of actors who elicited positive rather than negative reactions

from the teacher. Surprisingly, the acceptance scores were highest for

actors labeled mentally retarded.

In summary, with the exception of one study (Gottlieb, 1975a), the

results consfstertly indicated that children do not respond negatively to

a peer labeled mentally retarded and that the actor's behavior is a more

influential determinant of children's ratings. Generalizations to actual
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classroom situations must be made cautiously, however. First,

characteristics of the population and of the behaviors exhibited

influence the effects of labels. In addition, the paradigm used is

rather contrived since the experimenter overtly assigns a label to the

target child. Subjects in the studies may feel compelled to apply (which

in these cases may mean to ignore) this information by behaving

tolerantly or in a socially appropriate and desirable manner in front of

an adult experimenter. The results from the study by Foley (1979) are

otherwise difficult to interpret. Is it possible that these children

truly preferred mentally retarded children in their reading groups, in

their classrooms, and as partners? Children's behaviors in the classroom

toward EMR peers may be less affected by the desire to behave in a
0

socially desirable vay, unless the teacher is watching. The salience of

the label in the classroom probably is continually shifting, depending on

the behaviors exhibited. Thus, the findings from the research reviewed

above need to be validated in the classroom.

Social Acceptance of EfR Children By Their NonENR Peers

Numerous studies have established that mentally retarded children are

less socially accepted than are nonretarded children by their nonretarded

peers (Baldwin, 1958; Gottlieb, 1978; Hartup, 1970; Johnson, 1950). This

consistent finding is a special case of the positive correlation that is

found between IQ and social status, as measured by sociometric

instruments (Dentler and cackler, 1962; Hartup, 1970). What is less

clear is the precise relationship between mental retardation and social

Status. Some reports suggest that the mentally retarded child is simply

isolated from nonretarded peers (Lapp, 1957; Sheare, 197.'4); others

1
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suggest that the mentally retarded child is actually re:ected (Gt,ttlieb,

1973; Johnson, 1950) or basely tolerated (Morrison, 1381). Because the

measures used differ in the various studies, the results cannot be easili

synthesized. For example,4some investigators use nomination measures

(e.g., "Ialo is your best friend?" "With whom would you like to be

grouped in a sports activity?") while others use semantic differentials

or rating scales (e.g., "Row such do you like to play with ?").

What factors account for the generally low sociometric position held

by EMR children? One possible cause of their low social status is that

children in regular classes lack knowledge of and familiarity with

mentally retarded children. A hypothesis frequently offered is that

children who have had interactions with mentally retarded children have

more positive attitudes toward them (e.g., ChristOplos and Benz, 1969;

Goodman et al., 1972). Obviously, the nature of the interactions -hould

influences the effects of contact. If mainstreamed EMR children aigg

disruptive or act bizarrely in the regular classroom, then contact shoUid

lead to negative attitudes towa /d EMR children. Alternatively, the

better-behaved EMR children may be those who are chosen for

-7-

reintegration, and their behavior may be more conforming than those

children remaining in the special classes (Gottlieb, 1975b).

- The research thus far on this issue reveals that integrated EMR

children are not more accepted than .MR children remaining in special

classes (Goodman et al., 1972; Gottlieb and Davis, 1973; Morrison, 1981;
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Rucker at all, 1969; Strauch, 1970), although there are some exceptions

to this pattern (Leinhardt and Leinhardt, in press; Sheare, 1974).''(

Gottlieb et al. (1978) studied the effects of perceived misbehavior

by and academic ability of fiR children in integrated classrooms on their

nonEMR peers' (and teachers') ratings of social acceptance and

rejection. Teachers and students completd questionnaires In which they

nominated the children who were most disruptive (e.g., "Who does the

teacher have to scold all the time?") and those who were low in

achievement (e.g., "Who never knows the answers in class?"), and scores

were derived for each EMR student from these ratings. Each EMR student

also received a score of social acceptance and .rejection as rated by his

or her classmates. The measure used was a sociometric scale called How I

Feel Toward Others. Subjects colored in either a smiling face, a

straightmouthed face, a frowning face or a question mark (to signify

unfamiliarity) to indiclte their feelings toward each of their

classmates. Ratings of cognitive ability by teachers and peers related

to social acceptance scores, while ratings of misbehavior by teachers and

peers related to social rejection scores.5

4

5

In a reanalysis of Project PRIME data on social acceptance, Leinhardt

and Leinhardt found that mainstreaming did have a positive effect on

the attractiveness of the mainstreamed EMR child. They emphasize the

importance of using a multivariate approach to the study of social

acceptance and caution that univariate analyses may lead to erroneous

conclusions.

These resultsresults were not replicated by MacMillan and Morrison (1980).

However, their study was conducted with EMR children in special

classes. The authors discuss the importance of considering the
characteristics of the setting and rater when interpreting results.

4 I
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This study suggests that En children's misbehavior Im :he classroom

may cause :heir lower social status amd that brighter EMR children may be

more accepted by their peers. On17 a few studies have tested tais

hypothesis by including naturalistic observations of children's behaviors

in mainstreamed classrooms. Two studies by Gottlieb and his colleagues

investigated the effects of classroom placement and IQ on classroom

behavior (Gampel et al., 1974; Gottlieb et al., 1975). In one study, EMR

children were randomly assigned to selfcontained or integrated

classrooms, and these two groups were compared to children with low IQ

scores who had never' been identified for placement in a special class as

well as to children with average IQs (Gampel et al., 1974). They found

that the EMR children in the selfcontained classrooms more frequently
vg.

displayed hostile and aggressive behaviors than did the other three

groups, which did not differ. In a similar study, 1ottlieb et al. (1975)

compared students who randomly were assigned to integrated or

selfcontained programs. Both groups were infreqUently Lc5ziln but the

integrated EMR children more frequently engaged in prosocial L?havior.

Observations in classrooms participating in the Project PRIME study

yielded similar results. All groups of learners--mainstreamed EMR

children, nonmainstreamed EMR children, 'and nonEMR children--displayed

similar levels of cooperative and friendly behaviors and antisocial

actions.

Guerin and Szatlocky (1974) conducted classroom observations in

schools with different mainstreaming models, using Spaulding's Coping

Analysis Schedule for Educational Settings (see Simon and Boyer, 1967).

They observed each child for only about five minutes and their data
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therefore can be considered only suggestive. They found very few

behavioral differences between EIS children and other children. Students

in programs that were integrated for most of the day were more

self-directed than those in programs with limited integration.

Although these results are based on only a few small-scale studies,

they indicate that mainstreamed EMR children, do not misbehave in the

classroom and that there are very few behavioral differences between EMR

and other children. Differences in behavior nay be more subtle or occur

'infrequently and remain undetected by the observational systems that were

used.

Efforts have been made to alter the social skills and status of

mentally retarded children. This research, recently reviewed by Gresham

(1981), s primarily derived from social learning theory and uses such

techniques as token reinforcement programs, differential reinforcement of

behaviors other than the target esponse (presumably a negative

behavior), removing the child from a reinforcing situation, modeling,

coaching, and self-control training. The social skills of handicapped

children improve under each of these approaches, although little is known

about the maintenance and generalization of effect's following termination

of the intervention.

Four studies have specifically attempted to increase social

acceptance by manipulating events in the EMR child's social environment

(Aloia et al., 1978; Ballard et al., 1977; Chennault, 1967; Rucker and

Vincenzo, 1970). For example, when group activities were organized and

low-status EMR children were assigned to groups that included

higher-status EMR peers, the sociometric scores of the low-status

J
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children improved more than those of the EMR children who did nQt

participate in the group activity (Cheanault, 1967). Ho.!ever, when

Rucker and Vincenzo (1970) pried to replicate the Chgnnault findings with

low-status EMR children and high-status nonEMR children, they found that

the gains in social status were not sustained for more than one month.

Ballard et al. (1977) studied the effects of EMR children's

participation in a group activity omtacceptance (using a forced-choice

sociometric instrument) of the EMR children by their nonEMR peers.

Groups of four to six children planned and executed a cooperative

multimedia project. Each group included one mainstreamed EMI2, child, and

the acceptance of this child improved after participation in the group,

:
even among classmates who were not originally members of the group.

Finally, after providing nonEMR children with information concerning

the competencies of an EMR child in a game-playing situation, Aloia et

al. (1978) found that the EMR children were more accepted by their peers.

Taken Cogether, the studies reviewed do not indicate that

mainstreaming alone has a positive effect on the acceptance of EMR

children in the regular classroom. 111; picture is not entirely gloomy,

however. First, a distinction can be made between methods that assess

friendship and thoge that assess general acceptance. In an analysis of

various sociometric measures, Asher and Taylor (in press) noted that

haiulicapped children often are not chosen on measures that tap "best

friendship" but that general acceptance rating scales reveal less

negative pictures of the handicapped child's sociometric position. For

example, the Project ?RIME data revealed that nearly all of the

mainstreamed EMR children were accepted by at least three of their nonEMR

4 C



peers. In addition, there is considerable overlap in sociometric scores

between EMR and nonEMR children (Gottlieb, 1981; :ano et al., 1974).

is important for research to focus on the types and quality of

friendships and social networks that mentally retarded children =ay have

rather than simply to rely on their sociometric position in class. A

more differentiated view of the relationship between behavior and social

acceptance is also needed. For example, a nonEHR child =ay not want an

EMR peer as a s ellisxg partner or as the baseball captain but may choose

to sit with the same child on the bus. Children may not hold uniformly

accepting or rejecting attitudese,across all situations, since differing

contexts may elicit differentiated behaviors from the EMR children.

Finally, sociometric status can be altered by certain group ct!vities

and by training social skills. Thus placement in a minstreamed setting

does not necessarily doom an EMR child to, permanent social rejection.

Effects of Mainstreaming on Teachers

As for most educational innovations, it is the teachers who ultimately

are responsible for the success or failure of proposed changes in

programming. Despite expressed concern about the ability and willingness

of regular classroom teachers to adapt and cope with handicapped children

in their classrooms, little research has been directed toward

understanding the effects of mainstreaming on teachers.

The existing literature can be divided into two categories: survey

studies on teachers' attitudes tow#d mains%reaming and the effects- of

labeling on teachctrs' exp.ctations for EMR children. The first category

clearly is relevant to the concerns of this Aper. However, this

c
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research does not provide an in-depth investigation of teachers' feelings

azd behaviors as they are affected by mainstreaming. :ta usef.ulzess of

research in the second category is based on an important but debatable'

assumption; namely, that teachers' expectations ultimately influence the

behaviors of children. in fact, one of the major criticisms directed at

special-education, emphasized by Dunn (1968), is that special classes are

dead-end placements precisely because of the low expectations that

teachers hold for EMR children.

Effects of Teachers' Expectations

The effects of teachers' expectations on.children's achievement are less

clear-cut than Dunn's (1963) original description. Rosenthal and

Jacobson's (1968) book Pygmalion in the Classroom sparked considerable

interest in research on teachers' expec,pations, demonstrating that

children who were expected by teachers to show intellectual gains did, in

fact, show them. Much criticism has followed publication of this study

(Elashoff and Snow, 1971; Thorndike, 1968) and the rifSults have been

difficult to replicate. To briefly summarize the great deal of research

that has been done in this area, it is fair to say that teachers'
rt

expectations are related to teachers' behaviors towed their students as

well as to students' behaviors (e.g., Brophy and Good, 1974; Cooper,

1979; Rothbart et al., 1971; Rubovits and Maehr, 1971). Whether

teachers' expectations directly cause achievement gains losses is less

clear. Teachers' expectations in the classroom may ref%ct actd'al

differences in achievement as well as cause them, and the direction of

causality is difficult to ascertain. Studies that measure naturally

occurring expectations in the classroom cannot tease out the causal agent

4 C f
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in the relationship between expectations and achievement. Studies Im

which expectations are artificially created before any interactions occur

in the classroom have not shown consistent effects on students'

achievemert.

What are the effects of labeling children as mentally retarded on

teachers' perceptions of or expectations for their students? Salvia et

al. (1973) showed videotapes of children performing various tasks to

4

students in regular and special education programs. The children were

labeled mentally retarded, gifted, or normal: Subjects also rated a

0
hypothetical child who was supposed to be a typical mentally retarded

normal, or gifted child. Responses to the stereotype were most affected

by labeling. The students responded least-favorably to their stereotypes

of a witally retarded child. Ln contrast, the label mentally retarded

had few effects on the ratings of the children portrayed in the

videotape. -In a similar study, Yoshida and Meyers (1975) found no

effects for labels. Subjects changed their expectations when the

performance of the child on the videotape improved, indicating that

reliance on the label was reduced when other cues (i.e.., actual behavior)

14.0

were present,.

Several researchers have investigated teachers' attributions of

t,

hypothetical academic performance,-by children labeled EMR. Severance and

Gdsstrom (1977) found that subjects rated ability and task difficulty as

more important causes of failure for mentally retarded children than for

normal children, while effort was perceived as a moretimportant cause of

success for the mentally retarded children. They also believed that

csa

normal children were more likely to succeed in the future than were

b,

C* 7
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0
mentally retarded children-and that past success was =ore influential in

predicting future success for normal children. Similarly, Palmer (1972;

found that when teachers were told that EMR, educationally aandicapped

(EH), or norm1 children were performing below grade level, the teachers

perceived that lack of ability was more influential in determining

performance for EMR children than for EH or normal children. Information

about labels, however, was not applied when subjects were told that

children were performing at grade level. Palmer also asked the teachers

to recommend remedial programs and placements for the hypothetical

children. Teachers initially prescribed more remedial programs and

settings for the EMR and ER children than for the normal children, but as

they continued to receive consistent feedback about the'child's

performance (the child performed either at grade level or below grade

level-at three points in time), instructional recommendations converged

for the three groupsOf children. Thus, subjects differentially

interpreted and applied information about children's initial performance

for normal versus handicapped students, but the labels lost significance

when information about current performance was consistently given to the

teachers.

.Using a different approach to the study'of teachers' expectations,

Meyen and Hieronymous (1970) asked special education teachers and

curriculum specialists to determine the appropriate time in the child's

schooling at which various skills should be introduced into the

curriculum. Subjects indicated that most of the academic skills should

be introduced into the EMR curriculum when children were approximately 11

through 14 years old.. A sample of 1,405 students between the ages of 9



and 18 was also tested on the various items, and mc.st of the F.:LR _..__c=an

achieved these skills between the ages of 12 and 13 ::ears old.
4

contrast, the same skills were acquired by nonEHR taildren tv age 3.

Thus, a sevenyear lag often separated the achievenen: of 1.:.2 and nonE:3;

ti children. The authors speculated that the poor perfornante :he 1:11

children was only partially due to their slower deelopent;

it also reflected low expectations bu teachers for :he:: ztdents'

attainment of the skills, which resulted ln a relati-:ely ..ate

introduction of the skills into the curriculum. 2:milar L:7 enrec:ations

by special education teachers for reading achievement in 17.2(7: stuLents

have been demonstrated '(Eeintz, 1974).

Mainstreamed children participating ;.n the_r

teacher's low expectations (Velman, 1973, cited in 3:tth: _on 1:dou.

1974). EMR students thought that teachers made few1 : togni:i.,e,Limants

and expected less of them than their nouhandicapped tlassmates.

This body of research does not assess directly the

on teachers' behaviors in their classrooms and the_r

students. 6 It suggests, however, that teachers ihpactatiz:lt,:_d

affect their perceptions of children as well as ::.

strategies they use. The relationship between 2....tals inn

Only one study was found in which observations ceatza:

toward MIR and nonEMR children were conducted (Reber dh_

1981). The E. children received more negative fsed'tt .

students; in addition, the patterns of feedback

children were those that often lead to learned halt:=.

children. While the differences in teachers' Ile.lavit:

due to differences between the groups, the authors
samples in ways that would minimize such diffe.rences.

4 c



attitude's and behaviors is not 2 simple or straightforward one. A Labe;

elicits many attitudes and In ghe research cited, tne term

mental y retarded connoted low abiliEy rather than other transient
4

factors as a cause of failure and led to initial low expectations for

performance. Yet these expectations and attributions are not

irreversible: Teachers change their expectations when behavior changes,

and the label loses its salience -.:hen conflicting behavior is exhibited.

Teachers' Attitudes Toward Mainstreaming

Findings from studies.that assess teachers' attitudes toward

mainstreaming are inconsistent. Regular classroom teachers participating

in the California d certification study (Meyers et al., 1975) experienced

no particular problems with the.decertified mainstreamed students in

their classes and only 29 percent mentioned that the decertified students

needed additional assistance (e.g., different materials; assistance from

aides). Only a'few thakght that the decertified students were

disruptive. Their views of the accompanying transitional programs that

were supposed to a.i.d the deCertified students were less positive. Less

than half the teachers thought the transitional programs were helpful and

more than one third reported that no-special help was given. Only 85 of

the 262 regular class teachers found the transitional programs useful.

Results from Project PRIME were similar. Teachers of mainstreamed

classea.had generally favorable attitudes toward mainstreaming and

thought the appropriate placement for most EMR children was a regular

classroom with added instruction in a resource room. Although a majority

of the teachers received some form of supportive services (in-service
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-

training, consultation, education s?az-_.11

general.tat these servitas -;e:a _a

The importance or

94l regular class teachers_.:

!Teachers' attitudes general.
A

extra resources and _

their attitudes toward L__

found that tne teachers c? assess

Coward integrttion,of students into

/9 :ne teachers had- negative

the

especially

xibh whom he or she

the teacher source room was opposed to =a...L.

class teacher wcTcing with this individual also -;se.4

to lstreamin . The authors aiso.notat

adop::: was based on the attitudes of the staff

behavior or abilities of the children. Thlis,

integrated programs were'not necessarily more acc-

attended resource rooms and were onli, partiilly inc:

classrooms.

In contrast, Shotel et al. (1972) studied; the a:

class teachers before and after a resource roommoda_

their schbols. Their attitudes were compared with

schools that maintained selfcontained classrooms. 2.42:

49

fe1t

or

pposao .

::s

room program began, teac:a:s in tnose schools had actezfz_ t:ation

meetings about the goc_ philosophies of zhe progr:=. .:archers
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in the schools that were =ainstrea=ed initially had less negative

attitudes toward mainstream!mg (63 percent disapproved of placing

handicapped children in regular classrooms with resource room help) thin

did teachers in schools with self-contained classroom (93 percent

disapproved of tainstreaming). At the end of the year, the attitudes of

the teachers in the schools that were mainstreamed became even =ore

negative (87 percent did net favor mainstreaming). Integration of

students into the regular class thus had adverse effects on teachers'

attitudes.

Gickling and Theobold '(1975) questioned regular and special class

teachers in Tennessee about their attitudes toward mainstreaming. In

this study 85 percent-of the regular class teachers and 82 percent of the

special class teachers recommended the use of resource rooms for EMR

students. However, 46 percent of regular class teachers and 42 percent

of special class teachers also recommended the use of self-contained

classrooms for E1R children. Some teachers thus seemed to favor both

options, perhaps indicating that mainstreaming is appropriate for some

students while self-contained classrooms are better for others.

The research reviewed above just. begins to tap the effects of

mainstreaming on teachers. Many questions remain unexplored. That are

the major problems that teachers experience? Which, children are best

suited for mainstreaming? What types of children have problems in

regtilar classrooms? What kinds of special assistance would be helpful to

teachers? Before the consequences of mainstreaming on children-can be

assessed, the effects on teachers, who mediate program success or

'failure, must be understood.

C.) )
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Factors Affecting the Implementation of Mainstreaming

The regular classroom is probably not the appropriate placement for all

E.MR children. How does one differentiate between those children who will

adapt well to mainstreaming and those who will not? There has been

surprisingly little research addressing this question. Budoff and

Gottlieb (1976) provided some relevant evidence when they investigated

the interaction of classroom placement (integrated versus self-contained

classrooms) and levels of learning potential. On most achievement and

motivational variables, children high in learning potential scored higher

than children low in learning potential. As noted previously, children

with high learning potential in integrated classrooms had more positive

attitudes about school and themselves and were more reflective than the

equivalent group of children in self-contained classrooms. Children with

low learning potential in integrated classrooms, however, had less

positive attitudes about school and themselves than the children with low

learning potential in self-contained classrooms. Thus, EMR children who

have the ability to use past experiences to solve new tasks may be better

suited to a regular class than children low in this ability.

The authors of the California decertification study (Meyers et al.,

1975) attempted to identify variables that could predict which children

would eventually be decertified. They found no differences between

children who retained the EMR label and those who were later decertified

at initial time of placement into E1R classes on IQ scores, grades in

reading, mathematics, and citizenship in the regular classrooms before

EMR placement, and in comm-nts made by teachers or psychologists
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concerning ad:ustment problems. :heir results indicate that for reasons

not yet identified, the educational prognosis of some children improves,

while the performance of others with similar characteristics at the tine

of original placement is less likely to warrant a change in status.

Thus, continual reevaluations it%d an openness to the possibility of

changing children's placements are necessary.

Changes in the composition of EMR populations may also affect the

likelihood of mainstreaming for those children who now receive the EMR

label. The last few years have witnessed a significant decline in the

numbers of children labeled EMR. In addition, fear of litigation may be-

reshaping the EHR population in several states (e.g., California) so that

children, labeled EMR may be more disabled than children with this label

in other, less litigious states (MacMillan and Borthwick, 1980; MacMillan

and Semmel, 1977).

Characteristics other than those pertaining to the child may also

facilitate or hinder effective mainstreaming. These include attitudes

and practices of the teachers (reviewed above), attitudes of

administrators (Guerin and Szatlockly, 1974; Larrivee and Cook, 1979),

and organizational structure of the school (e.g., flexible age groupings,

open classroOts, ::eam teaching; Budoff, 1972). For example, the Project

PRIME data (cited in Semmel et al., 1979) revealed that classroom

environment influences the social adaptation of EMR children. Regular

classrooms that were characterized as more harmonious and cohesive were

more likely to elicit positive social adaptation by EMR children than

classrooms in which there were higher levels of disruptiveness and

dislike among the nonce children.

A
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Jones et al. (1978) described three conditions that must be net for

effective instructional integration to occur:

1. The educational needs of the E1P children must be compatible

:pith the instruction given tononEMR students.

2. Teachers must modify their instructional practices to

accommodate the special needs of the EMR students. Large-group

instruction Is inappropriate in most cases.

3. There must be cooperation between regular teachers and personnel

providing supportive services.

Simply returning the child to the regular classroom without the aid of

transitional programs or other supportive services is unlikely to result

in effective mainstreaming. In almost all cases, these children had been

in the regular classroom and had failed. Unless some intervening

experience has remedied the child's previous problems, the conditions

that contributed to the'labeling of the child as EMR probably will have a

similarly detrimental effect on the child's future educational

attainments.

CONCLUSION

The major theme emphasized throughout this paper is that evaluations of

mainstreaming must expand beyond an investigation of setting. The child

must be studied in context. Without a knowledge of the teaching

processes employed in the classroom, teacher-student interactions, the

teacher's organization of his or her time, patterns of feedback,

curricula used, etc., the attributes of the mainstreamed or special

classroom that contribute to program success and failure cannot be

`d
10 -)
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determined. Furthermore, :he cumulative effects of various instructional

options should be studied. The child's academic performance and

self-concept, for example, are not merely the result of current school

practices but of long-standing influences both inside and outside the

school. This perspective calls for longitudinal research, tracing the

En-labeled child through elementary and secondary school as well as the

child's life adjustment after his or her schooling is completed.

Studies of setting alone allow few conclusions. In general, the

evidence falls into one of three categorie (1) The data are

contradictory, neither supporting nor refuting the efficacy of

mainstreaming; (2) the data indicate that mainstreamed settings are more

effective, or at least less harmful, than segregated classrooms; or (3)

0

the data reveal the opposite pattern--segregated'settings are more

effective or less harmful than mainstreamed settings.

The first category, characterized by the research on self-concept, is

the most troublesome. Can one make a policy recommendation concerning

educational placement when the data are so contradictory? Balla and

Zigler (1978:156) favor one interpretation:

While there does not seem to be a convincing rationale to reconcile

these discrepant findings, it appears that there 1.3 insufficient

empirical evidence in the self-concept area to support the
predominant thrust in social policy in the area of the mentally
retarded--that retarded persons be mainstreamed in regular classes to

the greatest extent possible.

In cases that are truly ambiguous, I would favor an alternative

interpretation. Unless there is evidence that the benefits derived from

special classes outweigh the potential stigma and civil rights'

infringements of segregation, the child should not be removed from the

4D1
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regular classroom. Thus, : would place the burden of proof on those who

want to educate the chid in a separate setting.

Most of the research falls within the second categoryindicating

that mainstreamed settings are more effective (or at least less harmful)

than segregated classrooms. The parenthetical phrase is important, for

it indicates that at best children in mainstreamed settings are

performing equally to or slightly better than their special education

peers. Mainstreaming does not miraculously cure an EMR child. It is

more likely to facilitate the occurrence of certain positive events

(e.g., higher expectations held by teachers) or shield the child from

other negative factors associated with special class placement (e.g.,

stigma). The academic achievement of children in mainstreamed versus

self-contained classrooms exemplifies the research in this category. As

suggested in previous sections, mainstreamed children may score higher' on

standardized achievement tests because the curricula taught in the

regular classroom are more likely to emphasize academic subjects than is

the program in the special class.

Research or the sociometric position of children in integrated

classrooms lies within the third category of evidence--indicating that

segregated settings lead to more positive, or less negative, effects than

do mainstreamed settings. Children in mainstreamed classrooms may be

less tolerated or more actively rejected- than children-in self-contained

classrooms because regular classroom children spend considerably more

time with the EMR children in their own classrooms than those in separate

classes. It is perhaps easier to express tolerance for peers with whom

one seldom interacts or encounters. Studies on classroom behavior,

4 (s
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however, suggest that integrated EMR children do :lot act in ways that

would necessarily lead to poor acceptance by their regular class peers.

More research is needed on the types of behaviors exhibited by EMR and

nonEMR children that may contribute to the generally low sociometric

position of EMR children in mainstreamed classrooms.

The interpretation of ambiguous and weak results as support for

mainstreaming (or, more accurately, evidence against the value of

self-contained classrooms) is consistent with the thrust of P.L. 94-142

toward education in the least restrictive environment. Yet neither the

law nor the position advocated above implies that children should be

"dumped" into the regular classroom and forever ignored. Clearly these

children need alternative services, for they were first identified on the

basis of their inability to function adequately in the regular

classroom. This view suggests that special services should be offered to

the child, and the goals of these services should be to maintain the

child in the regular classroom and to minimize the amount of time the

child is separated from peers.

Education in a mainstreamed setting'need not preclude provision of

special services. A number of programs, some of which are still in the

experimental stages, provide encouraging examples of special education

serviees-deltvered -within a mainstreamed program. These include the

Consulting Teacher Approach to Special Education used in many districts

in Vermont (Christie et al., 1972; Fox et al., 1973; Knight et al.,

1981), the Instrumental Enrichment Program (Feuerstein et al., 1980), and

th, ..captive Learning Environments Model (Wang, 1980, in press).

Resource rooms in which the child receives more intensive instruction in

4 0
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a small group from a special education teacher may also provide the

traditicnal benefits associated with special education programs while

mitinizing the associated harms (see Leinhardt and ?allay, 1981, for a

review of this literature).

The segregative impact of various settings becomes increasingly

troublesome as the effectiveness of programs becomes increasingly less

evident. The segregation of children in self-contained classrooms is

problematic because the costs are clear and. the benefits are less than

obvious. If specified instructional techniques led to successful

outcomes, the importance of setting would become less significant. Its

role, under these conditions, would be to facilitate effective practices

rather than determine them, and its importance in research appropriately

could diminish. The evaluation of programs could appropriately focus not

merely on the setting in which these programs are implemented, but on the

success of the programs in achieving specified goals.
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SOME POTENTIAL INCENTIVES OF SPEC:AL EDUCATION FUNDING PRACTICES

Suzanne S. Magnetti

Although various studies have indicated that special education services

are cost-effective for society in terms of increased lifetime earnings or

the students in those programs (Conley, 1973; Schweinhart and Weikart,

1980; Weber et al., 1978), special education remains a costly enterprise

for local school jurisdictions in the short run. Because of the

inability or unwillingness of local jurisdictions to assume the costs of

these programs, states, and later the federal government, began to

provide inancial aid for those services to encourage the efforts of

local jurisdictions to educate\handicapped children. State and federal

financial aid for special education constitutes a substantial portion of

local budgets for special education.

The manner in which states and the federal government transfer funds

to localities for special services and the conditions placed on those

funds may influence the types and amounts of services offered. At a very

basic level, the amount of money a school district has available to spend

The author would like to thank Donald N. Bersoff, Alonzo Crim, Jerry
Gross, William T. Hartman, Richard A. Rossmiller, and Frederick J.
Weintraub for their helpful comments on earlier drafts of this paper.



on special education programs affects the quality and coverage of each

district's special education program. From a more removed perspective,

the multiple tiers of governmental funding (federal, state, and local)

and related funding policies for special education programs may create

fiscal incentives and disincentives that vary across jurisdictional

lines. These incentives and disincentives may affec't the rate at which

children are placed in special education classes. For example, where the

fiscal implications of counting more children as handicapped are

favorable to the school district or school, proportionally larger numbers

of children may be classified as handicapped.

The panel was concerned with the phenomenon of minority students in

the special education population, particularly in classes for educable

mentally retarded (EMR) children, in proportions that far exceed their

proportional enrollments in the public education systems. A number of

factors have been pointed to a: contributing in some way to this

phenomenon, among them the methods used to fund special education

programs. The purpose of this paper is to examine the fiscal incentives

and disincentives that may result from state and federal funding methods,

and, when possible, to relate these to the"patterns of minority

enrollments in special programs for educable mentally retarded children.

Fiscal incentives and constraints may arise from state and federal

funding formulas and policies, state and local perceptions of funding and

regulations, the interaction of federal policies with state and local

programs and priorities, and the combined use of special education

programs for the handicapped and other special needs programs. In ,

addition, the particular conditions that. face given school district--
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e.g., the relative geographic isolation or populatioa density of the

area, the wealth of the tax base of the area, the number of childfen

served, and the availability of resources for handicapped children

outside the school systemenhance or diminish the district's reaction to

a source of funding. The combination of these interactions and

conditions in the state or school district dictates what the particular

fiscal incentive of an offer of funds to that jurisdictional unit All be.

An exploration of all these interactions was not possible within the

context of the panel's work,. but this paper identifies some of the forces

contributing to fiscal incentives. Certain aspects of special education

funding'that appear to have effect in jurisdictions across the'country

are examined; for example, the federal special needs programs may create

incentives to include or exclude children from special education

classes. However, this focus on the federal programs is not exclusive;

state funding plays a major role in the financing of special education

programs. In past research, state schemes for funding special education

have been groUped into a few rough categories. Possible effects of each

of these categories on the provision of special education services are

examined. In addition, some potential,implications of these funding

schemes that may affect the number of children identified and the

placement of children with special needs are discussed.

THE FEDERAL SPECIAL NEEDS PROGRAMS

Three federal funding programs are most frequently mentioned in

discussions of the fiscal incentives involved in federal policies to
0

place children in classes for theahandicapped: (1) the Education for All

Handicapped Children Act (20 U.S.C. 1401-1461,'known as P.L. 94-142),

..

°A. 3
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',which creates requirements and provides_federal funds !or-special

education programs for handicapped children; (2) Title I of the

Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965 as revised by the

Education Amendments of 1978 (P.L. 95'-561) and by the Education

Consolidation and improvement Act of 1981, wha h funds compensatory

education ?or the educationally deprived; and (3) the Bilingual Education

Act of 1978, which funds bilingual education programs. Taken together

-these three statutes comprise a substantial portion of the federal

involvement in special needs programming. Individually and as a group

they provide funds and policies that can create inducements to expand or

reduce the number of children receiving special education and that can

also affect the structure and quality of special education programs.

Education for All Handicapped Children Act .

The Education for All Handicapped Children Act (P.L. 94-142) is designed

to provide a free, appropriate, public education to all handicapped

children in the country. It is a grantgiving statute, allocating.funds

to states if they agree to meet detailed requirements for identifying,'

evaluating, and placing handicapped children. P.L. 94-142 potentially

affects all handicapped children in the country, but t_e statute limits

the number of children for which it will provide funds to 12 percent of

all schoolage children in the United States (20 U.S.C.

1411(a)(15)(A)(i)).1

For fiscal 1980 the federal allocation for.P.L. 94-142 was $804

million (U. S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare, 1979b),

about $217 per child served. For that same period the states spent an
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estimated 53.4 billion for special education programs (Odden and McGuire,

1980),'a national average of 3900-51,000 per child, although wide

variations exist acrossthe states. And, as local government also

contribute to the costs of special educati0Vthe federal contribution

manglated under P.L. 94-142 appears to be about 15 percent of the total

cost of special education programs.

Funds appropriated under P.L. 94-142 are allocated to the states on

the basis of the number of children served. The ?.L. 94-142 grant to

each state increases by an incrementally greater amount for each child

counted as served by the state's special education program. The dollar

amount of the federal grant to each state is arrived at by'multiplyng

the number of children served in special eduCition programs in the state

by the national average per-pupil expenditure for students in

kindergarten through twelth grade. The states are then'reimbursed a set

percentage of this amount (20 U.S.C. 1411(a)(1)).2 For fiscal 1980 the

federal contribution to special education was allocatedamong the states

based on a count of 3,709,639 handicapped children sertred by special

education programs.

The federal program establishes some limitations on how'this money

may be spent. State education agencies may retain up to 25 percent of

the P.L. 94-142 grant. One-fifth of that amount may be used by the state

to cover the administrative costs of carrying out the provisions of ?.L.

94-142, and the remainder of the state grant may be used to provide

support services or direct services to children who are identified as

handicapped but are not receiving any special education services'or are

served inappropriately. Federal funds used by a state to provide support



or direct services must be matched on a program basis by state funds for

the same purpose (20 U.S.C. 1411(c)).

The remainder of the federal'grant is distributed to the local

education agencies (LEA) or intermediate units. Each LEA is entitled to

an amount that bears the same ratio to the total amount, minus the

state's share, as the number of handicapped children served in that LEA

bears to the total number` of handicapped children served in the state.(20

U.S.C..1411(d)).- This formula does not cOnsider the variations in

expenditures necessary to serve particular children. LEAs are not

automatically eligible for P.L. 94-142 funds; in the same way that states

Ce."'

must make application to the federal programs, LEAs must apply fo- funds

Hp.

and make satisfactory assurances that programs using that money satisfy

the subs'antive requirements of P.L.94-142 (20 U.S.C. 1414(a)).

No funds may be distributed to an LEA that is not entitled to at

least $7,500 (20 U.S.C. 1411(4)(A)), but small districts may consolidate

their applications and offer a joint program.' Funds provided under P.L.

94-142 can be used only to cover the excess costs of special education

and may not be used to reduct previous levels of state or local

expenditures in special education (20 U.S.C. 1414).

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act

Title I of the Elementary and Secondary Education ACt of 1965 is the

largest federal program of assistance to elementary and secondary

education. For fiscal 1980 (school year 1979-1980) the total Title I

allocation was more than $3 billion <U. S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, 1979a). It is designed to meet the special



educational needs of school-age children by funding special programs

compensatory, education for selected groups of educationally deprived

children'. "Educationally deprived children" are defined by regulation as

. . (1) children who have need for special educational. assistance in

order that their level of educational attainment may be raised to that

appropriate to their age, and (2) children who are handicapped" (45

C.F.R 116a.2).

Title I comprises several smaller programs, each having a different

target group (i.e., migrants, children in institutions for delinquents,

children in institutions for handicapped children, children of low-income

families), different grant requirements, and different procedures for

counting,children. The largest Title I program is directed to children

of low-income families. Grants under this program are based on a count

of the number of pupils from low-income families, the number of children

living in institutions for neglected and delinquent children, and the

number of children supported by public funds in foster care. The level

of funding per state for this pro-gram is computed by multiplying this

child count by 40 percent of the average per-pupil expenditure inthat

state within a range 20 percent above or below the average per-pupil

expenditure in the United States (20 U.S.C. 2711). Like that of P.L.

94-142, Title I funding is based on a count of`children. Under Title I,

however, the criteria used to determine which children should be counted

in arriving at the size of the grant (for example, whether they are

children of low-income families) are distinct from the reason for which

individual children are selected to participate in the program, that is,

to provide compensatory education services to children who are
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educationally deprived. The other Title I programs have similar funding

formulas, although the criteria used for counting children and the ways

in which they are counted vary slightly.

One section of Title I (referred to as the P.L. 89-313 program)

provides funds for the education of children in state-run or

state-supported institutions for handicapped children (and, under certain

conditions, to children who have been in such institutions and have

subsequently returned to their local schools). The current method of

allocating funds under this program is such that states and localities

receive substantially more on a per-child-served basis under P.L. 89-313

than under P.L. 94-142. Children who receive services under P.L. 89-313

may not also receive services under P.L. 94-142, although other children

counted under Title I can also be served with funds provided by P.L.

94-142.

The federal program also sets certain limits on how the Title I money

may be used. States electing to participate in the Title I programs must

file an application with the federal agency. Participating states must

agree to abide by Title I's no-supplant provision; Title I funds are

intended to provide a supplement to regular education, not to supplant

funds already available for the education of these children, and states

must demonstrate that no state or local money was replaced with the

federal funds. States must also demonstrate that comparable state and

local funds are expended in Title I schools and other schools (20 U.S.C.

2736). State education agencies
administer the Title I program within

the state and report to the federal agency.

,')
04,11
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local education agencies that apply are awarded Title I funds in

proportion to the number of eligible children counted is their

districts. The LEAs must use those funds in areas with high

concentrations of children from low-income families (20 U.S.C. 2732).

Within those "target schools- Title I services should be made available

to those children with the "greatest need for special assistance" whether

or not they were originally counted as low-income children (20 U.S.C.

2733).

Title I also provides some stimulus for states to develop their own

compensatory education programs. In addition to the basic Title I grant,

the Education Amendments of 1978 created an incentive program that

provides a special grant to each participating LEA in a state that offers

its own compensatory education program (20 U.S.C. 2721). These incentive

grants offer up to an additional 50 percent of the amount of state funds

for compensatory education expended in that district. To be eligible for

these matching funds state compensatory education programs must offer

categorical funds for the education of educationally disadvantaged

children, the funds must be supplemental to other state education funds,

and there must be program accountability based on performance objectives

related to educational achievement (20 U.S.C. 2721).

Bilingual Education Act

Through the Bilingual Education Act the federal government provides funds-

to local school districts and state departments of education for the

operation of bilingual programs to assist children of limited proficiency

in speaking and writing English (20 U.S.C. 3223). In fiscal 1979,
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federally funded programs served about 3.6 million students, and federal

funds for bilingual education amounted to more than $158 million (about

$44 per child served).

Grants are funded under the act on the basis of applications from

school districts and state education agencies. There is no formula

funding (20 U.S.C. 3231). These grants are available to establish,

operate, and improve bilingual education programs, to provide

supplemental community education activities, to train bilingual education

personnel, and to provide technical assistance for the development of

bilingual education programs. Grant applications compete for funds on

the basis of several broad criteria: the geographic distributon of

children of limited English-speaking proficiency, the relatiVe needs of

persons in different geographic areas, the relative ability of state or

local agencies to provide these services, and the relative numbers of

persons from low-'income families who would
benefit from these services

(20 U.S.C. 3231).

Other Programs

Other federal education programs may also have some effect on special

needs populations. For example, school districts eligible for assistance

under the Emergency School Aid Act are also entitled to a proportional

amount of a second category of aid under the Bilingual Education Act.

These grants are madeAo fund projects designed to meet the "special

educational needs of minority group children who are from environments in

which the dominant language is other than English" to develop language

and cultural skills (20 U.S.C. 3261).



THE STATE ROLE IN FINANCING SPECIAL EDUCATION

Historically, public elementary and secondary education has been funded

by a variety of federal, state, and local funds, the bulk of these funds

coming from local sources. The trends of the late 1960s and 1970s,

however, show a gradual reduction in the percentage of education funding

picked up by local governments and an increase in the size of the state

role; the federal contribution has remained relatively stable at about S

percent of the total funds expended for elementary and secondary

education. By school year 1978-1979 local revenues accounted for less

than 50 percent of the cost of elementary and secondary education. The

state role in financing education now approaches 50 percent of the cost

of education (Odden and McGuire, 1980).

State support for special education also appears to be increasing

rapidly. In part this increase is a response to the federal requirements

for special education programs in P.L. 94-142, but substantial expansion

of special education programs was already under way before the enactment

of the federal legislation. Between 1975 and 1980 the national total of

state budgets for special education grew by more than 66 percent (Odden

and McGuire, 1980). For fiscal 1978 and fiscal 1979, state funds for

special education increased by a national average of 16.1 percent (Hodge,

1979), although, of course, state funding varied considerably across the

states. It is estimated that for 1980 the states spent more than $3.4

billion for the education of handicapped children.

The states also moved to address the needs of other special groups.

Following thy: lead of the federal government in compensatory education

(Title I), as of school year 1979-1980, 16 states funded state-run

50,)
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compensatory education programs. In addition, six other states provided

supplemental support for compensatory education programs as a factor in

their general aid formula (Education Commission of the States, 1979b,

1980). In school year 1978-1979 states spent approximately $700 million

for state compensatory education programs. Most of these programs were

directed at children who were eligible for the federal Title I program

but-were not served by it becausc, of insufficient federal !landing.

States are also addressing the need for additional bilingual

education services; 22 states now offer bilingual-bicultural education

programs. In school year 1979-1980 states spent approximately $98.4

million on these programs (Education Commission of the States, 1979a).

The state role in funding and operating special needs programs is

large and is increasing. While these issues are beyond the scope of this

paper, the expanding role of the states in special education financing

puts additional emphasis on the question of taxpayer equity -- i.e., the

extent to which these services should be paid for with revenue raised at

the local level (property taxes) or at the state and federal levels

(income, excise, and sales taxes). States have a substantial influence

on the number of children reached by special education programs and the

content of that education. In mrticular, the role of the state in

4.nancing special education programs for handicapped children affects the

number and type of services available to these children. Complex layers

of fiscal incentives and disincentives may affect state and federal

policy objectives. Among the most important forces influencing these

incentives and disincentives are the mechanisms states use to transfer

state funds to LEAs for special edwzationb0 I
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States employ several different types of financing formulas to

transfer funds from state coffers to local educational agencies. If the

state has set aside or budgeted a certain amount of money to be

distributed to LEAs for a particular special education program, the type

of.financing formula used will not affect the total amount trar.5:2e-rred
r.

(Bernstein et al*, 1976). The gprmula used provides the method for

dividing the state appropriation but will not increase or decrease it.

:he-state funding formula is most important, therefore, not for the total

amount of money transferred through its application, since that total may

well be fixed by other forces, but for the messages it conveys to local

jurisdictions on,the relative value of various types of programs and

services. The emphasis created by the funding formula may influence

decisions of the LEA about the nature and quality of individual programs.

Besides the funding formula, other constraints imposed by the state

to reinforce the program structure, to prevent waste, and to regulate the

flow of funds also affect the transfer of funds to local jurisdictions.

Thus, for example, states may define handicaps loosely or distinctly, may

place ceilings on the number of children to be served, and may mandate

services and programs. Other constraints i-losed on the use of state

money may be limits on the number of children to be served by each

teacher or on the categories of services or personnel eligible for .

funding. Cost and program accountability requirements may also be used

to regulate funding (iakalik, 1979). Because actual or perceived fiscal

incentives are dependent on the environment in which special education

programs operate, it is not possible to determine absolutely what effect

a given funding formula has by itself.: However, within the separate
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contexts of the legal, political, social, and educational factors that

affect a state's special education program, the funding formula

influences the use of these funds and may also affect future

yrogamiiing. While the incentives and disincentives of various funding

mechanisms are best explored within that environment, the basic form and

implications of the various funding formulas provide the tools for a more

particular investigation.

Types of Funding Formulas

Analysts have identified sin types of funding formulas for special

education (Bernstein et al., 1976; Hartman, 1980; Thomas, 1973). In

k;ractice these formulas may be used as they are portrayed here or may be

combined to serve the practical purposes of the state. The manner in

which a particular state's formula varies from these basic types may be

noteworthy and may be a result of particular conditions (e.g., population

sparsity) or,specific policy decisions. For example, a state is making a

definite policy statement about its interest in supplying a basic

education to all children with the use of a weighted formula that assigns

a greater value to elementary education than to secondary education, even

though secondary education costs more. The six types of funding formulas

are described below.

1. Unit. Under a unit financing formula a fixed amount of money is

provided by the state for every qualified unit of instructional,

!administrative and/or other services. For example, a distlict may be

reimbursed a set amount for each special education class. This type of

funding formula is designed to cover some or all of the expenditures

r,c).".t./
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necessary to the operation of ;hat particular snit, based on an averaged,

actual, standard, minimum, or prorated expendi:'..ra per unit across the

state.

2. Personnel. Under a personnel formula the state provides funds to

LEAs to cover some or all of the costs of hiring special staff. The

amount reimbursed by the state may be determined by the duties of that

special staff. For example, under this formula an LEA could receive more

fur a teacher than a program aide.

3. Weight. Under a weighted system the LEA is reimbursed an amount

equal to the regular per-pupil reimbursement multiplied by a factor or

weight that represents the increased cost of the special program.

Generally the weight varies by the t7pe or severity of the handicap, so

that, for example, a district might receive twice the base rate per child

for multiply handicapped children and 1.5 times the base rate for

hearing-impaired children.

4. Straight Sum. With a straight-sum formula the state reimburses

LEAs a fixed amount of money-for each handicapped child served. This

amount usually varies by type of handicap. For example, the state may

reimburse the district $1,000 for each educable mentally retarded child

served and $1,500 for each trainable mentally retarded child served.

5. Percentage. Under this type of formula a percentage of the local

expenditures for educating a handicapped child are assumed by the state.

For example, the state may reimburse a school district 30 percent of the

district's excess cost of providing a program for seriously learning

disaabled children, of the expenditures incurred for a set unit, or of

tne cost of necessary special personnel.

n



6. Excess costs. Under this formula the state assumes full or

partial responsibility for the expenditures incurred in educating a

handicapped child, above the average costs oz a regular education.

For the purposes of this analysis these six types of funding formulas

can be furzher grouped by the characteristic factor on which payment is

based. The unit and personnel formulas are resource -based formulas:

payment to local jurisdictions is based on the resources used, and the

amount of money paid by the state is regulated at the state level by

limits on allowable costs and on the number of children served per unit

of payment. The weighted and straight-sum formulas are e-'Id -based

formulas: payment is based on the number of children served and is

regulated by the Costs of special education incurred and the amount of

resources used. The percentage and excess cost formulas are cost-based

formulas: payment is based on actual local expenditures, with state

limits on the number of children served and the amount of resources used.

Each of these funding formulas, in conjunction with fiscal and

program coluLraiucs and regulations, can affect policies and decisions at

the level at whici children are directly servied and can provide feedback

as well to those lame constraints and regulations. the'potential

incentives and disincentives'that these formulas provide in
the making of

special eduCation policy and local programming decisions are diverse.

Fvr the purposes of this study, among the most notetiorthy of these

incentives and disincentives are those affecting the labeling and

classification of children, the se...=ztion of the most appropriate

program, class size, and support for placing children in the least

restrictive environment.
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:mplicatiors of Funding Arrangements

As noted above, the actual effect of particular funding formula must Se

considered with reference to other factors that contribute to the

operation of a given special education program. These factors vary

considerably across the states and, in combination with each state's

funding mechanism, create a spectrum of potential incentives and

disincentives, which is beyond the scope of this paper to fully explore.

However, the potential effects of the state funding formulas grouped by

the characteristic factor on which payment is based have been identified

(Rakalik, 1979; Hartman, 1980). These potential effects should be

considered in conjunction with the incentives and constraints of the

federal programs and the implications arising from the overlapping

coverages of federal, state, and local programs.

ResourceBased Formulas

Under a resourcedbased formula (those based on units of service or staff

costs) the incentive to overclassify students as handicapped is

relatively low: depending on the statedefined size of a unit, the number

of additional students needed to fund an additional unit of services or

justify an additional staff member is often relatively large. No funds

accrue to the local jurisdiction for the classification of any one

child. Nor do these formulas require the labeling of children; funding

is based on the number of units of service or personnel needed and not

the particular labels given to the children. These formulas provide at

best rather weak support for systemic resistance to changes in student

placements because relatively 'Arse numbers of students must move in or

501
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out of a program to change the number of resource units reimbursed by the

state.

Among the prob:.ems involved with resource-based formulas is that they

may encourage maximization of class size as a means of reducing per-pupil

costs. This problem can be alleviated by manipulating other factors.

For example, if the state sets levels of class or unit size relatively

law, and if they are to a large degree funded with state or federal

money, resource-based formulas can actually act as inducements to reduce

class size so asto provide better services to handicapped children at

little cost to the local :urisdiction. If resource-based formulas are

based on the unit or teacher of a special class, placement in less

restrictive environments is g'Inerally discouraged, but if resource

reimbursements are defined to include alternative placement units and

support personnel, then consideration of a variety of placements is

reinforced.

Resource-based formulas may have other consequences as well. Small

jurisdictions may not have the minimum numbers of students served' to

qualify for resource reimbursement. Jurisdictions with too few special

education students to, receive reimbursement for a given unit or personnel

member may have to form cooperative arrangements with neighboring

jurisdictions. A state may establish relatively high or low minimum and

maxiwum class sizes and caseloads, but its ability to do so may be

limited by the number of resource units it can afford to finance.
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Child-3ased Formulas

The child-based formulas (weighted and straight sum) appear to offer the

greatest incentive among'the types of funding formulas to overclassify

children. Under these formulas the reimbursement for expenditures a

jurisdiction receives from the state depends directly on the number of

children identified as handicapped. when, for example, a jurisdiction's

allocation from the state is decreasing, it may feel the need to classify

more children as handicapped in order to get the same amount from the

state as in previous years. However, local districts will also be

increasing their costs by increasing the number of children served.

With a weighted formula that gives different weights to different

handicaps, there is an incentive to classify more children in those

categories that have a greater reimbursement rate. With a straight-sum

formula, in which each child, regardless of handicap, generated the same

amount of money, the incentive is greater to classify more children in

the mildly handicapped categories and to reduce the number of seriously

handicapped children served who require more, and more costly, services.

For these same reasons the child-based formulas encourage fabeling.

Furthermore, even the weighted formula that awards different handicaps

varying amounts of money, no allowance is made for the fact that the

extent of a child's handicap and educational needs can range widely in

any given category; the incentive is to provide children with the lowest

costo programming alternative. Of course, many cf these problems are not

inherent in the formulas themselves and can be adjusted for by regulating

the proportion of students in the fiscally preferred categories. These

formulas do provide a. very strotg incentive to identify previously

53



unnerved children, at least in some categories. Child-based formulas

also provide an apparent incentive to increase class sizes and caseloads

as a means of maximizing reimbursement while minimizing costs to the

local jurisdiction.

The weighted formulas can piovide,a financial incentive to remove

children from low-reimbursement Categories,and place the in

high-reimbursement categories. This process would be cost-effective to a

local jurisdiction only if net costs in the higher categories are lower

than those in. the lower categories~ The weighted formulas can be used to

encourage placements in less restrictive environments, however, by means

of larger reimbursements, relative to the lower costs, for children in

'less restrictive settings. On one hand, child-based formulas provide a

considerable inducement to avoid entirely removing a child from special

education programs because that action would result in the loss of a'

reimbursable entity without reducing by very much the fixed costsof the

program. On the other hand, child-based formulas are also cited as

providing an incentive to serve children only briefly in the course of a

year, or otherwise limiting the services provided to them, to get full

'reimbursment at a very limited cost. If an enrollment or a one-time

count qualifies a .c,bild for a full reimbursement there may be a strong

inducement to move that child very quickly through a limited program.

This problem can be solved by adjusting the formula reimbursement rate to

recognize the duration of services for any child.

Small districts may have trouble collecting enough state money to

support their special education program because reimbursement under these

formulas is based on a count of eligible children and not on the costs of
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the complete program. With a weighted or straightsum formula,

reimburseMent per child is usually based on the-costs of an average class

size, and a small district may have too few students to fill an average

class. This may encourage some overclassification and mislabeling is

small districts. However, states may adjust their reimbursement formula

to solve this problem. For example, in some states using a weighted

formula, an additional weight or factor is added to the weight for

children from small districts to ease the cost burden to these

districts. Other ates may choose to use the funding mechanism to

encourage cooperative arrangements among neighboring small districts.

CostBased Formulas

The costbased formulas -- percentage and excess costs -- reimburse

jurisdictions on the basis of expenditures and not on the basis of the

resources used or the number of students served. The percentagebased

formula may encourage placement in the least expensive program available

since local jurisdictions must assume some percentage of the costs of

those placements and services. The excesscost formulas would not appear

to create any type of incentive when the state absorbs all costs

associated with the special placement. On one hand, however, with the

high levels of reimbursement often made with these formulas, there may be

some incentive to mislabel. On the other hand, a fully funded

excesscost formula would allow jurisdictions to make the best

appropriate placement for a child with no thought to cost. From the

point of view of state planners, excesscost formulas without some kind

of cost constraints on local jurisdictions are a nightmare.

3"
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The percentage formulas do provide an incentive for jurisdictions to

maximize class size to reduce the percentage th'at they themselves must

pay. A jurisdiction that pays a significant percentage of the costs of a

special education program may have additional incentives to reduce

expenditures by placing students in the low-cost programs and nay have

disincentives to move children to :signer -cost programs. The excess-cost

formulas should not create any incentives that relate zo class size, -

program content, or placement decisions, since all the expenditures

associated with the special education program are reimbursed by the

state. Placements outside of special classes would not be discouraged by

either the percentage or excess-cost
formulas because the most

restrictive placement would not cost the local jurisdiction any more.

Small districts should not be harmed by the excess-cost formulas if

the state assumes all the extra costs of providiarspecial education.

However, if the state pays only a portion of the excess costs or if

reimbursements are limited by minimum class size regulations and

constraints on the categories of approvable costs, then the ability of

small districts to pay for special education may indeed be curtailed.

The ability of small districts to afford a full special education program

under a percentage formula depends on whether the reimbursable percentage

is high or low.

A Comparison of Formulas

Forty-five states employ a formula for funding special education programs

that is distinctly one of the three discussed above (Education Commission

of the States, 1980). To compare the three formulas, and their
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relationship to disproportionate placement by race and sex, states were

classified by the formula used and by geographic region. The means for

geographic regions and funding formulas were compared statistically on

the percentage of students enrolled in EMR programs, an index of racial

disproportion in EMR classes, and an index of sex disproportion in EMR

classes. The results are summarized in Table 1.
3

TABLE 1 Relationship of Funding Formula to
EMR Placement Rates and Disproportion by Race and Sex

Mean

Funding No. of Mean Percentage Mean Disproportion Disproportion

Formula States of Students in by Race or Ethnicity by Sex

EMR Classes

Resource-Based 13 1.95 .87 .44

Child-Based 12 1.46 .40 .40

Cost-Based 20 1.23 .27 .39

There is a statistically significant difference among formulas, both

in the average sizeof the EMR program and the average disproportion by

race or ethnicity; there is no significant difference in disproportion by

sex. Specifically, states employing resource-based formulas have on the

average the largest EMR programs and also the largest minority-white

difference in the percentage of students classified as E. States using

cost-based formulas have the smallest average EMR programs and also the

smallest racial differences.

5 3
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There is also, however, a tendency for states in different geographic

regions to employ different formulas. For example, more than half the

states using lsource-based formulas are located is the South or in

states bordering the South. These states also have the highest average

placement rates and the highest minority-white disproportions.

Cost-based formulas are in more common use in the Northeast, Midwest and

West, where EMR programs and disproportions are generally lower. 'hen

the effects of different regions using different formulas are controlled

statistically, no significant differences remain among the three formulas.

Thus, it cannot be concluded that one or another funding formula

produces certain levels of enrollment or disproportion. The funding

approach for special education services is one of many factors--including

geographic region, minority population density, and the relative size of

the special education program--that varies systematically with the extent

of racial disproportion.

INCENTIVES IN THE FEDERAL APPROACH TO FUNDING SPECIAL SERVICES4

P.L. 94-142, which is the principal means of channeling federal funds to

special education, can be thought of as a civil rights requirement or

entitlement law for handicapped children that also provides some share of

the costs of the required programs. The major portion of funding for

special education, however, comes from state and local governments. ;few

estimate that the federal government picks up more than 15 percent of

those costs (Hartman, 1980). Current appropriations for P.L. 94-142 are

less than half their authorized level, and future authorizations have

been sharply reduced. Yet states on the whole, loath to lose the federal
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support, accept the federal requirements. The funding provisions of P.L.

94-142 appear to provide some incentive for compliance with the

substantive and procedural requirements of federal law, although some

aspects of the funding provisions may negate the policy aims and

priorities expressed elsewhere in the statute. It may be useful to

examine the funding structure and the potential fiscal incentives created

by the law before attempting to describe the effect of its fiscal

provisions on the achievement of its policy goals.

P.L. 94-142 employs a straight-sum funding formula, a child-based

formula, to transfer federal funds to local jurisdictions and states.

Each state receives a fixed amount for each handicapped child receiving

special education. The state is permitted to retain a relatively small,

fixed percentage of this money and transfers the remainder to local

jurisdictions in proportion to the number of children they serve. The

federal formula does not make distinctions in the amount of funds

generated on the bases of type or severity of handicap or the cost of the

necessary program.

One of the primary purposes of P.L. 94-142 was to expand special

education services to an allegedly large but unknown population of

handicapped children who were thought to be uhserved. Studies conducted

for the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped when enactment of P.L.

94 -142 was under consideration suggested that about 12 percent of all

school-age children were in need of special education services, and

states were providing services to only a small proportion of this

potential tocal.5 The straight-sum funding formula complements this

purpose and encourages states to identify and serve additional students.
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This type of fo.....ala can also be viewed as supplying a rather strong

incentive to overlabel and misclassify students. The Incentive Is quite

direct; for each additional child served the state will receive an

additional fixed amount of money. This incentive applies until 12

percent of the schoolaged population of a state is served--the goal

embodled in the statute. In other words, the federal government will

reimburse a state a fixed amount per child only up to that 12 percent

limit. On one hand this limit may be considered to be the goal of full

implementation of the act; on the other hand it also acts to curb the

potential incentive of the funding formula to overclassify children.

The straightsum formula may proyide a strong incentive to states and

local jurisdictions to identify and serve children in the mildly

handicapped categories and to reduce the number or percentage of children

served in the most costly programs. For many children who are classified

in the mildly handicapped categories and who receive or need only limited

services, the federal reimbursement could cover a sizable part of the

costa of the additional services. The level of federal funding may

create its own incentives with respect to the number of children served

and the extent of services provided. If the level of federal funding is .

relatively low, resulting a small perpupil reimbursement, local

jurisdictions probably would not increase the number of children served

and would minimize the costs of educating those children identified as

needing services, by maximizing class sizes and limiting the extent of

the services provided.

The straightsum funding formula itself creates an incentive to local

jurisdictions to provide
educational programs at least cost as a means of
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limiting their expenditures. Other provisions of the Act, however--for

example, the requirement of individual education plans for each

child--should operate to prevent abusive placements id low-cost

programs. Placing children in less restrictive educational settings is

actively encouraged by this type of funding; since less restrictive

?rograms are of relatively lower cost, there are positive incentives to

local jurisdiction's to place children in these programs. This is true

only up ta point: unless a state has reached the 12 percent limit is

the number of children it can count as handicapped, there would be a

distinct disincentive to return children to the regular education system.

The federal regulations also require that each child served be

labC.ed and counted by category of handicapping condition. These

requirements strengthen the practice of labeling and may result in the

mislabeling or categorization of children.

As a general rule, the federal funds can be used only to supplement

existing state and'local supports for special education services (20

U.S.C. 1413(a)(9)). The emphasis of the federal law is to encourage the

delivery of services to all needy children. States that can prove chat

all children in need of services are served, however, can apply for a

waiver of the no-supplant rule. (One way to do so would be to serve 12

percent of their school-aged population as handicapped.) If such a

waiver is granted, P.L. 94-142 funds can then be used by the state

essentially as general aid money (Barro, 1978).

The federal program may limit the ability of some small school

districts to offer special education programs with its requirement that

no funds can be distributed to districts that are not eligible for at
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least $7,500 (20 U.S.C. 1411(c)(4)(A)). The purpose of this provision is

to prevent the fragmentation of services. Small districts are permitted

to file joint applications for the funding of special education programs.

Other requirements of P.L. 94-142 may create additional financial

*
incentives that are not directly tied to its funding provisions. For

example, the use of the administrative hearing procedures established

under the act adds to the costs of placing a handicapped child. School

districts may weigh the costs of a placement requested by a chile's

parents against the costs of fighting that request through an

administrative hearing process. In fact, the opportunity of parents to

impose these costs on a school district may be their greatest leverage

against the school district. Some states may limit the extent of this

leverage, and thereby reduce the incentive of school districts to comply

with such parental requests, by reimbursing school districts for all or

some part of the costs of using the administrative hearing process.

Although these implications can be drawn from the funding mechanism

and some of the regulations and statutory provisions of P.L. 94-142, the

federal law does not exist in a vacuum, and the implications for service

delivery that appear to exist in that law must be considered in light of

the policies and regulations of individual state laws. The federal

statute provides a direction or emphasis for state programs to follow,

but much of the substance of special education programs comes from the

state or even the local jurisdiction. Many of the implications created

by the federal funding arrangement may be blunted or altered by

conflicting incentives created at the state level. For example, if a

state reimburses a local jurisdiction only a small percentage of the
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costs of its program, the incentives created by the federal funding

arrangements will probably have a considerable impact its decisions about

costs and, consequently, service delivery. If, on the other hand, a

state reimburses all the excess costs of a local jurisdiction's program,

federal funding arrangements will have little influence. In fact, if

state funding is relatively high, local jurisdictions should be much more

responsive to the incentives produced by the state requirements than they

will be to the federal ones (Barro, 1978).

The affect of the federal incentives is also influenced by the

interactions of special education programs with other special needs

programs. Several of these programs--most notably the federal

compensatory education and bilingual educaticn programs -are frequently

cited as factors that can conflict with or confuse policies expressed in

P.L. 94-142. In part these interactions are a result_of the overlap in

the populations served and the services provided between these programs

and special education programs. And in part these interactions are the

result of fiscal incentives that occur in the combined action of these

programs.

Overlap in program participants exists because each of these programs

is designed to serve a discrete group of children, and in reality the

target groups are not discrete. For example, a child with a perceptible

physical handicap may also need bilingual education services. The target

groups as defined by each program are frequently vague and indefinite.

This overlap may be important for several reasons. First, some children

could be served under two or even more of these programs. Second, since

each of these programs is often operated as a "pull-out" program
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(children served are taken out of the regular class for a portion of the

day), children participating in two or three programs may lose class time

in moving from program to program and may receive most of their education

outside the regular school environment. As a result fewer children may

receive less core education in the regular class (Kimbrough and Hill,

1981). One large study undertaken to consider the problems of overlaps

in special needs services and populations found that, although schools

frequently attempted to prevent duplication of services within the

programs, some children did receive services from several programs

(Birman, 1979) .
Multiple enrollment resulted in some disruption of

students' base programs. Multiple enrollments were found most frequently

where special needs programs were nearly fully funded by state and

federal funds. In jurisdictions where no state or federal funds were

available to provide special needs services, multiple enrollments of any

one student were infrequent.

NEW DEVELOPMENTS AND CONSIDERATIONS FOR THE FUTURE

Recent economic and political developments indicate that, at least for

the immediate future, federal and state governments will have or will

make available fewer resources for education programs. Local school

districts must contend with declining enrollments, reduced revenues, and

demands for a greater variety of services (Kirst and Germs, 1980). Given

these diminished resources, the ability of schools to meet the needs of a

diverse population may be considerably strained.

In addition, recent developments, at least at the federal level,

suggest that not only will the funds going to education programs be



reduced, but also the method through which those funds reach states aad

local !urisdictions may be altered. Ia 1981 the Reagan administration

announced that it would attempt to consolidate the federal categorical

education programs into two block grants. Although the

administration-backed Elementary and Secondary Education Consolidation

Act of 1981 failed to pass through the last Congress, Congress did pass a

modified block grant proposal--the Education Consolidation and

Improvement Act of 1981--which modifies Title I of the Elementary and

Secondary Education Act and consolidates most of its other titles (with

the exception of the Bilingual Education Act and the Women's Eaucatioaal

Equity Program) into a block grant to the states effective in fiscal

1983. While P.L. 94-142 remained a categorical program, authorization

levels for fiscal 1983 and 1984 were reduced, perhaps presaging an even

more limited federal role in the future. The administration remains

committed to shifting responsibility and control for education -)rograms

back to state and local authorities. :t argues that block grants are a

means of reducing the administrative costs associated with running the

large numbers of federal categorical education programs and increasing

the flexibility of state and local government to meet the education

demands of their populations.

Others argue, however, that block grants would destroy the intent of

the categorical programs by eliminating the commitment of funds to

particular populations in need. Most of those populations are minorities

and lack the political power necessary to garner funds to meet their

particular needd. Coupled with a general decline in funds coming from

the federal government, the consolidation of federal programs into block



grants could have a deleterious impact on the disadvantaged, the

handicapped, and other minorities.

CONCLUSION

Fiscal incentives that may affect the behavior of a school district are

functions of the environment of legal, social, political, financial and

educational considerations within which that school district must

operate. The extent to which a given activity is more or less costly may

influence the choices that school districts make about the number of

children classified as handicapped, the types of handicaps identified,

the placement ,of children in regular classes or in special environments,

the length of time a child may spend in a special education program, the

quality and type of programs and services provided, and the size of

classes and support personnel's case loads. Although a description of

the funding formula used to transfer special'education funds to a local

jurisdiction is useful for understanding the financial considerations

that may be directing its actions, the funding formula cannot be viewed

alone. A variety of factors are at work to create the incentives and

disincentives that can affect the nature and quality of special

education. For example, regulations and guidelines, that define

handicaps, describe programs and services, and limit class sizes act as

constraints on the funding formula. Other factors--such as the level of

funding, the history of special education in the jurisdiction; the

relationship of educational agencies with other government agencies, the

interaction of special education programs and activities such as mental

health programs and child welfare services, and the activities of sPeci, .



interestsalso c=tribute to the fiscal incentives under which school

districts operate. Since funding is provided through several federal ana

state programs, potential fiscal incentives should be ccnsidered in light

of these various sources of funding.



FOOTN0TES

1. Co4,ress iMposed a 12 percent ceiling on the number of children that

could be served by P. L. 94-142 baser.: on estimates, developed near :he

time of enactment, of prevalence rates of handicaps in the country.

2. For fiscal 1980 the authorized reimbursable percentage was 30 percent,

but only two-thirds of that amount was appropriated by Congress.

3. The index of disproportion is the "log-odds" index described in the

paper by Finn in this volume. The values in Table 1 are all positive,

indicating that on the average, a greater percentage of minority

students is enrolled in EHRclasses than white students, as is a

greater percentage Of males than females. Statistical comparisons

were made by fitting a two-way fixed-effects analysis-of-variance

model to the data, using an exact least-squares approach for unequal

cell frequencies. All tests were made with =7. .05.

4. The following discussion of the incentives created by the federal

legislation is largely drawn from Hartman (1980:23-31).

5. This figure was based on estimates of the nationwide incidence of

various hindicapping conditions; there is little hard evidence of w)..at

thOse incidence rates actually are or agreement on how any handicaps

are defined.
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PATTERNS IN SPECIAL EDUCATION PL4CE21ENT

AS REVEALED BY THE OCR SURVEY

Jeremy D. Finn

Since 1968, the Office for Civil Rights (OCR) has surveyed schools and

school districts regarding student enrollment and placements. This paper

describes the'results of an analysis of the OCR sarvey data pertaining to

the 1978-1979 school year. The original data consist of simple counts of

students obtained from school and district offices at one point in time:

October 1978. They do not describe the processes whereby one student or

a group of students are placed in special programs in any particular

setting and therefore cannot explain how differences in placement rates

are created. They do, however, document the extent of disproportion in

special programs by race or ethnicity and gender as well as the

dkmcgraphic conditions under which smaller or larger disproportions are

found.

It is clear from all accounts that the placement rates in special

eduCation programs are very different both for minority and white

students and for males and females. Table 1 gives nationwide percentages

of students in each of five special programs. Minorities are classified

as educably mentally retarded () at a rate that is substantially

higher than that for white students both in absolute and relative terms.



3y comparison, the male-female ratio in EMR programs is smaller, but 3

times as many males as females are classified as emotionally disturned,

and almost 2.5 times as many males as females have specific learning

disabilities.

The purpose of this analysis is to illuminate these differences in

placement rates and, to the extent possible from the survey data, to

describe the context in which they arise. The paper summarizes tne

results of the data analysis in a progression from general to more

specific findings. Differences between minority and nonminority students

in EMR placements are described first, and then the examination is

specified by separate
a
racial or ethnic classifications and by special

education programs other than EMR programs.

THE 1978 OCR SURVEY

In its 1978 Elementary and Secondary School Civil Rights Survey, OCR

sampled approximately 6,000 school districts, about one-third of the

districts in the nation. Questionnaires werd sent to all district

offices and to every school in these districts, requiring counts of the

number of students enrolled, the number enrolled in special education

programs, and additional global characteristics of the student

population. Al]. student courts were classified by racial or ethnic

identity and some were also classified by gender.' Both racial or

ethnic and gender classifications were required for stu...ents in five

special programs, which are, according to the general instructions (Form

OS/CR 102):

1. Educable mentally retarded (or handicapped)--a condition of

mental, retardation which includes pupils who are educable in
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the academic, social, and occupational areas even though
moderate supervision may be necessary.

2. Trainable mentally retarded (or handicapped)--a condition of
mental retardation which includes pupils who are capable of

only very limited
meaningful achievement in the traditional basic academic
skills but who are capable of profiting from programs of
training in self-care and :Ample job or vocational skills.

3. Seriously emotionally disturbed--a condition exhibiting one
or more of the following characteristics over a long period
of time and to a marked degree, which adversely affects
educational performance: an inability to learn which cannot
be explained by intellectual, sensory, or health factors; an
inability to build or maintain satisfactory interpersonal
relationships with peers and teachers; inappropriate types
of behavior or feelings under normal circumstances; a
general pervasive mood of unhappiness or depression; or a
tendency to develop physical symptoms or fears associated
with personal or school problems. The term includes
children'who are schizophrenic or autistic. The term does
not include children who are socially maladjusted, unless it
is determined that they are seriously emotionally disturbed.

4. Specific learning disability --s disorder in one or more of

the basic psychological processes involved in understanding
or in using language, spoken or written, which may manifest
itself in an imperfect ability to listen, think, speak,
read, write, spell, or to do mathematical calculations. The

term includes such conditions as perceptual handicaps, brain
injury, minimal brain dysfunction, dyslexia, and
developmental aphasia. The term does not include children
who have learning problems which are primarily the result of
visual, hearing, or motor handicaps, of mental retardation,
or of environmental, cultural, or economic disadvantage.

5. Speech-impaired--a communication disorder, such as
stuttering, impaired articulation, a language impairment, or
a voice impairment, which adversely affects a child's

educational performance.

The sample consists of both "forced" districts, which OCR required to

be included because of their compliance status or because they had

applied for funds under the Emergency School Aid Act, and "drawn"

districts, chosen at random from within a sampling frame organized by 13
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demographic characteristics to ensure that all characteristics of

importance to CCR were represented.` Of the total of 6,079 districts

sampled, 5,040 provided responses; of these 2,146 districts were

"forced." The total number of schools represented in Lhe sample is

34,082. Because the data are not a simple random sample of the districts

of a state or region, sampling weights are provided to allow estimates of

state totals or averages. Checks on the accuracy of these projections

were made from the 1976 school survey (U.S. Department of Health,

Education, and Welfare, 1978a), which followed a similar sampling plan

and yielded very reasonable results.

The number of districts actually responding to the survey is given

for each state in Table 2.
3 The District of Columbia and Hawaii each

have a single administrative school district. Elsewhere the number of

districts in a state varies immensely, as do the ways in which districts

are defined. A number of states that are predominantly rural have many

small districts for example, Nebraska has a large number of oneschool

districts--a situation chat creates unique problems both for the

organization of special education programs and for studying enrollment

patterns. These districts, which often have small proportions of

minorities, cannot be readily compared with those with much larger

enrollments.

To data the Office for Civil Rights has not conducted any checks on

the accuracy of the school or district reports. The 1976 survey,

however, requested data from all school districts in the country, and the

response rate was at least 95 percent in every state. School districts

are obligated under Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 to respond



to the surey in a timely and accurate fashion and are reminded of this

clearly in the survey instruments. Thus, while the data have not been

and should be verified, the conditions under which they are obtained

suggest that respondents would take reasonable are with their reports.

TECHNICAL ISSUES

Measuring Group Differences In Placements

The results for sex in Table 1 show that disproportions may appear larger

or smaller depending on whether they are based on the differences of

percentages or on ratios. Because the percentage scale is bounded by 0

at one end and 100 at the other, absolute differences between values

close to either end are generally limited to being relatively small. In

other words an SED program, which has a small proportion of pupils

enrolled in total, does not have a large absolute disproportion by

gender, even thoughtthe process of classifying students as emotionally

disturbed results in a malefemale ratio of about 3:1. At the same time,

there is a greater percentage of females who are not in special education

than males. In comparison to the nonclassified group, the 3:1

disproportion is still more extreme.

In the analysis presented in this paper, these problems were

addressed by employing an index of disproportion derived from recent

statistical developments termed logii...tar analysis (Bishop, et al.,

1975). The basic element the index is the "odds" of being assigned to

a particular special education category. For e:ample, a measurement of

the odds of a minority student's being assigned to an F.MR class is the

percentage of minority students who are classified as EHR divided by tne
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percentage of minorities who are not in special programs. From Table 1,

this is 2.54/92.60 * .027. The odds of a white student's being

designated .:21R is 1.06/94.12 * .011. The disproportion index is the

ratio of these two odds, scaled by being transformed-to a natural

logarithm;4 that is, loge(.027/.011) a ;89.

The "log-odds index" is positive because the EMR odds for minorities

is larger than those for whites: it would be zero if the odds foi

minorities and whites were equal, and negative if the odds for minorities

were lower than those for whites. The index is not simple to interpret

since the measure is unbounded, i.e., it can vary from - 00 to +

depending on the magnitude of the disproportion. As a rough ilterpretiqe

device, however, the log-odds index can be transformed to a measure of

'association, Yule's Q-statistic, which, like a correlation, is limited to

values between -1 and +1.
5 Thus the association of race or ethnicity

(minority vs. nonainority) with placement (EMR vs. none) is +.42.

To see the degree of change in either the log-odds index or Q with a

change in disproportion, suppose that
the minority-white FAR ratio was

5:1 instead of the actual ratio of approximately 2.5:1. That is, suppose

that 5.30 percent of minorities were enrolled in EMR programs -- -about

double the Table 1 value--and that 89.84 percent of minorities were not

enrolled in any special programinstead of the actual value of 92.6

percent. These hypothetical values would increase the log-odds index to

1.66 and the measure of association to Q * .68.

Disaggregatior of Data

A second technical issue is the extent to which data on disproportion

should be disaggregated. For example, Table 3 presents the percentage o±.
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students in each special program for specific racial or ethnic

populations. it is clear that the relatively large minority-wnite

differences in EMR placements is even more extreme for black student

alone (3.46 percent of black students are classified EMR), who also

comprise the largest minority population'in the country. .he

disproportions in programs for the trainable mentally retarded and for

emotionally distut*.)ed children are also due in large part to the

disproportionate representation of blacks in those classifications. At

the same time, for Hispanic students--the second largest minority

group -- placement rates in EMR, TMR, and SED programs are-very close to

those for non-Hispanic whites on a nationwide basis. Asian and Pacific

island students have the lowest placement rates of all groups in the same

three programs.

Table 3 also provides further information on the apparent lack of

difference between minority and white placements in specific learning

disabilities programs. A slightly larger percentage of whites is

classified as SLD than blacks, unlike the difference in other special

programs, wftlie a still larger percentage of Hispanic students is

classified SLD.

Disaggregation by race or ethnicity thus provides information that is

not apparent in Table 1.6 To simplify the data presentation, this

paper first presents results for all minorities combined; the results are

nen further subdivided for separate racial or ethnic groups. It is an

imp -.ant characteristic of the log-odds index of disproportion that it

can validly computed for each minority group separately, by replacing

the odds of placement for all minorities with the odds for a particular
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subpopu'-ation (e.g., blacks or Hispanics). Other approaches--for

example, the comparison of the proportion of ZMR students wno are black

with the proportion of the school population that is black--do not give

an acc'.rate portrayal of disproportion in settings with multiple minority

groups. This is because the denominators of the H1R proportion and of

the total proportion are inflated differentially by the number of

minority students included who are not black.

Further disaggregation by geographic or administrative unit can

reveal trends that would not be apparent if the number of children

enrolled in each school or district were disregarded. For example,

consider a hypothetical geographic unit (a state or nation) that has only

two school districts. District 1 has a total enrollment of 3,000

students, consisting of 1,000 white and 2,000 minority students. Of

these, 20 white (2 percent) and 20 minority students (1 percent) are

classified as EMR. While the rate for minorities in District 1 is

slightly lower than that for whites, the situation is the opposite in

District 2. The total enrollment is 600, consisting of 400 white and 200

minority students. Four of the white students (1 percent) and 18

minority students (9 percent) are enrolled in F`-+.R classes, reflecting a

relatively large disproportion.

If the geographic unit's total alone is examined, there are 1,400

white students of whom 24 are assigned to EMR classes, yielding a 1.7

percent placement. There are 2,000 minority students, of whom 38, also

1.7 percent, are in EHR classes. While the two percentages are the same

at the state level, they disguise several more detailed outcomes--the

large disproportii; in the small district and the variability between
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district practices. This stems from the tendency of large districts to

obscure data for small districts in aggregations.

Districts that have no students classified in a special program

inflate the state's total enrol Lent proportionate to the percentage of

minority students in the district, distorting aggregate measures of

disproportion further. For example, according to the 1978 OCR survey, in

only 12 states in 50 did all districts report having En students. In 19

of the remaining states, more than 10 percent of the school districts

reported having no E students at all, and in 8 states more than 25

percent of the districts reported having no EMR students. The average

enrollment of 887 districts having no EM students was 1,336, well below

the average of 5,911 students in districts having EMR programs. While

many smaller (often rural) districts maintain other special programs,

including those for trainable mentally retarded, emotionally disturbed,

or specific learning-disabled stude-zs, about one-third of the districts

having no EMR programs do not operate any of these other programs. Thus,

there are essentially two populations of school districts represented in

the survey data--those with and those without EMR programs. Statistical

information regarding racial or sex differences in EMR placement rates

can be obtained only from the former set.
7

Placement in special education programs is a district-by-district

process, and a wide range of placement rates and racial disproportions

may be found among districts operating within the same state guidelines.

It is essential that an analysis of special education trends reflects

this variability.
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Scoring Disproportion For Districts and States

The OCR survey provides data frCm which placement rates and tne

cisproportion index may be calculated for each school district. Of the

5,153 districts in the 1978 sample that have students enrolled in Ema

programs, 236 districts do not have both whites aria minorities in heir

student population. The distribution of the log-odds ndex for EMR

placements in the remaining 4,917 districts is given in Table 4 for a:i

minorities combined. A log -odds index of 1.6 (Q .2 .66) separates 20

percent of the districts with the highest degreeof disproportion from

those with less disproportion; an index value of 2.1 (Q a .78) separates

10 percent of the districts with the most extreme disproportions from the

rest. The index values in every column of Table 4 have a nearly normal

distribution and may be used in normal-theory statistical analysis (e.g.,,

t-tests or 1-tests).

Small districts present a special problem to the investigation of

special education placements, which is reflected in any measure of

proportionality. A typical rural district or one in a small New England

community, for example, may have 500 students of whom all but 20 are

white. One student of the 20 classified as EMR results in a EMR rate of

5 percent for minorities. If two are classified as EMR, the minority

rate is 10 percent, which is unusually high, and so on. In other words,

in districts with a very'low number of minorities enrolled (or with a

very low number of whites), small differences in placement create large

disproportions that may not reflect a serious problem'of

overrepresentation or underrepresentation. Furthermore, if none of tne



minority students or none of the whites) is ln an EMR class, the cans

for that group are zero, anT the logarithm is noc defined.

Recent advances in the analysis of contingency tables provide methods

for "smoothing" proportions so that they allow finer differences than c!,e

5 -10 -15 percent values of the example. The method of "iterative

proportional fitting" (Bishop, at al., 1975, ch. 12) is employed most

commonly when there are many cells in a complex contingency table with

few observations (or zeros) but may also be used for smaller tables. in

this application, it is assumed that any district with few whites or few

minority students does not permit accurate estimation of the odds for

that group, because of the scale restriction described. If all such

districts within the state are summed, however, sufficient whites and

minorities will be included to obtain fairly accurate estimates of EHR

proportions. The state table becomes a "target," and the coarse figures

for each small district in the state are adjusted slightly toward those

target values. The adjustments are small in all cases, but, relatively

greater in the smallest districts, where the initial scale intervals may

be very large. The adjusted proportions are used in the logodds measure

in place of the unadjusted rates. Experience with this procedure has

shown that the difference in odds for minorities and whites is changed

very little through smoothing, while the estimates of proportions

obtained from small samples are refined, and district indexes may be

calculated when one entry is zero. Several examples of the procedure are

given in the appendix.

Summary statistics for the state are obtained by averaging the

logodds measure across all districts or subsets of districts (e.&., all
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districts of similar size).
Dispersion measures (e.g., the range or

standard deviation) provide an indicator of variability within the

state. In every case the descriptive statistics presented in this paper

are weighted by the inverse of the sampling probabilities provided from

the survey, so that the mean or standard deviation for the entire state

is more accurately approximated. Degrees of frae&na for tests of

significance, however, are based on the actual number of districts in the

sample or subsample.

GEOGRAPHIC VARIATION IN DISPROPORTION

Table 5 presents a summary of disproportion in EMR classes by state and

region, as calculated from the 1978 OCR survey. The percentages of

minority and white students and males and females who are classified as

EfR are calculated for each district haling EMR programs, as is the

log-odds scoring of the difference. The weighted average and the

standard deviation are calculated to estimate the summary statistics for

all districts having EXR programs In the state.

The average percentage of minority students in EMR classes exceeds

the average percentage for'whites in every state except New Hampshire,

Vermont, West Virginia, and Iowa--states with a very small number of

minority students. Of those states with more than 10 percent minority

enrollments, the average EMR rates for minorities range from .85 percent

to 9.09 percent with a median rate of 3.35 percent; for whites the

average EMR rates range from .59 percent to 2.46 percent with a median

rate of 1.17 percent. While the magnitude of the difference varies from

state to state, as does the degree of consistency among districts within

states, EMR disproportion by race or ethnicity is a nationwide phenomenon.
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There is also systematic regional variation in tne exzenc to which

EMR placements for minorities and whites differ. he median state

log-odds index for nine northeastern states is .06 (Q = .03), while those

state averages range from -1.35 in Vermont to 1.26 in Rhode Island. None

of the northeastern states has an average log-odds index over 1.6,

indicating no serious disproportion on a state level. The Midwest is

even more homogeneous, with all average disproportiOL indexes near zero.

In the West, 11 of 13 states have low or nonexistent disproportions by

race, while New Mexico's average log-odds index is 1.20 (Q = .57 and

that for Alaska is 2.28 (Q = .81). Each of these states has more than

one large minority group.

The border states are a more diverse group, with aver'age log-odds

indexes ranging from -1.64 in West Virginia, where the percentage of

whites in E. classes Is almost 1.5 times that of minorities, to 1.51 in

Delaware (Q = .64). The average disproportion for Maryland is nearly as

high.

The average disproportion in the southern states is consistently

high, ranging from a log-odds index of .93 in Arkansas (Q = .43) to 1.86

in Florida (Q = .73), with a median state value of 1.50 (Q = .63):

Except for Alaska, onlfthe southern states have average disproportion

indexes that approach or exceed the 1.6 value that separates the 20

percent most extreme individual districts in the country.

The extent to which the same racial difference occurs throughout a

state is revealed Phrti'ally by the standard deviation of the log-odds

index. Ia particular, seven states have, relatively small standard

deviations (less than .60), indicating relatively homogeneous racial



differences tnroughout: Zeiaware, Florida, Iouisiana, Maryland, North

Carolina, South Carolina, and Utah. Witn the exception of Utah, al: of

these states have more than 25 percent minority enrollment and are

located in or near the South. While tne high minority enrollment implies

that relatively la: -numbers of minority students attend school in most

parts of the state, is does not imply that the EMR disproportion is

necessarily as high everywhere. For example, Alabama, Mississippi, and

Texas also have at least 23 percent
minority enrollments and are more

heterogeneous in placements from one district to another.

The average percentage of males in EMR classes is higher than that of

females in every state, although the difference on a nationwide basis

(Table 1) is not as large as the minority white disproportion. The state

averages for sex disproportion range from .13 (c - .07) .n Montana, to

.77 (Q .37) in Nevada. The standard deviation of the sex difference

within each state is relatively small. Thus, the extent to which males

outnumber femalei in EMR classes is more consistent across districts

throughout the nation than differences by racial or ethnic identity.

Within this limited range, there are still some regional trends. The

logodds or association (Q) values are relatively homogeneous in tne

South and are among the largest average values found anywhere in the

nation. The border states of Kentucky, Maryland, and West Virginia also

have larger disproportions by sex. To some extent the pattern is similar

to that for disproportion by race or ethnicity. It is possible that in

these states, large percentages of minority males in particular are

assigned Co EMR programs, creating both a sex and a race disproportion

simultaneously. Unfortunately, the data do not include sexbyrace

tabulations to explore this possibility.

0 ,,
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The simultaneous occurrence of disproportion .3y race or ethnicity and

by gender can be explored across states and cistricts, nowever. At tne

state level, the log-odds index for race was ranked for the 31 states

having more than 10 percent minority eni)liment. The rank-order

correlation between these and the rankings by sex disproportion is

+.42;
9 there is a moderate trend for states that have the largest

disproportionate assignment of minorities to EMR classe,s also to have tne

largest relative proportion of males in them. At the district level, the

disproportion index for race was correlated A.th the index for sex

separately within Pack of the five geographic regions, for each of three

district size categories (fewer than 1,000 students; 1,000 - 9,999

students; 10,000 students and more). The 15 correlations range from -.20

to +.19, with a median value of -.01; none exceeds 'the .01 value for a

two-sided test of significance. When geographic region are combined,

the correlation for districts with fewer than 1,000 students is .03; for

districts with 1,000 to 9,999 students, it is .01; for larger districts

it is .13.

There is ao evidence of a relationship between disproportionate

placement in EMR classes by sex and disproportion by race 6r ethnicity on

a district-by-district basi.J. There is an association at the state

level, however. To the extent th-t males and minorities are represented

in EMR classes in greater proportions than females and whites,

respectively, the phenonnon rl,lects practices that vary from one state

or region to another, more than from one district to another.
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THE AVAILABILITY PHENOMENON

States and regions vary in the proportion of minority and white students

actually assigned to EMR classes. The percentages from Table 5 are

summarized by regions in Table 6 for 31 states with more than 10 percent

Theminority enrollment.
10 4he :ive geographic regions are relatively

homogeneous in the minimum and maximum average placement rates for

whites, although the low EHR rate for whites in the West does stand out

somewhat from the other regions. BY comparison, ,there are dramatic

differences in both minimum and maximum values for minorities. The

South, with the most consistent disproportions in EHR placement, has the

highest minimum and maximum average placement rates of any of the

geograhic regions, up to an average of 9.09 percent of minorities in EMR

classes in Alabama. The Northeast and the Midwest, with generally small

disproportions, have smaller average placements in EMR classes for

minorities. At the low extreme, tte minimum and maximum average

placements for minorities in the West are similar to those for whites in

other parts of the country.

On a regional basis there is the suggestion that larger differences

between minority and white EMR placements occur in areas where the

percentage of children--both minority and whitewho are placed in EMR

classes is high. To explore the relationship fur:ner, the same 31 states

were ranked on EMR placement rates for all students in the state, and

each state was classified as being above or below the median. States

were also classified as having an avera,e log -odds index for minorities

compared with whites above or below the median value for all 4,917
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districts (approximately 0.5). Of 16 states with "low" En rates, ::

have "low" disproportion values, wale 3 states with "low" races aave

higher disproportions by race. Among states wits "high" placement rates,

,13 of 15 states have disproportions above the median. The regional trena

is thus supported at the state level as well.

Disproportion is also associates with the overall percentage of

students in F.MR programs and, for all special education programs, at the

district level. The correlations of placement rates with racial

disproportion are given in Table 7 for districts in each size category.

All correlations are positive, and most are statistically significant at

P less than .01.11 The relationship is strongest among districts with

10,000-29,999 students and is positive but nonsignificant among very

small districts. Many of the latter enroll only white or only black

students, so that disproportion is largely a function of the size of one

student group or the other; these tend to cancel each other out across

many districts.

The positive relationship between the size of EIS programs and the

disproportionate placement of minorities in those programs occurs at the

district, state, and regional levels. The association may be interpreted

in: one of several ways. First, it is possible simply that the high

prop(;rtion of minorities is creating an overall EMR program that is

large. This may be an artifact since a relatively large number of RS

students of any group will tend to inflate the overall size of the

program. Second, the size of the program may encourage greater

disproportion in placements. That is, a large EMR program may open the

.!,aor to mechanisms that allow minorities to he placed in these classes in



relatively larger proportions. Third, both the size of the program and

the disproportion may be simultaneous results of other exogenous 'actors,

e.g., relatively large groups of educationally handicapped children,

state or district guidelines for the classification of EAR students,

inferior instruction for minority (and white) students. It is clear that

when the size of an EAR program is curtailed- -i.e., its availability

reduced--fewer students are involved, whether or not the relative degree

of disproportion is changed. Tha data do indicate that, in general,

smaller degreesof disproportion occur in relatively smaller EAR programs.

DEKGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS AND DISPROPORTION
0

Enrollment

The correlation between racial disproportion and total district

enrollment is .05 for all districts. Table 4 provides more detail.

Except for the smallest districts, the average disproportion increases

with'district size. The standard deviation decreases as district sine

becomes larger, reflecting the absence of extreme disproportions in

either direction. The mean disproportion among districts with 30,000

students or more is the Highest, not because of many high disproportions

but because very few districts have small or negative minority-white

differences. On one hand, the size of larger districts in general

appears to play a limiting role inthe magnitude of racial disproportion

in EXR classes. Districts with very small enrollments, on the other

hand, sometimes have extreme disproportions in both directions. While

few students are affected within any one district, the disproportions may

involve a sizable number of students when totaled to the state or

regional level.

('



Percentage Minority Enrollment

To examine the relationship of racial composition to EMR disproportion,

districts were classified as having between 0 and 10 percent minority

enrollment, 10-30 percent, 30-50, 50-70, 70-90, or 90-100. A two-way

fixed effects analysis of variance model was fit to the average log-odds

index, with "percent minority enrollment" and "geographic region" as

factors of classification. Orthogonal polynomial contrasts for unequal

intervals were tested for the minority enrollment factor to determine the

degree of complexity of the relationship of racial composition to

disproportion. Individual. districts in a particular size interval were

considered as replicated observations; five separate analyses were

conducted, one for each size interval. The mean disproportion index for

each size of district and each minority enrollment division is given in

Table 8 and Figure 1.

Tests of significance indicate a distinct relationship of minority

enrollment to EIS disproportion for. each district size category.

Specifically, a cubic trend is significant at the .01 level for both the

smallest districts (fewer th'im 1,000 pupils) and for districts with

1,000-2,999 students. This appears in Figure 1 as an increase in

disproportion from close to zero, when minority enrollment is 10 percent

or less, to valles between 1.1 and 1.5 that remain relatively constant

for districts with up to 70 percent minority enrollment. Additional

minority enrollment causes the curves to turn upward again and peak with

very high disproportion as the minority enrollment approaches 90-100

percent.

r---; e lt'
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The interaction of region anc :e,:ent minority is also scatisciza.:.

siznificant for small districts. ..cider states wizn few mincrities

percent) have minority-white differences that are larger th 1 the

slightly negative values given in Table 3, while northeastern states :end

to have still more negative differences (i.e.. greater proportions of

whites in E classes titan minorities). Also, small districts in

southern states with 90 percent minority or more do not attain the

extremely large racial differences exemplified by the aveiF;e Values. A

substantial portion of the nation's small all-minority school districts

are in the South (15 of 41 411 the sample). While EMR disproportion is

relatively large, it is not as extreme as, for example, small

all-minority districts in the West. Placement practices in small school.

districts in particular are worthy of further investigation.

The analysis for districts with 3,000-9,999 students and

10,000-29,999 students each produced a significant quadratic pattern of

disproportion. This is aprarent in Figure 1 as the parabolic curves for

the two sets of districts. Each has a low, positive disproportion when

the percentage of minority enrollment is small. The mean disproportion

increases and peaks for districts with 10-70 percent minority enrollment,

much like the smaller districts. The average disproportion becomes lower

again, however, when the ulnority enrollment is between 70 and 90

percent, and approaches zero for districts that are essentially all

minority.

For both medium-sized intervals, the interaction of region with

percentage of minority enrollment is also significant, indicating that

not all regions folow the pattern exemplified by the average curve. The



most noThworthy exception occurs for districts it 10,000-'9,999

students. As with the smaller districts, northeastern states with less

than 10 percent ainority enrollment are substantially below the

nationwide average of .38; the Northeast mean disproportion is .33.

Neit',er value is large, however.

The disproportion curve for :he largest districts yields a

significant linear effect, indicating that it is statisticary

indistinguishable from a monotonically decreasing pattern of means. The

average disproportion for large districts is more than 1.1 when the

proportion of minority students is 10 percent or less, increases slightly

for districts with 10-30 percent minority enrollment, :hen decreases and

approaches zero as the minority enrollment ittrease to ..; percent.

The interaction of this trend with re "ion is nonsignificant, so that the ,.

same pattern is characteristic of alltfive geographic areas.12

In general, the size of larger districts may impose constraints on

programs for mentally retarded students that both limit the degree of

disproportion and also mediate the effects of greater minority

enrollments. Among mediuM-sized and large districts, increased minority

enrollments are not associated with increased racial disproportion is D.R.

classes. In fact, the opposite is true. Detailed analysis (not shown)

indicates that as the percentage of minority enrollment increases, the

minority ZMR placement rate diminishes to close to that for whites, and

the difference between.wliite and minority rates approaches zero. Whether

this is due to different assessment and placement procedures in districts

with large numbers of minorities, different definitions of retardation,

or different,dropduc rates,
13 or whether-it may be a function of the

0

,

5 '
cs .
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availability of other facilities and resources (e.g., Title programs).

is not addressed by the survey data. A: the same time, small districts

with more than 30 percent minority enrollment exhibit increasing

disproportions that are worthy of further study.

Socioeconomic Standing

The OCR survey provides limited data on the socioeconomic standing of

families whose children attend school in a given district. The school

questionnaire requires a count of the number of students who pay full

'price for a daily lunch, the number of lunches that are served free under

government subsidy, and the number of reduced-price lunches. It is not

clear that all parents whose children qualify for reduced-price or- free

meals were informed of the program, and made formal application or that

the application reached the appropriate school officials. Further, the

income cutoffs by which eligibility is determined dependon the number of

children in a family, so that eligibility does not imply directly a given

income level. Also, schools in middle-income or high- income areas having

entirely full-price lunch programs cannot be differentiated by

socioeconomic status (SES) from the survey data. Under these' conditions,

only a gross index of SES is possible. The measure used was simply the

proportion of lunches served in the district for which full price is paid.

The correlations of SES withEMR disproportion by race or ethnicity

are giveb in Table 9. The association is significantly negative for all

districts combined (r = -.20), and similar for districts with up to 9,999

students. However, correlations for separate geographic regions (not

shown) indicate exceptions in the northeastern and border states, wnere

)
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the correlations are low positive. For medium-sized districts ,up to

student=) the correlation is negative but nonsignificant. This is

supported by very small positive and nEgative values for separate

geographic regions.

For. districts with 30,000 or more students, the correlation is

significant and positive. Among the largest districts, relatively more

minority students are enrolled in EMR classes when tae population served

has higher income levels. These figures may disguise a plethora of more

complex factors, however.
14 For example, the correlation of district

size with SES is itself negative, so that the positive .35 value'is

specific to a set of districts with relatively low income levels. The

lower SES districts within'this group are tne same districts that have 60

percent minority enrollment or more as well as EMR rates for minorities

that are close to those for-whites. The hie,her.SES districts in this

group tend to have more part-time EMR placements (see the section below

on time spent in !MR classes).

There is a general tendency for greater EMR disproportions to occur

in lower SES districts. This is attributable in part to the percentage

of students in EMR programs in a district. The relative size of EMR

programs has a strong and consistent association with SES (r = -.31 for

all districts in the sample). EMR classes may be small or nonexistent in

upper-clas;''communities and are accompanied by little racial

disproportion. In lower SES communities, both the program size and

racial difference are larger.

The association of SES with EHR disproportion, however, is mediated

by a number of additional factors and even contradicted in some subsets
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of school districts.' Hinority enrollment - -a significant concomitant

of SEShas a strong but complex relationship to disproportion as wel:. 4

Unfortunately, the CCR survey does not provide cross-tabulations of race

by participation in the subsidized lunch program, so the two

characteristics cannot be disentangled.

Desegregation and Racial Balance

It has been hypothesized that court-ordered desegregation can become an

antedecent of high EHR disproportions if classes for mentally retarded

,students are perceived as an alternate route toward class or school

"resegregation." The questionnaire data cannot reveal whether this is or

is not the case, since the survey provides no time frame to interpret the

question.' A positive response to the OCR survey., may, indicate a program

implemented in the recent past, in the more distant past, or perhaps

still, in preparation. Nevertheless, it is possible to compare the

districts under court order with others in the same state that are not.

Also, the racial balance among lchools in each dist-cict may be examined,

4

apart from the official desegregation status.

In general, districts subject to desegregation orders are larger thaa

those that are not (average enrollment 14,722, compared with 3,707) and

have higher percentages of minorities enrolled (average percentage 39.9,

compared with 13.7). These differences may reflect the tendency of

court; or other federal agencies to focus their attention on large cities

where minority populations are extensive. Table 10 provides several ways

of examini-g the differences between the two groups of districts on a

state-by-state basis.
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The average log-odds index of disproportion was calc%;1.:.:ed separately

for districts under court order to desegregate and :nese not under zourt

order. They reveal few if any differences. The means for 38 states were

compared by use of a t-statistic, and no test of significance exceeded

tie .05 critical value (or .01). Furthermore, the same procedure was

employed for districts in each, of five size intervals in each state.

Seven of the test statistics exceeded their respective .05 critical

values in size different states, four in one direction and three in the

other, The results, viewed in this manner, strongly support the

conclusion that there is no difference in disproportion between districts

under court order to desegregate and those not under such orders.

The percentage of districts in each category' that exceed the state's

average disproportion level is also shown in Table 10. In 25 of the 38

states, the percentage of districts exceeding the state average is higher

among cour.-ordered districts than the other districts;,in the remaining

13 states, the percentage is lower. The split is significantly different

from half and half using a one-sided test, but only at p less than .05.

Viewed in this manner, there is some tendency for court-ordered districts

to have higher.disproportions. The final column of Table 10 lists the

proportion of districts in each category. that exceed an extreme

disproportion level of one standard deviation above the state's average.

In 10 of the 38 states, a greater percentage of court-ordered districts

fall In this extreme range than the other districts; 7 of these are in

the South or the border states.

There appears to be a slight trend for districts under court order to

desegregate to have higher ZMI1 disproportions than other districts,
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especially among the soutnern states. The difference is small in most

cases, however. It is not possible to interpret :hem as arising from zne

desegregation order in any case, since the EIR disproportion may have

preceded the order in time and may even have prompted the court's

intervention.

Other measures may be derived from the OCR survey data to reflect the

minority-wnite imbalance in individual schools. Two indexes of racial

imbalance were calculated for each district, Taeuber's "index of

.dissimilarity" (D) and a more refined index ,derived from an information

theoretic basis (
k
).

16 ach attains a value of zero if the proportion

of minorities in every school is equal to the proportion in the district

as a whole, i.e., an "even" distribution of minorities, indicating the

sP,

least amount of racial isolation. Values of D and H approach one as the

distribution of minorities becomes increasingly uneven. Both D and H are

equal to one if some schools in a district are comprised only of minority

students and the rest of the schools only of whites, i.e., total

segregation.

The correlations of these measures with the index of disproportion

are given in Table 11. In general, the correlations are low. To the

extent that E. disproportion and racial imbalance are related, the

association is negative. That is, districts with larger EMR

disproportions are those in which the racial composition of the schools

is more nearly balanced; those with racial imbalances tend to have more

similar EMR rates for whites and minorities.

Table 11 displays a set of correlations that is largely negative

across regions and districts size intervals, although not all are

els
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statistically significant. _hose that are, with a single exception, are
J:

for districts in the i=t-ermediate size ranges (1,000-9,999 students).

Otrtervise the correlations of racial imbalance with disproportionate EMR

assignment are small and may represent a negligible association for small

and large districts in the country as a whole. Community and school

perceptions of racial balance may differ depending on the proportion of

minority students in the local districts. However, the same pattern of

relationships--no association among small districts, significant negative

association among medium-sized districts--was found when the percentage

of minority enrollments was controlled statistically.. In general, there

is some tendency for differences in minority and white EN_R rates to occur

in districts in which schools ire more "racially balanced." The effect

is not strong among larger districts--i.e., among those in which

desegregation orders are the most common--and thus does not add sUpport

to the "resegregation" hypothesis.

STUDENT SUSPENSIONS AND ENR DISPROPORTION

The OCR questionnaires require districts to report the number of students

who were Suspended for "at least one school day during the 1977-78

year." Both the percentage of all students suspended and the percentage

of minority students who were suspended during the year were recorded for

this analysis. Average suspension rates are given in Table 12 by

district size and minority enrollment. On a nationwide basis, 3.3

percent of all students and 4.1 percent of minority students were

suspended at least once in 1977-1978. Suspension rates increase

monotonically with district size, and peak at 3.4 percent of all students
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and 7.3 percent of aiaorities in the largest districts. he proportion

of suspensions are lowest in all-white and in all-minority districts and

highest in the 30-70 percent minority range. Largedistricts in this

range suspend more than 9 percent of all minority students--more than

twice the nationwide rate for minorities and almost three times that for

all students.

The correlations of suspension with E.\ disproportion are given in

Table 13. Among small school districts and the very largest, there is no

association of suspensions with disproportion in EMR placements. Among

districts with 1,000-29,999 students enrolled, however, the ye is a

positive association of racial disproportion with suspension rates.17

Furthermore, the association is stronger with minority suspension than

with overall student suspensions. Thus, middle-sized districts tend to

suspend greater numbers of minority students and to assign them to EMR

classes is greater numbers concomitantly.
18 Whether either of these

practices is an antecedent of the other or whether both are functions of

a plethora of other possible dete:rminantc is mot revealed by the survey

data.

TIME SPENT IN EMR CLASSES

The OCR questionnaire solicits information on the amount of time students

spend in special education classes, categorized as "less than 10 hours

0 sc

per week, 10 hours or more per week but less than full-time, or

full-time." There is some ambiguity in the item for EMR programs, since

it is not clear whether the intent is tb count (1) hours outside the

regular class, (2) all time during which the child is receiving some
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special attention, whether in the regular class or 'no:, or (3) the total

amount of time the child is considered retarded (wnich would usually be

full-time). While differAt respondents may have interpreted the item

differently, it is likely thatthe most common interpretation is the

first- -i.e., a report of the proportion of time EMR students spend

outside the regular classroom--so that the response "less than 10 hours"

describei' children who are largely mainstreamed.

The average pro portion of EMR students assigned for the three time

intervals is summarized in Table f4. EMR programs usplly involve more

than 10 hours per week of class tire; that is, they are not generally

attended for one or twotclass periods but for most of the school day. In

fact, 49.4 percent of all districts having E.' programs report no

students enrolled in EMR for less than 10 hours per week, while 16.8

percent of districts place all'EMR students in full -tine special

programs. The profiles of, Table 14 indicate that typical districts split

E.' students about equally between full-time and somewhat less than

full-time programs; the latter may be, for example, ,all academic courses

or all classes but one. Larger districts tend to have more full-time EMR

placements.

The correlations between the proportion of full-time EMR students and

differential placements for minorities and whites (Table 14) are negative

in every size interval and attain their largest values for schools with

10,000-29,999 students. In general, there is a tendency for the highest

racial disproportions to occur in districts with many part-time EMR
4

placements. Among large districts, those with the greatest

disproportions tend have less than 50 percent minority enrollment (see
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Table 8). In these settings, for whatever combination of administrative

factors and characteristics of the student population, less than

full-time EMR placement for minorities may be deemed sufficient.

The survey data do not permit comparisons on a student-by-student

basis. Nevertheless, to the extent that these variables are related on a

distrtttwise basis, it is not the case that the placement of minorities

in EMR classes is associated with greater amounts of time spent in those

programs.

DISPROPORTION IN OTEER SPECIAL EDUCATION PROGRAMS

The average proportions of minority and white children assigned to four

special programs other than EMR are listed by state in Table 15. Of the

5,486 districts in the sample with one or more special programs and with

both minority and white students enrolled, 4,917 (90Z) have children

classified as EMR, 93 percent have children classified as having specific

learning disabilities (SLD), and 85 percent have children classified as

speech-impaired (SI). In contrast, only 2,651 districts (about 48

percent) have students who are trainable mentally retarded (TMR) and

2,628 have students classified as seriously emotionally disturbed (SED).

The latter programs are less common than the bthers, although districts

may contract with outside agencies for these infrequently needed

services. The figures in Table 15 are average placement rates for just

that subset of districts in a state that repo:: having one or more

students enrolled in the specific program category.

TMR

The nationwide rate for TMR enrollments, according to Table 3, is .23

percent of all students in this classification, and .19 percent of white
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students. ,The proportion of minority students la TMR classes exceeds :ne

proportion for whites in 34 states, but there is not a great deal of

consistency in either the magnitude or direction of the differences. The

a

few consistencies that are supported by the log-odds indexes for T.

placement occur.in midwestern states Iowa, Nebraska, North Dakota,

and Wisconsin), where there are-much lower placement rates for minorities

than for whites, and in the West, where minority-white differences tend

to be small.

SED

0
Nationwide rates for children who are seriously emotionally disturbed are

' also relatively small. The percentage of all children classified as SED

is .32 percent; for white students it is .2/ percent; ,Ind for blacks--the

only minority to diverge by much
4 from either figure--it is .50 percent.

The minority placement rate exceeds that for whites in 28 states and the

District of Columbia, almost always by smalll amounts, and the log-odds

index shows little or no consistency in direction. In particular, there
Q

is no consistent trend for minorities to be assigned disproportionately

to programs in the South; rather the rates are very similar or even

highetfor white students in this region.

SLD
t,

Classes for specific learning disabilities have the greatest proportion

of students on a national basis of all special education programs. /The

nationwide rates are 2.31 percent of all students and of'white students

and vary from 1.27 percent of Asian or Pacific Island std4ents to 3.49

gv.



percent of American Indian or Alaskan native students. The national rate

fort blacks is very close to that for whites.

The average percentage of minorities is SLD programs exceeds that of

whites in zk states. The high proportion of minoritles in Alaska

typifies districts throughout the state regardless of size, while those

in Iowa, Kansas, Nebraska, Nevada, Texas, and Utah reflect high SLD rates

for minorities in the smallest districts. There is some tendency for

districts in these states to have a low proportion of children in EMR

classes and to make more extensive use of the SLD classification. For

example, Alaska, Nevada, and Utah have statewide EMR proportions for all

40
students that are substantially below the n0onwide rate of 1.4 percent

and SLD proportions that are well above the nationalrrate of 2.3 percent.

The average disproportion in SLD classes, as given by the log-odds

index, is not large, however; except for Alaska, the highest positive

value is only .85: The lat%e average rates for minorities in some

states is inflated by some unusually high percentages in a few districts,

while the average log-odds index is not affected to as great an extent.

The standarei deviation of the thdex, especially for small districts, is

relatively large, reflecting high within-state diversit,y.

79
Test:; of significance- were conducted'on the average disproportion

for each of three district size intervals in each of three regions of the

country. The results are summarized in Table 16, which gives a general

picture of the direction of difference between minorities and whites in

SLD placements. In the northeastern andmidwestern states, there is a
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significant trend :or minorities :c be placed in SLD classeS to a lesser

extent than whites, especially among small and medium-sizec district,;.

In the South and among small districts in the West, significantly more

minorities than whites are placed in Si; classes. In the border states %

and among all districts with more than 10,000 students enrolled, there is

\.
no evidence of average minority-white disproportion in either direction.

Thus, differences in minority and White SLD placements are general,ly

small and inconsistent. Disproportion varies from district to district

and from region to region and depends on specific demographic

characteristics as well. In general, it can only be concluded that SLD

disproportion - -when it reflects greater percentages of minorities than

whites--is not as extreme as disproportion in programs.
70

Speech-Impaired

The proportions of different racial groups in classes for speech

impairments are quite homogeneous, including Asian or Pacific Island

students, who are represented in other special programs to a lesser

extent. The average assignment rates given in Table 13 are very similar

from state to state, except where the figures are inflated by a high

proportion of minority students in small districts. The average log-odds

index for 29 states are negative, indicating some (weak) trend for wnites

to be assigned to special speech classes in greater proportion than

minorities.

Summary

The results for special education classifications other than ZMR are more

variable than consistent. The data demonstrate cleirly that
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disproportionate assi;mment of students in suc4.programs depends on

region of the country, the particular state, and district

.

characteristics. it is not. possible to conclude that there is no

disproportion in one special prOgram category, while fhdre is in

another. DisprIportion occurs everywhere to a lesser or greater degree,

in one direction or the other; in each special'education classification

in different ways and depends on many situational characteristics.

The extensive' correlational analyses conducted for placements in EMR

programs were not undertaken for other classifications and may reveal

further trends. It is clear from the state and regional patterns,

however, that disproportionate EMRplacements for minorities are greater

and more consistent than differences in other programs. The dap do not

address the question of why this occurs, a question that can only be

answered through a more processoriented investigation.

EMR,DISPROPORTION IN'SEPARATE RACIAL OR ETHNIC.GROUPS

Table 17 lists the average percentage of students in ENR programs and the

average logodds index for.each minority group identified by the OCR

questionnaire, in every state in which the specific group comprises more

than 1 percent of the school population. The averages are calculated'for
.

every district in the state that has both nonminorities and any stuaents

of the minority group in attendance. The nonminority rate, listed for

ccmparison, is for all districts in the state (from Table 5).

Black

Blacks comprise more than 1 percent of the student enrollment in,41

states and the'District.of Columbia. Since they are also the largest

5 S
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minority group in,35 states. and D.C., 'the analysis of.EMR placement rates

for all' minorities combided.is most like that for blacks alone. However,-A,

some noteyorthy differences arise when black placements are Compared

separately with those for whites. In three states, blacks. have

'disproportion indexes that are lower than the ..all-minority resv.lts in
A

important ways. -In%Alaska and Rhode Island, both having substantial

Positive all -minorityindexes, the average disproportion for blacks alone

is close to zero. In Wisconsin, with an all-minority average of .02:the

log-odds index for blacks alone is -1.26; i.e., blacks are enrolled'in

aiR programs at a lower rate than whites. In each of these states, a

higher disproportion for another large minority group raises the

L

all-minority figure (Hispanics in Rhode Island add Wisconsin and Alaskan

natives in Alaska). In five states, the disproportion for blacks alone

is-well above that for all Minorities: Arkansas, Missouri, Nevada,

Oklahoma, and Teips.

These exceptions, while showing changes from the all-minority results

of Table.5, maintain the same pattern of noticeably higher EMR placement

rates for blacks oh a nat.ionwide basis, especially in the South and in

particular states of the border and western regions.

Hispanic

Children of Hispanic origin--the second largest minority.group--comprise

more than 1 percent of the public school enrollment in 31 states, more

than 5 percent of the enrollment in 12 states, and pore than 10 pernedt

of the enrollment in Arizona, California, Colorado, New Mexico, New York,

t)
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and Texas. On a nationwide basis, the proportion of Hispanic students .n

EMR cla'sses is slightly below that for aonminorities and well below that

of blacks. However, the average percentage of Hispanic students in EMR

classes exceeds that of nonminority students in 26 of the 31 individual

states.

The six states with the highest proportiOn of Hispanic students vary

in the degree of EHR disproportion. In. California and New; York the F.MR

placements for Hispanics are close to those for nonminority whites in

districts of all mixes. In Arizona, Colorado, aid New Mexico, there are

small oenegative disproportions when the percent of Hispanic-origin

?students is low or moderate (up to about 50 percent); that is, the

Hispanic EMR percentage is close to or below that of nonminority

students. In each state, however, there is a number of districts in

which Hispanics comprise 70 percent or more of the student body; there,

EHR disproportion is high. In Texas, the disproportion is relatively

large in all districts with 10 percent or more Hispanic students and

small among districts with smaller Hispanic enrollment.

To explore this varied pattern further, a subsample of districts was

chosen in which Hispanic students comprised at least 5 percent of the

district's enrollment and the number of Hispanic students was at least

50. This resulted in 854 districts being selected from the larger

sample, of which 765 have EHR programs. The characteristics of these

districts are summarized in Table 18.

Hispanic enrollments are found in the majority of districts in most

states in the Southwest (and Texas), and the average proportion of
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Hispanic students within districts in these same states is generally

higher than elsewhere. Hispanic enrollments in the Northeast tend to be

concentrated in a few of the larger districts (i.e., with higher average

enrollment), while in the West, they are dispersed among manysmaller

districts. The "average bilingual percentage" is the average percentage

of the districts' Hispanic population that is enrolled in bilingual

education classes. On a nationwide basis, the average district provides

bilingual classes for about 12 percent of its Hispanic enrollment;

however, the larger districts in the Northeast have consistently greater

portions of Hispanic students in bilingual education.

The distribution of EMR disproportion is summarized in Table 19. The

average disproportion for Hispanic students in these districts is

positive for each of four size intervals and is especially high among

small districts. However, it is striking that there are numerous large

positive disproportions (i.e., many more Hispanics than nonminorities) in

each size interval and also numerous large negative disproportions (i.e.,

more nonminorities than Hispanics). Unlike disproportion for all

minorities combined or for blacks in particular, the small

Hispanic-nonmindrity difference for the nation as a whole is an average

of many sizable disproportions in both directions.

It has been hypothesized that disproportion in Hispanic EMA placement

- is smaller in districts with substantial black enrollments, as Hispanic

students may come to be perceived as less prominent in terms of their

minority status. To investigate this hypothesis and to examine the
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simple relationship of Hispanic enrollment to disproportion, districts

were classified according to the percentage Hispanic enrollment (0-20,

20-40, 40-60, 60-80, 80-100), by percent black enrollment (0-25, 23-50,

50-75, and 75-100), and by geographic region. The mean disproportion

index was tested for main effects and interactions in a^three-way

fixed-effects least-squares analysis of variance for unequal cell

frequencies. Separate analyses were conducted for districts with fewer

than 1,000 students, districts with 1,000 to 9,999 students, and

districts with 10,000 or more students; the designs were incomplete,

since not all combinations of Hispanic and black enrollments were present

in the data and thus some interactions could not be tested in each

analysis.

The mean disproportion scores representing districts in each minority

composition category are presented in Table 20. For the smallest

districts (N .0 124), there is a strong trend for districts with a higher

proportion of Hispanic students to have larger ENR disproportions; the

differences among these means are statistically significant at 2 less

than .01. The same trend does not appear for medium-sized districts (N

474) or for districts with 10,000 or more students enrolled (N 167).

Further, Hispanic enrollment does not interact significantly with

geographic:region, substantiating the fact that the mean difference is

general 'to small districts, regardless of locale.

The mean E disproportion for Hispanic students decreases

monotonically as the percentage of black enrollment increases among large

districts, but not among small or medium-sized districts. The difference

for large districts is statistically significant at p less than .01;
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furthermore, :he difference does not interact significantly with Hispanic

enrollment or with geographic region in any district size interval.

Thus, thereis a trend among large school districts--ana only among large

districts--for the relative proportiop of Hispanic students in EaR

classes to decline as the black enrollment increases; at the extreme,

when the black enrollment exceeds 73 percent, substantially fewer

Hispanic than nonminori,ty students are classified as DLR. The original

hypothesis is substantiated for large school districts, although the

perceptions and mechanisms through which the effect is created are not

addressed by the survey data.

Bilingual education classes are fairly common among schools with

Hispanic populations, although they tend to be more prevalent in larger

districts. Over half of small districts (with fewer than 1,000 students)

have no Hispanic students in bilingual programs. At the other extreme,

among districts enrolling 10,000 students or more, about 78 percent have

some formal bilingual education, and 18 percent have one - fourth or :lore

of their Hispanic enrollment participating in bilingual instruction. At

the same rime, the largest districts have the lowest ENR disproportion

for Hispanic students (see Table 19).

To explore the relationship of bilingual education with :MR
0

placements further, districts in each of four size intervals were

classified by geographic region and by the extent of ENR disproportion

for Hispanic students. Three levels of disproportion were formed: the

high group is composed of those districts whose disproportion was greater

than one standard deviation above the mean for all districts in the size

interval; the low group is those districts whose disproportion was less
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than one standard deviation below the mean; the medium group contains

those districts in between. Mean scores for the three groups were

compared by fitting a twoway fixedeffects analysis of variance _model to

the data, with the percentage of students in bilingual education as the

criterion measure. The results are summarized in Table 21.

Among diqrricts in two size intervals, the percentage of Hispanic

students in bilingual programs is significantly related to disproportion,

and a similar trend is seen in the sMallest districts as w%11. In each

case, districts with the highest disproportion levels have the smallest

proportion of students in bilingual progrbms. It is possible that

Hispanic students with poor English proficiency' are misclassified as

educably mentally retarded when bilingual programs are not available.

It is apparent from the nationwide results (Table 3) that Hispanic

students are placed in specific learning disabilities (SLD) programs to a

somewhat greater extent than are nonminorities. The statebystate

results (Table 18) show that while the Hispanic percentage in SLD is

lower than the nonminority percentage in many states, the reverse is true

in states with high concentrations of Hispanics (Texas and the

southwestern states exclusive of California). The dynamics that create

the SLD difference are not apparent from the CCR data. It does not

appear that SLD placements substitute for `MLR placements, since several

states have high average disproportions in both classifications

simultaneously (New Mexico, Texas, and Wyoming).
21 In fact, the

correlation of SLD with EMR disproportion among Hispanic students is 1-.33

for all districts combined,
22 and close to this value for districts in

each of four size intervals. Examination of the SLD rates for Hispanics



and non minorities (not shown) indicate :hat tne correlation reflects

different placement rates for Hispanic students. wnile that for

aonmiaorities is not related to ENR disproportion. The processes by

which Hispanic students are referred and assessed for placement in born

special programs need further investigation.

In summary, the apparently similar EMR placement rates for Hispanic

and nonminority students disguise enormous variation in practices among

school districts. There is a number of districts in which Hispanic

students are assigned to ENR programs in large proportions. They are

distinguished from other districts by having small enrollments that are

often -'but not always--largely Hispanic; furthermore, they have small

black enrollments, small or nonexistent bilingual programs, and high

percentages of Hispanic students in SLD classes as well. Among large

districts with the greatest pool of resources, low EMR disproportion and

low SLD disproportion occur where many Hispanic students participate in

bilingual programs.

Further research on factors affecting the availability and

utilization of alternate programs for Hispanic students is certainly

warranted. It would be important to determine to what extent specific

learning difficulties are related to language, or whether SLD programs,

like EMR, may be used in some districts as a substitute for bilingual

instruction. The criteria used for both EMR and SLD placement should be

elucidated as well as the definition of these possibly amorphous

categories and the actual instructional programming that is provided.

)9:

I
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American Indian Or Alaskan Native

American natives comprise over : percent of the public school enrollment

in 13 states, largely in the West. Their placement in EMR classes

exceeds the rate for whites in all but three of the states; in Alaska the

average logodds index exceeds the 80th percentile value of 1.6. The

largest racial differences in Alaska are in districts with fewer than

1,000 students, but the disproportion in larger districts is substantial

as well. Also, higher degrees of disproportion are concentrated in

districts of all sizes with 70 percent or more Alaskan native enrollment.

Other than in Alaska, the average logodds index of disproportion is

not sizable, and in several instances is zero or negative. In general,

the difference in the placement of American :adians and Alaskan natives

in EMR classes is not large or even consistently positive throughout the

states. For this group in particular; however, the OCR survey may not

tell the complete story, since numerous American Indians are enrolled in

special schools and special programs that are not represented in the

usual public school sample.

Asian Or Pacific Islanders

Students who are of Asian or Pacific Island origins are assigned to EMR

programs at rates considerably below those of whites in 10 of the 12

states in which they comprise more than 1 percent of the school

enrollment. The average logodds index is negative in 8 of the 12

states, with ,.)st values substantially so. Thus, in general,

overrepresentation of Asian or Pacific Island students in EMR classes is

not a problem, and these groups may even be studied to determine why

their placement rates are low.
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Two states, however, nave positive logodds indexes of disproportion

in excess of 1.6. In both Colorado and Nevada, larger disproportions

occur in small school districts with low minority enrollment.

17nfortunately, the OCR survey does not distinguish among Asian

populations; it is possible that the students in these states,are, for

example, recent immigrants from,Vietnam rather than Japanese or Korean

children whose families have been established in the Cnited States for

longer periods of time. Newly arrived immigrant populations present a

unique opportunity to monitor special education placement rates as they

develop.

Socioeconomic Standing And Suspensions For Specific Minority Groups

General relationships between socioeconomic status and suspensions with

disproportion in ENR placements for all minorities combined are given in

preceding sections. -The correlations for each minority separately are

given in Table 22.

Suspensions are not correlated with disproportionate EMR assignment

for any individual racial or ethnic minority. The same correlations for

all minorities combined (Table 13) are positive. While ENR

disproportions are accentuated by students of one minority group, it may

be students of a different minority classification who are suspended.

Thus, only an association for all minorities together is observed.

There is a significant negative relationship between racial

disproportion and socioeconomic status for each minority group except

Asian or Pacific Islanders. The relationship is strongest for American

Indian and Alaskan native students, and least strong for students of
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Hispanic origin. However, the correlations for these groups, and blacks

as well, are consistently negative. That is, disproportions even within

a minority group tend to be smaller in districts serving populations with

higher income levels. This relationship is worthy of further exploration

to address such questions as whether individuals with higher income tend

to live in suburban districts with lower overall EMR rates and also lower

disproportion23 and whether the same behavior and school performance

are treated differently in middle-income and lower-income districts?"

The answers to these questions may differ for particular minority groups

and the attitudes and values associated with lower income for that

population.

DISPROPORTION AND STATE EMR CRITERIA

To determine the extent to which state guidelines are associated with

disproportion, information was obtained for 37 states on whether adaptive

behavior assessments are required for EMR classification and the maximum

IQ a child may have and still be labeled EMR. The states were classified

by region and by whether adaptive behavior assessments were required, and

mean differences were tested by fitting a two-way analysis of variance

model to the data, with'several different criterion measures. The

results are summarized in Table 23.

There is no statistically significant
difference between states that

require and those that do not require adaptive behavior assessment for

EMR placement on any of the measures listed, including average IQ cutoff,

average size of the states' EMR programs (in terms of percentage of

students labeled EMR), disprcportion either by sex or by race or
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ethnicity, or in terms of the average proportion of minority or

nonminority students enrolled. Further, there is no interaction of

region with the adaptive behavior factor, indicating no exception to this

generalization in any part'of the country; also, when further control was

added by employing "percentage of minority enrollment" in the state as a

covariate, no significant c:%iferences appear. Thus, the imposition of a

state requirement that children& adaptive behavior be assessed as a

necessary condition for EMR plAcement does not have a statistically

noticeable impact on any of the outcomes investigated. This is due at

least in part to relatively wide variations in practice including the use

or nonuse of adaptive behavior ratings among districts within the

states. It contrasts strongl!. with findings that adaptive behavior

limits EMR programs within individual school districts (Fisher, 1977;

Mercer, 1973).

Two of the measures have a 'significant correlation with the state IQ

cutoff, but only in those states not requiring adaptive behavior

assessments. EMR disproportion by race or ethnicity is correlated

negatively with statewide IQ cutoffs. That is, on the average, the lower

the IQ cutoff--i.e., the more stringent, the EMR criteria--the greater is

the relative assignment of minority students to £MR classes. This is

predictable for states in which adaptive behavior assessments are not

made regularly, since EMR placements become more nearly a function of

Children's IQ scores. When adaptive behavior is included as an

additional required assessment, however, the correlation with IQ cutoff

is reduced to nonsignificance.



:he statewi:F :Q cutoff also correlated with the percentage of

white enrollment sc .-e.t. not requiring adaptive behavior assessment.

While this reflects r:r states with greater proportons of white

students to set higher s--ores for EIR classification, the

motivation for this pracle:e is not revealed from the survey data.
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Footnotes

am grateful to ?obert Serfling, Amado Padilla, Reginald :ones,

Richard Hyman, Lyle Jones, Ingram Olkin, and Md.ron Straf for

reactions to an earlier draft of this paper and suggesti(-ns for

improvements.

1. According to the "general instructions tothe fall 1978 school

survey", (Form OS/CR 102), the following racial or ethnic categories

are identified:

American Indian or Alaskan Native: A person having origins in

any of the original peoples of North America and who maintains

cultural identification through tribal affiliation or community

renpgnition.
Asian or Pacific Islander: A person having origins in any of

the original peoples of the Far East, Southeast Asia, the

Pacific Islands or the Indian subContinent. This area includes,

for example, China, India, Japan, Korea, the Philippine Islands,

and Samoa.
Hispanic: A person of Mexican, Puerto Rican, Cuban, Central or

South American, or other Spanish culture or origin--regardless

of race.
Black,
of the
White,
of the
East.

not of Hispanic origin: A person

black racial groups of Africa.
not of HiSpanic origin: A person
original peoples of Europe, North

having origins in any

having origins in any
Africa', or the Middle

2. Details of the sampling design for 1978 are given in 'U.S. Department

of Health, Education, and Welfare (1978b).

3. The'sampling plan caused the District of Columbia plus'eight states

to be surveyed exhaustively: Alabama, Florida, Georgia, Hawaii,

$
Louisiana, Mississippi, North Carolina, and South Carolina.

4. This is also equivalent to the difference of the logarithms of the

two odds, i.e., ln(.027) - ln(.011) .89.

5. The relationship is given by Q (a - 1)/(a 4- 1) where a ex and x

is the log-odds index. This transformation is the inverse of

nvJ
0

Y.

a
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Fisher's z for correlations ald maps x onto the, zero-one _nter-fal.

is normally distributed in large samples and attains a of unity

whenever either odds is zero.

6. Some further disaggregation by grade'is possible with the OCR data,

by lor:ating schools within each district that serve only grades X.-6,

7-8, and 9 -12, respectively. About three-fourths of the schools in

the sample can,be classified in this manner. While some age - related

analysis is possible, the various levels are not comparable due to

different dropout rates; dropout information wa'S not gathered in the

1978 survey.
)

7.The proportion of the nation's school districts having no EMR

programs may be larger than th. 1978 survey indicates. In 1976 OCR

surveyed all diStricts in the country, and approximately 45 percent

reported no EMR enrollment. The 1978 sampling plan may have tended

to overrepresent those districts having EMR classes.

8. The criterion employed to identify small districts for this analysis

was any district 'having fewer than 100 minority students enrolled or

fewer than 100 whites enrolled.

9. Statistically significant at 2. less than .05, using a two-sided test.

10. Hawaii and the District of Columbia, each representing only one
0

administrative school district, were not included.

11. The correlations of the size of the EMR program with disproportion by

sex (M F) are positive, ranging from .04 for the smallest districts

to ,36 for districts with 10,000-29,999 pupils. The correlations of

the size of the entire special education program with sex

disproportion are all small and nonsignificant.
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1". Tt should Se noted, however, that not al: regions have very lar;e

districts with the entire range of-minority proportions. -t.

Northeast in particular contributes only eight districts to tnis

analysis, none of which has less than 30 percent minority

enrollment. Since the northeastern average disproportion .s

generally low, this may partially account for the hib:Ir

disproportions among large districts with small minority enrollments,

seen in Table S.

13. According to the 1978 OCR survey, the'proportion of students

suspended is inversely-related to minority.enrollment, so that

suspensions are probably not a contributing factor.

14. The correlation may also be biased by regional differences. The

largest districts are primarily "forced" into the sample, such that

79 of 13] districts were in the border or southern states. These

regions have much higher disproportion levels and somewhat higher'

mean SES levels.

13. The correlation of SES with disproportion by sex (M - F) is

consistently negative and significant for all but' the smailest

districts. That is, in general, more =ales are assigned to EHR

programs in lower SES districts.

16. These indexes are described'ana compared in Zoloth (1976).

17. The correlations of EMR disproportion by sex (M - F) with suspensions

are generally very low an nonsignificant.

18. The same pattern is obtained for each geographic region 'except the

West, where EMR disproportion is not related to either suspension

index.
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19. These were t-tescs for
o

. 0.

20. Tests of the mean difference of SLD and E.MR disproportion revealed a

significant difference in every region of the country.

21. It is important to recall, however, that these data represent only

the 1978-1979 school year. If pressure increases to reduce EMR

enrollments, it is possible that SLD programs will become an

alternative placement.

22. Statistically significnt at 2. less than .05, using a two-sided test.

23. The correlation of socioeconomic status with the proportion of aljt,

students in EMR programs for the total sample is -.31, suggesting

support for this 'three-variable hypothesis.

GOI
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TABLE 1

Nationwide Special Education Placements, by Sex and by Race or Ethnicity

CLASSIFICATION

RACE OR ETHNICITY SEX

Percentage Log-odds
(M - W)

Q Percentage Log-odds

(N F)

Q

Minority White Male Female

Educable Mentally 2.54 1.06 .89 .42 ,
1.65 1.19 .31 .18

Retarded (EMR),

Trainable Mentally .33 .19 .55 .27 .25 .20 .26 .11

Retarded (TMR) .

Seriously Emotionally .42 .29 .37 .18 .48 .16 1.14 .52

Disturbed (SED)

Specific Learning 2.29 2.30' .01.. .01 3.22 1.31 .92 .41

Disabillties,(SLD)

Speech Impaired (SI) 1.82 2.02 -.09 -.04 2.40 1.53 .48 .24

None of Above 92.60 94.12 92.00 95.59

Source: Weighted projections to national totals, from State, Regional, and National Summarieb at Data

from the l"78.Civil Rights Survey of Elementary and Secondary Schools, prepared for the Oflice

for Civil Rights by Killalea Associates, Inc., April 1980.

G ' 3 2
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7A3LE 2

Districts Sampled and Responding to 1MR ':',uestion

Approximate Number

t. State

of Districts
in State*

Number

Sampled

Percent

with EMR

Alabama 125 125 100.0

Alaska 30 22 100.0

Arizona 223 81 96.3

Arkansas 348 237 94.9

California 1,022 326 66.6

Colorado 317 58 ,:791.4

Connecticut 162 74 90.5

Delaware 24 . 12 100.0

DiAtrict of Columbia 1 1 100.0

Florida 67 67 100.0

Georgia 183 187 99.5

Hawaii 1 1 100.0

Idaho 111 42 95.2

Illinois 958 320 68.8

Indiana 280 123 91.9

Iowa 389 138 60.9

Kansas 301 105 79.0

Kentucky 159 108 95.4

Louisiana 66 66 100.0

Maine 172 72 93.1

Maryland 25 21 100.0

Massachusetts 336 126 47.6

Michigan 565 202 88.1

`Minnesota 405 142 81.0

Mississippi 150 150 98.7

Missouri 419 197 95.4

Montana 521 62 82.3

60,1
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TARE 2
(continued)

Districts Sampled and Responding to E'R Question

State

Approximate Number
of Districts
in State*

Number
Sampled

Percent
with EMR

Nebraska q96 66 '92.4

Nevada 17 9 100.0

New Hampshire 142 43 93.0

New Jersey 556 197 ' 75.1

New Mexico 88 . 51 94.1

New York 716 263 62.0

North Carolina 144 145 100.0

North Dakota 287 53 62.3

Ohio 566 245 92.2

Oklahoma 596 193 92.7

Oregon 327 64 87.5

Pennsylvania 479 317 83.3

Rhode Island 39 27 88.9

South Carolina 92 92 100.0

South Dakota 174 58 63.8

Tennessee 140 110 99.1

Texas 1,077 573 90.8

Utah 39 19 100.0

Vermont 232 58 56.9

Virginia 132 101 99.0

Washington 301 91 87.9

West Virginia 49 28 100.0

Wisconsin 406 143 85.3

Wyoming 48 29 89.7

*From 1976 OCR survey, which surveyed districts exhaustively.
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TABLE 3

Nationwide Special Education Placements for Specific Racial or Ethnic Croups

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian/
Pacific Islard Hispanic Black

Percentage of Student .79 1.42 6.75 15.72

PopolatIona

Percentage in Special
Education Programs:b

Educable Mentally 1.73 .37 .98 3.46

Retarded (EMR)

Trainable Mentally .23 .15 .24 .39

Retarded (TMR)

Seriously Emotionally .33 .10 .29 .50

Disturbed (SED)

Specific Learning 3.49 1.27 2.58 2.23

Disabilities (SLD)

Speech Impaired 1.87 1.85 1.78 1.87

(SI)

Percentage
of all

White Students
. , .

75.32 100.00

1.0/ 1.43

.19 .23

.29 .32

2.32 2.31

2.04 1.99

aFrow State, Regional and National Summaries of Data from the 1978 Civil Rights Survey of Elementary and

Secondary Schools, prepared for the Office for Civil Rights by Killalea Associates, Inc., April 1980. Based

on estimated total school enrollment 'of 41,836,257 students.

bPercentages are based on weighted pi-ojections to national totals from 19/8 OCR survey data.

rt 'I
1 ki t )
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TA3LE -

Relative Frequency Distribution of Log-Odds Measure for all Minorities in zma

Interval

District Enrollment, in Thousands

All
Less

Than 1 1-3 3-10 10-30
More

Than 30

-5.0 and below .3 .5 .2 .1

- 4.9 --4.5 .1 .2 .1 .2

-4.4 - -4.0 .4 .4 .6 .1

-3.9 - -3.5 .6 1.2 .5 .2 .'

-3.4 - -3.0 .6 .5 1.1 .3

-2.9 - -2.5 1.2 2.0 1.1 1.0 .4

-2.4 - -2.0 3.2 3.9 3.8 2.3

-1.9 - -1.5 4.6 5.6 5.3 3.7 .7
,

.,

- 1.4 - -1.0 6.7 6.0 9-4 5.3 .8

-0.9 - -0.5 8.2 9.8 10.4 4.4 3.9

-0.4 - 0 10.9 15.0 10.9 7.7 10.4 3.7

0.1 - 0.5 13.4 13.1 11:6 13.9 23.1 18.4

0.6 - 1.0 *15.6 10.2 13.0 22.0 23.8 30.1

1.1 - 1.5 13.5 7.2 13.5 18.0 19.2 25.8

1.6 - 2.0 10.6 7.8 9.7 13.7 12.7 14.7

2.1 - 2.5 5.1 6.7 4.2 4.9 4.4 5.1

2.6 - 3.0 2.2 3.8 2.2 1.5 .2 .5

3.1 - 3.5 1.0 1.7 1.0 .4 .2

3.6 - 4.0 .5 1.3 .3 .1

4.1 - 4.5 .3 .7 .3 .1

4.6 - 5.0 .2 .4 0.0

5.1 - 5.5 .2 .8 .1

5.6 - 6.0 .1 .3 .2

6.1 -, 6.5 .2 . .4 .2

6.6 - 7.0 .2 .2 .2 .1

7.1 and above .1 .3 .1

Number of
Districts in 4,917 1,074 1,785 1,507 418 133

Sample

Mean .42 .37 .25 .59 .77 l.02

Standard
Deviation 1.55 1.88 1.57 1.25 .83 .67

Note: Weighted projections to nationwide percentages; weights are inverse of
sampling probabilities.
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TABLE S

Summary EMI( Assignme.ce by State

STATE PERCENT MINORITY
ENROLLMENT

RACE OR ETHNICITY SLX
Average EHK Percentage Log -odds Index Average Elik P4rcentage law-odds. Index it

:Anority White Average Std. Dev. Female Averal,e :.td. Hevt

Northeast;

Connecticut 16.3/ 2.01 0.71 0.75 1.01 0.36 0.94 0.67 0.20 0.5/ 0.14

Maine 0.95 2.31 1.52 -0.41 1.53 -0.20 1.18 1.27 0.41 0.111 0.20

Massachusetts 9.53 1.44 1.04 0.06 1.38 0.03 1.32 0.81 0.30 0./1 0.15

New HAmpshice 1.09 0.83 0.90 -0.93 1.27 -0.43 1.01 0./8 0.16 0.01 0.00

New Jersey 26.15 1.83 0.76 0.78 1.41 0.31 1.08 0.94 0.20 0./0 0.10

New York 31.06 3.35 1.17 0.09 1.77 0.04 1.35 0.9/ 0.29 0.63 0.14

Pennsylvania 14.01 2.05 .4.60 -0.12 1.28 -0.06 2.01 1.30 0.44 0.40 0.21

Rhode Island 7.11 3.91 0.66 1.26 1.33 0.56 0.77 0.511 0.50 0.62

Vermont 0.80 0.46 2.31 -1.35 1.34 -J.59 2.61 1.99 0.30 0.68 0.1

Border:

Delaware 25.73 5.20 1.23 1.51 0.47 0.64 2.42 1.93 0.20 0.1/ 0.11
.

District of Columbia 95.99 0.36 0.23 0.41 0.20 0.50 0.21 0.90 0.42

Kentucky 8.76 6.74 2.55 0.5/ 1.42 0.28 3.43 2.19 0.54 0.4/ 0.20

Maryland 31.71 2.54 0.70 1.44 0.57 0.62 1.51 0.85 0.58 0.32 0.20

Missouri 15.48 5.12 2.41 0.75 1.00 0.36 3.16 2.10 0.46 0.49 0.21

Oklahoma 22.81 3.31 2.15 0.19 1.28 0.09 2.7/ 1.8.1 0.38 0.63 - u.i7
West Virginia 5.03 1.47 2.11 -1.64 2.44 -0.67 2.65 1.61 0.59 0.2? 11.16

COO
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TAKE 5 (Continued)

Soawary of Etlit Abalgnmentb by State

STATE PERCENT MINORITY
ENROLLMENT

RACE OR ET11N1C1TY
Average ERR

SEX ______
Index

btu. lieu.

Average EMit Percentage Log-04db Index Pckceutdge Lub-add:.

AverageMinority Uhite Average Std. Deo. Hale Female

Couch_:-
u

Alabama 34.21 9.09 2.07 1.55 1.31 0.65 4.111 2.9/ 0.52 11.1U 0.15

Aikansas 23.56 6.28 2.23 0.93 1.45 0.43 4.21 2.69 0.48 11.61 0.14

Florida 30,46 5.33 0.93 1.86 0.41 0.73 2.15 1.56 0,19 0.19 0.19

Ceorsla 35.39 6.20 1.44 1.66 1.02 0.60 3.46 2.27 U.48 U.11 11.24

Louisiana 42.17 4.01 0.9,1 1.50 0.39 0.61 2.66 1.46 0.51 0.14 0.25

r

Mississippi 48.51 5.59 1.8/ 1.14 1.24 0.59 3.99 2.11 0.511 u.4u 11.40

North Carolina 31.41 7.30 1.72 1.54 0.56 0.65 4.17 2.65 0.51 0.25 0.14

South Carolina 41.86 7.11 1.72 1.57 0.54 0.65 '4.96 3.1/ 0.51 0.16 0.1)

Tennebseu 21.51 6.16 1.99 1.07 1.07 0.49 3.29 1.911 0.5/ 0.41 0.16

Texas 41.16 3.60 0.84 1.35 1.77 0.59 1.71 1.28 0.13 0.611 0.11,

VIrgiola 27.07 4.06 1.14 1.34 0.84 0.59 '2.42 1.55 0.46 0.11 0.11

Midwest:

Illinois 26.58 3.0/ 1.47 0.12 1.48 0.06 1.00 1.13 0.30 0.64 0.19

Indiana 11.06 2.83 1.50 -0.36 1.62 -0.18 1.86 1.21 0.40 0.51 0.11

Iowa 3.69 1.40 1.95 -1.25 1.45 -0.55 2.10 1.60 0.36 0./1 U.10

Kansaa 11.33 4.52 1.60 0.09 1.48 0.05 1.91 1.39 0.213 U./4 0.14

Michigan 17.53 1.57 1.07 -0.09 1.42 -0.04 1.30 0.91 0.31 0.o4 0.10

Minnesota 4.66 2.39 1.29 -0.03 1.11 -0.02 1.54 1.011 0.19 o./u 0.19

'Nebrabka 8.81 4.45 1.91 0.61 1.01 0.29 2.47 1.65 0.37 0.03 0.14

North Dakota 6.01 3.23 1.66 -0.11 1.86 -0.06 2.12 1.52 0.26 0.5/ 0.13

Ohio 14.26 5.42 2.46 0.05 1.37 0.03 3.00 2.05 0.40 0.4U 0.10

South Dakota 7.83 1.91 0:00 0.29 1.35 0.14 1.23 0.66 0.5U 0.64 0.1.1

Wlueonaln 1.65 1.91 1.40 0.02 1.18 0.01 1./0 1.15 11.18 0.02 0.1%0

in
6 "
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'TALE 5 (Continued)

Summary
v. "4

Agnignaents by State

STATE PERCENT MINORITY
ENROLLMENT*

RACE OR ET6NICITY
SLX

4
Averr,e EMI Percentage bog-odd Index Average EMR PercentJge Lub-uddr Video

Minority White Average Std. Deo. Male Female Average Sta. rev.

Walt:

Alaska 28.86 2.47 0.59 2.28 2.24 0.81 2.01 1.49 0.45 u./o U.22

Arizona 33.28 1.35 0.71 0.36 2.21 0.18 1.16 1'.94 U.20 ,..-: U.59 U.10

California 36.03 0.85 0.61 0.33 . 0.96 0.16 004 0.2b 0.bb U.14

Cali:wad() 20.35 1.48 0.80 0.18 1.67 0.09 1.09 0.79 U.19 0./0 0.19

77.84 0.96 0.49 0.67 0.32 0.97 0.74 0.11 u.1)

.1daho 6.16 1.31 1.24 -0.31 1.46 -0.15 1.49 1.01 U.10 0.09 0.15

Montana 9.59 1.43 0.89 0.23 2.20 0.12 1.25 1.01 0.1 " '1U U.0/

Nevada 17.10 1.36 ' 0.77 0.46 1.0) -0:23 t.15 0.53 0.7) U.02 U.)!

New Mexico 53.25 2.51 0.83 1.3u 0.78 0.57 1.9) 1.2b 0.59 u.1z u.21

Oregon 7.72 0.97 0.71 -0.14 1.31 -0.07 0.89 0.56 0.49 0. /U % U.24

Utah 6.96 2.00 0.82 0.93 0..50 0.4) 1.04 0.7a 0.45 0.49 U.1/

Washington

liyuming

10.72

8.61

2.62

1.16

1.17

0.45

.-0.23 ,

0.8A

1.61

2.08

-0.11

0.40

1.47

0.63

1.05

U.45 .

0.20

0.45

U.53

0.16

U.14

0.1b

Mute: All figurer except percentage of minority enrollment and Q are obtained by calculating the respective value
for each-distalct in (lie bawele. the

. values for ditriLt in each state are weighted by the iuverun of the ampIing probabilities. The weighted average and utacsdard deviattufl ate

'presented in the table as statewide estimatem. Q is calculated directly from the estimated statewide average lug-uddb Index,

I

J13 A

.

(4
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TABLE 6

Minimum and Maximum Average EMR ?ercentages by Region

Number Minority . White

Region of States Minimum Maximum !tinimuni Maxim=

Northeast 44 1.83 3.35 .71 1:60

Border 4 2.54 5.20 .70 2.41

South 11 3.60 9.09 .84 2.23

Midwest 5 1.57 5.42 1.07 2.46

West 7 .85 2.51 .59 1.17

Note: For 31 states with more than' 10 percent minority enrollment. Minima

and maxima obtained from weighted projections to statewide average
values; weights are inverse of sampling probabilities.
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17A31.1 7

Correlations of DisproporvIon in EMR Placements
with Overall Placement Rates

District Size

Correlations with

Correlation with Proportion of
Proportion of all all Students is

N Students in EMR SpecialEducation

Fewer than 1,000 Students 1;074 .07 .07

1,000-2,999 Students 1,785 12* ..12*

3,000-9,999 Students 1,50r .17* .17*

10,000-29,999 Students 418 .30* .22*

30,000 Students or More 133 .06 .34*

All Districts -4,917 .09* .09*

/11111111111.

*Significant at IL< .01 (two-sided test).

Note: Correlations are weighted projections to nationwide values; weights are

inverse of sampling probabilities.

t;17)
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TA3LE 8

Mean-Log-odds Index for Districts by Percentage Minority Enrollment

District Size

Percent Minority Enrollment

0-I0 10-30 30-50 50-70 70-7ti rC-100

Fewer than 1,000 Students -0.07 1.21 1.48 1.12 1.52 4.17

1,000-2,999 Students -0.09 1.24 1.37 1.35 0.98 2.03

3,000-9,999 Students 0.32 1.15 1.41 1.29 0.82 0.01

10,000-29,999 Students 0.58 1.15 1.11 0.99 0.59 0.06

30,000 Students or More 1.13 1.34 1.00 0.97 0.66 -0.02

Note: Percentages are weighted projections to nationwide values; weights are

inverse_of satpling probabilities.
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TABLE 9

Correlations of Socioeconomic Status with Disproportion in DiR ?lace:lent

District Sizea Nb

Correlation with
Disproportion

(Minority-White)c

Fewer than 1,000 Students 1,037 -0.22*

1,000-2,999 Students 1,754 -0.23*

3,000-9,999 Students 1,493 -0.15*

10,000-29,999 Students 412 -0.07

30,000 Students or More 131 +0.35*

All Districts 4,827 70.20*

aThe correlation of district size with SES for the entire sample is -0.08.

bNinety districts were eliminaced that did not provide lunch program

information.

cCorrelations are weighted projectftns to nationwide values; weights are

inverse of sampling probabilities.

*Significant at 2. < .01 (two-sided test).
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TABLE 10

Districts Under Court Order to Desegregate

State

Number of

Districts

Average
Disproportion

Exceed Stale
Average

Exceed Average
il Std. Dev.

Court Order Not Court Order Not Court Order Not Court Order Nal

Northeast:

Connecticut 9 125 0.65 0.75 45.7 53.6 0.0 9.9

Maine 0 162-

Massachusetts 2 134 0.3 0.05 100.0 48.4 0.0 14.8

New Hampshire 0 63

New Jersey 9 336 1.C4 0.75 100.0 51.8 33.3 12.5

New York 9 395 0.45 0.08 66.7 54 2 11.1 13.4

Pennsylvania 10 406 -0.09 -0.12 70.1 48.5 0.0 16.9

Rhode Island 2 29 0.50 1.32 0.0 42.6 0.0 0.3

Vermont 4 44 -2.11 -1.27 0.') 51.3 0,0 13.0

,.

Border:

Delaware 1 15 1.10 1.54 0.0 61.3 0.0 0.0

District of Colombia 0 i 0

Kentucky 9 179 1.16 0.54 100.0 52.3 0.0 12.8

Maryland 2 22 1.25 1.46 57.9 53.5 0.0 16.9

Missouri 7 327 1.33 0.74 85./ 47.7 14.3 13.1

Oklahoma 5 300 0.61 0.18 56.9 53.9 0.0 11.4

West Virginia 9 31 0.85 -1./9 100.0 52.2 50.0 7.5
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TABLE 10 (Continued)

Districts Under Court Order to Desegregate

State

Number of Average Exceed State Exceed Average

Districts Disproportion Average 1 Std. Dev.

Court -Order* Not Court Order Not Court Order Not Court Order Not_

South:

Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Louisiana

Mississippi

North Carolina

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Virginia

Midwest:

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Michigan

Hir.esota

Nebraska

North Dakota

Ohio

South Dakota

Wisconsin

68 55 1.72 1.35 54.4 50.9 7.3

20 224 1.10 0.92 66.1 52.6 0.0

^67

55 126 1.76 1.62 43.6 52.4 7.1

45 21 1.50 1.50 46.1 42.9 15.6

79 67 1.29 1.41 48.1 65.7 8.9

17 130 1.64 1.53 52.9 55.4 11.8

21 70 1.60 1.55 66.7 52.9 0.0

18 122 1.44 1.02 77.8 51.6 22.2

51 685 1.23 1.36 41.2 56.3 0.0

22 109 1.60 1.28 54.3 47.3 18.1

9 456 0.85 0.11 66.7 '46.3 11.1

17 252 0.02 -0.38 40.6 51.9 21.')

0 141

4 189 0.95 0.08 100.0 4/.6 0.0

4 463 0.44 -0.09 100.0 0.0

4 287 0.59 -0.04 100.0 48.8 0.0

1 110 1.42 0.60 100.0 44.7 0.0

0 58

6 556 0.38 0.05 100.0 50.2 0.0

0 65

7 298 1.29 -0.01 100.0 49.0 42./

3.6

11.3

8.7

19.1

1.5

11.5

8.6

9.0

9.1

11.5

14.1

10.1

11.1

14.3

13.J

20.9

14.0

14.9

friTOr-- 1
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TABLE 10 (Continuild)

Districts Under Court Order to Desegregate

State

Number of

Districts

Average

Disproportion

Exceed State
Average

Exceed Average
it Std. Dev.

Court Order Not Court Order Not Court Order Not Court Order Not

West:

Alaska 0 35

Arizona 1 129 0.92 0.35 100.0 58.9 0.0 5.4

California 17 446 -0.01 0.34 29.4

55:::

0.0 10.3

Colorado 5 100 -0.18 0.20 40.0 0.0 10.0

Hawaii 0 1

Idaho 0 79

Montana 1 89 1.01 0.23 100.0 50.9 0.0 1).2

Nevada . 0 19

New Mexico 1 73 0.59 1.31 0.0 43./ 0.0 9.b

Oregon 0 123

Utah 0 26

Washington 4 180 0.67 -0.25 100.0 54.7 0.0 7.2

Wyoming 6 32 0.20 0.96 50.0 56.8 0.0 22.9

Note: All values are weighted projections to statewide totals; weights are Inverse of probabilitieu.

r)
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TABLE 11

Correlations of Log-Cdds Index with Measures of Racial Imbalance

Fewer than 1,000- 10,000 Students

Region 1,000 Students 9,999 Students or More All
D , H D H D a D a

Northeast -.05 -.08 -.18* -.09 -.11 -.01 -.09* -.03

Border -.09 -.06 -.26* -.21* -.41* -.20 -.17* -.12*

South -.01 .04 -.17* -.08* -.12 -.09 -.10* -.04

Midwest -.05 -.04 -.16* -.10* .04 .12 -.11* -.05

West -.00 .10 .04 .11 .06 .05 .01 .09

IMMIMO.

-.09* -.05 -.20* -.07* .04 .10 -.13* -.02

*Statistically significant at 1L4; .01 (two-sided test).

Note: Ail correlations are weighted projections to regional values; weights are
inverse of sampling probabilities.
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TABLE 12

Average Suspension Rates by District Size and Minority Enrollment

Percentage

District Minority:

Size

010 10-30 30-50 50.-70 70-90 90-100 All

Min. All Min. All Min. All Min. All Min. All Min. All Min. All

Fewer Than 1,000 StUdents 2.59 1.96 3.45 2.28 3.45 2.92 3.20 3.03 3.61 3.65 2.03 2.10' 2.87 -2.19

1,000-2,999 Students 3.13 2.78 6.19 4.22 4.96 3.83 5.44 4.78 4.48 4.40 2.55 2.'0 3.84 3.19

3,000-9,999 Students 4.06 3.69 6.84 4.75 7.59 5.45 6.50 5.69 5.24 5.08 3.30 3.27 5.13' 4.24

4

10,00Q- 29,999 Students 3.93 3.56 6.87 4.61 9.09 6.82 7.28 t..24 6.13 5.81 3.60 3.02 5.9'i 4.64

30,000 Students or More 4.25 2.76 8.10 4.90 8.18 6'.34 9.28 7.91 5.52 5.25 2.08 2.02 7.34 5.45

All Districts 3.25 2.81 5.83 3.96 5.89 4.44 5.60 4.94 4.71 4.60 2.59 2.61 4.11 3.33

i
Note: All percentages are weighted projections to nationwide values; weights are inverse of sampling probabilities.

\ -

t°-") s

;y1

' U .... ...I
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TABLE 13

Correlations of Suspension Rates with Disproportion in EMR Placement

District Size
Correlation with Correlation with
all Suspensions Minority Suspensions

Fewer than 1,000 Students .04 ... . .03

1,000-2,999 Students .G6* .11*

3,000-9,999 Students .12* .23*

10,000-29,999 Students .12 .34*

30,000 Students or More -.05 .131, .1M1.11111.1111.1

All Districts .08* .12*

*Statistically significant at 11.< .01 (two-sided test).

Note: All, correlations are weighted projections to nationwide values;_
weights are inverse of sampling probabilities.

O

0
T.) a. ,..)
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TABLE 14

Distribution of Amount of Time Spent in EMR Classes

District
Size

Average Percentage of EMR Students Correlation of Percentage
Full-time with Racial

Disproportion
Less than
10'Hours

More than
10 Hours Full-time

Fewer than 1,000 Students 26.1 '44.7 29.2 -.08*

1,000-2,999 Students 15.7 44.7 39.6 -.07*

3,000-9,999 F'udents 12.2 41.0 46.8, -.10*

10,000-29,999 Students 11.0 35.9 53.2 -.24*

30,000 Students or More 11.3 40.1 48.5 -.21

Note: All percentages and correlations are weighted projections to nationwide values;

weights are inverse of sampling probabilities.

*Statistically significant at 2. < .01 (two-sided test).
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TABLE 15

Average Special Education to:alignments, by State

State
THE SED SLJ Speeeh-lm altea

N Minority White N Minority White N Minority White N Minority White

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Petcenta,e.

Northeast:

Connecticut 84 .28 .40 116 .61 .63 155 4.27 3.83 146 2.19 2.73

Maine 41 0 .52 88 4.19 .73 105 2.50 3.39 101 1.56 2.01

Maumachusettu 89 .98 .47 98 .29 .55 170 7.112 4.39 155 1.26 1.99

New Hempel:ire 30 0 .31 37 0 .29 68 3.12 2.56 58 .50 1.41

licii Jersey 150 1.55 .51 2711 .92 .59 413 3.45 2.77 115 5.56 1.60

New York 126 .95 .31 256 1.39 1.22 420 1.79 1.16 364 1.110 1.42

Pennsylvania 115 .72 .45 160 .72 .33 416 3.93 1.40 31.1 2.911 2.47

Rhode luland 19 .52 .26 22 .04 .20 36 4.49 1.23 12 1.12 1.61

Vermont 22 1.47 1.18 31 .51 .31 57 2.80 3.72 64 6.66 3.29

"order:
.-,

Delawore 2 1.10 .66 12 1.92 1.39 17 5.112 3.86 11 1.41 1.12

Di Strict of 1 .35 .69 1 .13 .02 1 .51 .62 1 .4U .10

Columble

Kentucky 133 .81 .311 36 1.311 .50 1311 2.35 2.06 158

Maryland 22 .75 .40 23 .32 .22 24 5.911 3.611 24

i Missouri 47 2.50 .50 116 .94 .62 334 3.90 3.47 .137

f

Oklahoma 110 .66 .79 35 .37 .24 311 5.47 4.85 261

Vest Virginia 33 .J2 .28 20 .15 .17 30 2.43 2.21 JO

!

!

I

CI
'I

k

I")

I

4.111

2.49

6.02

3.70

1.54

4.08

2.44

5.58

4.68

2.10
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TABLE 15 (Continued)

AverdgeSpeclal Education Aublgnuento, by Stute

State

THR SEll SW _____Stirech-pardlied___.
N MlnoLlty

PerLentdbe

109 2.04

Willie

Vercentatx
-a Minority

Percentage

White N

Percentage

Minority

Percentage

White
Percentdse

N Minority
Percentuge

White

Percentuse

1.42

with
100 .91 .29 64 .25 .24 Ill 1.35 1.69

Allaba4

Athena+. 126 1.45 .3: 49 .20 .33 215 2.80. 2.46 111 2.05 2.56

Vlorida 56 .77 .31 54 .73 .43 67 3.00 2.18 64 3.14 2.13

Georgia 116 .19 .38 137 .70 .51 178 2.01 2.10 162 2.79 2.11

Louisiana 64 .54 .23 48 .20 .27 64 1.32 1.51 65 4.05 2.91

.0,

Mlinsiaaippi 109 .70 .69 16 .09 .12 110 1.25 1.41 118 J.05 2.14

'North Cdrollne 136 .69 .40 87 .26 .17 141 2.46 2.01 119 2.31 2.21

South Carolina /1 .65 .34 64 .67 .77 81 2.23 1.91 89 4.54 3.21

lawn:sere 119, .11 .31 69 .2/ .16 133 7.54 3.64 134 J-10 3.10

Texas 499 .68 .28 354 .74 .50 785 8-11 3./6 611 3.06 2.112

Virginia 104 .50 .27 /2 .24 .27 131 3.20 1.96 131 2.86 2.48

Midueut:

Illinois 146 .58 .41 279 1.74 .69 623 4.88 3.91 5/5 5.22 4.57

Indiana 129 .70 .44 81 .11 .15 245 2.04 .79 261 13.15 3..11

101is /6 .05 .10 51 .19 .32 219 15.53 4.18 112 4.20 2.1J

Kansas 64 .69 .40 82 .31 .32 216 18.08 2.28 191 3.42 1.10

Michigun 82 .56 .54 412 1.01 .58 508 2.17 2.01 J/J 4.16 1.58

Minneantd 160 .28 .51 108 .65 .51 329 4.82 3.48 321 5.J5 2.69

Nalausad 49 .18 .59 5'I .26 .50 102 14.51 J.14 100 5.1 3.22

North 0ukuta 26 .12 1.12 12 2.42 .96 69 2.115 2.93 111 11./3 J.06

Ohio 29 .46 .39 88 .1) .28 611 2.21 1.96 515 J.10 2.5u

South Dakota 42 .13 .35 22 .09 .37 60 1.51 2.09 82 5.111 4.89

Wiaconuin 169 .16 .43 209 .14 .72 J29 1.71 2.2J J2/ 2.58 1.94

0r
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TABLE IS (Continued)

Average Special Education Assignments, by State

TMR SED SLD Speech-lwralred

State N Minority White N Minority White N Minority White N Ninotity White

Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Petcontabc PetLentabe

Wyatt

Alaska I9 .38 .10 29 .57 .21 35 12.88 3.75 JI 4.09 1.81

Arizona 85 .34 .31 99 .48 .74 135 4.15 3.59 116 2.24 2.40

California 115 .34 .49 190 .35 .39 665 3.01 2.91 55/ J.88 J.09

Culorado 44 .51 .21 62 1.15 .48 114 5.34 3.25 98 2.89 2.22

Hawaii 1 .25 .25 t .15 .26 1 3.62 3.41 1 .18 .18

Idaho 52 .15 .26 61 .34 .27 79 5.04 3.55 64 1.65 2.IJ

Montana 49 .10 .52 34 .11 .21 94 4.43 2.1J 11 2.62 2.06

Nevada 9 .26 .19 15 .71 .30 19 6.88 3.52 10 J.18 2.45

New Mexico 54 .50 .36 33 .30 .24 65 4.64 2.52 41 1.62 1./5

Oregon 61 .27 .27 68 .45 .53 139 5.1J 3.81 124 J.65 2.60

Utah 22 .26 .26 26 2.29 1.81 26 7.72 3.30 26 2.14 1./0

Washington 106 .99 .41 131 .60 .60 196 2.28 2.15 110 1.15 1.11

Wyosing 24 .04 .22 21 .15 .44 47 4.75 J.66 41 J.UI 2.0

Note: All restate are weighted projections to statewide values; weights are inverse of sampling probabilitiett.

632
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TAME 16

Direction of Minority -White Difference in Test for SLD Disproportion

Region

District Size

1-999 1,000-9,999
Students Students

10,000 Students
or More

Northeast Negative Negative

Border

South Positive Positive

Midwest Negative Negative

West Positive

Note: Only results significant at 2_ < .01 are shown.

U; ./ ')l../ .,
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TABLE 17

Average EHR Percentage for Separate Racial /Ethnic Groups, by State

State

Non-
minority
Percentage

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian!,
Pacific Islands Black hispanic

Percentage Log-odds Percentage Loll-odds Percentage Log-odds Percentage
_

Log-odds

Northeast:

Connecticut 0.71 1.66 0.19 2.78 0.54

Maine 1.52

Massachusetts 1.04 1.43 -0.18 1.02 -1.43

New Hampshire 0.90

New Jersey 0.76 0.25 -1.74 2.48 1.08 1.58 -0.05

New York 1.17 0.26 -3.28 7.13 0.33 1.4/ -0.23

Pennsylvania 1.60 3.31 0.33 1.80

Rhode Island 0.66 1.78 0.01 11.55 1.4/

Vermont 2.31

Border:

Delaware 1.23
5.49 1.51 1.25 -0.43

District of Columbia 0.23 0.3/ 0.42 0.24 0.16

Kentucky 2.55 7.60 0.69

Maryland 0.70 0.42 -1.21 2.83 1.46

Missouri 2.41
7.116 1.15

Oklahoma 2.15 2.48 -0.28 7.54 1.17 1.21 -0.65

West Virginia 2.11
1.83 -0./9

tU 3
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TABLE 17 (Continued)

Average EMR Percentage for Separate Racial/Ethnic Groups, by State

State

Non-

minority

Percentage

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian/

Pae1t1c Islands Black

Percentage Log-odds Percentage Log-odds Percentage Log-odds

South: OL

Alabama 2.07 9.48 1.6/

Arkansas 2.23 7.71 1.26

Florida 0.93 5.81 1.98

Ceorgta 1.44 6.34 1.68

Louisiana 0.93 4.09 1.52

Mississippi 1.87 5.67 1.16

North Carolina 1.72 2.48 0.16 7.42 1.59

South Carolina 1.72 1.13 1.51

Tennessee 1.99 6.63 1.11

Texas 0.84 4.80 1./4

Virginia 1.14 0.64 -2.35 4.14 1.19

Midwest:

Illinois 1.47 0.60 -2.10 6.89 0.11

Indiana 1.50 12.04 0.66

Iowa 1.95
1.48 -0.16

Kaneas 1.60 4.69 0.36

Michigan 1.07 3.68 0.62

Minnesota 1.29 4.45 0.22 5.38 0.08

Nebraska 1.91 3.18 -0.24

North Dakota 1.66 14.35 0.45

Ohio 2.46 7.42 0.46

South Dakota 0.80 3.08 0.50

WE nsin 1.40 1.34 -1.26

Hispanic
Percentage Log-odds

6.54 -0.7/

1.59 0.34

2.4,6 -0.0/

0.92 -1.62

2.50 -0.14

1.13 -0./5

6.41 1.0J

3.29 -0.99

1.67 62 3/611
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TABLE 17 (Continued)

Average EHR Percentage for Separate Racial/Ethnic Groups, by State

State

Non-
minority
Percentage

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian/
Pacific Islands Black Hispanic

Percentage Log-odds Percentage Log-odds Percentage Log-odds Percentage Log-odds

West:

Alaska 069 2.52 2.34 2.93- 0.61 1.18 0.23 0.04 2.28

Arizona 0.71 1.14 -0.00 3.35 1.08 1.16 0.04

California 0.61 0.22 -1.49 1.16 0.25 0.87 0.31

Colorado 0.80 0.07 1.91 2.61 0.78 1.52 0.18

Hawaii 0.49 0.91 0.61 0.53 0.11 1.60 1.23

Idaho 1.24 1.37 0.17 1.10 -0.71

Montana 0.89 1.14 0.22 1.44 0.16

Nevada 0./7 1.46 0.51 0.04 1.71 2.81 1.43 1.04 -0.53

New Mexico 0.83 0.65 -0.00 2.72 1.36 1.24

Oregon 0.71 0.50 -0.90 0.19 -1.51 0.42 -0.67 1.62 0.53

Utah 0.82 1.79 0.63 1.9/ 0.83

Washington 1.17 2.70 -0.30 0.64 -1.46 1.56 -0.05 1.52 -0.61

Wyoming 0.45 0.35 -0.76 1.45 1.20

Note: All percents are weighted projections to statewide values; weights are inverse of sawpting probabilities.

`) 1
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TABLE 18

fiescriptiou of Hiapattic Dietrict Subo.seple

State

finisher

of

Districts

Estimated
Percentage
of State

Average
Eurol/eont

Average
Percentage
illopmnic

Average
Bilingual

Percentage

EHlt LLD

PercentalE Average
121-oddt.

Average Percentage Average
Lug -odds

Average

Hispanic Anglo 016punic Anslu

Entire Cuuutry: 854 7375 26.91 11.75 '1.27 0.69 0.64 3.74 2.83 0.14

Northeast: 75 21592 15.11 21.12 2.00 1.21 0.55 1.40 1.99 -0.44

Connecticut 9 7.8 12626 14.80 32.45 1.92 0.99 0.65 3.44 3:09 '0.0:

Haatogchusetta 6 2.7 26745 13.81 32.23 1.78 1.34 0.28 1.61 2.92 -0.95

Maw Jersey 36 10.2 7871 18.76 18.06 2.17 1.26 0.57 1.22 2.11 -0.56

New York 14 3.5 46606 10.08 18.27 1.65 0.94 0.74 0.98 0.90 -0.10

Peunaylvania 8 1.6 37086 9.83 20.07 2.77 1.95 0.28 0.66 1.43 -0.01

&Lade lalaud 2 5.2 10710 8.25 34.55 0.43. 1.17 -0.84 1.11 4.30 -1.29

Border: 8 1697 10.32 1.85 2.10 -0.15 1.52 1.60 -0.25

Hisauuri 0.7 4577 5.05 0.87

,2.31

1.73 2.09 -0.09 2.60 2.91 -0.01

Oklahoma 4.4 1121 11.37 2.04 2.43 2.10 -0.11 1.33 -0.31

South: 266 6322 35.11 10.72 1.41 0.50 1.06 6.01 3.39 0.50

Florida 7 14.5 47385 14.88 10.59 1.43 0.61 0.80 2.00 2.94 -0.13

Luuialasw . 2 3.0 8557 10.62 0.00 1.33 0.91 0.35 2.80 3.30 -0.;0

Texas 256 47.0 5532 35.70 10.70 1.42 0.50 1.0? 6.16 3.40 0.59

Vitgiolat 1 0.8 16964 5.65 31.96 0.10 0.13 0.20 0.83 0.51 0.55

C 4)
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TABLE 18 (Continued)

Description of Hispanic District Subuample

State

Midwest:

Illinois

Indiana

Iowa

K ansas

Michigan

Minnesota

Nebraska

Ohio

Wisconsin

West:

Arizona

California

Colorado

H awaii

Idaho

Nevada

New Mexico

Oregon

Utah

Washington

Wyoming

Number Estimated Average Average 0114

of Percentage Average Percentage Bilingual Average Percentage Average Average PercentakE Average

Districts of State Enrollment Hispanic Percentage Hispanic Anglo 1.06-u4th. Illupunic Ankto Lok-odds

83 7310 11.15

26 5.7 14758 12.65

4 1.9 11803 14.51

2 0.5 3626 8.74

10 6.5 1779 11.49

16 6.2 3872 8.93

1 0.3 34181 5.11

7 9.2 1690 12.86

15 5.4 2204 10.56

2 0.5 60476 5.88

11.10

18.66

3.86

38.46

14.14

12.57

13.22

0.20

3.01

20.32

2.02 1.41 0.21

1.04 0.93 -0.01

1.18 2.21 -0.73

1.93 1.52 0.38

1.47 1.08 0.15

1.30 1.0/ 0.14

2.58 2.83 -0.08

5.52 1.41 1.26

2.76 2.31 0.18

1.74 1.12 0.30

2.08

3.62

0.54

2.44

1.42

1.21

3.38

1.12

1.95

2.06

2.25

4.03

0.75

3.86

1.41

1.62

3.04

1.34

1.63

2.08

-0.28

-0.50

-0.11

- 0.34

-0.41

-0.29

0.11

- 0.10

-0.06

-0.12

422 6246

58 73.8 3791

231 69.2 7407

40 62.3 4686

1 100.0 169602

8 16.4 3609

4 60.5 1280

48 91.5 3915

6 6.0 1916

4 20.1 10093

12 8.8 3399

10 30.8 2905

27.78 11.43 0.94 0.55 0.52 3.2, 1.8(1 0.00

32.07 9.96 1.38 0.75 0.53 3.95 3.69 0.85

25.94 13.31 0.54 0.41 0.34 2.63 2.65 -0.11

24.81 5.80 1.46 0.84 0.56 4.12 2.80 0.35

6.84 0.06 1 , 0.4'; 1.23 7.03 3.41 u.//

10.65 17.41 1.50 1.10 0.51 3.511 1.41 0.23

9.35 13.15 1.61 0.91 0.27 10.39 3.84 0.99

51.21 7.19 2.00 0.67 1.29 3.86 2.25 0./8

18.07 18.83 0.52 0.55 -0.04 6.94 4.4/ 0.40

10.36 3.19 1.96 1.08 0.10 5.06 1.46 0.3/

20.03 12.06 1.9u 1.10 0.56 1.99 1.60 0.12

9.32 1.00 1.35 0.3/ 1.52 5.6/ 1.52 0.52

Note: Except for the number of districts, which is the actual number in the sample, all results are woihhted projectionts to statewide %Witless,
weights are inverse of sampling probabilities.

e '-'Pi' .1
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TAME 19

Distribution of EMR Disproportion for Hispanic ?upils

District Size

No. of

Districts Mean
Standard
Deviation

Minimum Maximum
Log-odds Q Log-odds

?ewer than 1,000 Students 124 1.08 1.71 -4.30 -.97 7.41 .99+

1,000-2,999 Students 242 .66 .99 -2.13 -.79 7.67 .99+

3,000-9,999 Students 232 .47 .85 -2.11 -.78 6.94 .09-

10,000 Students or More 167 .35 .63 -3.35 -.S3 2.17 .30

..w.m.

All Districts 765 .64 1.12 -4.30 -.97 7.67 .99+

Note: Except for the number of districts, which is the actual number in the sample,
all results are weighted projections to nationwide values; weights are inverse

of sampling probabilities.
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TABLE 20

Mean EMR Disproportion for Hispanic Students,
by District Racial/Ethnic Composition

District
Size

?ercent
Hispanic

Enrollment

Percent Black Enrollment

0-25 25-50 30-75 75-.:1C0 All

Fewer than 0-20 .86 2.40 .91

1,000 Students
20-40 1.01 .53 .99

40-60 1.09 1.09

60-80 1.07 1.07

80-100 3.73 3.73

All 1.08 .55 2.40

1,000-9,999 0-20 .51 .78 .13 -.55 :31

Students
20-40 .63 .10 .62

40-60 .81 -.43 .76

60-80 .59 .59

80-100 .57 .57

All .62 .13 -.55

10,000 Students 0-20 .43 -.03 .02 -1.17 .32

or More
20-40 .44 .43 .31 .43

40-60 .30 .30

60-80 .69 .69

80-100 .23 .23

All .43 .13 .09 -1.17

Note: Average log-odds index is the weighted projection to all districtsL

in the particular size category. Empty cells indicate fewer than
two districts in the sample with the particular racial/ethnic

composition.

r;z 5
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7A312 21

Mean ?ercent of Hispanic Students in 3ilingual Education

District Size

Low Medium High

Disproportion Disproportion Disproportion

Fewer than 1,000 Students 9.76 (11) 9.30 (101) 6.51 (12)

1,000-2,999 Students 16.89* (29) 9.97 (184) 7.52 (29)

3,000-9,999 Students 13.19 (37) 11.34 (166) 14.33 (29)

10,000 Students or More 23.87* (18) 12.90 (123) 14.43 (26)

Note: All percentages are weighted projections to nationwide values;

weights are inverse of sampling probabilities. Actual sample sizes

in pareneheses ().

*Significant differences among these three means at 2. < .05.

t;4
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TABLE 22

Correlations of Log-odds Index with
Suspensions and Socioeconomic Status,

for Separate Minority Groups

Racial/Ethnic Group
Number of
Districts

Suspensions
all Students

Proportion Full-
price Lunches (SES)

American Indian/ 817 -.03 -.17*

Alaskan Native

Asian/Pacific 936 -.05 .07

Islander

Black 3995 .04 -.15*

Hispanic 2681 .00 -.10*

*Statistically significant at IL< tO1 (two-sided test).

Note: Correlations are weighted projections to nationwide values; weights
are inverse of sampling probabilities.

4
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:ABLE 23

Comparison of States Requiring and not Requiring Adaptive

Behavior (AB) Assessment for EHR Placement

Variable

AB Required (20 States) A3 not Required (17 States)

Mean Std. Dev.

Correlation
with

IQ Cutoff Mean Std. Dev.

Correlation
with

IQ Cutoff

IQ Cutoffa 73.10 3.92 74.42 3.97 as.11.

,Percent of all 1.61 .11 1.43 .69 -.00

Students in EMR

,,.94

En Disproportion
for RatetEthnicity,

(log-odds)

.44 .93 -.15 .59 .90 -.59*

EMR Disproportion
for Sex

.45 .15 -.37 .40' .15 -.31

Percent White 73.65 25.44 .33 79.56 13.44 .50*

Enrollment

11

aFrom Patrick and Reschly (1982).

*SignifiCant at 2 < .05 (two-sided test).
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APPENDIX

Examples of Smoothing Data for Small Districts

The 1973 OCR Survey indicates 11 districts in Georgia with fewer than
100 minority students enrolled or fewer than 100 whites. -When the
numbers of students in these districts are summed, the proportions of
students in EMR and in no special programs are:

Minority White

EMR .0065 .0131

No special
program .1054 .8751

In this table the EMR odds for minorities is, .0065/.1054 = .0617 and for
whites is .0131/.8751 - .0150. One specific district has the following

numbers of students:

Minority White

EHR 1 11

No special
program 31 922

The OR odds for minorities is 1/31 - .0323one additional EMR student
would bring the ratio to .0645, and no value between the two is

possible. The odds for whites is 11/922 = .0119, and the difference is

.0323 - .0119 .0204. The smoothed frequencies for this district are:

Minority White

EMR 1.0393 11.0119

No special
program 31.5270 921.4218

From these values, the EMR odds fcr minorities is .0330 (a small degree

closer to the statewide value of .0617) and for unites is .0120. The

difference .0330 - .C120 Is .0210, close to the original value.
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Another of the ..6 districts with small enrollment has the following

number of students:-

MinoritY White-
No special
program 194 65

The EMR odds for minorities 13 21/194 a .1082, for whites is 0/65 a 3,

and the difference is .1082. The zero value raises such questions as

does zero of 65 students, for example, mean as much as zero of 100 or of

500 students? Would the number remain zero if the white enrollment were

increased, as may happen from one school year to another, or is this

value a stable zero?" A partial answer may be provided by examining the

larger statewide data set, in which the odds for whites is small but ,

nonzero (.0150). Smoothing the district's frequencies yields the

following table:

Minority White

EMR 20.9588 .0079

No special
program 193.6464 65.3870

The odds for minorities is .1082, for whites is .0001 and the difference

is .1081, close to the original value. While the original zero value did

not allow calculation of the log-odds index. the adjusted values yielc

ln(.1082) ln(.0001) = 6.80.

The smoothing procedure used in this analysis involves obtaining

"pseudo Bayes estimAtes" of actual population frequencies in the manner

described by Bishop, et al. (1975, sectl.on 12:1.1). The method is

demonstrated to have distinct advantages over the widely used practice of

adding .5 to each cell count, especially when the total number of

observations in one or both columns is sma1J..


